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BREXIT DELAYED UNTIL OCTOBER 31

KASHMIR ISSUE CAN’T KEEP BOILING, SAYS IMRAN KHAN

>htworld p16

Voters have last word on 91 seats
ELECTION 2019 First phase sees participation of nearly 93 million people; three killed in clashes

Electors don’t need
to know identities
of political donors,
Centre tells SC

HT Correspondents
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: An estimated 93 mil-

lion people voted on Thursday to
choose 91 members of the Lok
Sabha in the first phase of a bitterly fought general election,
marred by stray incidents of violence, clashes between rival
party workers, and complaints
of faulty electoral rolls, electronic voting machines (EVM),
even not-so-indelible ink.
The voter turnout across 18
states and two Union territories,
where 142 million people were
eligible to exercise their franchise, averaged 66%, according
to a Hindustan Times calculation of individual breakups provided by the Election Commission of India. (ECI).
The figures may be updated
because electors were still waiting to cast their votes at many
polling booths at 6 pm, the time
voting was supposed close. The
turnout in the first phase of the
2014 election was 70%.
At least three people died in
election-related violence — two
in Andhra Pradesh and a teenaged boy in Jammu and Kashmir
— but the ECI said polling was
largely peaceful.
“We thank the voters for coming out to vote in significant
numbers. We would also like to
thank the state machinery, security forces and nodal officers in
various states for their support
to ensure smooth polling,” deputy election commissioner
Umesh Sinha said.
The last day of polling in the
seven-phase election is May 19,
and the counting of votes for all
543 Lok Sabha seats will be taken
up and results declared on May
23. A total of nearly 900 million

NEWDELHI:The government said it

n

Kashmiri voters stand in a queue to cast their votes outside a polling station in Handwara near Srinagar on Thursday.

VOTER TURNOUT

73%

63.69% 57.85% 50% 57.31%

Andhra Pradesh Uttar Pradesh
people are eligible to exercise
their franchise in the sevenphase general election.
Voter turnout varied from
state-to-state on Thursday, a day
on which the two principal contestants, the ruling Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) and the Congress both voiced confidence

Uttarakhand

Bihar

Jammu & Kashmir

that they had set off on the course
of victory.
According to the ECI’s estimates, the highest turnout was
recorded in Tripura (81.8%) followed by West Bengal (81%).
Andhra Pradesh recorded a
turnout of 73% and neighbouring
Telangana 60%. Turnout was

81%

West Bengal

69%, 60% and 78% , respectively,
in Sikkim, Mizoram and Nagaland, in which the elections were
concluded in one phase.
In Baramulla in the Kashmir
valley and the Jammu region, it
was 32.29% and 67.39%.
Voting also took place on
Thursday to elect representa-

Cong clears 2 more names, Tewari from
Anandpur Sahib, Dhillon from Sangrur
Sukhdeep Kaur
n

candidatesprofile

sukhdeep.kaur@hindustantimes.com

Congress
president Rahul Gandhi on
Thursday cleared the names of
former Union minister Manish
Tewari from Anandpur Sahib
seat and Kewal Dhillon, a former
MLA, from Sangrur.
The names were finalised at a
meeting of the state screening
committee comprising Punjab
chief minister Amarinder Singh,
state Congress president Sunil
Jakhar, state affairs in-charge
Asha Kumari and general secretary (organisation) KC Venugopal with Rahul.
The meeting that started late
on Thursday evening went on for
an hour during which all four
remaining seats were discussed.
Finally, the CM had his way after
he gave personal assurance to
Rahul that both the candidates

CHANDIGARH:

Manish Tewari
Anandpur Sahib, 53

Kewal Dhillon

A former Union minister of
state, Tewari is national spokesperson of the party. A lawyer, he
entered into politics as the NSUI
president and was appointed
the Indian Youth Congress chief.

Former MLA from Barnala,
Dhillon lost the seat to AAP
first-timer Meet Hayer in the
2017 state assembly polls. A
moneybag, he ranks among
close confidants of Amarinder.

being backed by him would
return victorious.
Tewari is the second Hindu
face to be fielded by the Congress
in Punjab in addition to Jakhar,
who is contesting from Gurdas-

morepollstories
A HIGH-STAKES
BATTLE FOR RLD’S
AJIT SINGH

KIREN RIJIJU KEEN
TO BREAK JINX
WITH VICTORY

Rashtriya Lok Dal chief Ajit Singh
wants to regain family pocket borough from Jat leader Sanjeev Balyan,
who is the BJP candidate. The RLD’s
support base of Jat and Muslims
voters was broken after the Muzaffarnagar riots in 2013, resulting in the
defeat of Singh’s son Jayant Chaudhary, in the 2014 general elections. It
will be interesting to see whether
Muslims and Jats, who comprise more
than half the electorate, align this
time, or vote on different lines. Singh
vowed on his birthday to strengthen
communal harmony in the area ››P13

Bad weather forced Kiren Rijiju,
minister of state in the Union Home
Ministry back to capital Itanagar on
Thursday, dashing his hopes of
casting his vote. The 47-year-old is
one of the BJP’s well-known faces,
and will be looking to break a jinx on
this constituency that has not
returned the incumbent in the last
three polls. Rijiju, the incumbent, had
lost in the 2009 polls after winning
the seat in 2004. The seat covers 33
assembly constituencies, including
capital Itanagar. The Congress fielded
››P13
formed CM Nabam Tuki.

http://read.ht/JS4

Sangrur, 68

pur. Tiwari had won his debut
parliamentary election from
Ludhiana in 2009. On the new turf
of Anandpur Sahib, he will be pitted in four-cornered contest
against sitting MP Prem Singh

Chandumajra ( SAD), Bir Devinder Singh of Akali Dal (Taksali)
and Narinder Singh Shergill of
the AAP.
For Bathinda, the seat represented by Union minister Harsimrat Badal, the name of Navjot
Kaur, wife of state minister Navjot Singh Sidhu, was mooted as
the “best” candidate along with
finance minister Manpreet Badal
and Gidderbaha MLA Amrinder
Singh Raja Warring. Kaur and
Manpreet have expressed their
unwillingness to contest.
For Ferozepur, name of sports
minister Rana Gurmit Sodhi, sitting MP Sher Singh Ghubaya,
and former Punjab Youth
Congress president Raminder
Awla were discussed. Amarinder
backed Sodhi but it was
decided to finalise the candidates
for Bathinda and Ferozepur
only after Akalis reveal their
candidates.

Wikileaks founder Julian
Assange arrested in UK
LONDON : WikiLeaks founder

Julian Assange was arrested by
British police and carried out of
the Ecuadorean embassy on
Thursday after his South American hosts abruptly revoked his
seven-year asylum, paving the
way for his extradition to the
United States.
The United States alleged
Assange engaged in a 2010 conspiracy with Chelsea Manning,
who served seven years in military prison for leaking classified
data, and charged him with con-

spiracy to commit computer
intrusion with a maximum penalty of five years.
An agitated Assange was carried head first out of the embassy
shortly after 0900 GMT by seven
men to a waiting police van. “The
whole House will welcome the
news that the Metropolitan
Police have arrested Julian
Assange, arrested for breach of
bail after nearly seven years in
the Ecuadorean embassy,”
Prime Minister Theresa May
told parliament .
››P16

ANI

tives to all 175 assembly seats in
Andhra Pradesh, 32 in Sikkim, 57
in Arunachal Pradesh (where
the Bharatiya Janata Party has
already won three seats
unopposed) and 28 of 147 seats in
Odisha.
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, the star campaigner for
the BJP, and his principal challenger, Congress president
Rahul Gandhi, voiced confidence that their parties would
emerge victorious, before polling ended in the first phase.

is not necessary for voters to
know the identity of contributors to political parties and
seemed to suggest that such
transparency in election funding
was impractical.
The government’s statement
came during a hearing on electoral bonds in the Supreme Court.
Appearing for the Centre,
attorney general KK Venugopal
said donors would be victimised
if their details are made public
and added that this was against
the right to privacy asserted by
the nine-judge bench judgment
in the Puttuswamy case.
His central argument was that
the main purpose of electoral
bonds was to curb the use of
black money in elections.
A bench led by Chief Justice
Ranjan Gogoi concluded the
hearing and reserved its order
on an interim plea to stop the use
of electoral bonds to fund political parties. It will pronounce its
››P10
order on Friday.

morestories
TEEN DIES IN
VALLEY VIOLENCE
Polling in Jammu and
Baramulla Lok Sabha seats
ended amid stray incidents
of violence and the death
of a 14-year-old during clashes
in Baramulla.
››P8
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‘Indelible’ ink
comes off, EVM
glitches reported
HT Correspondents
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI/HYDERABAD/MEERUT/DEHRADUN: The first phase of voting

for 91 Lok Sabha seats and assembly elections in four states witnessed several complaints of malfunctioning electronic voting and
paper trail machines, several
voters claiming their names
were missing from the electoral
rolls, and the indelible ink mark
on the index finger of voters being
not so indelible in some cases.
EVM malfunctions were
reported from all districts of
Andhra Pradesh, eight Lok
Sabha constituencies that went to
vote in western Uttar Pradesh,
the northern-eastern states of
Assam and Arunachal, and
Uttarakhand, West Bengal and
Odisha. Voters in Telangana,
Andhra Pradesh, Uttarakhand,
Noida and Ghaziabad complained of their names not being
in the list. And some showed on
social media how easily they
removed the indelible ink mark.
While the BJP did not comment on these issues, Congress
spokesperson Pranav Jha said
missing names and malfunctioning EVMs were a matter of concern and could result in the formation of “illegitimate governments”. “We have repeatedly
raised the issue of problem with
the EVMs with the Election Commission, but nothing much has
happened,” Jha said.
EVMs
Andhra chief electoral officer
Gopala Krishna Dwivedi was not
able to vote because of an EVM

MANY PEOPLE POSTED
VIDEOS SHOWING THE
INDELIBLE INK APPLIED
ON THEIR INDEX FINGERS
COMING OFF EASILY
ON BEING WIPED
malfunction. Jana Sena Party
candidate Madhusudan Gupta
was held after he smashed an
EVM in Guntakal, alleging that
party symbols were not properly
printed on the ballot unit.
Dwivedi said polling did not
commence till 9 am at some places
in Anantapur, Guntur, Kadapa
and Kurnool due to EVM trouble
even as chief minister Chandrababu Naidu expressed concern
over failure of “30%” of EVMs and
said he was contemplating filing
a review petition in Supreme
Court over counting of slips in at
least 25% of Voter Verifiable
Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT)
machines in every assembly constituency.
The Supreme Court recently
ruled that such audits would be
conducted in five booths in every
assembly constituency in a Parliamentary constituency.
National Conference vice president Omar Abdullah posted a
video of the presiding officer from
Poonch area explaining the malfunctioning of an EVM. In Uttarakhand, 330 VVPATS and 82 EVMs
were replaced because of malfunctions. In Bengal, poll officers
admitted EVM problems in some
polling stations.
EC: GET POLITICAL MATERIAL
REMOVED FROM NAMO TV ››P13

2 head constables
held for supplying
heroin to Patiala
jail inmate
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: Patiala police have bus-

ted a drug supply racket with
the arrest of two head constables on Thursday.
During interrogation of
Dharamheri resident Vishav
Aman Singh, who was arrested
with 50gm heroin on Tuesday, it
came to light that he was supplying the contraband to a Patiala
Central jail inmate, Satnam
Singh, with the help of head constables Surjeet Singh Mavi and
Harjinder Singh. The head constables have also been suspended.
After investigation, both the
head constables were arrested,
said Patiala SSP Mandeep
Singh, adding other accused will
be arrested after getting production warrants.
He added a convict Dharminder Singh has been taken on
remand, while two others Bimal
Kumar and Satnam Singh, both
residents of Patran, have been
arrested for their involvement
in the racket.
Patiala Central jail has
become a centre of controversies in the recent past. Earlier
this year, jail superintendent
Rajan Kapur was shifted out for
allegedly running an extortion
racket with help of gangsters.
Later, jail superintendent Jaspal Singh was suspended for violating the jail manual by allowing 70 people, mostly Akalis, to
meet suspended IG Paramraj
Singh Umranangal, who was an
inmate.

n

UPA chairperson Sonia Gandhi, with her daughter Priyanka Gandhi Vadra, son-in-law Robert Vadra and
grandson Raihan Vadra, after filing her nomination papers in Rae Bareli on Thursday.
PTI

PM slams oppn alliance
as Sonia invokes 2004
Brajendra K Parashar
and Utpal Parashar
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

RAE BARELI/GUWAHATI: United Progressive Alliance (UPA) chairperson Sonia Gandhi on Thursday said “people who thought
themselves invincible must not
forget the year 2004.” Gandhi
was referring to the surprise
defeat of the BJP in 2004.
Gandhi was speaking after filing her nomination papers seeking a fifth consecutive term
from Rae Bareli, which she has
represented since 1999. Her son
and Congress president Rahul
Gandhi, daughter and party
general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra and son-in-law

›

People who thought
themselves invincible
must not forget the year
2004... Vajpayeeji was
[considered to be]
invincible but we won.

›

[Congress] knowingly
kept the border issues
with Bangladesh pending
and didn’t try to solve it. In
the meantime infiltrators
kept entering India.

SONIA GANDHI, UPA chairperson

NARENDRA MODI, Prime Minister

Robert Vadra accompanied her.
Continuing his blistering
attack on Prime Minister Narendra Modi, Rahul Gandhi said
Modi is not invincible.
“In Indian history, there have
been many people who had the
arrogance to believe that were

invincible and bigger than the
people of the country,” he
added.
Modi, Rahul Gandhi claimed,
had done nothing for people
during last five years and his
invincibility would be for all to
see after the elections.
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election2019
MPAujlastrugglestowoo
opponentswithinCongress
AMRITSAR BATTLE Even as he has succeeded in getting the party ticket again,
Aujla is yet to get support of a minister and some MLAs from rural assembly seats
Surjit Singh
n

surjit.singh@htlive.com

AMRITSAR : Sitting Congress MP

from Amritsar Gurjit Singh
Aujla,whohasbeenfieldedbythe
party from this constituency
again,isstrugglingtogetthesupport of certain party leaders,
including a minister and some
MLAs from rural assembly segments.
Eversincehiscandidaturewas
announced by the high command, Aujla has been holding
meetings in some of the urban
segmentsintheconstituency.He
managedtogetsupportofPunjab
school education minister OP
Soni,MLASunilDutti(Amritsar
north) and other local leaders,
including former Amritsar Congress chief Jugal Kishore
Sharma.
However,hecouldnotconduct
such meetings in the rural seg-

n

Gurjit Singh Aujla

ments such as Rajasansi, Ajnala
and Attari from where the party
legislatorswereopposinghiscandidature. They have yet not
announced their support to
Aujla. Punjab revenue minister
SukhbinderSinghSarkaria,HarpartapSinghAjnalaandTarsem
Singh DC are MLAs from Rajasansi, Ajnala and Attari, respectively.
Sarkaria’s close relative and
youth Congress leader Dilraj

Singh Sarkaria was also in the
race for party ticket from Amritsar seat. Aujla’s detractors
within the party had also raised
the demand for fielding former
Prime Minister Dr Manmohan
Singh from Amritsar, but he
refused to contest the election,
citing the age factor.
Aujla’s supporterssay that he
worked for the people of the constituency day and night during
his two-year tenure so far and he
deserves party’s full support for
his victory again.
They also feel that the upcoming visit of Punjab chief minister
Captain Amarinder Singh to the
city on the centenary of Jallianwala Bagh massacre on April 13
will boost Aujla’s prospects.
TalkingtoHT,Aujlasaid,“Situation will improve as the chief
ministerwillhaveameetingwith
the entire leadership of the constituency during his visit.”

He added, “The things are
already getting better. We will
soonresolvewhateverissuesare
pending. Actually, some elementsaregettingfakenewsitems
published in a section of media.”
Meanwhile, his opponents in
the party are not talking to the
media over the issue. Ajnala and
Sarkaria were not available for
their comments despite HT’s
repeated phone calls.
Aujla was elected as an MP in
the 2017 Lok Sabha bypoll by
defeatingBJPnomineeRajinder
MohanSinghChhinawithamargin of around two lakh votes,
despite the Modi wave.
The parliamentary seat had
fallenvacantafterCaptain Amarinder Singh, who had defeated
BJPstalwartArunJaitleyin2014
elections, resigned as MP in protest against the Supreme Court
verdict on Satluj-Yamuna Link
canal issue.

EC SHIFTS DSP
FOR TOUCHING
SUKHBIR’S FEET

Allow IG Kunwar Vijay to
conduct probe: Victims’ kin

HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : The Election Commission on Thursday shifted
Bathindadeputy superintendent
of police (DSP) Karansher Singh
who courted controversy by
touching the feet of Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) president Sukhbir Singh Badal at a party event.
The gesture was captured on
camera. The Punjab Police Service (PPS) officer–Karansher,
has been replaced with Karanveer Singh as DSP City-2,
Bathinda.
Chief electoral officer Dr S
Karuna Raju said the officer
should join immediately and
compliance be sent to the commission. Karansher, who hails
from Badal village, the ancestral
village of SAD president, was
issued a show-cause notice for
violating the model code of conduct. Karansher was in uniform
when he touched the former deputy chief minister’s feet at a private restaurant where the SAD
leader was meeting party workers of Bathinda (urban) assembly segment on Sunday.

DSP KARANSHER SINGH
HAD TOUCHED THE
FEET OF SHIROMANI
AKALI DAL PRESIDENT
AT A PARTY EVENT
IN BATHINDA

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :Families of two victims killed in Behbal Kalan
police firing in 2015 submitted a
memorandum to Punjab chief
electoral officer (CEO) S Karuna
Raju seeking revocation of the
transfer of IPS officer Kunwar
Vijay Partap Singh.
Vijay Partap was a member of
the Special Investigation Team
(SIT) probing the Bargari police
firing incident and desecration
of religious scriptures in 2015.
The Election Commission of
India had transfer him two days
ago after a complaint from the
Shiromani Akali Dal (SAD) that
he had given an interview portraying Akali leaders in a bad
light. In its order, the EC had
called this a violation of the
model code of conduct.
“The investigation by SIT of
which Kunwar Vijay Partap
Singh became the face have been
derailed with his transfer.The
IPS officer must be brought back
and allowed to complete investigation,” said Sadhu Singh, father
of Gurjeet Singh, who was killed
in police firing in Behbal Kalan
in 2015. Mohinder Singh, father
of Krishan Bhagwan Singh also
killed in the police firing, his son
Sukhraj Singh and Ajit Singh,
injured in the firing, also met the
CEO.
Dal Khalsa leaders Kanwar
Pal Singh Bittu, Harpal Singh
Cheema and human rights activ-

n

punjab
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BATTLEFIELD PUNJAB

SAD accuses CM’s
media adviser of
violating poll code
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

Sisodia to kick off AAP
campaign on April 15
HT Correspondent
n

CHANDIGARH : The Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD), on Thursday,
accused chief minister’s media
advisor Raveen Thukral of violating the model code of conduct
by posting press releases of the
Congress on social media.
In a complaint to the election
commission, Charanjit Singh
Brar, political secretary to SAD
president Sukhbir Singh Badal,
said that since Thukral was a
government servant, he could
not disseminate political news
and press releases on social
media. “He is indulging in political activities and monitoring distribution of press releases of the
Congress,” the SAD leader
alleged.
When contacted, Thukral said
he had resigned from his post on
April 7 after coming back from
his leave and the same had been
accepted. Post his resignation,
he would continue to handle
Amarinder’s election campaign
for the Lok Sabha polls in his
personal capacity.

ALSO FILES PLAINT
AGAINST BATHINDA
PRO, MANSA APRO
The SAD also simultaneously
complained against Bathinda
district public relations officer
Gurdeep Mann and Mansa
assistant public relations officer
Megha Mann for violating the
poll code by exercising influence
on voters in favour of the ruling
party. “Both officers were residents of Bathinda and should not
have remained posted in the district.” it alleged.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Delhi deputy chief

minister and AAP’s Punjab
affairs in-charge Manish Sisodia
will launch the party’s election
campaign in the state from Sangrur on April 15. Announcing
this, AAP state campaign committee chairman Aman Arora
said that Sisodia would address
party workers and outline the
campaign strategy for the May 19
elections.
“We will start the campaign
by visiting constituencies for
which candidates have been
announced,” he said at a press
conference here on Thursday.
The party has named candidates
for 10 of the 13 constituencies.
Delhi chief minister andnational
convener Arvind Kejriwal is also
expected to hold rallies later this
month, though no dates have
been finalised so far.
5-MEMBER CAMPAIGN
COMMITTEE FORMED
Arora, who was appointed chairman of campaign committee two
days ago, has constituted his
team, appointing Harchand
Singh Barsat, Navdeep Singh
Sangha, Neel Garg, Sukhraj
Singh Gora and Avtar Singh Eilwal as members. Arora said he
would address meetings at
Hoshiarpur and Jalandhar on
April 16, Anandpur Sahib and
Patiala on April 17, Fatehgarh
Sahib on April 18, Gurdaspur
and Amritsar on April 19 and
Faridkot and Ferozepur on April
21.
Kotkapura MLA Kultar Singh

n

AAP’s state campaign committee chairman Aman Arora at a press
RAVI KUMAR/HT
conference in Chandigarh on Thursday

›

We will start the
campaign by visiting
those constituencies for
which Aam Aadmi Party
candidates have been
announced.
AMAN ARORA , AAP state
campaign committee chairman

Sandhwan, state secretary Navdeep Sangha, youth wing chief
Manjinder Singh and state
media in-charge Manjit Singh
Sidhu were also present.
‘RIVALS MALIGNING
MANN’S IMAGE’
Arora, who is MLA from Sunam,
said state unit president and
Sangrur MP Bhagwant Mann
would be the face of the party in
the parliamentary polls and lead
its election campaign in the

state.
Asked whether Mann was trying to gain sympathy by repeatedly talking about his act of giving up alcohol, he accused leader
of the Congress and Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) of maligning his
public image through a malicious campaign about drinking
liquor.
“Because they could not
accuse us of running any kind of
mafia, these parties started the
vilification campaign. Mann quit
drinking in public interest and
silence his critics. Why don’t you
ask those who sell liquor?” he
added, naming Congress and
SAD leaders who are in liquor
business.
The campaign committee
chairman said that instead of
targeting their adversaries by
raising such non-issues, they
should focus on agrarian crisis,
farmersuicides, unemployment,
drugs etc.

Akali Dal (Taksali) members giving a memorandum to Punjab chief
KESHAV SINGH/HT
election officer S Karuna Raju in Chandigarh.

ist, Jagmohan Singh, accompanied the families. “The officer
should have been barred from
speaking to the media and
should not have been transferred,” said Bittu.
“We hoped for justice with the
presence of Kunwar Vijay Partap Singh in the SIT, but these
hopes have been dashed,” said
Mohinder, claiming that the
transfer was a ploy by the SAD to
derail the probe to which the
EC had become a party. The kin
also claimed that the ECI had
overstepped its jurisdiction by
transferring the officer.
MAND TO APPROACH
EC ON FRIDAY
Akal Takht acting parallel jathedar Dhian Singh Mand has said
he would approach the EC in

Delhi on Friday, seeking orders
to revoke the transfer of the officer. “It is a setback for the investigations into sacrilege incidents
and firing onpeaceful protesters.
It’s fine, if the EC accepts our
demand, otherwise we would
launch a protest in Punjab,”
Mand told HT.
SAD (Taksali) secretary general Sewa Singh Sekhwan also
approached the Punjab CEO and
sought a review of the transfer
orders.
He said Vijay Partap was the
only active member of the SIT,
who had completed major portion of the investigations. Other
leaders of the party Harsukhinder Singh Badal, Karnail Singh
Peermohammad and Gurtparap
Singh Riar had accompanied
him.

Sukhbir kicks off Ranike’s campaign
from epicentre of sacrilege incidents
HT Correspondent
n

RANIKE IS SAD NOMINEE
FROM FARIDKOT
CONSTITUENCY WHERE
SUKHBIR APPEALED
VOTERS TO BE
WARY OF ‘NEFARIOUS
DESIGNS’ OF CONGRESS

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

FARIDKOT: Shiromani Akali Dal

(SAD) president Sukhbir Singh
BadalonThursdaykickedoffthe
campaign of party’s Faridkot
candidate Gulzar Singh Ranike.
Theconstituencyfallsinthearea
thatwastheepicentreofsacrilege
incidents in 2015.
AddressingralliesinJaituand
Giddarbaha, Sukhbir sought to
turntablesontheCongressparty
over the Panthic issues
AtDodavillageofGiddarbaha
in Muktsar district, he appealed
to people to see through the
“nefarious designs” of the Congress to mislead them using religious symbolism.
HesaidchiefministerCaptain
AmarinderSinghcommittedthe
biggestcrimebynotfulfillinghis
promise to eradicate the drug
menace forwhichhe hadtakena
pledgecarryingaGutkaSahibin
his hands at a public meeting
before the last assembly elections.
He said Amarinder also failed
tofulfilhispromisesonfarmloan
waiver and providing jobs to

n

Shiromani Akali Dal chief Sukhbir Singh Badal addressing a rally in
Faridkot as party nominee Gulzar Singh Ranike looks on.
HT PHOTO

unemployedyouth.“TheCaptain
governmentistheworstnon-performer in the history of Punjab
andpeoplewillwipetheCongress
out in parliamentary elections,”
he said.
Havingbeencorneredoverthe
Panthic front in the wake of 2015
sacrilege and police firing incidents, the SAD had so far been
maintainingalow-profileinFaridkot district.
The Jaitu rally was also very

crucial for the party as Bargari,
Niamiwala,Sarawan,BurjJawaharSinghWalaandBehbalKalan
villages in this area have
remained a hub of political and
religious activities in the past
over three years.
In Jaitu, around 11km from
Bargari, Sukhbir said that those
who have attacked Golden Templein1984andkilledhundredsof
Sikhs are now talking about sacrilegeincidents.HesaidtheAkali

Dal has always been the representative party of Sikhs and
alwaysstoodforthecommunity.
Regarding the transfer of IG
KunwarVijayPratapSingh,who
was member of SIT probing the
sacrilege and police firing incidents, after a SAD complaint, he
said, “We complained against
him as he was working as Congressgovernment’smouthpiece.
He implicated Mantar Brar
(former SAD MLA) in the police
firing case. Mantar, being the
electedrepresentativeoftheconstituency, could call officials to
ensurelawandorderinhisarea.”
Sukhbir said India gained
prominence in the world under
the Modi regime. “The country
needs a strong prime minister to
move forward.”
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IF MODI COMES TO POWER FOR THE SECOND
TERM, THEN THE COUNTRY WOULD BE FINISHED.

> NAVJOT SINGH SIDHU, Punjab cabinet minister

UK govt must
apologise for
massacre: Pak

Only12familiesofmartyrs
invitedfortomorrow’sevent
UNTRACEABLE Admn says 501 had lost their lives; descendants of other victims could not be reached

100 years of carnage
Anil Sharma
anil.kumar@htlive.com

AMRITSAR : Only 12 families of

those killed in the Jallianwala
Bagh massacre have been
invited for the programme commemorating the centenary of the
event being held on April 13 even
as the district administration
says as many as 501 people
had lost their lives in the 1919
carnage.
The administration says the
Jallianwala Bagh National
Memorial Trust has failed to
trace the descendants of the
remaining martyrs.
Meanwhile, according to a
board put up in Jallianwala
Bagh, 379 people, including a seven-month old infant, had lost
their lives and around 1,500 were
injured. This was published by
the Jallianwala Bagh National
Memorial Trust.
There is only one list of victims available with the district
administration which has 501
entries.
The memorial built to honour
the victims at the T-point near
the entrance of the Bagh lists 473
martyrs whose names have been
engraved on the memorial
known as ‘Amar Jyoti’.
“We had got the invitation
cards from the Central government which had been sent to the
trust for inviting the families of
the victims,” said assistant commissioner Amandeep Kaur.
Trust secretary and caretaker
of Jallianwala Bagh SK Mukherjee said, “We have sent invites to
12 families of the victims. We
have been trying our best to
trace other families of the victims, but to no avail.”
Rajya Sabha member Shwait
Malik, who is a member of the
trust, said, “It has been only
three months since the BJP government got the control of the
trust. Earlier, Congress leaders
controlled it for at least 70 years.
They are responsible for the failure to trace the families of most
of the victims.”
“I will ask deputy commissioner Shiv Dular Singh Dhillon

HT Correspondent
n

n

anil.kumar@htlive.com

AMRITSAR : A station house officer
(SHO) of Amritsar rural police
was arrested on Thursday for
allegedly taking₹ 7 lakh in bribe
to help an accused arrested in a
drug peddling case in March.
Sub-inspector (SI) Manjinder
Singh, who was posted as
in-charge of Ajnala police station
in Amritsar, has been accused of
demanding ₹10 lakh from the
family of an accused arrested
under NDPS Act.
The SHO was arrested after
superintendent of police
(SP-headquarter) Harpal Singh
conducted an inquiry on the

BKU questions
parties on ignoring
agrarian crisis
CHANDIGARH:Ahead of Parliamentary elections, the Bharatiya
Kisan Union (Rajewal) organised a mock Parliament on
Thursday, in which farmers
grilled representatives of political parties on agrarian crisis in
the country. Agri-expert and an
advocate for farmers’ rights,
Devinder Sharma, chaired the
session.
Balbir Singh Rajewal, who
heads the BKU (Rajewal), posed
questions to political parties on
behalf of farmers. Former minister Daljit Singh Cheema represented the SAD; Harjit Singh
Grewal the BJP, and Kultar
Sandhwan came from the AAP.
There was no one from the Congress. “We asked political parties that why are issues related to
farmers missing from political
discourse,” Rajewal said.
“Our effort is to make people
and political parties alive to the
problems the agrarian community is facing,” said Sharma. HTC

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: Hitting back at Punjab

n

Security personnel at work in the Jallianwala Bagh on Thursday.

VENKAIAH,
RAHUL TO
ATTEND EVENT
Vice-president M Venkaiah
Naidu and All India Congress
Committee (AICC) president
Rahul Gandhi will attend the
function on Friday. In the
evening, Punjab chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh
will lead a candlelight march
from Town Hall to Jallianwala
Bagh for paying tribute to the
martyrs.

to find out the kin of all those
killed during the carnage. The
Punjab government should also
take responsibility in this
regard,” he added.
Satpal Sharma, 82, a retired
teacher whose grandfather
Amin Chand Sharma was killed
in the massacre, said: “100 years
have passed, but the government
is still not serious about tracing
the descendants of martyrs. We

BJP STATE CHIEF SAYS
HE WILL ASK AMRITSAR
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER
TO TRACE OTHER
DESCENDANTS

SAMEER SEHGAL/HT

SECTION 144 IN AMRITSAR

Can’t stop us from
paying homage: Left
HT Correspondent

are struggling to get the status of
martyrs for our ancestors.”
Mahesh Behal, 73, president of
Shaheed Parivar Sammiti, said,
“We had provided the details of
around half a dozen families of
the victims who were in our contact. Some families are in Pakistan and the government should
have invited them too.”
“We should be treated like the
families of martyrs. The government should also give
representation to us in the trust.
We have requested the district
administration to arrange conveyance for the families who
have been invited for the centenary function,” added Behal,
whose grandfather Hari Ram
Behal, a lawyer, was killed in the
massacre.

n

complaint of one Dheeraj Kumar
of Ward Number 5 in Ajnala.
Dheeraj had submitted his complaint to senior superintendent
of police (SSP-rural) Parampal
Singh, who had marked the
inquiry to the SP.
In his complaint, Dheeraj
stated, that one of his two brothers–Deepak Kumar, who owns a
chemist shop at Chogawan road
in Ajnala, was arrested on
March 15 by Ajnala police and a
case under sections 22-25-2761-85 of the NDPS Act was registered against him. He said, “On
the very day of my brother’s
arrest, the SHO came to our
house and demanded ₹10 lakh to
ensure the release of my brother.

n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BARNALA : A man sustained seri-

ous burn injuries, on Thursday,
when a blanket he was holding
accidentaly touched the high
voltage live wire passing over
roof of his house.
Hewasrushed to the Civil hospital from where he was referred
to Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research
(PGIMER) in Chandigarh.
According to a neighbour, this
is the 9th such incident in 17
years.
Senior medical officer, Jasbir
Singh Aulakh said, “The patient
was brought here with
90% burns so we have referred
him to Postgraduate Institute of
Medical Education and
Research.”
Victim’s son in law, Pankaj
Kumar said, “My father in law

of five or more persons at one
place for protest, rallies, meetings or raising slogans in the jurisdiction of all police stations of
Amritsar police is not allowed
till June 17. Police have cited that
some organisations have been
planning gatherings and rallies
which will disturb the city’s law
and order.
However, PSU state president
Ranvir Randhawa and NBS state
president Raminder Patiala said
they have mobilising the youth
for last many days to attend the
conference and will not step back
from the already announced programme.
“The ban imposed by Amritsar Police is a hindrance to us
paying homage to martyrs. This
order is like the one issued by
General Dyer,” they said.

local bodies minister Navjot
Singh Sidhu over his remarks
against the Narendra Modi government for the alleged neglect
of Jallianwala Bagh, Punjab BJP
president Shwait Malik on
Thursday said Sidhu should
state what he has done for the
memorial before raising fingers
at others.
In a letter written to Punjab
chief minister Captain Amarinder Singh, Sidhu has slammed
the Centre for allegedly delaying
the memorial’s renovation
ahead of the centenary of the
Jallianwala Bagh massacre.
Malik,whoRajyaSabhamember, said Sidhu was elected MP
from Amritsar thrice but he did
not nothing for the development
of the national monument. “I
would like to ask him whether he
spent a single penny on the uplift
of the garden,” he added.
Malik, who is a member of
Jallianwala Bagh National
Memorial Trust, said, “Before
the BJP came to power at the
Centre, the trust was controlled
by the Congress, which did
nothing for the facelift of the
memorial.”

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LAHORE: Pakistan has endorsed
the demand that the UK government must apologise for the 1919
Jallianwala Bagh massacre and
the Bengal famine ahead of the
100th anniversary of the mass
killing.
While endorsing the demand
for apology from the British government over the Jallianwala
Bagh massacre on twitter, information minister Fawad Chaudhry also said the UK must
return the Koh-i-Noor diamond
to Lahore museum.
“I fully endorse the demand
that the British Empire must
apologise to the nations of Pakistan, India and Bangladesh on
the Jallianwala Massacre and
the Bengal famine...these tragedies are the scar on the face of
Britain, also Koh-i-Noor, must
be returned to the Lahore
museum, where it belongs,” he
tweeted.
The Pakistani minister’s
statement came a day after British Prime Minister Theresa May
described the Jallianwala Bagh
massacre as a ‘shameful scar’ on
British Indian history, but
stopped short of a formal apology
sought by a cross-section of Parliament in previous debates.
In a statement, marking the
100th anniversary of the massacre at the start of her weekly
Prime Minister’s Questions in
the House of Commons, she reiterated the ‘regret’ already
expressed by British government.
May’s statement came after
British MPs at Westminster Hall
of the Parliament complex
debated the issue of a formal
apology for the massacre to
mark its centenary on Saturday.
The massacre took place in

CHANDIGARH : To pay tribute to
martyrs of the Jallianwala Bagh
massacre on the occasion of its
centenary, former Punjab BJP
chief Kamal Sharma has sung a
patriotic number along with his
daughter Shubhra Sharma.
The video track of the song,
shot recently in Amritsar, will be
formally released at Chandigarh

in a ceremony on Friday.
The number ‘Jallianwale
Baghdasakasunkedilghabraya
ni’ is an old folk song of Punjab
written in the pre-Partition era.
“I wanted to do something to
pay a personal tribute to martyrs
on the Jallianwala centenary. I
recalled this song that I had
learnt in my college days. We

lives in Lakhi Colony. He was
burnt due to the 66KV line passing over the roof of his house.
This was dangerous.”
Ashok Kumar, a neighbour,
said, “I have seen at least 9 such
incidents since year 2002 when I
shifted to this colony.”
Punjab state power corporation ltd (PSPCL) protection and
maintenance senior executive
engineer, Rajinder Kaur Gill
said, “We have already formed a
committee to find solutions to
such incidents. A survey by the
committeesuggested shiftingthe
line about six months ago, but it
will take some time to execute it
as the area is thickly populated
and the public could be a hindrance if we carry out such operations.”
“I visited the hospital, but the
victim was already taken to
PGIMER, Chandigarh,” said
Gill.

A farmer inspecting his wheat crop near Chappar Chiri village in Mohali on Thursday. Mandis in Patiala, Mohali and Sangrur districts
ANIL DAYAL/HT
are witnessing early arrival. A bumper crop is predicted and 130 lakh tonne wheat is expected to reach mandis.

Hoshiarpur man
shot dead in Canada

n

Amrinder Kumar

HOSHIARPUR: A 30-year old man

from Garhdiwala was shot dead
in Surrey in Canada on Tuesday.
The victim, Amrinder Kumar,
worked with a welfare organisation in Surrey. He is survived by
his parents and wife.
His father, Vijay Kumar, a
homeopathic doctor, left for
Canada on Thursday.
HTC

used to sing it in our gatherings,
but no one knew who had composed it,” Sharma said. He said
his daughter had learnt the song
when she was in Class 4.
“Once we did the audio
recording and got appreciation
from friends, we decided to shoot
the video for the five-minute
HTC
song,” said Sharma.

JALANDHAR : Eight young men,
seven from Punjab and one from
Himachal Pradesh, have been
stranded in Dubai for the past
fourmonthsafterbeingdupedby
a Jalandhar-based travel agent
in the name of work visa, according to a video the men have
uploaded on social media.
The men are Lovepreet Singh,
Akashdeep Singh, Ankush
Mahay, all from Jalandhar; Jagmeet Singh of Kapurthala; Rahul
Sharma and Rajat Kumar of
Hoshiarpur district; Talwinder
Singh of Gurdaspur district and
Sunny Gujral from district Solan
in Himachal Pradesh.
The men have filed a complaint on email with the Union
ministry of external affairs and
the NRI wing of Punjab Police
on Tuesday. Additional inspector general (AIG)/NRI Wing
Additional inspector general
(AIG)/NRI Wing Jalandhar
Balkar Singh said he was in
receipt of a complaint by email
HTC
and an inquiry was on.

Former Moga SSP Charanjit Sharma
gets bail in 2015 Kotkapura firing case
HT Correspondent

n

Jallianwala Bagh on Baisakhi in
April 1919 when British Indian
troops, under the command of
Colonel Reginald Dyer, fired
machine guns at a crowd of people holding a pro-independence
demonstration.
Historical records claim that
Dyer had fired on the Baisakhi
gathering without warning and
continued to fire for 10 minutes
even as they were trying to
escape, while he blocked the
main exit with his soldiers and
armoured vehicles.
The Bengal famine left about 3
million (30 lakh) people dead in
1943-44. Then British Prime Minister Winston Churchill had
ordered the diversion of food
from starving Indian civilians to
well-supplied British soldiers
and even to top-up European
stockpiles in Greece, elsewhere.
When reminded of the suffering of the Indian victims during
the famine, his response was that
the ‘famine was their own fault
for breeding like rabbits’.
The 108-carat Kohinoor gem,
which fell into British hands
during the colonial era, is the
subject of a historic ownership
dispute and claimed by at least
four countries, including India.
The giant diamond was acquired
by Britain in 1849 when the East
India Company annexed the
region of Punjab. Since then,
India has laid claims to it, urging
the British government to return
the gem which stays on display
in the Tower of London.

Duped by travel
agent, 7 Punjab
men stranded in
Dubai for 4 months

On the spot, I gave ₹1 lakh to the
SHO, who threatened that I must
arrange the remaining ₹9 lakh as
early as possible.”
Dheeraj said he also handed
over ₹6 lakh to the SHO on April
8 in the presence of Deepak’s
father-in-law Rajinder Kumar at
latter’s home at Chogawan road.
However, he said the SHO was
adamant about the remaining ₹ 3
lakh and continued to threaten
the family.
Deepak also provided evidence to the SP, who in his preliminary report found the SHO
guilty. On the basis of the
inquiry, acase under the Prevention of Corruption Act 1988 has
been registered.

n

INFORMATION MINISTER
FAWAD CHAUDHRY ALSO
SAYS THAT THE UK
MUST RETURN THE
KOH-I-NOOR DIAMOND
TO LAHORE MUSEUM

Former state BJP chief Kamal
Sharma croons to pay tribute

GOLDEN HARVEST

Barnala man suffers
90% burns after
touching live wire
HT Correspondent

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

AMRITSAR: In defiance of Section144 CrPC, 1973, which was laid
down to prohibit assemblies and
gatherings in the city, activists
of left wing organisations – Punjab Students Union (PSU) and
Naujwan Bharat Sabha (NBS) –
are adamant about assembling
at the premises of Jallianwala
Bagh on the centenary of the
tragic massacre which falls on
April 13.
Condemning the ban, the
groups assert that the government cannot restrain them
from trying to instill patriotic
sentiments in youth who are
gathering here from across the
country.
Under this ban, the assembly

Ajnala SHO held for taking
₹7 lakh bribe in drug case
HT Correspondent

n

Punjab BJP president Shwait
Malik

Malik slams
Sidhu for saying
Centre neglected
memorial upkeep

jallianwala
centenary

n

Press Trust of India
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

FARIDKOT : The Faridkot district
and sessions court on Thursday
granted bail to former Moga senior superintendent of police
(SSP) Charanjit Sharma in the
2015 Kotkapura firing case. His
bail petition in Behbal Kalan
case is still pending in high
court.
However, the bail will not
ensure his release from Patiala
Jail, where he is lodged after
being arrested, as earlier, his

THIS WILL NOT ENSURE
HIS RELEASE FROM
PATIALA JAIL, WHERE HE
IS LODGED AFTER BEING
ARRESTED, AS HIS BAIL
PLEA IN BEHBAL KALAN
CASE WAS REJECTED
bail in Behbal Kalan case was
rejected. The bail petition in
Behbal Kalan case has been
moved to Punjab and Haryana

high court.
The former Moga SSP was
arrested by the special investigation team (SIT) probing the
police firing cases from his house
in Hoshiarpur in Behbal Kalan
case, in which two protesters
were killed in police firing.
Later, the SIT had also included
his name in Kotkapura case
where police had resorted to
cane charge and water canons
against those protesting the sacrilege incidents.
The order on bail petition was
reserved by the court of district

and sessions judge, Harpal Singh
for Thursday. Defence counsel
Narinder Kumar called the case
politically motivated as there is
no evidence against Charanjit.
He added, “The case was registered after three years and Charanjit was not named in the FIR at
that time. In the FIR, the complainant had mentioned that
Faridkot police opened fire,
and because he was the
in-charge then, the Special
Investigation Team (SIT) named
him as accused without concrete
evidence.”
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ADVERTISEMENT

Millions of people got rid of their miseries
There was, is and will be nothing prominent than this
Amazing Secrets would be given for redemption from sufferings
In the divine presence of Brahmrishi Shri Kumar Swamiji 'Ekaum' on 13 -14 April (Sunday-Monday) at 4.00 p.m. 553rd, Prabhu Kripa
Dukh Niwaran Ram Navmi Special Samagam at Puda Ground, Samrala Chowk, Sector-39, Ludhiana. All are cordially invited.
World's most powerful country During Convention Secret of Ancient Science would be
provided for removing miseries immediately
America bestowed honour
In America, once again declared
'Brahmrishi Shri Kumar Swami Day'

For removing miseries of billions of people, Revered
Brahmrishi Shree Kumar Swamiji 'Ekaum' is being given
Honour Citation by Tim Pino, Advisor and Senior
Official from New Jersey Senate on 15 June 2018.

Ludhiana: On our repeated
requests, Revered Brahmrishi
Shree Kumar Swamiji 'Ekaum',
would provide during the first
time, extremely rare and
confidential secrets of
Ancient Science. Through
this rare secrets all types of
adverse effects of planets
and obstacles automatically
come to end. No obstacle
can come at all in the life of
the person who recites it. It is
mention in 4200 religion.
During the Convention
rare Paath of Lord Shri Ram
would also be provided,
through the recitation of
which, not only billions of
brothers and sisters have
got rid of miseries
completely, but their all
wishes have also got
fulfilled. The person who
practices this Paath (form of
recitation of grace of

Ancient Science is truly an astonishing science!
Ancient Science has completely cured me of my dangerous
disease for which I found no cure world over.
Dr. Jagdeep Singh Oberoi, Senior Dermatologist, MBBS, MD
Worked at AIIMS, New Delhi

Himself says that, without
practicing this, person
wanders in life throughout
similarly, as weeping in a
jungle is considered
useless. All are cordially
invited in the Convention at
Ludhiana.

Lord Sri Ram provided this rare grace to Vibhishan

Ludhiana: During the Convention, that
amazing blessed Hanuman Ji's image and
Akshay Paath (form of unfailing recitation)
would be provided which is most powerful
of all and redeems miseries immediately.
This amazing Hanumat Paath removes all
types of crisis and miseries. This is
infallible Paath which fulfils are desires.
This amazing Paath was given by Lord
Shiv to Mother Goddess Parvati and by
Lord Sri Ram to Vibhishan. As per Lord Sri
Ram, the person who recites this amazing
Paath, he defeats enemies within no time
and attains wealth and through this Paath,
diseases such as leprosy, T.B., epilepsy,
fevers get removed immediately.

Great Ancient Science of India finds
place in Guinness World Records

I am astonished to know the
Ancient Science

Shri Rajnath Singh,
Central Home
Minister receiving
blessings,
Vrindavan

Government of England honoured the
Discoverer of Ancient Science with
'Master of Ancient Science'

Received amazing Honour
in House of Lords, British
Parliament

After observing solution to the miseries of billions of
people, Senior Member of House of Lords and
Chairperson European Union Committee handingover Honour Citation to Revered Brahmrishi Shree
Kumar Swamiji 'Ekaum' on 21 June 2018.

Ex. President also got surprised to know this secret in President House

This amazing Paath is one thousand times more
powerful than Hanuman Chalisa

I was suffering from Seborrheic dermatitis for 25 years. It had
spread all over my scalp, beard and chest like leprosy and was
causing itching, and scratching of the skin, leading to redness
along with rashes. I myself specialize in this subject. All doctors
including myself didn't think that there was any cure for this. I
underwent treatment at the hands of several doctors across the world with no
success. About 10 years ago I took Ancient Science treatment from Param
Pujya Gurudev. My Seborrheic dermatitis and the diseases caused by it
were completely cured and I am not facing any problem till today. As a doctor
of this specialty I have never ever seen a cure so instant and permanent, I am
astonished with the benefits I received. We doctors have never been taught
anything beyond modern medicine and we had no idea about the power of
Ancient Science. It is a matter of wonder that a serious disease, for which I
found no cure world over for 25 years, is completely cured today.

Central Home Minister
received blessings

Almighty) gets rid of all
kinds of miseries and
attains happiness,
prosperity, name and fame,
wealth, riches and
i m m o v e a b l e p r o p e r t y.
About this Paath of Lord
Shri Ram, Lord Shiv

First time in 650 years' history of
Parliament of England

When Revered Brahmrishi Shri Kumar Swamiji 'Ekaum' in
presence of Jagadguru Shankaracharya and well-known
scholars, revealed to Shri Pranab Mukherjee, former
President, the secrets of the amazing Paath of Mother
Goddess Durga Ji, the President got awestruck to know it.
When he came to know that through this only solution is
possible to all miseries, he got delighted surprisingly.

Only Ancient Science has the cure for all diseases
Dr. Baldev Raj Chawla,
Ex-Deputy Head of Vidhan Sabha and Health Minister of Punjab, MBBS, MS
I

Guinness Book of World Records,
Senior official Ms. Paullien Spensica
awarded Revered Brahmrishi Shree
Kumar Swamiji 'Ekaum'

Brahmrishi Shree Kumar Swamiji being
honoured in President House by Dr. APJ
Abdul Kalam Ji, former President

attended Ancient Science Convention along with the chief minister of
Punjab, MP Sh. Navjot Singh Sidhu and other senior doctors. We were
shocked to witness the experiences of thousands of people getting cured
of incurable diseases through Ancient Science. The hon. Chief Minister,
other ministers, scientists and doctors present were stumped too and
were all applauding for the power of Ancient Science, Ayurveda and Yog. The practice
of Ancient Science and Yog has existed since several centuries. Today the entire
world is in awe of the benefits of Ayurveda and Yog. I myself have studied the reports
of several people who have not had any benefits from modern medicine. These
people found stable cure once they embraced Ancient Science, Yog and Ayurved.
The Hon Prime Minister of India Shri Narendra Modi has also been vocal in his
proclamation about the benefits of Yog and Ayurveda.

Honour at New York State Senate, United States of America

Baroness, Member of Parliament,
England and Senior Member, UNO
honouring Brahmrishi Shree Kumar
Swamiji 'Ekaum', discoverer of Ancient
Science, with 'Master of Ancient
Science' Award

In America, Nassau County, in welcome ceremony for expounder of Aumex Healthcare & Research Centre - Supreme Court Judge
Honorable Mr. Thomas Adams, TOH Honorable Receiver Mr. Don Clavin, Supreme Court Judge Honorable Mr. Frank Gulotta, TOH
Honorable Mr. Mark Bonilla, TONH Honorable Receiver Mr. Charles Berman, NYS Assemblyman Honorable Mr. Tom McKevitt,
Honorable Senator Mr. Jack M. Martins, NC Deputy County Executive Honorable Dr. Phillip Elliott, NC Legislator Honorable Mr. Wayne H.
Wink, Jr., Honorable Mr. Varinder Bhalla, Former Commissioner, Nassau County, New York, Brahmrishi Shree Kumar Swami Ji, TONH
Mayor & Supervisor Honorable Mr. Jon Kalman, New York State Assistant Comptroller Honorable Mr Joe Galante, New York State
Assemblyman Honorable Mr. Charles D. Lavine, NY State Assemblywoman Honorable Mr Michelle Schimell

Revered Brahmrishi Shree Kumar Swamiji brought glory to Indian culture

nd

2 May 2011, unopposed Resolution in
New York state Senate was passed in
honour of Revered Brahmrishi
Shree Kumar Swamiji 'Ekaum'

Rare Dimensions of Vibhuti Yog
immediate redemption from Tension,
Frustation, Pains and Miseries of Mind

th

29 April 2011, New York State
Senator Jack M. Martins declared
'Brahmrishi Shri Kumar Swami Day'

th
Revered Brahmrishi Shree Kumar Swamiji
18 May 2015, unopposed Resolution in
New Jersey State Senate was passed in 'Ekaum' was honoured in House of Commons
honour of Revered Brahmrishi Shree Kumar of British Parliament on 15th Nov, 2011 with
Swamiji. Revered Brahmrishi Shree Kumar 'Ambassador For Peace' Award including 10
other international Citations and honours.
Swamiji 'Ekaum' addressing the Senate

Amazing Special Grace
As per your requests, you can meet and
receive Special Grace from Revered
Sadgurudevji based on astrology and
scriptures for your physical, mental,
financial, personal, family problems or
problems arising out of malefic planets etc.
For complete details, contact at the venue
of Convention or at Prabhu Kripa Lakshmi
Narayan Dham, C-27, Greater Kailash
Enclave-I, New Delhi-110048.
Helpline No.: 011-49945995

Email: prabhukripa999@gmail.com
Website: cosmicgrace.org
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BHONDSI ATTACK:
MUSLIM BODY
SAYS 2 SIDES HAVE
RESOLVED MATTER
GURUGRAM :Three weeks after a
mob had allegedly assaulted at
least 12 members of a Muslim
family in Bhoop Singh Nagar
village with batons, sticks, water
pipes and iron rods, community
leaders Thursday said there has
been a compromise between the
members of the victim family and
the suspects. They said that
efforts are being made to ensure
that such incidents do not take
place in the future. The family of
Mohammad Sajid, the man who
was beaten up in the video that
went viral, however, said there
HTC
has been no agreement.

Piccadily mill sealing:
Farmers intensify stir
KARNAL: Agitated over sealing of
the Piccadily sugar mill, hundreds
of aggrieved farmers on Thursday
intensified their agitation and
blocked Raipur-Ladwa road. The
protesting farmers, led by
president of Bhartiya Kisan Union
– Gurnam Singh Chaduni –demanded that the mill should
procure the remaining 12 lakh
quintals of sugarcane in the
ongoing crushing season. He said
the agitation will continue until
they get assurance from the
government and mill manageHTC
ment.

Building in Gurgugram
collapses, no casualty
GURUGRAM: A one-storey
building near the dividing road of
Sanjay Gram colony and Rajiv
Nagar in Sector 13 collapsed
Thursday night, police said,
adding that no one was injured.
Officials from the Bhim Nagar fire
station said they received a call
regarding the incident around
10.45 pm. Police said the construction of an illegal basement in an
adjacent plot is likely to have
caused the building collapse.
Rajkumar Sharma, owner of the
showroom ‘Dreams Night Wear’,
filed a police complaint at Sector
14 police station.
HTC

Gurugram man shot at
over personal enmity
GURUGRAM: Three men were
booked for allegedly firing at a
man when he was returning from
work in Farrukhnagar on Wednesday night. The man escaped
unhurt in the incident, police said,
adding that a dispute with an
acquaintance over sharing a cab
might have been the reason for
the attack. The accused men have
been identified as Jinnat, Vipin
and Gourav Shokeen, all of whom
are known to the victim, police
said. A case was registered
against the accused men under
sections 307 (attempt to murder)
and 34 ( common intention) of
HTC
IPC, and Arms Act.

One more held for forcing
meat shop owners to shut
GURUGRAM: Five days after a
group of at least 30 men,
carrying batons, sticks and
swords, forced closure of several
meat shops in Dundahera near
Delhi-Gurugram border, police on
Thursday arrested another
member of the right wing group,
Hindu Sena. So far, five members
of Hindu Sena have been arrested
in the case and three swords
recovered from them, police
HTC
said.

ShutHryindustrialunits
pollutingYamuna:CPCB
ALARMING FINDINGS Hundreds of factories located in Yamunanagar, Panipat
and Kundli in Sonepat district pumping untreated water into Yamuna river
Neeraj Mohan
n

neeraj.mohan@htlive.com

KARNAL :Alarmed over hundreds

of factories located in Yamunanagar, Panipat and Kundli of Sonepat districts pumping polluted
water into Yamuna river, the
Central Pollution Control Board
(CPCB) has directed Haryana
State Pollution Control Board
(HSPCB) to take action against
the erring units immediately.
As per the orders, a copy of
which is available with Hindustan Times, on the directions of
NGT-appointed Yamuna Pollution Monitoring Committee, a
joint team of officials from the
CPCB and National Environmental Engineering Research
Institute (NEERI) had conducted an inspection to
monitor the water quality of
Yamuna.
The team found that three
drains carrying untreated
water from various units at
Yamunanagar, Panipat and
Kundli were mixing with the
river, making it unfit even for
use in bathing.
The team further observed
that these drains flow throughout the year and pollute the
Yamuna, which is the biggest
source of drinking water in
Delhi.
The orders issued on April 5,
directs HSPCB to identify the
non-complying industrial units
in these districts and shut them
with immediate effect.
The HSPCB was also told to
submit a compliance report to

n

Untreated waste being discharged into the Yamuna. The team found that three drains carrying untreated
water from various units at Yamunanagar, Panipat and Kundli were mixing with the river, making it unfit
HT FILE
even for use in bathing.

HARYANA STATE
POLLUTION CONTROL
BOARD WAS ALSO
TOLD TO SUBMIT A
COMPLIANCE REPORT
TO CPCB WITHIN TWO
MONTHS
CPCB within two months.
When contacted, HSPCB
member secretary S Narayanan
said, “As of now, we don’t know

the exact number of such units.
We will collect the data from our
regional officers.”
HSPCB’s ground-level officials, however, told Hindustan
Times that roughly more than
120 dyeing units and woollen
mills in Panipat, about 80 units
of plywood, agro, chemicals and
other small scale units in Yamunangar and nearly 50 dyeing and
rubber industries in Kundli of
Sonepat are likely to face closure.
Sewage generated from facto-

ries and residential areas of
industrial city of Yamunanagar
travel to more than 85 kilometers in a drain to get mixed in the
river in Karnal’s Nabipur village, causing air and water pollution in about 50 villages of
Khadar belt of Yamunanagar
and Karnal districts.
People living in these villages, meanwhile, claimed that
they had taken up the matter
with the government agencies
several times but no action was
taken so far.

OUR MAIN SLOGAN IS HARYANA EK, HARYANVI EK. SOME
OTHER PARTIES CONTEST POLLS IN THE NAME OF CASTE.

> MANOHAR LAL KHATTAR , chief minister

HC seeks Hry, UPSC replies
on DGP’s appointment
Press Trust of India
n

PETITIONER’S COUNSEL
STATED THAT DESPITE
BEING THE SENIOR
MOST, HE WAS
SUPERSEDED AND NOT
CONSIDERED BY UPSC
FOR EMPANELMENT
FOR THE POST

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

NEWDELHI: The Delhi high court

on Thursday sought stands of
the Union Public Service Commission (UPSC) and Haryana
government on a plea against
the appointment of state’s police
chief Manoj Yadava, claiming
the Supreme Court’s directions
on selection and appointment of
DGPs were “not being followed”.
Justice Suresh Kait also
issued notice to Yadava, asking
him to file his reply on
the petition and listed the matter for further hearing on
July 11.
The court was hearing a petition by IPS officer Prabhat Ranjan Deo seeking quashing of the
recommendation and empanelment of Yadava by the UPSC and
his appointment as Haryana
director general of police by the
state government’s February 18
order.
During the hearing, the counsel representing UPSC argued
that Deo has chosen a wrong
forum.
Instead of the high court, he
should have approached the
Central Administrative Tribunal which has jurisdiction on
all-India service matters, he
added.
Senior advocate Ajit Kumar
Sinha and lawyer Ashwarya
Sinha, appearing for Deo,
opposed the UPSC argument,
contending that the high court
has the jurisdiction over the
matter as Yadava was not discharging any duty for the Union
of India but was doing it for the
state.
They said Deo was not even
considered for promotion to the
post even though he has a
“blemishless record of over 30

n

Manoj Yadava, DGP

years of service”. The counsel
said despite being the senior
most and fully eligible, Deo was
superseded and not even considered by the UPSC for empanelment for the DGP post.
The Haryana government’s
counsel produced a letter written by the state’s home department to the UPSC regarding the
eligibility criteria and completion of 30 years of service for
empanelment of officers for the
post of DGP.
The letter stated that Yadava
is an IPS officer of the 1988 batch
as he was selected for the IPS on
the basis of the 1987 civil services examination.
He joined the IPS on August
21, 1989, but in view of a 1991
judgement of the Supreme
Court, he was assigned by the
Ministry of Home Affairs
August 1988 as the deemed date
of joining the service.
It said on the basis of this
judgement, the MHA had
deemed Yadava and 20 similarly-placed IPS officers as having
joined the service from 1988, categorising them as “exempted
probationers’ and according
their seniority since then.
The counsel for the MHA told
the court that in the petition, no
relief was sought against the

Centre and it was not required
to file any reply.
The petition by IPS officer
Deo has also sought a stay on
appointment of Yadava as the
state’s DGP.
“The senior most and reputed
officer such as the petitioner
(Deo) will be forced to work
under and take instructions
from his junior officer, whose
eligibility for the post is in question. Such discrimination by the
respondents towards petitioner
and other senior officers with
much more experience than
respondent no. 4 (Yadava), who
is enjoying a higher position and
reputation is totally insulting,
humiliating and patently illegal,” the petition said.
It also said the apex court’s
direction was not being complied with and misinterpreted
by the UPSC wherein Deo,
despite being in the shortlisted
panel sent by the state government among the eligible officers, was not even considered,
probably on the ground that his
tenure was less than two years
due to shortfall of four months
before superannuation.
The apex court had on March
13 clarified its last year’s order
on police reforms and said the
officers who have a minimum of
six months tenure left in service
can be considered for the post of
DGP.

ELECTION2019
Two booked for
gangraping woman, Naina Chautala likely to contest from Hisar seat
thrashing husband
PARTY INSIDERS SAY
Sunil Rahar
n

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HISAR :Two unidentified persons

have been booked for allegedly
gangraping a woman and
thrashing her husband when
they were returning home on
Wednesday night.
The woman, in her complaint, stated that she and her
husband were returning home
on Wednesday night when two
unidentified youths on a motorcycle stopped in front of them
and started thrashing her husband.
They then kidnapped her and
took her to a secluded spot and
raped her.
Based on her complaint,
police have registered a case
under Section 376-D (gangrape),

WOMAN STATED SHE
AND HER HUSBAND
WERE RETURNING HOME
ON WEDNESDAY NIGHT
WHEN THE INCIDENT
TOOK PLACE
323 (voluntarily causing hurt)
and 365 (kidnapping or abduction) and started investigation
into the matter.
Nirmala Devi, the station
house officer (SHO) of women
police station said, “The
woman’s medical examination
was conducted and a case of gangrape, kidnapping and abduction registered in the matter. We
have started the probe and will
nab the accused soon.”

sunil.kumar3@htlive.com

THAT DUSHYANT, WHO IS
THE SITTING MP FROM
THE SEAT, IS LIKELY TO
BE JJP’S CM CANDIDATE
IN THE ASSEMBLY POLLS

AMBALA:DabwalilegislatorNaina

Chautala is likely to contest the
upcoming Lok Sabha election
from Hisar, a seat presently represented by her elder son and
Jannayak Janata party (JJP)
leader Dushyant Chautala.
Those privy to the discussion
saidthepartyhasdecidedtopitch
NainaChautalafromHisarinthe
upcoming Lok Sabha elections
insteadofhersonasthelatterwill
be fielded as a chief ministerial
candidate in the assembly elections due later this year.
“Dushyant is our chief ministerial candidate. He will also be
theparty’sstarcampaignerinthe
general elections. Naina Chautala will fight from Hisar and we
arehopingthatshewouldgetthe
maximum number of votes and
become the first female MP from

n

Naina Chautala

Hisar,” the leader added.
The Hisar constituency comprises nine assembly segments
including Bawani Khera (SC
reserved), Nalwa, Hisar, Barwala,Hansi,Adampur,Narnaud
, Uklana (SC reserved) and
Uchana. In the 2014 general elections,DushyantChautalafought
from the seat on an Indian
National Lok Dal ticket and
defeatedKuldeepBishnoiofHaryana Janhit Congress by a mar-

gin of 31,847 votes. He was the
youngestMPinthe2014elections.
NO WOMAN ELECTED
FROM HISAR SO FAR
It is pertinent to mention that
Hisarhasnevervotedforwoman
in the Lok Sabha elections. Since
1966, when Haryana came into
existence,notasinglewomanhas
contestedtheLokSabhaelection
from Hisar seat on any party’s
ticket.
Only three women contested
theelectionsasindependentcandidates and all of them lost their

securitydeposit.In1984,Sumitra
Devi polled 3,248 votes, Vidya
Devi got 1,102 votes in 1996 and
BhateriDevipolled1,157votesin
2009 parliamentary polls.
Moreover,nocandidatehasso
far managed to win twice from
HisarLokSabhaconstituencyon
thesameparty’sticketsince1966.
Jai Parkash, currently an independent legislator, had won
thricefromHisar-in1989onJanata Dal’s ticket, 1996 on Haryana
Vikasparty’sticketandin2004on
Congress’s ticket.
On being asked about Naina
Chautala’s candidature from
Hisar, Jannayak Janata party
state president Sardar Nishan
Singhsaidtheyhadreceivedproposals from every corner of the
state to pitch Naina Chautala.
“Naina Chautala has conductedHariChunriChaupalralliesineveryassemblysegmentof
Hisar Lok Sabha constituency.

The party is yet to take a call on
whethertopitchDushyantorhis
mother Naina. Naina Chautala
has a special attachment to the
people of Hisar because it is her
husband Ajay Chautala and son
Dushyant’s working place,”
Singh added.

DUSHYANT ONLY ONE
FROM CHAUTALA CLAN
TO WIN FROM HISAR
Dushyant Chautala is the only
person from Chautala family to
havewonfromseatsofar.In1984,
former Haryana chief minister
and his grandfather had lost to
Chaudhary Birender Singh, the
incumbent steel minister in the
Centre,whowasthenintheCongress, by over 51,000 votes.
In the 2011 Lok Sabha bypoll,
Dushyant’sfatherAjayChautala
wasdefeatedbyKuldeepBishnoi
of Haryana Janhit Congress by
6,323 votes.

Panipat woman poisons self,
daughter to death; son critical Hooda’s wife

P O L L C O D E ‘ V I O L AT I O N ’

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL: A 32-year-old woman

allegedly committed suicide and
poisoned her two children in
BandhvillageofPanipatdistrict,
police said.
According to the police, the
incident took place on Thursday
afternoon. Neighbours rushed
them to the hospital after they
were found to be vomiting.
The woman, Ratan Devi, was

declared brought dead and her
daughter Bhumika, 6, died duringthetreatmentatGovernment
Medical College in Khanpur
Kalan of Sonepat district.
HersonDaksh,8,isstatedtobe
in a critical condition.
Thereasonbehindtheextreme
step was not ascertained, police
said.TalkingtoHindusanTimes,
Israna police station incharge
Anirudh Chauhan said, “The
women and her daughter died
while the son was critical.

C R U E LT Y A L L E G AT I O N S

Karnal child home
manager’s services
terminated
KARNAL : More than two weeks
after 24 children of the state-run
childcareinstituteinMadhuban
ofKarnalaccusedthemanagerof
harassment; the Haryana government has terminated his services with immediate effect.
Talking to Hindustan Times,
Haryana state commission for
protection of child rights’ chairperson Jyoti Bainda, who had
conducted the inquiry into the
allegations by the children, said
the termination orders of manager Raj Singh Sangwan were
issued by the women and child
welfare department on the basis

of the investigation report.
She saidthat theclaims by the
children were found to be true.
Investigation also revealed that
the manager used to come to the
institutewithhissecurityofficer,
which is in violation of the Juvenile Justice Act.
Themattercametolightonthe
intervening night of March 26
and 27, when children from this
Bal Bhawanmanagedto fleeand
reached the residence of BJP’s
GharaundaMLAHarvinderKalyan and told him that the manageroftheBalBhawanharassing
them.
HTC

Hesaidthatduringthepreliminary investigation it was found
thatRatnawasmentallyunstable
and at the time of incident her
husband, Shiv Shankar, who
works in a workshop in Delhi,
was not at home.
He said that the bodies were
sent for the post-mortem.
Police will record the statement of her husband and other
relatives, to find out the cause
behind the incident, the SHO
said.

KARNAL TEEN
CRUSHED UNDER
ROADWAYS BUS
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

KARNAL: A student of Karnal’s

Industrial Training Institute
(GITI) was crushed to death by a
HaryanaRoadways bus nearITI
chowk here on Thursday.
The deceased, identified as
Anikit Kumar, 17, a resident of
Rindal village, was a student of
motor mechanic trade at the
institute.
The accident took place while
Anikitwasboardingthebuswith
otherstudents,andintheattempt
was fatally crushed by the same
bus.
Soon after the incident, the
driver and conductor of the bus
managed to flee.

addresses political
event at MDU

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

ROHTAK:TheMaharshiDayanand
University (MDU), Rohtak, on
Thursday sought a report from
the teaching and non-teaching
association of the university for
organisingapoliticaleventonthe
varsitycampusonWednesdayin
whichformerchiefministerBhupinder Singh Hooda’s wife Asha
Hooda campaigned for her MP
son Deependerfor the upcoming
Lok Sabha elections.
Asper universityofficials, the
organisers were issued a notice
on Wednesday morning asking
themtonotuseeducationalinstitutions for political meetings,
campaigns or rallies till the
modelcodeofconductisinplace.
“As per the model code of conduct,thereisrestrictiononuseof
educationalinstitutionsforpolitical activities,” the notice read.
However,despitethewarning,
theorganiserswentonwiththeir
programme. Asha Hooda, along
withformerRohtakMLABharat
Bhushan Batra, addressed the
gathering at the university on
Wednesday evening. During the
event, Asha slammedCM Manohar Lal Khattar for not knowing
about the existence of an Indian
InstituteofManagement(IIM)in
thestatewhichshesaidwasbuilt

VARSITY OFFICIALS
SAY THE ORGANISERS
WERE ISSUED A NOTICE
BEFORE THE EVENT,
YET THEY WENT
AHEAD WITH IT
n

in her son Deepender’s Lok
Sabha constituency. She was
referringtoKhattar’sinteraction
with students in Kurukshetra
whereintheCMhadclaimedthat
he was in talkswith Centreto get
at least one IIM sanctioned for
Haryana. He was later told that
anIIMalreadyexistedinRohtak.
MDU registrar Gulshan Taneja said the university had now
soughtareportfromtheorganisersforgoingaheadwiththeirprogramme despite being served a
warning. The Congress maintainedthattherewasnoviolation
ofmodelcodeofconduct.Former
MLABatrasaidtheeventwasnot
addressed at any educational
institution but at the staff quarters. “The notice issued by MDU
statedthatnoprogrammecanbe
held on the grounds, in the auditoriaandparksoftheuniversity.
Our event was not held at any of
these places. It was organised at
the staff quarters, so there is no
violation,” he said.

CM Manohar Lal Khattar taking out a road show in Tohana assembly of Fatehabad on Thursday.

HT PHOTO

Parties fearing defeat in polls
are seeking alliance: Khattar
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

HISAR :Parties that already know

they are losing the election are
seeking alliance with other parties, Haryana chief minister
(CM) Manohar Lal Khattar said
on Thursday.
Addressing a road show in
Tohana assembly of Fatehabad,
Khattar said that Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) is in a strong
position in the state and needs
no alliance.
“The BJP is sure of winning
10 seats in the state,” he said,
adding, “Our main slogan is
Haryana ek, Haryanvi ek, but

some other parties always contest elections in the name
caste.”
On Thursday, Khattar conducted road shows in Fatehabad, Jind and Sonepat.
In Tohana, students, under
the banner of Indian National
Students Organisation (INSO)
took out a protest march and
burnt the effigy of the CM before
his arrival. INSO chief Jatin
Khilari, who was leading the
protest, said the Bharatiya Janata Party government had
promised many things for
Tohana area, but not spent even
a single penny for its development.

NO SEATING SPACE
FOR KAVITA JAIN
ROHTAK: At CM Khattar’s rally in
Sonepat in support of MP Ramesh Kaushik, the state’s only
woman cabinet minister and
Sonepat MLA Kavita Jain did
not find any seat to sit on stage.
The minister was seen walking left and right in search of a
seat but all were taken mostly
by local BJP leaders who did not
vacate it for her.
Kaushik, who noticed Jain
searching for a seat, called her
and made space for her on the
two-seater sofa on which he and
another woman were already
sitting.
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‘INTERIM PROTECTION’ TO UMRANANGAL

Two children among Matter should be sent back to previous
three killed as van bench, former IGP tells high court
›
hits stationary truck
HT Correspondent
n

TARN TARAN MISHAP 13 more injured; were on their way to
celebrate Baisakhi at Damdama Sahib when accident took place
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

TARN TARAN : A six-month-old boy

and a 10-year-old girl are among
three persons killed in a road
accident that left 13 more
injured in Tarn Taran on Thursday.
The mini-van in which they
were travelling reportedly
rammed into a gravel-laden stationary truck near Dhattal village falling under the jurisdiction of Sarhali police here.
The driver of the truck has
been arrested.
The victims were related to
each other and were on their
way from Amritsar’s Shamnagar village to Damdama Sahib in
Talwandi Sabo to pay obeisance
on the occasion of Baisakhi.
The deceased have been identified as Sharanjit Singh,

INJURED INCLUDE FIVE
KIDS AGED BETWEEN
THREE AND 10 YEARS;
THE VICTIMS ARE
RELATED TO EACH OTHER
Navreet Kaur and Surjit Singh,
all from Mulleyawal village of
Gurdaspur.
The injured are Amandeep
Kaur (32), Arshdeep Kaur (10),
Shabadpreet Kaur (3), Shubkarmandeep Singh (3), Prabhjot
Kaur (9), Harleen Kaur (6), all
from Shamnagar and Jasbir
Kaur (24), Gurpreet Kaur (18),
Palwinder Kaur (26), Jasbir
Kaur (32), Rajwinder Kaur (39),
Karanpreet Singh (15), van
driver Didar Singh, all from
Mulleyawal village.
The injured are undergoing

treatment at the Tarn Taran
civil hospital.
On being informed, Sarhali
station house officer (SHO) Yadwinder Singh along with other
cops reached the spot and
started investigation.
The SHO said they have registered an FIR under Sections 304
A (causing death by negligence),
279 (rash driving or riding on a
public way), 337 (causing hurt
by act endangering life or personal safety of others), 338
(causing grievous hurt by act
endangering life or personal
safety of others) and 427 (mischief causing damage to the
amount of fifty rupees) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC) against
the truck driver.
“The accused driver has been
arrested and identified as Sukhdev Singh of Faridkot district,”
he added.

CS reviews wheat Another LIP leader
procurement,
quits party, joins Cong
assures arthiyas
of payment
HT Correspondent
n

CHANDIGARH : Dispelling the
apprehensions of arthiyas, chief
secretary Karan Avtar Singh, on
Thursday, said the prevalent
system of payments will continue during the ongoing Rabi
marketing season and farmers
will be paid for their produce
through them.
A government spokesperson
said the chief secretary has also
directed the food department to
ensure that payments to farmers
were strictly made within 24
hours of purchase of their produce.
He also asked the additional
chief secretary (development) to
ensure absolute transparency
and efficiency in the procureHTC
ment operations.

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: In another jolt to the

Lok Insaaf Party (LIP) ahead of
the Lok Sabha elections, general
secretary of party’s state unit
and president of its youth wing,
Gurpreet Singh Khurana,
joined the Congress on Thursday.
Along with Khurana, Sukhwinder Singh (Happy Kochar),
who had contested municipal
elections on LIP ticket, also
joined the Congress in the presence of its state president Sunil
Jakhar and in-charge Asha
Kumari on Thursday evening.
Meanwhile, another LIP candidate, Deepak Garg, has joined
the BJP.
Khurana, a former councillor, had lost the last municipal

elections to the BJP. He was
serving as a member of LIP’s
core committee, general secretary of state unit and president
of its youth wing (Ludhiana
urban).
On his resignation, Khurana
said he was unable to maintain
cordial relations with LIP chief
Simarjeet Singh Bains.
The LIP president, however,
slammed Khurana by saying
that all those who left the party
had lost grounds as they failed
to serve the public.
“Their absence will rather
help us in getting votes as people
were not happy with their performance,” Bains said.
On April 1, former Mansa
MLA Prem Mittal had left the
LIP and party’s Ludhiana central constituency in-charge
Vipan Sood Kaka followed suit.

It is trite law that the
application for recall/
review on presentation will
be heard by the same judge
who had passed the final
order disposing the case.

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Suspended IGP, PS
Umranangal, being probed by a
Punjab police special investigation team (SIT) in the 2015 sacrilege violence cases has told Punjab and Haryana high court,
that state’s plea on recall of
March 7 order granting interim
protection to him should be
heard by the judge, who passed
an order on the same.
“It is trite law that the application for recall/review on presentation shall be heard by the
same Judge of the court who has
passed the final order disposing
off the case,” said the former
IGP. He demanded the matter be
referred back to justice
Ramendra Jain, who had passed
March 7 order.
On March 7, the bench of justice Jain had passed an order
that seven-day advance notice
be served on Umranangal
before initiating any action in
the cases pertaining to anti-sacrilege violence. On March 18,

PS UMRANANGAL, suspended IGP

Punjab government filed a plea
seeking a recall of the order.
Through his counsel HS Deol,
the IGP said the ‘tone and tenor’
of the plea filed by government
casts aspersions on the court.
“The non-applicant with all
humility begs to state that the
tone and tenor of the pleadings
in this para (referring to averments) leaves an impression
that the impugned order has
been procured, thus casting
aspersion on justice delivery
system, impinging upon judicial
discretion exercised by the
court,” the response submitted
by Umranangal says.

The matter is now being
heard by the bench of justice Raj
Shekhar Attri after justice Jain
recused from hearing on April 2,
after heated arguments between
the judge and additional advocate general Rameeza Hakeem
on listing and proceedings of the
matter.
After the matter was
adjourned for April 23 on March
29, the state had filed a plea for
pre-poning, which was taken up
on April 2, on the date when justice Jain had recused from hearing the matter.
Umranangal says state’s plea
is not maintainable as March 7

order was a final order with
which matter was disposed of
and it is now beyond review or
recall except to correct the clerical error. He says on March 7,
the notice was accepted by
state’s counsel and no objection
was raised at that stage by state.
On the issue of state questioning the manner in which petition was listed on March 7, the
IGP says ‘misleading and concocted’ pleadings have been
made by state with regard to
this.
The case was not listed and
taken up the same day, in fact
the petition was filed on March
6, ordered for listing on March 7,
but due to some corrections to
be made it could not be listed in
‘urgent list’ and after mentioning before a division bench, it
was ordered to be listed the
same day on March 7.
“If such like pleadings are to
be accepted for recall of the
orders, it will open a Pandora’s
box,” the former IGP says. The
matter will come up for arguments on April 23 now.
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Ex-BSF constable
murder: Wife, son,
among 7 arrested
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

BATALA:A retired Border Security

Force (BSF) constable was found
murdered in Satkoha village on
Thursday. Police have arrested
seven people, including the victim’s wife and son, on the charges
of his murder.
The victim was Gurnam
Singh, 50. DSP BK Singla said,
“Upon tracing the locations of the
victim’s family members at the
time of the murder, we took Gurnam’s wife Sukhwant Kaur into
custody. Sukhwant confessed
that she killed Gurnam, with the
her of their son, Parkash Singh,
her sisters-in-law Gurpreet Kaur
and Rajwinder Kaur and their
friends Amarjeet Singh, Navdeep
Singh, Vijay Masih and Partap
alias Bobby. Partap had hacked
Gurnam to death on the night of
April 10 . Sukhwant said they
murdered Gurnam because he
had illicit relations with women
and spent his pension on them.”
An FIR was filed under IPC
Sections 302 (murder), 120B
(criminal conspiracy) .

Delay in transferring plot costs Kila Raipur games
improvement trust ₹42 lakh
cancelled again
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JALANDHAR : The national con-

sumer disputes redressal commission on Wednesday directed
the Jalandhar Improvement
Trust to refund ₹39 lakh to a
complainant for delay in transferring the possession of a residential plot in Surya enclave for
four years.
It further directed the JIT to
pay ₹3 lakh for harassment and
₹20,000 as cost of litigation. All
payments are to be made within
four weeks of the date of judgment. If the JIT fails to comply
with the order, it will have to
pay a higher interest and compensation.
The JIT had moved the
national consumer disputes
redressal commission after the
complainant, Pooja Garg of Sangrur, won an appeal before the
state commission. She had
demanded a refund of ₹39 lakh
with 9% interest per annum

IMPROVEMENT TRUST
DIRECTED TO REFUND
₹39 LAKH WITH
INTEREST, ₹3 LAKH
FOR HARASSMENT
AND ₹20,000 AS
COST OF LITIGATION
from the year 2015.
LAND DISPUTE
In December 2011, the Punjab
town and improvement trust
had come up with residential
plots on an area of 94.97 acres,
for which the complainant had
deposited a payment in three
instalments.
However, the land where her
plot was situated was under litigation. The trust was supposed
to transfer possession of the plot
to the complainant in 2014. She
was also offered an alternate
plot by the improvement trust in
2015.

THE VERDICT
The order stated that it was the
prime responsibility of the
improvement trust to ensure
that it was in a position to
deliver the possession of the plot
to a buyer and the onus of planning, execution and completion
of the project fell on the trust
and not the consumer.
“Advertising allotment of
plots on land under litigation
and not disclosing this fact
upfront in its advertisement to
the general public and (then) not
being in a position to (lawfully)
take possession and develop the
land and (still) retaining the earnest money (then) arbitrarily,
one-sidedly and belatedly allotting an alternative plot after
about 41 months of the stipulated date of execution of the
agreement to sale and after
about 11 months of the assured
date of delivery of possession
are deceptive and unfair acts
and constitute unfair trade
practice,” reads the order.

HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:

The Kila Raipur
games have been cancelled, yet
again, as the present organisers
failed to obtain the no-objection
certificate (NOC) from the
police.
Touted as rural Olympics, the
two-day event was slated to
begin on Friday.
Ludhiana deputy commissioner (DC) Pradeep Agrawal on
Thursday said, “The permission
to organise the games was not
granted to the Kila Raipur
Sports Society Patti Sohaviya as
they did not get an NOC from
police.”
Ludhiana Sadar station
house officer (SHO) Sukhdev
Singh said the NOC was withheld due to objections raised by
Kila Raipur residents as well as
People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals (PETA), an animal rights organisation .
Kila Raipur Sports Society

›

We were denied
permission by the
police as the former
organisers had claimed
that games would lead to
a law-and-order situation.
COL SURINDER SINGH GREWAL
(RETD), Kila Raipur Sports Society
Patti Sohaviya chief

Patti Sohaviya chief Col Surinder Singh Grewal (retd) said, “
We were denied permission by
the police as the former organisers, Grewal Sports Club, had
wrongly tipped them that the
games would lead to a law-andorder situation.”
Col Surinder agreed that the
PETA had objected to these
games earlier.
“But we had assured them
that no event wherein animals
are involved would be held,” he
said.
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election2019
14-yr-olddiesinviolenceafterpollinginJ&K
LOK SABHA ELECTION 57.31% polling recorded in Jammu and Baramulla constituencies in first phase
HT Correspondents
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU/SRINAGAR: Polling in
Jammu and Baramulla Lok
Sabha seats ended amid stray
incidents of violence and the
death of a 14-year old during
clashes in Baramulla.
There were some incidents of
EVM malfunction and an allegation by former CM Mehbooba
Mufti that BSF manhandled a
voter who “refused to cast his
vote for the BJP.”
AcivilianwaskilledaftersecurityforcesfiredpelletsonprotestersatMandigamvillageinHandwara area of Kupwara district.
“A14-year-oldboy,OwaisMir,
was brought dead to the hospital
with pellet injuries in his chest,
neck and face,” said Dr Rouf
Ahmad,medicalsuperintendent
ofHandwarahospital.Localssaid
there was stone pelting by youth
on security forces while they
were withdrawing after polling
ended. The forces responded by
firing pellets, they said. Handwara superintendent of police
Ashish Kumar Mishra said that
the youth had attacked a poll
party. When asked how many
wereinjured,Mishrasaiditcould
be confirmed from the hospital.
The two Lok Sabha seats in
JammuandKashmirthatwentto
polls in the first phase recorded
over57.31%pollingonThursday.
The polling was peaceful, state’s
chief electoral officer (CEO)
Shailendra Kumar said.
Jammu recorded a turnout of
72.19%, up from 70.6 in 2014.
Baramulla registered a voter
turnout of 34.6%, down from the
39%in 2014.
InJammuparliamentaryconstituency, Jammu district
recorded 74.50%, Samba 75.14 %,
Rajouri65.73% andPoonch 70.42
% turnout, he said.
In Baramulla, 51.7 % turnout
wasrecordedinKupwara.“Itwas
lowest in Sopore segment, the
CEO said.
The first phase polling in the
state was “incident-free, very
peacefulandsuccessful”,hesaid.
“I congratulate parties, candidates,voters,securityforces,poll
staff and other stakeholders for
the conduct of very successful
polls,” he added.
“There were 33, 17,882 voters,
including 17,16,985 male

Low turnout in
Baramulla town,
Sopore, Pattan
Mir Ehsan/Ashiq Hussain
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SUMBAL/KUPWARA: : Young men

n

and women cast their votes in
large numbers in rural areas
whileinurbanpocketsmanypeoplestayedawayfrompollingstationsinnorthKashmir’sBaramulla Lok Sabha constituency
whichwenttopollsonThursday.
Veryfewpeopleturneduptocast
their votes in Baramulla town,
Sopore and Palhalan Pattan.
However,tensionwasnotvisible
atanyplaceandpeopleseemedto
berelaxedamidtightsecurity.At
Sarai Dangerpora’s polling stationnumber94inBandiporadistrict’s Sonawari assembly constituency, voters were seen jostling for their turn to exercise
theirfranchisesinceearlymorning. Just two hours into polling,
150electors,including55women,
out of 870 had cast their votes.
“Allvoteshereareforchange.
We need a revolution,” said Ali
Mohammad, 29, a government
employee.
“We wanted to send to parliamentapersonwhowouldatleast
talk about Kashmir and injustices here,” others said.
At Singhpora Pattan’s polling
station number 59 in Baramulla
district,177outof667electorshad
casttheirvotesby11:15am.They
included a large number of
youths. Pattan has often witnessedstonepeltingandprotests.
After voting, Asif Malik, 20,
was seen urging others to exercise their franchise. “I was a
stone-pelter and there are five
cases registered against me,”
Malik said.“It is for the first time
people are voting like this here.
Many stone-pelters are voting.
Weknowthereisboycottcall,but
irrespectiveofwhetheranybody
votesornot,peoplegetelected.So
what is the fun of boycott,” said
BilalAhmad,alaborer.Afewkm
away at Palhalan, people mostly
avoided voting. Security forces
hadlatchedthegateofthehigher

Kashmiri voters queue up outside a polling station in Bandipora
district; and (right) first-time voters show their fingers with
indelible ink after casting their votes at Nagrota in Jammu on
Thursday.
WASEEM ANDRABI/HT & PTI PHOTO

and16,00,897 female, in the two
constituencies. There were also
47,155 service voters,” he said.
The CEO said 33 candidates—
nine in Baramulla and 24 in
Jammu — were in the fray.
“Therewasnowomancandidate.
A total of 4,489 polling stations,
apartfrom21migrantpollingstations, were set up for the exercise,” he added.Twelve general
observers, eight expenditure
observes, 462 micro-observers
and seven police observers were
deputedforensuringfreeandfair
polling, he said.
On faulty EVMs in Poonch,
Kumar said soon after they
received complaints, the VU, CU
and VVPAT were replaced and
polling resumed.
On Kashmiri Pandits, he said
there were 4908 ‘M’ forms, out of
which 84% had been polled.

On allegations that a BSF officer beat up voters in Poonch, the
CEO said a defeated panchayat
member was instigating voters
not to enter the polling station
and the central paramilitary
force officer defused the situation.
“The commandant was very
calm and composed and was trying to pacify the member. No
voter was beaten up,” he said.
The Joint Resistance Leadership (JRL), comprising of Syed
Ali Geelani, Mirwaiz Muhammad Umer Farooq and Jammu
Kashmir Liberation Front
(JKLF),hadcalledforacomplete
shutdown against the elections
and NIA “aggression”. Shops,
schools and businesses were
closed in many parts of Kashmir
valleyandtrafficmovement was
also affected.

NC, PDP allege coercion by
Centenarians, first-timers in Jammu
security staff, EVM malfunction village vote for peace on border
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

JAMMU: TheNationalConference
(NC)andthePeople’sDemocratic
Party(PDP)onThursdayalleged
that security personnel coerced
people to vote for the Bharatiya
Janata Party and EVMs were
malfunctioned in some polling
stations with the button correspondingtotheCongresssymbol
not working in Poonch district.
However,districtelectionofficerRahulYadavrefutedtheallegationsmadebyboththeparties.
PDP president Mehbooba
Mufti tweeted a video showing
voters raising anti-BJP slogans
after they were allegedly
“roughedup”byBSFpersonnels
for not voting for the saffron
party.
“A voter at polling booth in
Jammu was manhandled by the
BSFbecauseherefusedtocasthis
votefor BJP.Usingarmedforces
at polling stations to coerce peopletovotefortheBJPshowstheir

INDIA WILL HAVE
ONLY ONE PM,
SAYS GAMBHIR
JAMMU : In a veiled attack on
National Conference vice-president Omar Abdullah, cricketerturned-politicianGautamGambhironThursdayslammedhimfor
demanding two PrimeMinisters
in the country.
Gambhir,whorecentlyjoined
the BJP, addressed election rallies in support of Union minister
Jitendra Singh at Ram Nagar in
Udhampur district and Nagri in
Kathua district on Thursday.
“IndiaisonenationfromKashmir to Kanyakumari and there
arefewpoliticiansinthecountry
who want a separate Prime Minister.ThoseseekingseparatePM
are only concerned of their own
welfareanddonotwantthecountry to prosper. Their dream of
separate PM's is never going to
get fulfilled. Our country will
only have one PM,” Gambhir
said.
He also invited people to participate in PM Narendra Modi’s
rally in Kathua on April 14. HTC

MEHBOOBA TWEETS
VIDEO SHOWING VOTERS
RAISING ANTI-BJP
SLOGANS AFTER BEING
ALLEGEDLY ROUGHED UP
BY BSF PERSONNELS

desperationandhungertousurp
power by hook or crook,” she
tweeted.NCvice-presidentOmar
Abdullah also posted a video in
whichclaimsweremadethatthe
buttoncorrespondingtotheCongresssymbolwas not working at
two polling stations in Poonch.
However,districtelectionofficer (DEO) Rahul Yadav said,
“There was an issue with CongressbuttoninShahpur,ourstaff
has replaced the machine. Over
60%votingtookplaceinthesame
polling station till 3pm.”
“There were a total of four
cases where buttons of two
national parties and two independent candidates were not

working. Out of 451 polling stations,themalfunctiontookplace
in only four stations. One of the
polling station was on the other
side of the fence and therefore it
tooksometimeforourpersonnel
to reach there. The EVMs were
replaced and voting resumed,”
Yadav said. After Mehbooba
alleged that security forces
coercedpeopletovotefortheBJP
at a polling booth, Yadav said,
“The security personnel were
askingthevoterstoformaqueue
andwaitfortheirturnastempers
ran high and a scuffle broke out
between some people and security personnel. The BSF personnel should not have entered into
the scuffle buttherewas nothing
like coercion by them to vote for
any particular party.” He said,
“EVMisamachine.Theremaybe
problemswithsome.Thatiswhy
we have kept 20 per cent
machines in reserve.Whenever
such problems arise, we fix it
quickly as per the guidelines of
the Election Commission.”

Ravi Krishnan Khajuria
n

ravi.khajuria@htlive.com

Suchetgarh: Peace is of paramount significance in this village on India-Pakistan international border and everything
else comes next.
With a hope to see an everlasting
peace on the borders, villagers,
including centenarians and first
timers, queued up outside polling booths at Suchetgarh to exercise their franchise on Thursday
morning.
Suchetgarh, barely 300 metres
from the zero line, falls in the
Jammu constituency which
went to the polls in the first phase
of Lok Sabha elections.
Sharma Ram, 103, who was
helped to the polling booth by his
son, said, “I voted for peace on
the borders, not for me but for
the future generations. During
hostilities Suchetgarh, which is
surrounded by Qaiseraen, Kugg,
Khanechak, Uchhe Bains and

Will scrap Art 370,
bring NRC across
country: Amit Shah

Keep tab on fake
news spread by
Congress: Dhumal
to BJP workers

Press Trust of India

HAMIRPUR :Senior BJP leader and
former Himachal chief minister
Prem Kumar Dhumal on Thursday exhorted party workers to
keepacheckonfakenewsspread
by Congress against the party
and its leaders. While addressing party workers at Sujanpurtira, Dhumal directed workers to
fan out in villages and “expose
the evil designs of the Congress”.
Meanwhile, former state Congress chief Sukhvinder Singh
Sukhoo on Thursday accused
the BJP of undermining the
power and position of the constitutional bodies. Talking to
reporters here, he alleged that
the BJP was not obeying the
directions/instructions of the
election commission.
“Despite EC’s direction, the
BJP was seeking votes in the
name of armed forces and soldiers,” he said.
HTC

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

KALIMPONG/RAIGANJ: The BJP will

scrap Article 370 of the Constitution which grants special status
to Jammu and Kashmir and
introduce National Register for
Citizens across the country if
voted to power again, BJP chief
AmitShahsaidThursday,raking
uptotwohugelydisputedissues.
On the campaign trail in West
Bengal’s Kalimpong in Darjeeling Lok Sabha seat and Raigang
seat in North Dinajpur, he also
accused TMC supremo Mamata
Banerjee of questioning the air
strikesto“appease”herminority
vote bank, and demanded that
she clarify whether she too
favouredaseparateprimeminister for Jammu and Kashmir like
her ally National Conference
leader Omar Abdullah.

n

BJP president Amit Shah

“We will remove Article 370
from Kashmir after forming the
nextBJPgovernmentattheCentre,”Shahtoldanelectionrallyat
Kalimpong in Darjeeling Lok
Sabha constituency where the
party has fielded industrialist
Raju Singh Bisht. Calling illegal
migrants from Bangladesh “termites”,Shahsaidatanotherrally
in Raiganj that his party will
throw them out after coming to
power at the Centre for a second
consecutive term.

SNAG IN EVM, VOTERS RETURN HOME
RS PURA: Polling was disrupted

at around 8.45 am at the
solitary polling booth in Basti
Gulab Garh village on the
India-Pakistan border following
technical snag in an EVM.
Consequently, a large number
Kajlayal villages of Pakistan,
bears maximum brunt of shelling from across the border.”
Haveli Ram, 82, said, “Though
there are long pending issues,
like compensation of land
acquired for border fencing and
construction of bunkers, I have
also cast my vote for an everlasting peace on borders”.
For another senior citizen,
Sardar Bachan Singh, 78, also
peace remains a major concern.
However, he regrets that the BJP
government did not walk the talk
in the past five years of its rule.

of voters had to return without
casting their votes. Presiding
officer Vijay Sharma said 72
votes were polled till
8.45 am, but the process
disrupted following a
technical snag.
“Suchetgarh village has 283
families, comprising 2,244 people. This government, which had
promised to construct individual
bunkers on war-footing, constructed only five till January
this year. Thereafter, no work
has been taken up,” he said.
Ramesh Lal, 47,a marginal
farmer, also echoed similar
views. First time voter Satinder
Singh, 18, said he grew up under
the deafening sounds of gun-fire
from Pakistan and wants these
ugly skirmishes to stop forever.
“I have seen people in my vil-

lage getting killed and injured in
Pak shelling during hostilities.
Nothing is more precious than
life. Therefore, this border firing
should cease once for all,” he
said.
Another first time voter,
Nisha Chib, at Basti Gulab Garh
said Pakistani firing was the
main issue for people in the border areas. “We have no option
but to migrate during shelling.
None can feel the pain and agony
of border dwellers. Development
can wait but a permanent peace
is desperately needed,” she said.
At government middle school
in RS Pura, retired honorary
captain Rattan Singh, 87, who
has fought 1965 and 1971 wars,
was sore over what he called
“criminal neglect” of border residents.
“My village Korotana Khurd,
which has 200 families, is on the
zero line and during hostilities,
we pay too heavy a price,” he
said.

TENSION WAS NOT
VISIBLE AT ANY
PLACE AND PEOPLE
SEEMED TO BE RELAXED
AMID TIGHT SECURITY
secondary school, housing polling station numbers 10 and 11,
frominsideowingtostonepelting
nearby. Of the 1412 total votes,
just15peoplehadvotedtill12pm.
“Wedon’tvoteasthisisshownas
referendum in India’s favor. We
willvotewhenthereissomesolution to Kashmir issue,” said a
young man, not revealing his
identity.At Baramulla town,
Khurshid Ahmad, who was sitting outside a polling station,
said: “We don’t vote as this is
against ourconscience. We have
never voted in the past elections
also.”By4pm,only79outofoutof
945 votes had been polled at Kanlibagh in Baramulla town. Only
78outof4,538voteswerepolledin
six polling stations of Sopore till
4.30 pm.
In Handwara, home town of
People’s Conference chairman
Sajjad Lone, voters were seen
waitinginqueuesfortheirturnto
enter polling stations. “We have
votedaswewantourrepresentativetorepresentus.Wehaveseen
how Articles 35A and 370 are
under threat,” said Firdous
Ahmad, a student, after casting
his vote. At Kupwara town,
65-year-oldBakhtiBegum,along
with herson,waswaitingfor her
turntocasther vote atgirl’smiddleschool.“Iamvotingtogetour
day-to-dayproblemssolved,”she
said.AtTregham, 15kmaway, 16
%pollingwasrecordedby2pmat
four polling stations.
“Therehasnotbeenanydevelopment in our area. The boycott
slogan started from here but
development is also a factor,”
saidShiekhAslam,whilejustifyinghisdecisiontovoteintheseparatists’ bastion.

Cong complains
against PM for
seeking vote in
name of soldiers
MANDI :Himachal Pradesh Congress committee (HPCC) on
Thursday filed a complaint
against Prime Minister Narendra Modi for seeking votes in the
name of soldiers killed in Balakot air strikes and Pulwama terror attack.
Himachal Pradesh Congress
committee spokesperson Sanjay Lakhanpal said a complaint
has been filed against the Prime
Minister for directly appealing
first-time voters during a rally
at Latur in Maharashtra, to dedicate their vote to soldiers who
were killed in Balakot air
strikes and alleged that the BJP
is seeking votes by associating
itself with the armed forces.
“During his speech, the
Prime Minister said each vote
for the Bharatiya Janata Party
would be dedicated in the memory of soldiers who lost their
lives,” he said.
HTC

BOAT RALLY

n

National Conference president Farooq Abdullah waving to his supporters during an election rally on the Dal Lake in Srinagar
on Thursday.
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A magnificent
obsession
ABROAD SPECTRUM

RASHID IRANI
RAJA SEN
FREE SOLO
ALBERT PINTO KO
GUSSA KYUN AATA HAI?

Direction: Elizabeth Chai
Vasarhelyi and Jimmy Chin

Direction: Soumitra Ranade

Actors: Alex Honnold,
Sanni McCandless

Actors: Nandita Das,
Saurabh Shukla, Manav Kaul

n

Rating:

Albert Pinto’s (Manav Kaul) fury feels theatrical and
monologue-y, more hysterical than righteous.

This is just anger mismanagement

I

first encountered Albert
Pinto and his notorious
temper with a laugh.
Directed by Saeed
Mirza, the 1980 film Albert
Pinto Ko Gussa Kyoon Aata
Hai was a seething indictment of pressures faced by
the common man and, in
1983, the provocative title
was used as a nonsensical
password in the comedy
Jaane Bhi Do Yaaro. Both
starred Naseeruddin Shah,
the in-joke was friendly, and
— as is the case with comedies that transcend the times
they lampoon — exponentially more people have
laughed at the gag than
heard of the original. It’s the
kind of neglect that would
tick off a real Albert Pinto.
With Mirza’s blessing,
filmmaker Soumitra Ranade
has now repurposed the title
for a thriller. The original
film remains remarkably
potent, its fury still relatable
and justified, and the only
conceivable reason for a
remake would be to update
the politics. Ranade tries
nothing of the sort, settling
for a mediocre thriller that
can’t keep up with its characters or their indignation.

region
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Saurabh Shukla has fun
as a handsy hoodlum, but
can only do so much when
accompanied by an idiotic
Pinto, someone the kids on
Twitter would call a hater.
Manav Kaul, a solid actor,
plays Pinto as a man trying
to stage a nervous breakdown. His fury feels theatrical and monologue-y, more
hysterical than righteous.
He seems entirely at odds
with Nandita Das’s description: “Enemy?” she literally
laughs off a policeman’s suggestion that someone could
be targeting Pinto. “Why, he
even makes friends out of
strangers!”
Best when dealing with
layered characters, Das
seems ill-at-ease in insubstantial roles. This film gives
her multiple flimsy parts, as
Pinto sees her in place of
every woman he meets.
Even this fancy-dress conceit isn’t carried through: At
a liquor store, surrounded
by skimpy pinups of vodkahawking blondes, a haunted
Pinto pictures them as Das
— but also instantly drapes
them in salwar-kameezes.
The plot involves Pinto
both missing and on the

hunt, while Ranade pays
tribute to movies he loves.
There is much affectation,
from the overdone background score — jazz plays in
the room of a truck-stop
prostitute — to the sources of
Pinto’s anger. He rages not
only at the idea of one’s
mother being sold on TV, but
also at the sale taking place
live. This bit infuriates him
most, as if post-production
would have made the mother-auction okay.
What makes Albert Pinto
angry? There are many reasons, but this amateurishness conducted in his name
can’t help.

Rating:

T

his is one of the most
thrilling feature
films in recent memory. Free Solo is also,
interestingly, a Nat Geo-produced documentary.
Its subject is the legendary rock climber Alex Honnold. In June 2017, Honnold
became the first person to
scale the world’s most
famous granite monolith:
the 3,200-ft-high El Capitan
in California’s Yosemite
National Park. And he did it
free solo — with just shoes
and a chalk bag; no rope, no
harness; no other gear.
Expect plot, subplot and
suspense as the film tracks
the larger journey and the
meticulous preparation that
went into achieving this lifelong dream. Interviews with
Honnold are surprisingly
moving — he talks of how he
was encouraged since childhood by his mother’s belief
that “good isn’t enough”;
asked about his new relationship with girlfriend
Sanni McCandless, he confides in his even-keel voice
that he has “always chosen
climbing over a lady at least
up to now”. The climax is a
heart-pounding 20-minute
scene of his actual climb.
Free Solo deservedly
snagged an Oscar and the
BAFTA for Best Documentary Feature last year.

GUC4IaOCkU Uhnla4O DhCkI

GUC4IaOCkU Uhnla4O DhCkI

‘Sukh Ram has put his
son’s future at stake’
HT Correspondents
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

SHIMLA/MANDI: HimachalPradesh
chiefministerJaiRamThakuron
Thursdaytargetedhiscolleague,
powerministerAnilSharma,and
saidhisfatherSukhRamandson
Aashray Sharma had put him in
a spot. Former Union minister
Sukh Ram and his grandson
recently joined the Congress
afterthe BharatiyaJanata Party
(BJP)deniedticketforMandiseat
to Aashray. The Congress later
fielded Ashray from the Mandi
Lok Sabha seat.
“I respect Sukh Ram as a veteran politician. But now the circumstances have changed. He
should have put his ambition to

A CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION UNDERTAKING

8, JAN MARG, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
Phone No. 0172-4601826
inDcaG 4hmaGL
Before Secretary, CHB Exercising the Powers of the Estate officer,
UT Chandigarh.

see his grandson as MP on hold
for some time. I was expecting
himtobeafriend,guideandmotivational power for the BJP during the Lok Sabha elections. But
he shifted his loyalty and put his
son Anil Sharma’s future at
stake,”thechiefministersaidata
public meeting at Saigalu Kotli,
whichis alsothe nativevillageof
former Union minister Sukh
Ram. Thakur said the former
Union minister should have
started his grandson’s political
inning from the grassroots.
“He (Sukh Ram) is in hurry
and this will destroy his grandson’s image in the beginning of
his political career as the BJP is
set to win from Mandi,” Thakur
added.

J&K DARBAR TO
CLOSE IN JAMMU
ON APRIL 26

09

Subject:- Mutation/Transfer of ownership right in respect of Dwelling Unit No. 2704
of MIG (IND) Category in Sector 40 - C Chandigarh on the basis of Sale Deed in
the name of Smt. Rashmi Rawat W/o Sh. Dharmpal Singh Rawat and Sh.
Dharmpal Singh Rawat S/o Late Sh Fateh Singh Rawat from the name of
allottee/transferee Sh. Vinod Walia S/o Late Sh. Y. P Walia.
It is hereby notified for the information of the general public and all concerned
that the Dwelling Unit No. 2704 of MIG (IND) Category in Sector 40 - C,
Chandigarh stands in the name of allottee/transferee Sh. Vinod Walia S/o Late
Sh. Y. P Walia. Now, Sh. Vinod Walia S/o Late Sh. Y. P Walia has sold the
above said dwelling unit to Smt. Rashmi Rawat W/o Sh. Dharmpal Singh Rawat
and Sh. Dharmpal Singh Rawat S/o Late Sh Fateh Singh Rawat vide Sale Deed
Executed and registered in office of Sub-Registrar Chandigarh on 5-4-2019.
Smt. Rashmi Rawat W/o Sh. Dharmpal Singh Rawat and Sh. Dharmpal Singh
Rawat S/o Late Sh Fateh Singh Rawat have requested this office for transfer
the above said dwelling unit in their name on the basis of sale deed.
If any body has any objection upon the mutation of the said property in favour of
applicant, he/she/they may submit the objection in writing to the undersigned
within 15 days of the publication of this notice, failing which, the ownership of the
said dwelling unit shall be transferred in favour of above said claimant(s).
Secretary,
Chandigarh Housing Board,
Chandigarh.

CORRIGENDUM NOTICE
Sr. Letter/ Memo Name of Old Reference/
No. No. & Date Dept./ Board/ NIT/ Tender
No.
Corp./ Auth

JAMMU: The civil secretariat, the seat
of the J&K government, will close
here on April 26 and reopen in
Srinagar on May 6 as part of biannual
‘Darbar Move’, a practice started by
Maharaja Gulab Singh in 1872. “The
secretariat and other Darbar Move
offices will close in Jammu on April 26
and reopen on May 6,” the order said.

1.

OUR No.
763PR-380
Dated
25.02.2019

HVPNL

Nature of
Corrigendum

Website of the
dept./ Board
Corp./ Auth

www.hvpn.org.in
NIT No. 1022
Corrigendum-1/
Dated
Extension of Due
22.02.2019/ Date of Submission
REC-258
upto 29.04.2019
with date of opening
on 30.04.2019

Nodal Officer/
contact Details/
Email
CPRO/ HVPNL
0172-2583789
pro@hvpn.org.in

Sd/76083

Yeejle ÒeefleYetefle cegêCeeue³e : veeefMekeÀ jes[

CORRIGENDUM NOTICE

(Yeejle ÒeefleYetefle cegêCe leLee cegêe efvecee&Ce efveiece efueefceìs[ keÀer FkeÀeF&)
Yeejle mejkeÀej kesÀ HetCe& mJeeefcelJeeOeerve CIN: U22213DL2006GOI144763

iueesyeue efveefJeoe (GLOBAL TENDER NOTICE)

Sr. Letter/ Memo Name of Old Reference/
No. No. & Date Dept./ Board/ NIT/ Tender
Corp./ Auth
No.

ceneÒeyebOekeÀ YeeÒeceg efvecveefueefKele efveefJeoe kesÀ efueS iueesyeue efveefJeoe (DeeF&meeryeer)
Deecebef$ele keÀjles nQ: 1) Òeer keÌJeeefueefHeÀkesÀMeve efye[ (PQB) HeÀe@j pÒeeskeÌ³eesjceWì
Dee@HeÀ 18 efceefue³eve Meerìdme Dee@HeÀ nerì SefkeÌìJesefì[ Deuì^e Jee³eesuesì efHeÀuce
(efveefJeoe meb. 07/ICB/2019)

Kegueer efveefJeoe (OPEN TENDER NOTICE)

1.

ceneÒeyebOekeÀ YeeÒeceg efvecveefueefKele efveefJeoe kesÀ efueS Kegueer efveefJeoe (Svemeeryeer
Deecebef$ele keÀjles nQ: 1) CAMC Dee@HeÀ HP Indigo Press-5500 (keÀuej efÒebìj)
(efveefJeoe mebK³ee-6000012767), 2) jsì keÀe@vì^wkeÌì HeÀe@j jer jye´epesMeve Sb[ SyeesveeFì
keÀesefìbie Dee@HeÀ Jesefj³eme FbefkebÀie jesueme& (efveefJeoe mebK³ee-6000012871), 3) neF&
Jeesuìspe Dee³eeWvee³eespesMeve [sefJemesme Sb[ kebÀì^esuejDee@ve SmeDeeFìermeer yesefmeme (efveefJeoe
mebK³ee-6000012844), 4) efjHesbefjie Dee@HeÀ Jee³e[& HeÀe³ej Deueece& efmemìce (efveefJeoe
mebK³ee-6000012806), 5) ÒeeskeÌ³eesjceWì Dee@HeÀ ìerDej Sb[ Jeeìj jsefmemìWì HesHej Fve jerue
efJe[dLe Dee@HeÀ 41 mesceer, 180 peerSmece (efveefJeoe mebK³ee-6000012877), 6) ÒeeskeÌ³eesjceWì
Dee@HeÀ cewHe efueLees HesHej Fve Meerì meeFpe 72x90 mesceer, peerSmece 80, keÀuej-ueeFì ³esuees,
keÌJeebefììer : 75-MT (efveefJeoe mebK³ee-6000012873), 7) FbmeguesMeve Sb[ keÌueeef[bie Dee@HeÀ
ef®eu[ Jeeìj HeeFHme (efveefJeoe mebK³ee-6000012850), 8) neef³ejbie meefJe&me Dee@HeÀ ìer.Heer.S
HeÀesj DeeF&.Sme.Heer. Deesve keÀe@vì^wkeÌì yesefmeme (efveefJeoe meb.: 6000012824).
efJemle=le peevekeÀejer kesÀ efueS ke=ÀHe³ee nceejer JesyemeeFì http://ispnasik.spmcil.com
osKeW. keÀesF& mebMeesOeve / Megef×He$ekeÀ kesÀJeue JesyemeeFì Hej ner ÒekeÀeefMele keÀer peeSieer.

nmlee/- GHeÒeyebOekeÀ (lekeÀveerkeÀer Òe®eeueve) ¬eÀ³e ÒeYeejer

OUR No.
780PR-380
Dated
01.03.2019

HVPNL

Nature of
Corrigendum

Website of the
dept./ Board
Corp./ Auth

NIT No. 1024
Corrigendum-1/
www.hvpn.org.in
Dated
Extension of Due
28.02.2019/ Date of Submission
upto 29.04.2019
REC-260
with date of opening
on 30.04.2019

Nodal Officer/
contact Details/
Email
CPRO/ HVPNL
0172-2583789
pro@hvpn.org.in

Executive Engineer/ Tr. (P)
For CE/ MM, HVPNL, Panchkula

76084

GUC4IaOCkU Uhnla4O DhCkI

GUC4IaOCkU Uhnla4O DhCkI

8, JAN MARG, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
Phone No. 0172-4601826

8, JAN MARG, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
Phone No. 0172-4601826
inDcaG 4hmaGL

A CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION UNDERTAKING

inDcaG 4hmaGL
Before Secretary, CHB Exercising the Powers of the Estate officer,
UT Chandigarh.
Subject:- Mutation/Transfer of ownership right in respect of Dwelling Unit No. 264-1
of Category II in Sector 55 Chandigarh on the basis of Sale Deed in the name of
Smt. Satwant Kaur W/o Sh. Nirmal Singh from the name of allottee/transferee Sh.
Sunil Kumar Gupta S/o Late Sh. Narinder Nath Gupta.
It is hereby notified for the information of the general public and all concerned
that the Dwelling Unit No. 264-1 of Category II in Sector 55 Chandigarh
stands in the name of allottee/transferee Sh. Sunil Kumar Gupta S/o Late Sh.
Narinder Nath Gupta. Now, Sh. Sunil Kumar Gupta S/o Late Sh. NarinderNath
Gupta has sold the above said dwelling unit to Smt. Satwant Kaur W/o Sh.
Nirmal Singh vide Sale Deed Executed and registered in office of Sub-Registrar
Chandigarh on 8-4-2019. Smt. Satwant Kaur W/o Sh. Nirmal Singh has
requested this office for transfer the above said dwelling unit in her name on the
basis on sale deed.
If any body has any objection upon the mutation of the said property in favour of
applicant, he/she/they may submit the objection in writing to the undersigned
within 15 days of the publication of this notice, failing which, the ownership of the
said dwelling unit shall be transferred in favour of above said claimant(s).
Secretary,
Chandigarh Housing Board,
Chandigarh.

A CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION UNDERTAKING

Before Secretary, CHB Exercising the Powers of the Estate officer,
UT Chandigarh.
Subject:- Mutation/Transfer of ownership right in respect of Dwelling Unit No.
3112-1 of LIG Category in Sector 47-D Chandigarh on the basis of Transfer
Deed in the name of Smt. Rimmy Gulati W/o Sh. Sanjeev Gulati D/o Sh. Tara
Chand from the name of allottee/ transferee Smt. Kailash Rani W/o Sh.
Tara Chand.

(:hmULk mh ICnOUmLk)

It is hereby notified for the information of the general public and all concerned
the Dwelling Unit No. 3112-1 of LIG Category in Sector 47-D Chandigarh
stands in the name of Smt. Kailash Rani W/o Sh. Tara Chand. Now, Smt. Rimmy
Gulati W/o Sh. Sanjeev Gulati D/o Sh. Tara Chand who has applied for Transfer
of ownership right in respect of said Dwelling Unit on the basis of Transfer Deed
in her name which was Executed and registered in office of SubRegistrar Chandigarh on 8-4-2019.
If any body has any objection upon the mutation of the said property in favour of
applicant, he/she/they may submit the objection in writing to the undersigned
within 15 days of the publication of this notice, failing which, the ownership of the
said dwelling unit shall be transferred in favour of above said claimant(s).
Secretary,
Chandigarh Housing Board,
Chandigarh.

A CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION UNDERTAKING

8, JAN MARG, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
Phone No. 0172-4601826
inDcaG 4hmaGL
D760r7 l7pr7t1ry. GUD Lx7rp3s32/ tt7 i0w7rs 06 tt7 Lst1t7 h663p7r.
nm Gt12s3/1rt.

Subject:- Mutation/Transfer of ownership right in respect of Dwelling Unit
No. 882-1 of MIG(D) Category in Sector 41-A Chandigarh on the basis of
Sale Deed in the name of Sh. Vikas Goyal S/o Sh. Satya Narain Goyal
from the name of allottee/transferee Sh. Arvind Singh S/o Sh. Madan
Singh.
It is hereby notified for the information of the general public and all
concerned that the Dwelling Unit No. 882-1 of MIG(D) Category in Sector
41-A Chandigarh stands in the name of allottee/transferee Sh. Arvind
Singh S/o Sh. Madan Singh. Now, Sh. Arvind Singh S/o Sh. Madan Singh
has sold the above said dwelling unit to Sh. Vikas Goyal S/o Sh. Satya
Narain Goyal vide Sale Deed Executed and registered in office of SubRegistrar Chandigarh on 29-3-2019. Sh. Vikas Goyal S/o Sh. Satya
Narain Goyal has requested this office for transfer the above said dwelling
unit in his name on the basis on sale deed.
If any body has any objection upon the mutation of the said property in
favour of applicant, he/she/they may submit the objection in writing to the
undersigned within 15 days of the publication of this notice, failing which,
the ownership of the said dwelling unit shall be transferred in favour of
above said claimant(s).
Secretary,
Chandigarh Housing Board,
Chandigarh.

GUC4IaOCkU Uhnla4O DhCkI
A CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION UNDERTAKING

8, JAN MARG, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
Phone No. 0172-4601826
inDcaG 4hmaGL
D760r7 l7pr7t1ry. GUD Lx7rp3s32/ tt7 i0w7rs 06 tt7 Lst1t7 h663p7r.
nm Gt12s3/1rt.

Subject:- Mutation/Transfer of ownership right in respect of Dwelling Unit
No. 1713 of MIG-III Category in Sector 39-B Chandigarh on the basis of
Sale Deed in the name of Smt. Kanwaljit Kaur D/o Sh. Naranjan Singh from
the name of allottee/transferee Sh. Kirpal Singh S/o Sh. Raghbir SIngh.

It is hereby notified for the information of the general public and all
concerned that the Dwelling Unit No.1713 of MIG-III Category in Sector
39-B Chandigarh stands in the name of allottee/transferee Sh. Kirpal
Singh S/o Sh. Raghbir Singh. Now, Sh. Kirpal Singh S/o Sh. Raghbir
Singh has sold the above said dwelling unit to Smt. Kanwaljit Kaur D/o Sh.
Naranjan Singh vide Sale Deed Executed and registered in office of SubRegistrar Chandigarh on 5-12-2018. Smt. Kanwaljit Kaur D/o Sh.
Naranjan Singh has requested this office for transfer the above said
dwelling unit in her name on the basis on sale deed.
If any body has any objection upon the mutation of the said property in
favour of applicant, he/she/they may submit the objection in writing to the
undersigned within 15 days of the publication of this notice, failing which,
the ownership of the said dwelling unit shall be transferred in favour of
above said claimant(s).
Secretary,

Chandigarh Housing Board,
Chandigarh.

GUC4IaOCkU Uhnla4O DhCkI
A CHANDIGARH ADMINISTRATION UNDERTAKING

8, JAN MARG, SECTOR 9-D, CHANDIGARH-160009
Phone No. 0172-4601826
inDcaG 4hmaGL
It is hereby notified for the General Public that the following person(s)
have applied for Permission for the Sale/Purchase of Dwelling Unit in
their names under Regulation of the Chandigarh Housing Board
(Allotment, Management and Sale of Tenements) Regulations 1979:lr. 4C:L hN mUL
40. inkGUClLk
lU/l:m/:l
1.

2.

gp. TQ((Q
H/i
pP. pAoTQ( pQ-MP
pP. p)-Qe d)gAo
p/i
pP. -AoA(A oAg

3. 1. pP. )gIpP CPA-HoA

p/i pP. QpPrAoQ H)((

2.pg(. dQoA- B)HAdi(s

4C:L hN mUL
lLccLk
lU/l:m/:l

I.n. GCmLOhko lLGmhk
4h.

1. pP. gA-MA( pQ-MP 3251
p/i pP. ApA pQ-MP.
2. pg(. nAoAgTQ(
dA)o r/i
pP. gA-MA( pQ-MP

eQM

41-H
CPA-HQMAoP

pP. PAoBPATApQ-MP p/i
pP pig pQ-MP

3455-2

gQM

45-H
CPA-HQMAoP

pP. ApPQpP HAp
p/i pP. pPAgA
nAHi HAp

33x1

gQM(H)

47-H
CPA-HQMAoP

1. pP. A-A-H p/i pP
HPAoAg pQ-MP
2. pP. piPA- pQ-MP
p/i pP. HPAoAg
pQ-MP

2164

Irp

40-C
CPA-HQMAoP

r/i pP )gIpP
CPA-HoA B)HAdi(s

4.

gp. pIIgA d)gAo
H/i
pP noIg d)gAo

In case anybody has any objection for the Sale/Purchase in respect of
above said dwelling Units, he/she may submit the objection, if any, in
writing within 15 days of the publication of this notice before the
undersigned alongwith documentary evidence, if any.
SECRETARY,
CHANDIGARH HOUSING BOARD,
CHANDIGARH.

ALL INDIA INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL SCIENCES
ANSARI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110608
EXAMINATION SECTION
Advertisement No. 16/2019
Ref. No. F.AIIMS/Exam.Sec/Advt./4-11/(SR/SD-JULY-19)/2019

Date: 12.04.2019

Competitive Examination (Stage-I) for Recruitment to the post of Senior Residents/
Senior Demonstrators for the July 2019 session at AIIMS, New Delhi
Online applications are invited from Indian Citizens as per Govt. of India Residency Scheme for the tenure
posts of Senior Residents/Senior Demonstrators for a maximum period upto 3 years. These posts include
existing vacant posts, backlog vacancies of SC, ST, OBC and the posts which are likely to fall vacant (Stage-I)
between 01.07.2019 to 31.12.2019. Details of posts can be seen on website. The Examination will be
conducted in online (CBT) mode only followed by Interview (Stage-Il) of eligible candidate.
Online Registration for applications
Opens on
Closes on
16th April, 2019 (Tuesday)
07th May, 2019 at 5.00 pm (Tuesday)

Date of Exam
09th June, 2019 (Sunday)

Date of Entrance Examination
Duration of Exam
Exam City
10.00 AM to 11.30 AM
4 Metro cities in India
(Delhi/NCR, Mumbai, Kolkata & Chennai)

Admit cards of eligible candidates will only be uploaded on the website. If the status of Registration Form or
Admit Card is not available on website, applicant should immediately write an email through Registered email
to the Assistant Controller (Examinations), AIIMS, New Delhi-110608 on aiims.srsdexams@gmail.com along
with mention candidate name, exam/test, subject applied, candidate ID and speciﬁc query/clariﬁcation.
Important: For Prospectus, number of post, eligibility criteria, detailed information etc. please visit the
website www.aiimsexams.org. All applicants are required to visit the website regularly since all subsequent
Corrigendum/Addendum/Updates will be uploaded in the website only.
davp 17112/11/0002/1920
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election2019

Firstroundover,sixmoretogo

WORLD’S BIGGEST ELECTION In 18 states and 2 UTs, elections were held in 91 Lok Sabha seats as well as for Andhra Pradesh, Sikkim, Arunachal Pradesh, Odisha assemblies
BIHAR & CHHATTISGARH

ANDHRA PRADESH
319 candidates for 25 Lok Sabha seats, 39.35 mn voters, 175 assembly seats

51 candidates for 5 LS seats, 8.82 mn voters

Maoist threat fails to
throttle poll turnout

Two killed, several injured as
TDP, YSRCP workers clash
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

INCIDENTS

AMARAVATI: Clashes and com-

plaints of Electronic Voting
Machine (EVM) malfunctioning
marked voting in Andhra Pradesh where all 25 parliamentary
and 175 assembly seats went to
polls on Thursday.
Two people, including a
worker of the ruling Telugu
Desam Party (TDP) and another
of its rival YSR Congress Party,
were killed in clashes between
the two groups. Several people
were left injured.
According to figures available at 9pm, the voting percentage in the southern state was 73.
The state has 39.6 million registered voters.
As many as 319 candidates for

n Two party workers — one

each of ruling TDP and its
rival YSRC — were killed in
clashes.
n Jana Sena candidate
Madhusudhan Gupta
damaged an EVM alleged
malfunctioning.

the Lok Sabha and 2,118 candidates for the assembly elections
are in the fray. In 2014, the polling percentage in the Andhra
region was 78.71.
At Gooty in Anantapur district, Jana Sena Party candidate, Madhusudhan Gupta, was
detained for damaging an EVM
by smashing it on the floor to

TELANGANA

HT Correspondents

protest alleged malfunctioning.
Similar complaints poured in.
At least 30% of the EVMs did
not function, and at some places
EVMs indicated votes were
polled in favour of the YSRCP
even when people opted for the
ruling party, TDP president and
chief minister N Chandrababu
Naidu alleged, demanding
re-polling in such constituencies. Chief electoral officer,
Gopala Krishna Dwivedi, who
himself could not cast his vote in
Tadepalli town in Guntur district due to problems with the
EVM, pulled up officials.
He, however, said just 382 of
over 45,000 EVMs were found to
have problems. “They were all
replaced by our technical teams
soon after the complaints were
received,” he said.

n

n

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

INCIDENTS
n Seizure worth over

HYDERABAD: Polling for Telan-

gana’s 17 Lok Sabha seats was
held on Thursday amid reports
of malfunctioning of electronic
voting machines (EVMs) from
places like Hyderabad.
Nearly 60% of the total 29.6
million voters had voted until 9
pm. A record turnout of 73% was
recorded in the assembly elections held in the state in December. In the 2014 national elections, the turnout was nearly
68.97%.
EVM malfunctioning was
reported from Hyderabad,
Secunderabad, Chelvella, Malkajgiri in the first couple of
hours of polling. At Pothangal in
Nizamabad district, ruling Telangana Rashtra Samithi candidate, K Kavitha, had to wait in a
queue to vote for over 40 minutes because of an EVM malfunction.
“The number [of glitches] is
very small... They were immediately rectified,” said chef electoral officer, Rajath Kumar.
The polling in Nizamabad
was allowed up to 6 pm as there
were 185 contestants in the fray.
Authorities had to arrange 12
EVMs in L shape to accommodate such a big number of candidates.
There was brisk polling in
rural areas with Medak recording the highest poll percentage

~74 crore made, of which
~66 crore was in cash

of 68.60.
The poll percentage in Hyderabad by 5 pm was just 39.60. It
was only 39.20% in Secunderabad.
There were complaints of
missing of votes of several registered voters in Telangana, particularly in Hyderabad. Reports
of voters returning without
casting their votes poured in
from different parts of Hyderabad and also from Malkajgiri,
Karimnagar and Peddapalli
constituencies.
Shobhana Kamineni, the
Vice Chairperson of Apollo Hospitals, said she found her name
deleted from the voter list at the
Masab Tank polling booth.
“This is the worst day for me
as an Indian citizen. I came to
the booth and I was told my vote
is deleted. Am I not an Indian
citizen? Am I not counted in this
country? Is not my vote important?” Kamineni asked.
Congress leader R C Khuntia
said the party will win not less
than 10 seats . TRS MP B Vinod
Kumar told reporters in Karimnagar that the party was going
to win 16 seats and show a new
path to the Centre.

Round 1 of LS elections at a glance

26 candidates for 4 LS
seats; 6mn voters;
28 assembly seats

BJP hopes to
make a dent in
BJD stronghold
BHUBANESWAR:Around68%people

exercisedtheirfranchisetill9pm
in four of Odisha’s 21 Lok Sabha
seatsand28assemblyconstituencies. The turnout was 74.63% in
2014. Elections are being held to
147 assembly and 21 Lok Sabha
constituencies. TheBJPistrying
to make inroads into Odisha to
makeupforthepossiblelossesin
states like Uttar Pradesh.
Union minister Dharmendra
Pradhansaidtheelectionisbeing
fought in the name of PM Narendra Modi.
Chief minister Naveen Patnaik rejected the BJP’s allegations saying the party never had
any concern for Odisha. .

INCIDENTS
n Malkangiri: Over 200

people locked up 6 polling
officials over allegations of
EVM tampering
n The voters under Mathili
block skipped the elections
as the booths are located
far away from their villages

1 out of 1

Arunachal
Pradesh

Uttar Pardesh

West Bengal

2 out of 2

8 out of 80

2 out of 42

Bihar

Assam

5 out of 14

4 out of 40

Nagaland

1 out of 1

Manipur

1 out of 2

Mizoram

Maharashtra

1 out of 1

7 out of 48

Tripura

Odisha

1 out of 2

4 out of 21

Telangana

17 out of 17

Meghalaya

Chhattisgarh

2 out of 2

1 out of 11

Andhra Pradesh

25 out of 25

Andaman and
Nicobar Islands

Lakshadweep

1 out of 1

1 out of 1

n BJP alleges insufficient

central forces at booths.

UTTAR PRADESH

n TMC claims central forces at

various places urged people
to vote for BJP.

HT Correspondent
DEHRADUN: Low voter turnout for
all five Lok Sabha seats in in
Uttarakhand marked the first
phase of 2019 general elections.
Compared to the 2014 elections,
when over 61.62% voted, by 5 pm
Thursday, the turnout was
57.85% across Haridwar, Nainital-Udhamsingh Nagar, Tehri
Garhwal, Pauri Garhwal and
Almora (SC).
Bharatiya Janata Party
repeated three of its five sitting
Members of Parliament, including Mala Rajyalaxmi Shah
(Tehri Garhwal) and state BJP
president Ajay Bhatt from Nainital-Udhamsingh Nagar seat.
Congress fielded former chief
minister Harish Rawat from
Nainital-Udhamsingh Nagar
seat and Manish Khanduri from
Pauri Garhwal seat, among others.
BJP won all five seats in 2014.
“The polling percentage
though seems less but we are
hoping that the final voting percentage would cross 60%. As far
as the arrangements by the EC
are concerned, we were happy
with that,” said BJP state offici-

Sikkim

INCIDENTS

Hill state sees fewer
people out for voting
letters@hindustantimes.com

* Anantnag votes in
phases 3 to 5

dentsofboothcapture,smashing
of electronic voting machines
(EVM), intimidation of voters
and malfunctioning of EVMs
markedvotinginthetwoconstituencies of Cooch Behar and Alipurduars in West Bengal.
Till 9 pm, 81% of the total
34,62,583casttheirvoters.In2014,
thetwoconstituencieswitnessed
82.87% polling.
“Wehavereceivedcomplaints
of trouble in 10 booths from the
Congress and in 700 booths from
the BJP... Strict action will be
taken,” said Sanjay Basu, state
additional chiefelectoral officer.
“Therewerenotsufficientcentral forces to man the polling
booths and TMC took advantage
ofit,”allegedBJP’s CoochBehar
candidate Nishith Pramanik.
TMC’s Cooch Behar chief
RabindranathGhoshallegedthat
the central forces at various places urged people to vote for BJP.
However, special central police
observer Vivek Dubey gave a
clean chit to the state police.

Uttarakhand

5 out of 5

2 out of 6*

SILIGURI/KOLKATA: Sporadic inci-

52 candidates for 5 LS seats; 7.85mn voters

n

Jammu and
Kashmir

the first round

UTTARAKHAND

ODISHA

A tribal woman stands in a queue to cast her vote in Rayagada, Odisha, on Thursday.
ARABINDA MAHAPATRA /HT

18 candidates for 2 LS
seats; 3.45mn voters

EVM glitch reported, Captured booths,
turnout figure dips EVM glitches mar
HT Correspondent

INCIDENTS
n A 40-year-old UP home-

guard died after collapsing
during poll duty in Roorkee
in Haridwar
n In Kumaon, news agency
PTI reported, people of at
least a dozen villages and
four polling booths in Pauri
boycotted the polls,
complaining of lack of roads

ating president Naresh Bansal.
State Congress vice president
Suryakant Dhasmana said, “The
facilities which were claimed by
the Election Commission, were
absent in many poling stations
which also led to low voting.”
A 40-year-old personnel of
Uttar Pradesh (UP) Homeguard
died after collapsing during poll
duty in Roorkee in Haridwar.j
The deceased was identified as
Dharampal Singh, a resident of
UP’s Lakhimpur Khiri district.
He was deployed at Madhopur
polling station when he collapsed at around 11am. He was
rushed to a nearby hospital
where the doctors declared him
brought dead.

INCIDENTS
n Chhattisgarh: 4 Maoists

WEST BENGAL

443 candidates for 17 LS seats; 29.52mn voters

letters@hindustantimes.com

96 candidates for 8 LS seats; 15.27mn voters

High-voltage polling in west UP;
Oppn and BJP trade allegations
HT Correspondent
n

s raju@hindustantimes.com

INCIDENTS

MEERUT: Eight out of Uttar Pra-

desh’s80LokSabhaseatswentto
the polls in the first phase of
national elections on Thursday
evenasglitchesinelectronicvoting machines (EVMs), an incident of firing and complaints
about missing names from the
electoralrollsmarredthepolling.
Till 9 pm, 63.69% voters exercisedtheirfranchise.TheBharatiya Janata Party (BJP), which
won eight seats in western Uttar
Pradesh in 2014, is facing a
tougher contest in the face of the
alliance between the Samajwadi
Party(SP),BahujanSamajParty
(BSP) and Rashtriya Lok Dal
(RLD) alliance. The alliance is
banking on Dalits and Muslims,
whoaccountforabout30%to40%
of the voters in the region.
Prashant Kumar, the Meerut
zone additional director general
ofpolice,visitedsensitivepolling
booths to monitor security
arrangements as 176 companies
of paramilitary forces and state
police were deployed.
ABorderSecurityForcejawan
was forced to fire in air to push
backaviolentcrowdinKarana’s
Rasoolpur Jugran as they
demandedtheybeallowedtovote
without ID proofs.
District magistrate Akhilesh
Kumarandotherofficialsrushed
to the spot and the situation was
controlled. “Polling went on

Noida: Namo brand food
packets, brought in a police
car, distributed at a booth in
Gautam Buddha Nagar
Ghaziabad: 2 voters claimed
their indelible ink came off
Kairana: BSF personnel fired
in the air as people tried to
vote without ID cards

n

Kamla (85) casts her vote in
Bishara, Uttar Pradesh, on
Thursday. VIRENDRA SINGH GOSAIN/HT

peacefully after the issue was
resolved,” said Kumar.
Saharanpur’s district magistrate,AnoopKumarPandey,said
100 to 110 EVMs malfunctioned
due to the heating problem. He
added they were replaced and
extra time was given for voting.
A BSP agent at a polling booth
in Meerapur claimed he pressed
an EVM button to vote for his
party but it went to the BJP. He
saidithappenedwithsixtoseven
voters.Officialssaidthatthesector magistrate of Meerapur
checked the EVM and found the
claim to be false.
A Dalit woman in Lauti Menk
village accused a polling staff
member of voting on her behalf
for the BJP when she asked him

to locate the BSP’s symbolon the
EVM at her polling booth. She
raisedtheissuewithofficialsand
sought action.
Meanwhile, the Bahujan
Samaj Party (BSP) alleged that
the state police stopped dalits
from casting votes. “We are
receivinginformationfromvariouspollingstationsthatBSPvoters, especially Dalits, are being
stopped from reaching polling
booths...”BSPgeneralsecretary
Satish Chandra Mishra said.
Samajwadi Party said the
trend on all eight seats in UP was
infavouroftheSP-BSP-RLDalliance. Party president Akhilesh
Yadav tweeted: “The way votes
havebeencastagainsttheBJPin
thefirst phaseis indicativeofthe
angerinthepublicoverthecrisis
thatemerged insectors like agriculture, employment and trade
under BJP rule. We are thankful
to voters for unprecedented votinginfavourofthe gathbandhan
(opposition alliance).”

PATNA/RAIPUR: In Chhattisgarh,
where Maoists carried out an
audacious attack on Tuesday
that killed a Bharatiya Janata
Party legislator, the voting percentage was 56 for the Bastar
seat, according to information
received till 9pm on Thursday.
At some places, there were
reports of EVM snags, which
were rectified, an election official said. In 2014, the polling percentage in Bastar, which comprises the assembly segments of
Dantewada, Konta, Bijapur and
Narayanpur, was 59.31.
A Maoist was killed and a
policeman wounded in an
encounter in Naryanpur on
Thursday evening, the police
said. In the morning, Maoists
detonated an IED (improvised
explosive device) in same district. Around 80,000 state and
paramilitary personnel were
deployed in the Bastar region for
peaceful polling in view of a boycott call by Maoists.
The first phase of voting in
Bihar’s four Maoist-hit constituencies was largely peaceful.
According to data available at
9pm, the voting percentage at

caught with weapons.
n 36 people were arrested for

disturbing the poll process.
Police had to fire in the air
to disperse a mob that
tried to disrupt voting.

Nawada, Gaya, Jamui and
Aurangabad was 50, down from
51.81 in 2014. Altogether 44 candidates are in the fray for these
constituencies, while eight are
contesting in an assembly
bypoll in Nawada.
HR Srinivasa, Bihar’s chief
electoral officer (CEO), said
altogether 36 people were
arrested for disturbing the poll
process.
The police said they had to
fire in the air to disperse a mob
that tried to disrupt voting at
Sisua in the Nawada Lok Sabha
constituency.
About 41,000 security personnel were pressed into service
and two helicopters were kept as
standby in Bihar.
In Gaya, suspected Maoists
tried to foment trouble, and
three live bombs were planted
near schools in Dumaria.

NORTH-EAST
104 candidates for 14 LS seats; 15.07 mn voters;
92 assembly seats across two states

High turnout amid
malfunction claims
HT Correspondents
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

GUWAHATI/AGARTALA/SHILLONG/
IMPHAL/SILIGURI: Amid sporadic

violence and complaints of EVM
malfunction, the strategically
important north-east recorded a
highvoter turnout onThursday.
Fourteen Lok Sabha seats of the
region went to polls in the first
phase of the staggered general
elections.
InArunachalPradeshandSikkim,polling was heldsimultaneously for the 60-member and
32-member assemblies respectively. At 9 pm, 68% votes were
polled in Tezpur, Kaliabor,
Dibrugarh, Lakhimpur and
Jorhat in Assam. In Meghalaya,
67.16% turnout recorded for the
two Lok Sabha seats of Shillong
andTura. InTripuraWest,81.8%
electorate cast vote, while the
turnoutwas60%inMizoramand
around 66% in Arunachal.
In Outer Manipur constituency,78.2%pollingwasrecorded.
In Nagaland, 78% votes were
polled. The polling percentage
was 69% at 9 pm in Sikkim.
“Voting has been smooth barring some cases of EV malfunction,” said Abhijit Sinha, chief
electoral officer, Nagaland.
In Assam, Congress spokesperson Rhituporna Konwar
allegedthereweremultiplecases
of EVM malfunction. MC Sahu,
chief electoral officer, said,

INCIDENTS
Arunachal Pradesh: Polling
officer died of heart attack.
Manipur: Two incidents of
EVM damage reported.
Tripura: Congress, CPI(M)
allege violence in booths.
Assam: Congress alleges
several EVM malfunctions.

“There were reports of malfunction but the EVMs were immediately replaced. We will be able to
give more details once polling
parties come back,” he said.
InTripura,wheretheCommunist Party of India (Marxist) has
retained the Tripura West seat
since1996,bothCongressandthe
Leftpartyallegedviolenceinpolling booths. “Our workers and
polling agents were attacked in
many polling booths. In many
areastherewasnodeploymentof
central forces,” said Shankar
Prasad Dutta, CPI(M) candidate
from Tripura West. Police said
there was no major case of violence. In Sikkim, the ruling Sikkim Democratic Front (SDF) led
by five-term CM Pawan Chamling, is facing anti-incumbency.
TheSikkimKrantikari Morcha (
SKM)ledbyPSGolayandHamro
SikkimParty(HSP)ledbyformer
IndiafootballcaptainBhaichung
Bhutia are the other players.

MAHARASHTRA
116 candidates for 7 LS seats; 13.4mn voters

Vidarbha votes in
sweltering heat
NAGPUR: Over 56% turnout was

recorded as seven of Maharashtra’s 48 Lok Sabha seats went to
thepolls asthemercuryhovered
around 44 degree Celsius.
UnionministersNitinGadkari
(Nagpur) and Hansraj Ahir
(Chandrapur)areamongthosein
the fray in the Vidarbha region.
Gadchirolirecorded65%turnout despite a Maoist boycott call.
In 2014, constituency recorded
over 70% voting.
Threesecuritypersonnelwere
injuredwhen Maoists attackeda
polling party near Etapalli in
south Gadchiroli. Two paramilitary personnel were injured on
WednesdaywhensuspectedMaoiststriggeredablastinsouthGadchiroli. Gadkari said he would
win by a huge margin as he has
“undertakenalotofdevelopment

INCIDENTS
Gadchiroli: No polling in the
Maoist-hit district, which
witnessed two IED blasts that
left 3 securitymen wounded

worksintheareaandpeoplehave
tremendous faith” in him.
State BJP secretary, Sanjay
Phanje, claimed they will win all
seven seats in alliance with Shiv
Sena. “We only highlighted our
achievements during the campaigning,” he said.
State Congress spokesman
Atul Londhe said it had an edge
Vidarbha.“WewillwinChandrapur, Gadchiroli-Chimur, Ramtek,Yavatmal-Washim,Bhandara-GondiaandWardhabyacomfortable majority.”
HTC
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Vehicular pollution: 4 mn kids get asthma every year
theairwe
breathe
Sanchita Sharma
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Noxious fumes from

traffic cause four million new
cases of childhood asthma every
year, of which 350,000 occur in
India, according to the first global
study that makes a case for
tougher air pollution laws worldwide to protect children.
Traffic pollution-attributable
childhood asthma was low in
India, which ranked 58th among
194 countries.
South Korea was the worst
affected, with 31% children
affected by noxious vehicular
emissions, with China ranking

19, the United Kingdom 24, and
the United States 25, found a
health impact assessment of children in 194 countries and 125
major cities worldwide, published in The Lancet Planetary
Health.
Eight of 10 cities with the highest proportion of cases were in
China, along with Moscow in
Russia, and Seoul in South Korea.
There was huge variation in
the proportion of cases attributable to traffic emissions across cities. The variation ranged from 6%
in Orlu, Nigeria, to 48% in Shanghai, China.
The study uses nitrogen dioxide (NO2) levels as an indicator of
traffic pollution. In most urban
centres, road traffic accounts for
up to 80% of ambient NO2, which
is produced largely by diesel vehicles. It accounts for 13% of childhood asthma linked to traffic pollution.

UNDER THREAT
India ranked 58th among 194 countries in cases of traffic
pollution-attributable childhood asthma

4 million
Kids that get asthma
due to traffic pollution
globally every year

350,000
Kids that get asthma
every year in India due
to traffic pollution

13% of total asthma
cases caused by traffic
emissions

Most children affected
China
India
UK
Indonesia
Brazil

760,000
350,000
240,000
160,000
140,000

Highest childhood asthma rates (per 100K)
Kuwait UAE Canada Taiwan Qatar

550

With 92% of cases emerging in
areas that have traffic pollution
levels below WHO guidelines of
40ug/m3 (21 parts per billion), the
study authors suggest that this
limit be reviewed.

460 450

420

410

Source: Lancet Planetary Health

“NO2 levels may not be high all
the time but during winter at high
traffic zones and around power
plants, it occasionally breaches
the standard. NO2 levels are
important because it reacts with

volatile organic compounds in
the presence of sunlight and
forms Ozone (O3), which affects
both asthmatics and healthy people. It is gradually developing in
to a problem in India,” said SN
Tripathi, professor at the Centre
for Environmental Science and
Engineering at IIT-Kanpur.
In congested city centres in
India, levels are often high. At
Delhi’s Anand Vihar, for example, the 24 hour average concentration of NO2 ranged between
74-118 ug/m3 (micrograms per
cubic metre) between April 1 and
April 6, 2019, which is well above
the annual safe limit of 40ug/m3.
Asthma is the most commonly
reported non-communicable disease in children worldwide, with
prevalence of childhood asthma
in India ranging between 8% and
12%.
“Childhood asthma prevalence in India has increased dra-

2 of 3 prisoners in Indian jails are undertrials
Neeraj Chauhan
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NEW DELHI: Undertrials, as people

held in prison during or awaiting
trial are referred to, account for
two out of every three people in
prisons in India, and 1,942 children, whose mothers are undertrials or convicts, continue to
languish in jails.
The numbers, both of which,
analysts say, reflect poorly on
the Indian judicial system, are
from the latest data released by
the National Crime Records
Bureau (NCRB). The data is,
however, at least two years old;
this is the report for 2016.
According to the report titled
“Prison Statistics India 2016”,
11,834 undertrial prisoners (4%
of total 293,058 undertrial prisoners) have been confined inside
the prisons across the country
for three to five years while 3,927
undertrial prisoners have spent
more than five years.
The overall number of prisons
is 433,003.
As for the children, there are
1,649 women prisoners with children in jails across India, according to the report.
A majority (1,192), who either
gave birth inside jail or had a

AROUND 4% — OR 11,834
OF 293,058 UNDERTRIAL
PRISONERS — HAVE
BEEN CONFINED INSIDE
THE PRISONS FOR
THREE TO FIVE YEARS
small child at the time of commission of the crime, are undertrials. Undertrial female prisoners are caring for 1,409 children
inside the jail, suggesting that
some women have to take care of
more than one child in already
overcrowded and poorly kept
Indian jails.
After its 2015 report created a
controversy, NCRB has chosen
not to mention the data of prisoners on the basis of their religion
and caste. In its 2015 report,
NCRB mentioned that over 55%
of undertrials across the country
were Muslims, Dalits or tribals.
Civil society groups claimed at
that time that the higher number
of undertrials from these three
communities did not mean people from these communities
were more likely to commit
crimes, but simply that they
were in jail because of not being
able to pay bail or fight their

cases due to their economic conditions.
Asmita Basu, programmes
director at Amnesty India, said:
“Nearly two-thirds of the prison
population is constituted by
undertrial detainees, of which a
disproportionate number belong
to Muslim, Dalit and Adivasi
communities. This is a serious
violation of fair trial norms. Prolonged detention, overcrowding
of prisons and inadequate access
to legal aid add to the woes of
these already marginalised
detainees. It is essential for the
government to take measures to
address this situation by implementing guidelines issued by the
Union home ministry and by
holding officials accountable for
failing to uphold basic human
standards.”
The NCRB report, released
earlier this week, two years after
the last report was released,
added that around 75.4% undertrial prisoners (221,062) were
confined inside the jails for less
than one year. Of these 62,480
undertrial prisoners were confined for three to six months,
50,705 for six to 12 months, and
107,877 for up to three months.
According to the report, the
number of undertrials in Indian

jails increased by 3.6% in 2016
over the previous year. . Most
undertrials are lodged in prisons
in Uttar Pradesh (68,432). A
majority of the undertrials
(148,673) in 2016 out of total
293,058 are being held for heinous crimes such as murder,
attempt to murder, rape, kidnapping, dowry death, assault on
women etc, making it difficult for
them to get bail.
Former director general of
Tihar Prisons, Neeraj Kumar,
said: “The impression these figures give, that undertrials are
languishing in jails, is wrong
because most of them are booked
for heinous crimes and it’s not
desirable to release them on bail.
For those who are lodged for
petty crimes, there are several
mechanisms -- NGOs pay surety
of those who cannot help themselves financially, or judicial
representatives take a lenient
view towards such undertrials,
or jails have the facility of providing legal help”.
The report adds that as of
December 31, 2016, a total of 339
prisoners sentenced to death
were lodged inside various jails.
Of this, 148 were awarded the
punishment in 2016. In 2015, 101
persons were sentenced to death.
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After chargesheet row,
ED submits report
NEW DELHI: The Enforcement

Directorate (ED) on Thursday
submitted a status report in a
Delhi court on the alleged leak of
a supplementary charge sheet
filed in the AgustaWestland VVIP
chopper scam. The central
agency also submitted in a sealed
cover a pen drive containing a
video of the person who allegedly
leaked the charge sheet to media.
“It contains video footage and
also discloses the source (of
leak),” special public prosecutor
for ED, DP Singh told the court of
special judge Arvind Kumar.
The report was submitted in
response to an application filed
by Christian Michel, alleged middleman arrested in the case, seeking a “free and fair trial”.
The application filed on April 5
had also alleged that the ED

“clandestinely” leaked the
charge sheet to media before the
court could take cognisance of it,
to “sensationalise the issue”.
The court had, during last
hearing, sought response of the
agency on the application. The
agency has contended that
Michel’s plea is not maintainable.
In its supplementary charge
sheet filed last week, it alleged
that Michel admitted to paying
kickbacks to the politicians, civil
servants and defence officials to
secure the deal.
The central agency has
claimed, it has established the
money trail of 70-million euro
bribes, which were paid over the
years using a circuitous route
and shell companies, to swing the
deal in favour of Anglo-Italian
HTC
firm, AgustaWestland.

Open Offer for acquisition of up to 1,73,92,157 (One Crore Seventy Three Lakh Ninety Two Thousand One Hundred and Fifty
Seven only) fully paid-up equity shares of face value of INR 10 (Indian Rupees ten only) each (“Shares”) representing 26.00%
(twenty six percent) of the Voting Share Capital of Next Mediaworks Limited (“NMW” or “Target Company”) from the Public
Shareholders of the Target Company by HT Media Limited (“Acquirer”) (“Offer” / “Open Offer”).
This post offer advertisement (“Advertisement”) is being issued by Kotak Mahindra Capital Company Limited (“Manager to
the Offer”), on behalf of the Acquirer pursuant to and in accordance with regulation 18(12) of the Securities and Exchange
Board of India (Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 2011 and subsequent amendments thereto
(“SEBI (SAST) Regulations”) in respect of the open offer to acquire up to 1,73,92,157 fully paid up equity shares of INR 10
each of NMW.
This Advertisement should be read in continuation of, and in conjunction with the Public Announcement dated December 20,
2018 (“PA”), the detailed public statement that was published on December 28, 2018 (“DPS”), the draft letter of offer dated
January 4, 2019 (“DLoF”),the letter of offer dated March 5, 2019 (“LoF”), and the offer opening public announcement and
corrigendum published on March 14, 2019 (“Offer Opening Public Announcement and Corrigendum”). The DPS and Offer
Opening Public Announcement and Corrigendum were published in Mint (English) (all editions), Hindustan Times (English) (all
editions), Hindustan (Hindi) (all editions), Navshakti (Marathi) (Mumbai edition).
1

Name of the Target Company

:

Next Mediaworks Limited

2

Name of the Acquirer

:

HT Media Limited

3

Name of the Manager to the Offer

:

Kotak Mahindra Capital Company Limited

4

Name of the Registrar to the Offer

:

Link Intime Private Limited

5

Offer Details:
a

Date of Opening of the Offer

:

March 15, 2019

b

Date of Closure of the Offer

:

March 29, 2019
April 9, 2019

6

Date of Payment of Consideration

:

7

Details of Acquisition

:

Particulars

Proposed in offer document

Actuals

INR 27.00

INR 27.00

Aggregate number of shares
tendered

1,73,92,157

94,86,823

7.3

Aggregate number of shares
accepted

1,73,92,157

94,86,823

7.4

Size of the Offer (Number of
shares multiplied byoffer price per
share)

INR 46,95,88,239

INR 25,61,44,221

7.5

Shareholding of the
Acquirerbefore agreements/public
announcement
• Number
• % of Voting Share Capital

Nil

Nil

7.6

Shares Acquired by way of
agreements
• Number
• % of Voting Share Capital

7.1

Offer Price (per Share)

7.2

(i)
(ii)

1,67,23,229 Equity Shares aggregating to 25% of the Voting Share
Capital (“Sale Shares”); and
Such number of Equity Shares
which, taken together with the
Sale Shares and Equity Shares
validly tendered and accepted
in the Open Offer, would result
in the Acquirer holding 51%
of the Voting Share Capital
(“Additional Shares”).

Acquisition of 2,46,28,563 Equity
Shares (i.e. 1,67,23,229 Sale Shares
and 79,05,334 Additional Shares)
aggregating to 36.82% of Voting
Share Capital will be completed within
the period as prescribed in terms of
Regulation 22(3) of the SEBI (SAST)
Regulations.

7.7

Shares Acquired by way of Open
Offer
• Number
• % of Voting Share Capital

1,73,92,157
(26.00%)

94,86,823
(14.18%)

7.8

Shares acquired after Detailed
Public Statement
• Number of shares acquired
• Price of the shares acquired
• % of the shares acquired

Nil

Nil

7.9

Post offer shareholding of Acquirer
• Number
• % of Voting Share Capital

3,41,15,386
(51.00%)

94,86,823*
(14.18%)*

7.10

Pre & Post offer shareholding of
the Public**
• Number
• % of Voting Share Capital

NOTICE INVITING TENDER
No. PGI/Engg./Bio./2019/
Sealed tenders are hereby invited by the undersigned on behalf of Director, PGIMER, Chandigarh from the agencies involved in supply of
following items on prescribed proforma obtainable from the office of the undersigned on payment of Rs.500/- (Rupees five hundred only) (Nonrefundable) for each tender documents in the shape of Demand Draft in favour of the Director PGIMER Chandigarh. The tenders shall be received
up-to 3.00PM on 26.04.2019 and opened at 3.30PM on the same day in the presence of the tenderers or their authorized representatives, whosoever
may like to be present at that time as per schedule given below:
S. No.
Description
Earnest money
Completion time
Supply of different types of Rubber Wheels and Solid Rubber Tyres. Make: Asia/Pik
Rs.9960 /30 Days
1.
India/ Johnson/Jainsons/Relaxo.
Supply of PVC Coated Rexine. Make: National/Polynova/Rado.
Rs.7730/30 Days
2.
The schedule of bidding will be as follow:
Last Date of Receipt of
Date of issue of tender document
Date & time of submission of
Date & time of opening of tender
application
tender document
22.04.2019 upto 4.00 PM
24.04.2019 upto 4.00 PM
26.04.2019 upto 3.00 PM
26.04.2019 at 3.30PM
Terms and conditions:
1. The tender forms shall be issued only on the submission of the following documents:
i) Should be manufacturer/authorized dealers.
ii) Proof of Pan Number and GST Number.
iii) Copy of partnership deed if any and power of attorney duly attested and countersigned by the agency.
2. Applicant has to deposit Earnest Money in the form of deposit at call receipt / Demand draft/ Fixed Deposit Receipt of a scheduled bank issued
in favour of Director PGIMER Chandigarh along with tender document.
3. Validity of offer shall be 90 days from the date of opening of tender.
4. All disputes concerning in any way with this tender are subject to Chandigarh Court jurisdiction only.
5. In case the date of issue / receipt of tender is declared/happens to be public holiday, the tender will be issued / received on the next working
day.
6. PGIMER reserves the right to accept/ reject any or all tenders without assigning any reason thereof.
7. Conditional tenders are liable to be rejected.
8. The detailed NIT can be seen in the office of the undersigned during working hours.
Website: http://pgimer.edu.in
HOSPITAL ENGINEER (BIOMEDICAL)
000256

matically, especially in children
who live near arterial roads. Several components of traffic emission, such as carbon and other
particulate matter, ozone and
carbon monoxide, can irritate
and inflame the airways and lead
to asthma in those with airway
sensitivity, we need a deep-dive
into the triggers for children in
India,” said Dr Arvind Kumar,
chairman of the centre for chest
surgery at Sir Ganga Ram Hospital in New Delhi, and foundertrustee of the Lung Care Foundation, which works on lung health
and asthma prevention in 25
Delhi schools.
The study says policy initiatives that lower traffic-related
pollution, such as China’s electrification of Shenzhen’s bus fleet
and London’s ultra-low emission
zone congestion charges, can
reduce greenhouse emissions
and improve children’s health.

CIN: L22100MH1981PLC024052
Registered Ofﬁce:I-17, I-18 & I-19, 10th Floor, Tardeo Everest Co-operative Society Limited,
156, D J Dadajee Road, Tardeo, Mumbai - 400034; Website: www.nextmediaworks.com

NEW DELHI: The Kashmir issue

“has to be settled” and “cannot
keep boiling like it is” as its resolution and peace with India will
be “tremendous” for the region,
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan has said.
Khan made the remarks in an
interview with the BBC, during
which he also said the two
neighbours could only settle
their differences through dialogue.
His comments came as Indians began voting in a general
election, weeks after a suicide
attack in Kashmir by Pakistanbased Jaish-e-Mohammed had
triggered tensions.
Asked by the BBC what message he wanted to send to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and
India, Khan said the Kashmir
issue “has to be settled” and
“cannot keep boiling like it is”.
“The number one tasks of the
two governments is how are we
going to reduce poverty and the
way we reduce poverty is by settling our differences through
dialogue and there is only one
difference, which is Kashmir,”
he said.
Khan also spoke about the
dangers of confrontation
between the two countries.
“Once you respond, no one can
predict where it can go from
there,” he said.
Referring to New Delhi’s air
strike on a JeM facility at Balakot after the Pulwama suicide
attack and Islamabad’s retaliatory strikes, Khan said that if
India had “come back and then
again attacked Pakistan, Pakistan would have no choice but to
respond”.
He added, “So in that situation, two nuclear armed countries, I just felt it was very irresponsible.”
Khan denied that Pakistan is
allowing militant groups to
operate from its territory and
said no previous government
had done more to clamp down
on terrorist groups. However,
he indicated everything
depended on a solution to the
Kashmir issue and if India and
Pakistan can find that, everything else could be easily sorted
out. During an interaction with
foreign media earlier this week,
Khan had suggested there
would be a better chance of
peace if Modi is re-elected. “Perhaps if the BJP —a right-wing
party — wins, some kind of settlement in Kashmir could be
reached,” he had said.

A G U S TAW E S T L A N D C A S E

NEXT MEDIAWORKS LIMITED

HT Correspondent
n
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POST OFFER ADVERTISEMENT UNDER REGULATION 18 (12) IN TERMS OF SEBI
(SUBSTANTIAL ACQUISITION OF SHARES AND TAKEOVERS) REGULATIONS,
2011 FOR THE ATTENTION OF EQUITY SHAREHOLDERS OF

Sl.No.

KASHMIR ISSUE
HAS TO BE
SETTLED: PAK PM

nation

Pre-Offer

Post-Offer

Pre-Offer

Post-Offer

2,54,96,424
(38.12%)

81,04,267
(12.12%)

2,54,96,424
(38.12%)

1,60,09,601
(23.93%)

*Pursuant to the acquisition of Equity Shares in terms of the SPA, which will be completed within the period as prescribed in
terms of Regulation 22(3) of the SEBI (SAST) Regulations, the Acquirer shall hold 3,41,15,386 Equity Shares aggregating to
51.00% of the Voting Share Capital.
** Includes shares held by the ESOP trust.
The Acquirer and its directors, severally and jointly accept full responsibility for the information contained in this Advertisement
and also accept responsibility for their obligations laid down under the SEBI (SAST) Regulations.
A copy of this Advertisement will be available on the websites of SEBI (http://www.sebi.gov.in), the BSE Limited (www.
bseindia.com), the National Stock Exchange of India Limited (www.nseindia.com) and at the registered ofﬁce of the Target
Company.
Capitalized terms used but not deﬁned in this Advertisement shall have the meanings assigned to such terms in the PA and/or
the DPS and/or LoF.
Issued by the Manager to the Offer
Kotak Mahindra Capital Company Limited
27BKC, 1st Floor, Plot no. C-27, “G” Block,Bandra Kurla Complex, Bandra (East),
Mumbai 400 051
Tel: +91 22 4336 0128, Fax: +91 22 6713 2447 Email:project.nmwopenoffer@kotak.com
Contact Person: Ganesh Rane; SEBI Registration Number: INM000008704
CIN: U67120MH1995PLC134050
Registrar to the Offer
Link Intime Private Limited
C-101, 247 Park, Lal Bahadur Shastri Marg,Vikhroli (west), Mumbai – 400 083,
Tel : + 91 22 49186200; Fax : + 91 22 49186195
Email:nextmedia.offer@linkintime.co.in Contact Person: Mr. Sumeet Deshpande
SEBI Registration Number: INR000004058
CIN: U67190MH1999PTC118368
For and on behalf of the Acquirer
Sd/Authorized Signatory
HT Media Limited
Place: New Delhi
Date: April 11, 2019
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POSTGRADUATE INSTITUTE OF MEDICAL EDUCATION & RESEARCH
CHANDIGARH
CORRIGENDUM
E-TENDER NOTICE: (i) PGI/Engg./Elect./2017-18/72
Due to Administrative reasons, the tender for the following work appeared in the News papers, www.tenderwizard.com/ PGIMER,
www.eprocure.gov.in, and PGI website vide No.PGI/Engg/Elect/2019/1301-14 dated 04.04.2019 and due for opening on 12.04.2019 has now
been re-scheduled as under:Sr.
Description of Item
Last date and time of
Last date & time for
Date & time for Opening Date & time for Opening
No.
submission of Bid
submission of Original EMD
of Eligibility Bid
of Financial Bid
(i) Providing Exhaust fans in
15.04.2019 upto
15.04.2019 upto 03.15 PM
15.04.2019 at 3.30 PM
18.04.2019 at 3.30 PM
Various Locations of PGI,
03.00 PM
Chandigarh
Other terms and conditions shall remain the same.
HOSPITAL ENGINEER (ELECT.)
000258

TENDER NOTICE NO. PROC. INDG (HPD)/2019/142-154
(PHONE NO. 0172-2756468, 2756467)
This Institute has to make various purchases through rate contract and annual basis as per the details shown in the table below
The manufacturer and their authorized dealers/ distributors can offer their minimum rates as per terms & conditions contained in
the Tender Form.
Tender Inquiry
No.

htclassifieds
EMPLOYMENT

WANTED COMPETENT &
Experienced teachers to teach grade
PGT English, Chemistry, Biology,
Physics, Football Coach or Tennis
Coach & Physiotherapist for Akal
Academy Baru Sahib Himachal
Pradesh. Eligibility: Post Graduation
in the required stream. B.Ed. is
compulsory. Salary: Rs. 18,000 to
Rs. 30,000. Interested candidates
may send their biodata along with
recent Photograph to E-Mailhr1@barusahib.org Mob9805098730/ 9816400632.

PUBLIC NOTICES
I, HARPREET Kaur W/o Dilmohan
Singh R/o 1137/5, Harnam Nagar,
Mintgumry Chowk, Model Town,
Ludhiana declare that Harpreet
Kaur and Harpreet are the one and
the same person.

I MEHAK Bansal D/o Janak Raj
Bansal R/o-Flat-No-2047B,Block No
21,Sector-63,Chandigarh Hereby
declare that My Old name Vishali
D/o Janak Raj was changed and My
New name Mehak Bansal D/o Janak
Raj Bansal mentioned on all my
documents whereas Only My-Birth
certificate issued by Chandigarh
Admistration is having my old Name
whereas Both are one and same
person.

I JOGINDER Kaur W/o Jaspinder
Singh Shingari R/o 202, S.G. Enclave
Majitha Road Amritsar have
changed my name to Joginder Kaur
Shingari.

I KAMALJIT Kaur W/o Jaswinder
Singh Sidhu R/o 1835, St. No. 10
Near Gogi Market, Pawittar nagar,
Haibowal Kalan, Ludhiana have
changed my name to Rajpreet Kaur
Sidhu.

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICES

PUBLIC NOTICE

I, KULDIP Singh S/o Harnam Singh,

TÊANSFEÊ OF SHAÊE/ FLAT
IN THE NAME OF NOMINEE

Vill Pipal Mangholi, PO Sandharsi,
Patiala, changed name to Singh
Kuldip.

It is hereby notified for the
General Public that the Following
person who is claiming to be the
Nominee has applied for the
Transfer of the Under mentioned
Share/ Flat in the name as per
Policy for Transfer of flats in the
Cooperative Societies vide the
Chandigarh
Administration,
Finance Dept. (Estate Branch)
Notification Dated 14.11.2018
S. No. 1 Name Øhe ApplicanØ Îor
ØransÎer sØaØus oÎ Membership/
ownership Smt. Suman Girdhar
Name oÎ ExisØing AlloØØee
Nominee Late Sh. Ashok Girdhar
S/o Sh. Kashmiri Lal Êeg. No. oÎ
Membership 55 FlaØ No. 1005
CaØegory "A"
The Applicant has confirmed that
the present allottee of above Flat
Sh. Ashok Girdhar S/o Sh.
Kashmiri Lal has died on
28.05.2004 and copy of the
Death Certificate has been
provided. In case any body has
any objection in respect of
transfer of above said share/ flat,
he/ she may submit the
objections in writing within 30
days of publication of this notice
to the undersigned alongwith
documents/ evidence.
Objection received after expiry of
said period shall not be
entertained in any manner.
Sd/-, PresidenØ
(Krishna Devi)
The Chandigarh Dayalbagh
Coop H/B (FirsØ) SocieØy
(Êegd) Chandigarh.

WE JAIDEV S/o Ved Parkash and
Saroj W/o Jaidev R/o 43/44, St. No.
6, Santokh Nagar, near Shivpuri
Ludhiana hereby declare that my
son Nitish Sharma @ (Daizy) is out
of our Control. So we disinherit him
from our Moveable and Immoveable
Properties. Anybody deals with him
at his/ her own risk.

PUBLIC NOTICES

I, GURMEET Singh S/o Pritam
Singh R/o Prem Villa House-27,
Ward.6, PaontaSahib(HP) my name
wrongly mentioned in Passport
Gurmeet Singh Badwal. My correct
name is Gurmeet Singh. Concerned
Note.

I, DARSHAN Kaur W/o Harvinder
Singh, Vill Theh Butana Teh Guhla
Kaithal, declare Darshan my name
and Kaur surname.

PUBLIC NOTICES

I SAMDISHA Kohli D/o Joginder Pal
Singh R/o HNo. 895 Phase 10 Mohali
have changed my father's name
from Joginder Singh Kohli to
Joginder Pal Singh and mother's
name from Sarabjeet to Sarabjeet
Kaur.

Name of the items required for purchase
Earnest Money Due Date And
Time
(in Rupees)
142.
Hydrophilic Guide Wire (RC for 2 years)
Rs. 1,52,000/03.05.2019 AT
12:30 PM
143.
Non-Ionic Contrast Media (RC for 2 years)
Rs. 18,000/144.
Wrist Compression Band (Trans Compression Band) (RC for 2 years)
Rs. 91,000/145.
Pulses & Grocery (RC for 6 months)
Rs. 82,000/146.
Polyester Blended Woven Suiting for Uniform Cloth (RC for 2 years)
Rs. 1,44,000/06.05.2019 AT
12:30 PM
147.
White Bed Sheet (RC for 1 year)
Rs. 30,000/148.
Liquid Soap for Hand Wash (Annual Purchase)
Rs. 30,000/149.
Glutaraldehyde 2.45% (Annual Purchase)
Rs. 65,000/150.
PMO Line (RC for 2 years)
Rs. 39,000/07.05.2019
151.
Multivent Mask Adult (RC for 2 years)
Rs. 35,000/AT 12:30 PM
152.
Multivent Mask Paed. (RC for 2 years)
Rs. 33,000/153.
Needle Free Connector – Double Lumen (RC for 2 years)
Rs. 62,000/154.
Various capacity of Refrigerators (Annual Purchase)
Rs. 1,00,000/The Tender Form alongwith specification of the products are available on the website www.pgimer.edu.in and
www.eprocure.gov.in. The Tender will be received manually latest by 12:30 PM on OR before due date mentioned against each item in
the table above at Procurement Branch (Indigenous), 'C' Block, 2nd Floor, Central Store, Nehru Hospital, PGIMER, Chandigarh
(Telephone Number: 0172-2756468, 2756463, 2756467). Any tender which is received late after 12:30 PM on the due date shall not
be considered. These shall be opened on the same date at 03:00 PM in the presence of the authorized intending tenderer. Tenders not
submitted on the prescribed form / not accompanied with the required Earnest Money shall be summarily ignored. The undersigned
reserves the right to accept or reject any or all the tenders received without assigning any reason thereof.
PROF. VIPIN KOUSHAL OFFICER IN-CHARGE (HPD)
000254

I MEENAKSHI W/O Balbir Chand
R/O #12, St. No-8, Anand Nagar-B
Patiala have changed my name
Minakshi.

I, RINKU Batra S/o Manohar Lal
I, SURJEET Kaur W/o Kuldip Singh,
Vill Pipal Mangoli PO Sandharsi,
Patiala, changed name to Kaur
Surjeet.

I, SIMRANDEEP Singh S/o
Sikander Singh, Village Balewal PO
Bhogiwal Tehsil Malerkotla,
Sangrur, changed my name to
Simrandeep Singh Chattha.

I, SIMRAN Kaur W/o Gurinder

I, MANZOOR Ahmad S/O Abdul
Hamid, 24a Ward16 Abdulla Colony,
Malerkotla, Sangrur, have changed
name to Manzoor Ahmed.

I, BALVIR Kaur W/o Baljinder Singh
Bhangu, Vill Seona Kath PO Badshah
Pur Teh Patran, Patiala, changed
name Balbir Kaur Bhangu.

I, SUNIL Kumar S/o Sh. Manohar Lal
Khurana R/o D14/127 (Old No.
3694/22), Dilawri Street, Putlighar,
Amritsar have changed my name to
Sunil Kumar Khurana.

COURT NOTICES

Batra R/o Gandhi Nagar, Sri Muktsar
Sahib (Punjab) hereby declare that
actual date of birth of my son Vansh
Batra is 20.08.2005.

I, BIMLA Rani W/o Chhinder Pal,
Village Baghe Ke Uttarh, Tehsil
Jalalabad (Fazilka), declare that in
my passport No. R4845888, my
husband name written as Chhinder
Pal Singh, but his actual name is
Chhinder Pal.

Singh, Vill Nepran PO Chamaru Teh
Rajpura, Patiala, changed name to
Simranjeet Kaur.

I, BALJINDER Singh S/o Gurmail
Singh, Vill Seona Kath PO Badshah
Pur Teh Patran Patiala, changed
name to Baljinder Singh Bhangu.

I, AMITA Dhawan W/o Sandeep
Dhawan R/o 3809 Pritam Nagar,
Model Town Ludhiana declare that
Amita Dhawan and Amita Salaria
are the same person and both
names are mine.

COURT NOTICES

COURT NOTICES

BUSINESS

DEFENCE ESTATES OFFICE, CHANDIGARH
General Public is hereby informed that Defence Estates Oﬃce, Chandigarh is going to conduct three separate e-Auc on of Trees
on www.eauc on.gov.in (Central Public Auc on Portal of Govt. Of India). Any party/organiza on/ﬁrm who is interested to take
part in any one or two or all three auc ons, they may visit the website for applica on form and detailed no ce. The e-auc on ID,
number, type & site of trees and important dates are as follows:

BUSINESS OFFER

Number of Trees
Type of Trees
Auc on ID
Site of Trees
Sr.
Ac vity
No.
1 Publica on of e-Auc on
2 Start date of Uploading Documents on website
3 End date of Uploading Documents on website
4 Start Date of Deposit Documents in Oﬃce
5 End Date of Deposit Documents in Oﬃce
6 Payment Approval Begins from
7 Payment Approval end on
8 E-Auc on starts on
9 E-Auc on ends on
10 Date & me of showing trees

413
Dry/Green
2019_MoD_538
AF STN Mullanpur
Date
Time
11.04.2019
11.04.2019
02.05.2019
12.04.2019
03.05.2019
06.05.2019
07.05.2019
08.05.2019
08.05.2019
23.04.2019

1700 hrs
1800 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1100 hrs

119
Dry
2019_MoD_539
AF STN Barwala
Date
Time
11.04.2019
11.04.2019
02.05.2019
12.04.2019
03.05.2019
06.05.2019
08.05.2019
09.05.2019
09.05.2019
24.04.2019

19
Dry
2019_MoD_540
Mil Sta on Chandimandir
Date
Time

1700 hrs
1800 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1100 hrs

11.04.2019
11.04.2019
02.05.2019
12.04.2019
03.05.2019
06.05.2019
09.05.2019
10.05.2019
10.05.2019
25.04.2019

1700 hrs
1800 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1000 hrs
1700 hrs
1100 hrs

All Bidders are requested to keep visi ng the portal for updates regarding E-Auc on or may contact the oﬃce of Defence
Estates Oﬃcer, Chandigarh on working hours.
Defence Estate Oﬃcer
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election2019
FIRST PHASE OF POLLING IN NUMBERS
139.7 mn eligible voters
EVM control units replaced

68.7 mn

Men

1.4 mn
disabled

Women

17 mn
polling
stations

1,239

candidates

771

1.70%

VVPAT replaced

third gender

600,000

Number of voters
added in past week

EVMs
damaged

15 Cases
6 Andhra 5 Arunachal 2 Manipur 1 Bihar 1 West
Bengal

Pradesh

Drug

Social media
posts removed

0.73%
0.61%

EVM ballot units replaced

71 mn

POLLDIARY

~1,091.6 cr
~607 cr

EC:Nopoliticalcontenton
NaMoTVwithoutpre-certification

Cash

500

~2,426.5
cr
Total

~486.7 cr

2

seizure

~198.7 cr

1

Metal

NEWDELHI: The Election Commission on Thursday directed the

Liquor

chief electoral officer (CEO) of Delhi to remove from NaMo TV
all political publicity material or content without the requisite
certification from the Media Certification and Monitoring
Committee (MCMC) of the EC.
The poll watchdog said any political content has to be permitted “strictly in accordance with EC’s instructions in this
regard.” All political advertisements and political content are
required to be pre-certified by the MCMC before telecast or
displayed in the media.
“As NaMo TV/Content TV is sponsored by a political party,
all recorded programmes of political contents displayed on the
channel/platform would be covered under the purview of the
commission’s Order... “ the Election Commission’s letter
reads. After the Congress filed a complaint with the poll panel
about the channel disturbing the level playing field, the EC
had asked the CEO of Delhi to file a report on the issue. Earlier,
the ministry of information and broadcasting had said that
NaMo TV was an advertising platform that did not require a
license from the ministry.

~42.3 cr

Freebies

Number of instances of paid news: 56

AcrossIndia,bigbattlesunderway
KEY CONSTITUENCIES From Muzaffarnagar in UP to Nizamabad in Telangana and Arunachal West in N-E, a look at high-profile contests

A high-stakes battle
for RLD’s Ajit Singh
S Raju
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

MEERUT: Rashtriya Lok Dal chief

AjitSinghwantstoregainfamily
pocket borough from Jat leader
and former union minister Sanjeev Balyan, who is the BJP candidate.TheRLD’ssupportbaseof
Jat and Muslims voters was brokenaftertheMuzaffarnagarriots
in 2013, resulting in the defeat of
Singh’s son Jayant Chaudhary,
in the 2014 general elections. It
willbeinterestingtoseewhether
MuslimsandJats,whocomprise
more than half the electorate,
align this time, or vote on different lines.
The alliance between SamajwadiParty-BSP-RLDhas fielded
Singh, who vowed on his 80th
birthday last year to strengthen
communal harmony in the area.
He held jansamvad or commu-

MUZAFARNAGAR
Uttar Pradesh
66.66% VOTES POLLED
MAIN CANDIDATES
Ajit Singh (RLD)
Sanjeev Balyan (BJP)

nitygatheringsandwasoneofthe
forcesbehindthealliancewithSP
and BSP in the Kairana bypoll in
2018, which resulted in the victory of RLD’s Tabassum Hasan.
On Thursday, Balyan stoked
controversy when he demanded
that male officials should check
theidentityofburqa-cladwomen
atpollstationswherewomenpersonnel have not been posted.
He said that there was no way
ofcheckingwhetherpeoplewere
returningto castvotesunderthe
garb. The district election commissionhoweverrefutedhiscomplaintinaletterstatingthatstrict
checking of identity cards took
place at all polling booths.
In 2014, Balyan, defeated BSP
MP Kadir Rana by a margin of
over400,000votes.TheBJPleader
is an accused in the 2013 Muzaffarnagar riots in which60 people
were killed.

2014 WINNER
Sanjeev Balyan of BJP
defeated Kadir Rana of
BSP by 400,000 votes

n

Voters wait to cast their ballots
at a polling station in Shahpur,
Muzaffarnagar in Uttar
Pradesh, on Thursday.
RAJ K RAJ/HT PHOTO

178 farmers in poll In Arunachal West, Kiren Rijiju
BJP hopes to retain
Andhra port city seat fray against T’gana keen to break jinx with victory
CM’s daughter

Srinivasa Rao Apparasu
n

srinivasa.apparasu@htlive.com

HYDERABAD :The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP), which won the
port constituency in 2014, is keen
to retain its political identity in
Andhra Pradesh. It has fielded
Daggubuti Purandareshwari,
the daughter of Telugu Desam
Party (TDP) founder N T Rama
Rao. She represented Visakhapatnam as a Congress parliamentarian from 2009 and 2014.
This time around, she is taking on her nephew, Bharat, a
29-year-old with an MBA degree
from the Stanford University in
the US, who is the TDP candidate. A debutant, Bharat’s paternal and maternal grandfathers,
late MVVS Murthy and Kavuri
Sambasiva Rao respectively,
were former MPs. His father-inlaw Nandamuri Balakrishna is a
film star and a state legislator.
While the YSR Congress Party
(YSRCP) has fielded real estate
businessman and film producer
MVV Satyanarayana, the Jana
Sena contestant is the former
Joint Director of Central Bureau
of Investigation VV Lakshmi
Narayana.
Interestingly,
Lakshmi Narayana was a key
figure in investigating YSRCP
chief Y S Jagan Mohan Reddy’s
disproportionate assets and
other cases of corruption against
him.
Congress has fielded Ramana
Kumari Pedada. The Congress
has wontheVisakhapatnamLok
Sabha seat nine times so far and
the TDP has won it thrice, but
this time around, the seat is
likely to see a tough four cor-

VISAKHAPATNAM
Andhra Pradesh
64.5% VOTES POLLED
MAIN CANDIDATES
Daggubati
Purandeshwari (BJP)
M Sri Bharat (Telugu
Desam Party) M S
Satyanarayana (YSRCP)
V V Lakshmi
Narayana (Jana Sena)

2014 WINNER
BJP’s K Hari Babu contested
against YSRCP leader YS
Vijayalakshmi, and won the
polls by a margin of over
90,000 votes

nered contest between BJP,
TDP, YSR Congress Party and
Jana Sena.
In 2014, the BJP’s K Hari Babu
contested against YSRCP leader
YS Vijayalakshmi, the wife of
former CM YS Rajashekara
Reddy.
At the time, the BJP and TDP
were in alliance and Hari Babu
had won the polls by a margin of
over 90,000 votes.
Fishermen, industrial workers and young voters play an
influential role in deciding who
wins the Kapu-dominated constituency. On Thursday, Andhra
Pradesh saw one of the highest
voter turnout, with 80 % turnout
recorded till 10 pm. YSRCP president Reddy saying that his party
would secure a “landslide victory” in the state.

Srinivasa Rao Apparasu
n

Utpal Parashar
n

utpal.parashar@htlive.com

srinivasa.apparasu@htlive.com

GUWAHATI: Bad weather forced
HYDERABAD: This constituency is

represented by Kalvakuntla
Kavitha, the daughter of Telangana chief minister and Telangana
Rashtra
Samithi
(TRS) president K Chandrasekhar Rao. It’s also important
because as many as 178 turmeric
and jowar farmers are contesting the seat as independent candidates, making it the biggest
election in the country, with
over 27,000 Electronic Voting
Machines. Other Backward
Castes, Reddys and Muslims
dominate the electorate here.
The TRS swept the assembly
polls, including all seven assembly seats in this Lok Sabha constituency. The Congress, which
is supported by the TDP, has
fielded former MP Madhu Goud
Yaskhi.

Kiren Rijiju, minister of state in
theUnionHomeMinistrybackto
capital Itanagar on Thursday,
dashing his hopes of casting his
vote.The47-year-oldisoneofthe
BJP’swell-knownfaces,andwill
be looking to break a jinx on this
constituency that has not
returned the incumbent in the
lastthreepolls.Rijiju,theincumbent, had lost in the 2009 polls
afterwinningtheseatin2004.The
seatcovers33assemblyconstituencies, including capital Itanagar. Jarjum Ete, a popular

ARUNACHAL
PRADESH WEST
Arunachal Pradesh
70% VOTES POLLED
MAIN CANDIDATES
Kiren Rijiju (BJP)
Nabam Tuki (Congress)

2014 WINNER
Rijiju of BJP won by over
41,000 votes Takam Sanjoy of
Cong

woman politician who resigned
fromtheCongressandiscontesting on a Janata Dal (Secular)

NIZAMABAD
Telangana
54.2% VOTES POLLED
MAIN CANDIDATES
Kalvakuntla Kavitha
(TRS) D Aravind (BJP)
Madhu Goud Yaskhi
(Congress)

2014 WINNER
Kavitha of TRS won the seat
by a margin of over 167,000
votes against Madhu Yaskhi
of Cong

n

letters@hindustantimes.com

NAGPUR: Union minister of Road

Transport and Highways, ShippingandWaterResources,River
DevelopmentandGangaRejuvenation Nitin Gadkari wore a
relaxed demeanour at the end of
thepollingonThursday.Hefaces
CongresscandidateNanaPatole,
who belongs to the Kunbi (a
Maratha sub-caste in western
Maharashtra) community. Nagpur is a prestigious seat for the
BJP, as it houses the headquarters of the Rashtriya SwayamsevakSangh(RSS),theparty’sideological parent. It is also consid-

NAGPUR
Maharashtra
60% VOTES POLLED
MAIN CANDIDATES
Nitin Gadkari (BJP)
Nana Patole (Congress)

2014 WINNER
Gadkari won by a margin of
284,848 votes over Vilash
Muttemwar of the Cong

ered the nerve centre of the
Ambedkarite movement. A cosmopolitancity,theelectorateisa

Sibal: I-T raids
in MP politically
motivated

HYDERABAD: AndhraPradesh
chief minister ChandrababuNaiduwrotetotheElectionCommission onThursdayseekinganextension of
polling time after in the
stateafter reports offailure
of a number of EVM’s surfaced . “A number off complaints are being received
from the contesting candidates, election agents and
the media that in several
cases EVM’s did not function to start the polling at 7
am. As a result commencement of polling got delayed
by half an hour to 1 hour…”
Naidu said and added that
since voting was delayed
due to repair of EVM’s, the
voting time should be
extended.

INDORE : Senior lawyer and

Congress leader Kapil Sibal
argued before the Madhya
Pradesh high court here
Thursday that the income
tax raid against the officer
on special duty (OSD) to
Madhya Pradesh chief minister Kamal Nath was politically motivated and without jurisdiction.
Nath’s OSD Praveen
Kakkar has moved the
Indore bench of the high
court seeking that the I-T
department’s
action
against him be declared as
illegal.
Sibal said the raid by on
Kakkar’s premises here
was politically motivated,
and it harmed Kakkar’s
reputation.

EC notice to Yogi, Mayawati
NEWDELHI: The Election Commission on Thursday issued noti-

ces to Uttar Pradesh CM Yogi Adityanath and Bahujan Samaj
Party (BSP) chief Mayawati for speeches allegedly in contravention of the model code of conduct; both leaders have to
reply within 24 hours. At a rally in Meerut on Tuesday, Adityanath compared the Lok Sabha elections to a contest between
‘Ali’,a revered figure in Islam, andBajrang Bali, the Hindu god
Hanuman. The EC said the speech violated the model code of
conduct that prohibits seeking votes on the basis of religion.
BSP chief Mayawati was asked to refer to her speech made
on April 9, also in Meerut, where she asked Muslims to vote for
the Mahagahtbandhan (the Samajwadi Party-BSP alliance).
“…The commission is prima facie of the opinion that you have
violated the aforesaid provisions of the MCC and also wilfuly
disobeyed the aforesaid orderofSupremeCourt bymaking the
impugned statements;” the notice to Mayawati read.

ticket, is also in fray. The Congress fielded formed chief minister Nabam Tuki.
TheCitizenship(Amendment)
Bill,whichproposedtograntcitizenshiptonon-Muslimrefugees,
has unsettled the indigenous
tribal communities. Arunachal
West constituency was also the
theatre of violence as mobs in
February protested Permanent
Resident Certificates to non-Arunachal Pradesh Scheduled
Tribe Communities. Three persons died allegedly in firing by
security personnel.
In 2014, Rijiju won by over
41,000 votes Takam Sanjoy from
Congress.

103-year-old
votes for peace
along border
SUCHETGARH: For 103-yearold Sharma Ram of Suchetgarh, peace along the
India-Pakistan border was
the important issue that
decided which party he
voted for on Thursday. “I
voted to see everlasting
peace on the borders, not
for me but for the young
generations. During hostilities our village, which is
surrounded by Qaiseraen,
Kugg, Khanechak, Uchhe
Bains and Kajlayal villages
of Pakistan, bears maximum brunt of Pakistan
shelling,” Ram, who was
helped to the polling booth
by his son said.
Ramesh Lal, a marginal
farmer, echoed similar
views. “Peace is of paramount importance for us.
We constantly live in
fear...,” he said.

On back of infra push, Gadkari
looks for 2nd term from Nagpur
Pradip Kumar Maitra

Naidu seeks
extension of
polling time

mix of Dalit, Muslim, Kunbi and
Brahmin communities.
Gadkari’sadvantageliesinthe
raftofdevelopment projects that
heisinstrumentalforbringingto
thecity,includingtheMetroRail
besides opening educational
institutessuchastheAIIMS,IIM
and National Law University.
For Patole, a former BJP ministerwhojoinedtheCongresslast
year,hopeliesinconvincing votersofmisruleoftheModigovernment, the alleged Rafale deal
irregularitiesandtheunfulfilled
welfare measures. In 2014, Gadkari won by a margin of 284,848
votes over Vilash Muttemwar of
the Congress party.

Govt turns to
SRK to ensure
turnout boost
NEWDELHI: The government

on Thursday used stills
from a movie of actor Shah
RukhKhantoencouragethe
voterstoexercisetheirfranchiseinthemaximumnumbers. ThePressInformation
Bureau (PIB), the publicity
armoftheMinistryofInformation and Broadcasting,
used stills from Shah Rukh
Khan-starrer “Mohabbatein” to send out the message emphasising the
importance of voting in a
democracy to build a better
future.
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SNAPSHOTS FROM AROUND THE COUNTRY

Uneasy calm in village marked by riots
Anisha Dutta
n
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n

(Clockwise from above) Dongria Kondh women wait to cast their votes in Rayagada, Odisha; a
polling officer makes a mark with the indelible ink on the index finger of a voter in Jammu; people
stand in queues to cast their votes in the first phase of the Lok Sabha elections at Sawal village in
Uttar Pradesh on Thursday.
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anisha.dutta@tlive.com

MUZAFFARNAGAR : Kawal, a village in Muzaffarnagar that was
the scene of the murders that
triggered the 2013 riots in the
district, went to poll peacefully
in the first phase of the Lok
Sabha elections on Thursday.
Peace has prevailed here since
the riots though at a heavy cost.
The riots left 60 people dead
and nearly 50,000 displaced. In
August 2013, members of the Jat
community of nearby Malikpura village, around 4 km from
Kawal, allegedly killed Shahnawaz, a Muslim youth, after an
altercation. In retaliation, a
mob from Kawal allegedly
killed two Jats —Sachin and his
cousin, Gaurav. This sparked
the violence.
In February, a local court
sentenced seven members from
Shahnawaz’s family to life in
prison for murdering the two.
On the other hand, Shahnawaz’s murder case involving six

n

Mohammad Saleem

HT

accused has made little headway. The police are yet to file
charges against them despite
several judicial interventions.
Mohammad Saleem, 65,
Shahnawaz’s father, said he has
lost everything. “The Jats came
and killed my son. None of my
children was here except Shahnawaz. They had left for Chennai where we had a small cloth
business when they got a call
that my son has been killed,’’ he
said.
“A mob killed two of their
men while the others fled. Our
boys have been sentenced for
life. They include my own sons
and the rest are my nephews.
Meanwhile, nothing has hap-

pened to (my son’s murderers).
First, the court issued warrants
then non-bailable warrants
after which they were asked to
be summoned. The police do not
do anything.”
Residents said there were
other reasons for the altercation. “There were rumours that
Shahnawaz was involved in
teasing the sister of [one of the
slain Jats] which led to the
altercation. No one would tolerate this. They… were at fault,’’
said Kirshanpal Saini, a local
businessman.
Several leaders of the ruling
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP),
including Muzaffarnagar Parliament member Sanjeev Balyan, were named in 125 cases
during the riots.
Muslims account for Muzaffarnagar’s 41% population
while 57% are Hindus mostly
from Other Backward Classes,
Dalits, Kashyaps, Brahmins
and Thakur communities.
Saleem said there has been
political pressure on the police.
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Whyanapology Einsteinhasbeenprovenrightagain
wouldbeinorder
It is disappointing that we couldn’t see the black
hole in our Milky Way. But the day can’t be far

Jallianwala Bagh was just one
of many crimes of British rule

A

PRAJVAL
SHASTRI

pril 13 marks the 100th year of the Jallianwala
Bagh massacre, one of the most inglorious chapters of British rule in India. On that day, in 1919, the
British Army killed over 1,000 peaceful protestors
in a walled public garden (Jallianwala Bagh) in

Amritsar, Punjab. Over the years,
there has been a growing demand from

ourtake

many, including several British historians, and parliamentarians, and Indian political parties, for the
British government to formally apologise for the killings. But
even in the centenary year of the massacre, Britain has refused
to do take that important step. On Wednesday, Britain’s Prime
Minister Theresa May reiterated the long-standing expression
of “deep regret” over the massacre, calling it a “shameful scar”
on British Indian history.
Ms May’s statement is perhaps qualitatively a notch stronger
from what other British representatives but is far from enough.
In fact, an apology would not have been a step without precedence. Britain acknowledged its culpability in the crackdown on
the Mau Mau uprising in Kenya in the 1950s, and apologised for
the killing of 13 protesters in Northern Ireland in 1972. While a
verbal apology would have been in order, the massacre is actually one of many such misdemeanours of the colonial British
government during its long rule in India. For example, what
about the 1943 Bengal famine? Researchers in India and the US,
a report in The Guardian says, have now used weather data to
simulate the amount of moisture in the soil during six famines in
the subcontinent between 1873 and 1943 to show that the one in
Bengal was the only one in modern Indian history that did not
occur as a result of drought; it was born of Winston Churchill’s
policies. His cabinet, writes Madhushree Mukerjee in Church-

T

he Event Horizon Telescope collaboration showed the image of a
more or less doughnut-shaped
object with a somewhat fuzzy
dark circle in the middle, against
the black sky, to the world
recently. Why would this be heart-stopping,
whether to an astrophysicist or a science
buff? The short answer is that it is the shadow
of a real black hole.
Black holes are chunks of space from
which nothing we know, not even light, can
escape. Over the last century, black holes
emerged from being just theoretical constructs to things that astrophysicists could
hope to hunt. To begin with there was the
idea that the heaviest stars, when spent of
their fuel, could collapse into very dense
compact objects, either neutron stars or, if
even heavier, then black holes. An important
milestone was the discovery of rotating magnetised neutron stars or pulsars by Jocelyn
Bell in 1967, that showed such heavy compact
objects to be real.
Astrophysicists also began to discover
sources of both visible and radio light in the
sky that were clearly not stars located in the
far reaches of our universe. That we could
still see them meant that they spewed enormous power.
While the masses required to explain the
enormous power was at least a million times

our sun’s mass, this was still only circumstantial evidence for giant black holes.
Leapfrog to the Event Horizon Telescope.
If stars happen to wander into the close vicinity of a black hole, they will start to zip
around it at high speed in elliptical paths,
similar to the earth and other planets being
driven into elliptical paths around our sun.
By studying their paths, the mass of the
driver black hole could be inferred.
If some gas or stars wander into its vicinity, that matter will be furiously captured by
the strong gravity of the black hole, and in the
process of spiralling into the black hole, the
matter will be heated to enormous temperatures and thereby shine. This is the source of
power that was seen from the distant giant
black holes since the 1960s. Einstein’s theory
predicts that the strong gravity would bend
the light from the spiralling shining matter,
so that we would be able to see the shine from
the spiralling stuff behind the black hole as
well, and thus the dark black hole would be
silhouetted against this light, a la the fictional black hole Gargantua in the movie
Interstellar.
We need eyes, then, that are sharp enough
to image this silhouette. The sharpness
needed depends both on how big it is and how
far it is — getting worse with reducing size
and increasing distance.
The images from the Event Horizon Telescope are the sharpest ever, equivalent to
being able to discern a mango on the moon or
readingthe newspaper located in Delhi while
sitting in Bengaluru.
First, the black hole shadow hunters harnessed multiple telescopes spread across
continents not just to stare at the same spot in
the sky, but to enmesh the gathered signals to

Private investment in
infrastructure must go up
The BJP has promised to spend ~100 lakh crore on infra.
Funds can flow from banks, markets and external sources

ill’s Secret War, was warned that the excessive use of India’s

ILA
PATNAIK

resources for the war efforts could result in famine. But it opted
There are many such reported and underreported episodes

§

learning about these brutal aspects of colonial rule.

Aspiritofcompromise
cansolvetheBrexitmess
May’sdealissomewhereinthemiddle
andsogetslittlesupportfromeitherside

T

he Brexit saga has become like a long and tedious television series. The original Brexit date was March 29.
But till then, the United Kingdom could not come to an
internal consensus over the deal that it wants from the

European Union (EU). The deal that Prime Minister Theresa
May has negotiated has been rejected thrice by the UK Parliament. And no one else has a deal which could both honour the
2016 Brexit referendum as well as get accepted by a majority in
the Parliament. Hence, one wonders if the new extension given
by the EU will throw up anything useful.
The new deadline for Brexit is October 31. Without this extension, a no deal Brexit would have come to life on Friday. This
could be the UK’s final chance to either accept Ms May’s Brexit
deal or to draft a new one with requisite popular and parliamentary support. The EU also hopes that the UK, as European Council President Donald Tusk said, may cancel Brexit altogether.
While the extension certainly gives more time to the UK to find
a solution, it does create more problems as well. The UK will have
to hold elections for the European Parliament on May 23 or leave
the EU without a deal by June 1. If the UK wants to avoid holding
the elections, it will have to negotiate a Brexit deal before that.
The Labour Party wants the UK to remain in a customs union
with the EU. This arrangement will prevent the UK from entering into independent trade agreements with other countries,
thus defeating the logic of Brexit in the first place. The hardcore
pro-Brexiteers envision a hard Brexit and some of them even do
not mind a no deal scenario. Ms May’s deal is somewhere in the
middle and hence receives little support from either end of the
spectrum. The bloated ego of the UK politician is imposing a serious cost on businesses and people in the UK and beyond. It is time
for them to show maturity and some ability to compromise.

T

he Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
manifestopromisestospend~100lakh
crore on infrastructure in the next
five years. This can only happen if
there is an increase in private participation,
for which India needs to undertake financial
sectorreformsthatencouragethecreationof
a pool of domestic long-term savings to be
invested in infrastructure projects.
The scale of investment targeted is more
than what can be done through government
expenditure.Inthelastfiveyears,thecentral
government has spent a total of ~19.3 lakh
crore on publicinvestment in infrastructure
through its budgetary outlays.
A target of ~100 lakh crore means ~20 lakh
croreperyear. Thismeanstheprivatesector
hastoplayabigrole.Ifwelookatproject-level
details from the CMIE Capex database in
2018-19, the value of under-implementation
infrastructureprojectswasatotalof~61lakh
crore, of which ~45 lakh crore was public and
~16lakhcrorewasprivate.IftheBJPistofulfil
its promise, given the limitations of raising
taxes or fiscal deficits, the share of private
investmentininfrastructurehastoincrease.
Fundsforfinancingprivateinfrastructure
canflowfrombanks,bondmarketsandexternal funding.
While the bulk of household financial savings are directed towards bank deposits,
bankshavelimitedcapacitytofinanceprivate
investments in infrastructure. Banks typically face an asset-liability mismatch. Their
liabilities (short-term bank deposits in current, savings or even fixed deposits) are not
suited for financing long-term, high-risk
infrastructure financing.
The strategy of bank-led financing for
infrastructure was tried in the early 2000s.
During2003-2008,bankcreditgrewata rateof
40%.Thebulkofthebankcreditwenttoinfrastructure and construction.
The global financial crisis, and the economicrecession since2012,maderepayments
of loans difficult. The period following this
saw a spurt in Non Performing Assets. Lookingahead,bankfundingofinfrastructureprojectsshouldnotbethemainsourceoffinance.
Foreign capital could bridge some of the
funding gap. India’s current account deficit
widened to 1.9% of Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) in 2017-2018 from 0.6% of GDP in 20162017.Assumingasustainablelevelofcurrent
accountdeficitat3%ofGDP,anadditional1%
ofcapital canflowinto infrastructure investmentthrough a mixof Foreign DirectInvestment,portfolioinvestmentsanddebtcapital.
Fromthepointofviewofasset-liabilitymismatches, insurance and pension funds are
best suited to invest in long-term infrastructure projects as these institutions have longtermliabilities. However, currently theyare
constrained by the restrictive regulatory
framework. For example, the bulk of the
investment by insurance funds has to be in
AAAratedbondsandregulationsallowexposure up to 25% of the net worth of companies.
Since infrastructure companies are highly
leveraged,theirnetworthislowandthispre-

discover how they “change together” which
can give an imageas sharp as if one had a telescope nearly as big as the planet. That discovery is tough, because the signals are awfully
feeble, and more so because there isn’t an
actual telescope as big as the planet. Powerful computers and machine learning techniques are key tools that make the imaging
possible. Second, the wavelength of the light
signals is very low — just a millimetre long —
which makes the pictures sharper than any
of the radio pictures so far.
And what is special about their target
Messier 87? It is an enormous galaxy over 50
million light years away, with a giant black
hole in its centre that is incredibly luminous
across the whole electromagnetic spectrum
and also spews out twin jets of plasma that
reach well beyond its swarming stars to
scales of several hundred thousand light
years. Indirect methods had estimated that
this black hole weighed over a billion solar

masses. This enormous size in relative proximity made it occur in the sweet spot just
within the capability of the Event Horizon
Telescope.
So a hundred years after the total solar
eclipse of 1919 when the bending of starlight
from near the eclipsed Sun substantiated
Einstein’s theory of relativity, Einstein has
once again been proven right.
Is it disappointing that the giant black hole
in the centre of our Milky Way, also a target
for the Event Horizon Telescope, was not
shown to us in silhouette? Indeed yes, but the
matter around it is not spiralling in and shining in the same powerful way, and so it is a
tougher task to capture it. But the day cannot
be far!
Prajval Shastri is an astrophysicist from Bengaluru
whose core research interest is the empirical
investigation of giant black holes that are
found in the centres of distant galaxies
The views expressed are personal

beyondthebite
RAJDEEP SARDESAI

Is the 2019 poll an encore
of 2004 India Shining?

A

that will be evaluated as more research happens. Hopefully, Britdoing so would be to ensure that its school-going students start

The first-ever photo of a black hole, taken using a global network of telescopes, as part of
REUTERS
the Event Horizon Telescope project

Yes and no. The chemistry remains with brand Modi,
and only a united opposition can counter it in arithmetic

to continue exporting rice from India to elsewhere in the empire.

ain will not shy away from acknowledging them, and one way of

n

n

Private sector participation needs reforms
in the contracting mechanism
AFP

vents insurance companies from investing
large sums in infrastructure companies.
The bond market in India is characterised
by theabsenceofa well-developedandliquid
government bond market. The development
of a corporate bond market is conditional
uponawell-developedandliquidgovernment
bond market as a market-determined riskfree (government) yield curve is needed to
serve as a benchmark for pricing corporate
bonds. Bond market development in India
requiresthecreationofaspecialisedandindependent public debt management agency to
manage government debt.
In addition to financial sector reforms,
fundinginfrastructurethroughprivatesector
participation needs reforms in the contractingmechanism.TheimplementationofPublic Private Partnership (PPP) in recent decades was mired in a number of challenges.
PPPs suffered long delays in environmental
andotherclearances,landacquisitionsandin
gettingcoallinkagesorrailconnections.Sectorswithmultipleregulatorslikeroads,ports
andairportshinderthedecision-makingprocess due to an overlap in the functions of regulatory agencies.
In the Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT)
framework,theprivatesectorwouldbuildthe
project, operate it for a fixed number ofyears
and then transfer it to the government. This
was a flawed framework as the risk of delays
andclearanceswerebornebytheprivatesectorwhichhadtheleastabilitytomanagesuch
risks.Therisksofdelaysandclearancesmust
be taken up by the government as most of
these had their origin in the government.
A recent mode of private sector participation is the Toll-Operate-Transfer (TOT)
model. In this model, the government builds
the project, operates it for some years and
thenleasestheprojecttotheprivatesectorfor
the low-risk task of operating and maintaining. TOT addresses the risk-sharing weaknesses of the earlier Build-Operate-Transfer
(BOT) model. As an example, in the road sector, 30-year leases of existing toll roads are
auctionedtoprivateoperators.Thewinnerof
the auction wins the right to collect tolls,
maintainstheroadsandtransfersthemback
to the government after 30 years. The funds
fromauctionscanbeusedtobuildfreshinfrastructurewhileimprovingefficiencyinexisting infrastructure.
Ila Patnaik is an economist and a professor at the
National Institute of Public Finance and Policy
The views expressed are personal

cheeryoptimismisaseasonedpolitician’s constant companion.
Which is why, as every survey
shows the Narendra Modi-led
National Democratic Alliance (NDA) is
poisedtoreturntopower,oppositionpoliticians have been reminding one and all
of what happened in 2004 when all poll predictions went horribly wrong and the Congress-led United Progressive Alliance
(UPA) bestedtheAB Vajpayeegovernment.
Is Modi Shining 2019 going to be a sequel
to the India Shining of 2004, an illusory
bubble that is about to burst? My answer:
yes and no.
Yes,muchlikein2004,whentherewasan
attempt to build a personality cult around
Vajpayee, there is an even more relentless
effort on to cast Modi as a larger-than-life
leader. From biopics to web series, from
NaMoTVtotheNaMoapp,fromwell-choreographedinterviewstolivespeeches,Brand
Modi is everywhere.
And yet, to liken the 2019 Modi Shining
marketingblitztothefallibilitiesofthe2004
India Shining campaign is misleading. At
the outset, the notion that Vajpayee lost
powerbecausethehypearoundhisgovernment didn’t match the reality is a misreadingofthe2004mandate.Vajpayeeprimarily
lost power because his allies in the south —
the Telugu Desam Party (TDP) and the All
India Anna Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam
(AIADMK) —werenearlywipedout.Helost
ground in the populous states of Uttar Pradesh (UP) and Bihar too, partly because,
after the 2002 Gujarat riots, there was a
strong caste-community consolidation
against his government, but also because
theBharatiyaJanataParty(BJP)organisation in these states was atrophying. Vajpayee’spersonalpopularitywasintacteven
as his party was in retreat.
That is not the case in 2019. While Modi
remainsIndia’spre-eminentpoliticalleader
by some distance, the BJP, too, is now the
principle pole of Indian politics. While 15
years ago, the BJP was in power in barely
half a dozen states, today it controls more
than16stategovernments.In2004,theBJP’s
geographical limitations were apparent;
today,thepartyisventuringintogreenfield
areas in the east and northeast. Moreover,
while the BJP under Vajpayee was a party
thatworkedwithinitsconstitutionallimits,
theBJP under theModi-Amit Shah duois a
seemingly inexhaustible machinethat will
stop at nothing to demolish its rivals.
By contrast, the Congress of today is
muchweakerthanthepartyitwasthen.The

IN THIS MONOPOLISTIC BJP
POLITICAL MILIEU, THE ONLY
HOPE FOR THE FRAGMENTED
OPPOSITION LIES, EVEN AT THIS
LATE STAGE, IN ITS ABILITY TO
STRIKE STRATEGIC ALLIANCES
IN KEY BATTLEGROUND STATES

two states of Andhra Pradesh and Maharashtra,whichwerekeytotherevivalofthe
Congress, are a pointer to the crisis of the
grand old party. In a divided Andhra, the
Congressisnowamarginalplayer.InMaharashtra,thesteadystreamofCongressleaders defecting to the BJP reflects the ground
realityofthe saffron partyhaving emerged
asthepremierplayerintheCongress’soriginal fortress.
Theothermajordifference between2004
and 2019 lies in the social demographics of
the country. Then, the Indian middle class
was less dominant than it is today, and the
rural-urban divide remained stark. In the
decade after 2004, the Indian middle class
exploded, and doubled in size to more than
600million.Thevaultingaspirationsofthis
classwerefuelledbyaconsumerboom,best
exemplifiedbythedramaticmobilerevolution. With more than 400 million smartphones, over 250 million WhatsApp users,
nearly300millionFacebookaccounts,India
is literally a nation on the move. This communication revolution — don’t forget that
the number of 24x7 news channels have
morethanquadrupledinthisperiodtomore
than 400 — has slowly bridged the traditional India-Bharat divide and created a
more interconnected universe where a
sharp political message is carried in real
time to millions of potential voters.
It is this resurgent, new middle class
whichisnowdrivingtheBJP’sModitvajuggernaut, powered by a heady mix of postBalakotmuscularnationalism,anuglyreligiousmajoritarianismandrisingeconomic
ambitions.Forthisclass,theRahulGandhi
narrative of Nyay through a minimum
income guarantee (MIG) scheme has less
resonance: a majority of them earn more
than the ~12,000 a month limit. While the
MIG at least gives the Congress a talking
point,itscompetitiveedgeispartlyneutralised by the BJP’s steady penetration into
poorer neighbourhoods through its own
cash transfer measures.
InthismonopolisticBJPpoliticalmilieu,
the onlyreal hope for the fragmented oppositionlies,evenatthislatestage,initsability
to strike strategic alliances in key battleground states such as UP. The chemistry
remainswithBrandModi;onlyagenuinely
unitedoppositioncanreclaimtheadvantage
in arithmetic.
Post-script:OnarecenttriptoVidarbha,
Istruckupaconversationwithorangefarmers in Nagpur district. They had only
vaguely heard of Balakot, were unaware of
theNyaysloganbutwereinsteadangrywith
dwindlingpricesfortheirproduce.“Allgovernments are the same, they do nothing for
the farmer,” was their lament. So, who will
youvotefor,Iasked.“Modijiheetoohai,aur
kisko den?” (Modi is the only alternative.
Who else should we vote?) was their
response.Theoppositionnowhassixweeks
to convince the disillusioned farmer that
there may be real alternatives to the BJP’s
mascot.
Rajdeep Sardesai is senior journalist and author
The views expressed are personal
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‘Balakot an intel-based pre-emptive strike’
order. The supplies have come.
There was a big debate about 10 (I). Do
we have enough equipment and
ammunition if we were to face 10 intense
days of war? No. We had guns without
bullets. We didn’t have bombs, but we
had tanks. We did not have enough avionic platforms on aircraft. These are
recurring revenue purchases. So we
devolved the powers. We delegated the
powers to the vice chief. The vice chiefs
of all three forces were given the powers
to purchase for the 10 (I) category. We
gave them the powers for emergency
purchases also.
We also went ahead with capital purchases, which includes S-400 (missile
system), which also includes Rafale. All
these happened now. This government
has proved that every need of the armed
forces will be met and money has never
been an issue.

HTINTERVIEW
NIRMALA SITHARAMAN, Union defence minister

T

he National Democratic Alliance (NDA) government has
worked to accelerate and
streamline the defence acquisition process and also build
local manufacturing capabilities,
defence minister Nirmala Sitharaman
said. In an interview with R Sukumar
and Shishir Gupta, Sitharaman added
that Indian forces on the border with
Pakistan remain in a state of high alert
and described Pakistan foreign minister
Shah Mahmood Qureshi recent remarks
on an imminent attack by India as an
attempt to gain international sympathy.
Theinterviewtookplace onApril9,aday
before the Supreme Court decided it
would take into account information
based on leaked official documents while
deciding on the merits of review petitions against its December verdict on the
Rafale jet fighter deal. Edited excerpts:

The Pakistan foreign minister recently
made a statement that India would attack
his country between the 16th and 20th of
April. What’s your response to his comment?
Pakistan is unable to digest that in 2016
and in 2019, India, like it has always
done, behaved like a true responsible
power. We did not violate any international law. We waited 10-12 days after
Pulwama. Pakistan often claims that it
too is a victim of terror. If indeed they are
a victim, why don’t they take action
against those perpetrating terror,
whether it is on my soil or theirs? Pulwama was claimed by Jaish-e-Mohammed. In Balakot, it was their school
which was training future suicide bombers – I do not want to use the word fidayeen; that glorifies them; in their terminology it connotes a holy suicide
bomber. I don’t believe in it. I think religions do not propagate violence. If Jaish

›

claimed Pulwama, and is present in Balakot, wouldn’t they (Pakistan) act
against them?
They did not. So we did a very clear
intel-based pre-emptive strike. We hit
the target and came back. No civilians
were killed.
It is clear they were not able to digest
this. Now, they want to keep the fear psychosis up. They have blocked their air
corridor. They are claiming this now. So
that they can get some global sympathy.

The debate on the downing of the Pakistani F-16 continues. What, according to
you, is the real story?
That we shot an F-16, to me, has been
shown with evidence. We have the data
that shows the electronic signatures we
recorded, the flight paths, the visual
sighting of the pilots who ejected, and
their trajectory.
Pictures, not ours, but emanating
from Pakistan-occupied Kashmir of villagers posting pilots being hit, sighting of
parachutes of a certain colour; villagers
mistaking them for being Indian and so
on.
Even better is the claim by Pakistan’s
own authorities saying they have three
pilots. One is this man (Wing Commander Abhinandan Varthaman) who
was returned. The second is in hospital
(they said). They didn’t speak more of the
third.
Today, the question which remains
unanswered is that one has come back to
us, but what happened to the other two
(claimed)? Isn’t it the duty of the Pakistanis to name and claim them? If they
were not Pakistani, but Indian, name
them and put out their pictures like they
usually do. If they are not Indians, name
the pilots, call them Shaheed (martyrs)
for Pakistan.
So, the electronic signatures; the

If Jaish claimed Pulwama, and is present in Balakot, wouldn’t
they (Pakistan) act against them? They did not. So we did a very
clear intel-based pre-emptive strike. We hit the target and came back.
No civilians were killed. It is clear they were not able to digest this.
Now, they want to keep the fear psychosis up. They have blocked their
air corridor. They are claiming this [that India would attack Pakistan
between the 16th and 20th of April] now. So that they can get some
global sympathy.

Admiral Bimal Verma has withdrawn his
case seeking an explanation on why he
was superseded for the post of Navy
Chief. What are your views?
I don’t want to comment and prejudice
the case. The court has told him that if he
has exhausted all other ways of addressing the situation, he is welcome to go
back to the Armed Forces
Tribunal.

The Rafale case has shown how easy it is
to get documents from the ministry of
defence. How are you going to address
this?
HT FILE

AMRAAM (advanced medium-range
air-to-air missile) which is used only in
the F-16, and a bit of which has fallen in
India, which we have clearly
shown….Then, after the article in Foreign Policy (claiming a count by the US
showed no Pakistani F-16s had been shot
down), the Pentagon said we were not a
party to any head count of F16s.

What is the current situation on the
border?
We are on an alert. Pakistan has not
opened up its air space (completely) yet.
There have been several false alarms – a
fleet of aircraft coming and then going
back (at the Line of Control), almost as if
they are testing us.

The Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) manifesto issued earlier this week spoke of
how the acquisition process for defence
purchases would be accelerated. Can you
tell what you have done so far, and what
more needs to be done?
Between 2014 and 2019, the first two
years didn’t see big purchases as Parri-

karji (the late Manohar Parrikar, former
defence minister) tried to understand
where we stood. After all, nothing much
had been done in the previous 10 years.
He also appointed a few committees to
understand how best operational efficiencies (in acquisitions) could be
achieved. So that we are not buying
things we don’t need , but at the same
time,not missing buyingthose which are
crucial. That helped in many ways after
that.
Then Mr Arun Jaitley takes over as
the minister. He starts moving on the
teeth-to-tail ratio. Where you wanted to
make sure you were not loaded with
manpower, which is flab, but make sure
where ideal age group personnel will
have to be posted, trained, and equipped.
That was mapped out.
Manpower deployment has become
far more efficient. The [Lt. Gen (retd) DB]
Shekatkar Committee report also has
helped optimally utilise manpower – you
don’t need army men running dairy
farms and producing milk when co-operative societies can do that, and more effi-

ciently. Military farms have been closed.
By the time I took over, the prioritisation list of all pending purchases was
ready. The pending list of equipment
which should have been bought between
2004 and 2014 was there, but that didn’t
mean we immediately bought all of it.
Some were generations old already.
We made the three forces go back and
reprioritise . In some cases they said:
“Dump that and go for an advanced
model”. In others, they said: “Dump that
altogether”.
I also said the Defence Acquisition
Committee (DAC) should not meet only
once in six months. I said I wanted
DAC meetings twice a month. Since
December 2017 – I took over in September – these meetings have happened and
the purchases have been going
absolutely …
What did I buy ? Small things,
medium-size things and big things. If I
tell you the small things, you will be
surprised at the level of neglect of the
armed forces. Bullet-proof jackets. In
2018, January or February, I gave the

See the issue of documents… what you
call leaks. Information is stolen, irrespective of what is taken out. The files
are with us, but there are versions, in
part or in whole, are outside, it is still
stealing information from the ministry.
All of us have to be very clear on how we
are going to contain it.

You have been spending a lot of time in
the south. What are the BJP’s prospects
in a region where, barring Karnataka, it
hasn’t traditionally done well?
I think in some states in the south we
have managed to strike alliances which,
as things stand, look set to perform well.
Itmay not beasweep. But we willdo well.
Today the environment in the South is
no longer such that only a regional party
can dominate. People are able to make a
distinction between a national election
and a local (state) election.

Overall at the national level, how do you
see the general election panning out?
I am very confident . This is not just BJP
talk. PM Modi will be the PM again. And
the BJP-led National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) will form the
government.
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TOO BAD THAT THE EUROPEAN UNION IS BEING SO
TOUGH ON THE UNITED KINGDOM AND BREXIT

> DONALD TRUMP, US president, lamenting EU toughness on Britain

Assangearrestedafter
sevenyearsinLondon
TOUGH TIMES WikiLeaks founder loses asylum status as US seeks extradition
Prasun Sonwalkar
and Yashwant Raj
n

n

EU and UK agree
to delay Brexit
until Halloween

LONDON/WASHINGTON: WikiLeaks
n

Iraqis light candles at the shrine of Imam Moussa al-Kadhimin in
memory of the victims following the occupation of Baghdad by
American troops since 2003.
AP

shortstories
BOLLYWOOD STAR SHAH RUKH KHAN
TO ATTEND BEIJING FILM FESTIVAL
BEIJING:Indian film star Shah Rukh Khan is expected in Beijing next week for
the country’s top international film festival where his movie Zero is the
closing film. Khan’s schedule in the city is yet to be released but besides
interacting with the audience during the Beijing International Film Festival,
he is expected to speak at a discussion on Sino-India films. Since the massive
success of Dangal, Indian film stars, directors and producers have been
eyeing the Chinese market. The scope for Indian films to perform well in
China will be among topics that Khan is expected talk about at the China-InSUTIRTHO PATRANOBIS
dia Film Cooperation Dialogue.

Egypt reportedly pulls out
of US-led Arab NATO

‘Three-person’ baby
born in Greece

RIYADH/WASHINGTON:Egypt has
pulled out of the US effort to
forge an Arab NATO with Arab
allies because it doubted its
seriousness, according to sources.
Egypt is learnt to have conveyed
its decision to the US. REUTERS

ATHENS:Fertility doctors in
Greece and Spain said a baby was
conceived in Greece using the
DNA of two women and a man,
the BBC reported. The experimental IVF used the egg from the
mother and a female donor and
HTC
the sperm of the father.

S Korea’s Moon to meet
Trump to discuss North
SEOUL:South Korean President
Moon Jae In will meet US President Donald Trump on Thursday
hoping to help revive N- talks
with North Korea. AGENCIES

Algeria to hold presidential
election on July 4
ALGIERS:Algeria will hold a
presidential election on July 4,
interim president Abdelkader
Bensalah’s office said. REUTERS

Japan sacks gaffe-prone
Olympics minister

Geoffrey Rush wins case
against Sydney publisher

TOKYO:Japan named Shunichi
Suzuki as new Olympics minister
after sacking the gaffe-prone
Yoshitaka Sakurada, who made
remarks deemed offensive to the
people affected by the 2011
AFP
earthquake.

CANBERRA:Actor Geoffrey Rush
won a defamation case against a
publisher and a journalist from
Sydney’s Daily Telegraph over
reports he was accused of
inappropriate behaviour towards
AP
co-star Eryn Jean Norvill.

inthenews

KIM KARDASHIAN WEST

2
3

The star of the show Keeping Up with the
Kardashians said she is studying law to pass
her California bar exams by 2022 and has been
interning at a California law firm since last year
The 38-year-old is following in the footsteps of her father Robert
Kardashian, who was OJ Simpson’s defence lawyer who helped
acquit the American football star accused of killing his wife
She was inspired to study law after successfully petitioning US
President Donald Trump last year to pardon Alice Marie Johnson,
who had served 22 years of a life sentence for cocaine trafficking.

R O YA L B A B Y

Harry, Meghan aim
to keep plans private
Associated Press
n

HT Correspondent
n

n

WikiLeaks founder Julian Assange arrives at Westminster Magistrates Court after he was arrested in
REUTERS
London on Thursday.

affairs, said the office of the US
attorneyfortheeasterndistrictof
Virginia.
It added that if convicted, he
willfaceamaximumoffiveyears
in jail, but it could less.
A six-page indictment
unsealedinaVirginiacourtafter
the arrest alleged he had conspiredwithManningtoassisther
inMarch2010in“crackingapassword stored on US defence
department computers con-

nected to the secret internet protocol network.”
REOPEN RAPE CASE:
SWEDISH ACCUSER
STOCKHOLM: The lawyer of the
Swedish woman who accused
Assange of rape in 2010 said her
client would ask prosecutors to
reopen the investigation which
was dropped in 2017. “We will do
everythingwecantogettheprosecutors to reopen the investiga-

Bloomberg

SEOUL: In a major reversal, South

letters@hindustantimes.com

threwPresident Omaral-Bashir
and announced it would rule the
oil-producing North African
nation through a transitional
council for the next two years.
First vice-president and
defence minister Ahmed Awad
IbnAufonThursdayannounced
in a nationwide broadcast a
three-monthstateofemergency,
a suspension of the constitution
andthereleaseofpoliticalprisoners.Al-Bashir,whotookpowerin
a1989coup,isunderhousearrest,
he said.
Thearmy’sousterofal-Bashir
cameafterfourmonthsofnationwide protests and ends the reign
ofoneofAfrica’slongest-serving
rulers. The 75-year-old becomes
thesecond leaderinthe regionto
leave in the face of nationwide
protests this month, following
Algerian President Abdelaziz
Bouteflika’s resignation.
TensofthousandsofSudanese
were on the streets of the capital,
Khartoum, on Thursday after
conflicting signs this week of the
military’s approach to the pro-

n

Anti-government protest leader Alaa Salah, 22, who is being hailed
as the ‘Nubian Queen’, has become a social media sensation. TWITTER

tests, which began mid-Decemberoversoaringlivingcostsamid
an economic crisis.
Morethan45peoplehavebeen
killed in the unrest and 2,600
arrested, according to rights
groups.Sudanhasseenaseriesof
coupssinceindependencein1956.
Manyparticipantsin asit-in outside military headquarters
expressed discontent with the
generals assuming power. “The
critical issue is now whether the
army will want to monopolize

power, and replace one military
leadership with another, or
whether power will be shared
with and transferred to a transitional civilian government,”
Ahmed Soliman, a research fellow at London-based think tank
Chatham House, said in an
emailed note. “There is also
potential for increased violence
andfragmentationifdemandsfor
a genuine transition towards an
inclusive transitional civilian
government are not met.”

letters@hindustantimes.com

ADVISORY ISSUED

pregnantwifeMeghan,theDuchess of Sussex, said they have
decided to keep plans around
their first baby’s arrival private.
Kensington Palace officials
havesaidthatHarryandMeghan
“look forward” to sharing the
news of their baby’s birth once
they have had a chance to celebrate privately as a new family.
ThedecisionmeansHarryand
Meghan are not likely to pose for
photographers and TV crews on
thehospitalstepswiththeirnewborn, a break from the royal traditionfollowedbyPrinceWilliam
and his wife Kate, the Duchess of
Cambridge, when she gave birth
to their three children.
HarryandMeghanwedinMay
at Windsor Castle. They are
expecting their first child in late
April or early May.

Watch out for traps: Indian embassy
tells students looking to study in US
HT Correspondent
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON:TheIndianembassy

Meghan, the Duchess of
Sussex, leaves the National
Theatre in London.
AP/FILE

in Washington issued an advisory on Wednesday, urging studentshopingtostudyintheUSto
go beyond the usual checks and
ensuretheywerenotapplying to
“fake” universities that law
enforcement agencies in the US
havesetupto“trap”immigration
fraud suspects.
“InordertoensurethatIndian
students do not fall into such
traps, it is advised that due dili-

gencebeexercisedwhileseeking
admission in US universities,”
said the embassy advisory.
It added, “The fact that a universityisdulyaccreditedbyrelevant US authorities such as its
inclusion in the Student and
Exchange Visitor Programme
(SEVIS) is not an assurance in
itselfaboutthebonafidesofauniversity.”
The alert comes in the wake of
US authorities apprehending
hundreds of Indian students
enrolled at Farmington UniversityinMichigan,a“fake”univer-

sity set up by immigration
enforcementagenciestoensnare
recruiters and students in what
was described as a “pay-to-stay”
scheme. People enrol only to
either stay in the US or extend
their stay without any intention
of studying, US enforcement
agencies have alleged.
Indian students enrolled in
such universities were apprehendedandmanyweredeported.
They later claimed that they
had taken these universities for
real,paidfeesandhadintentions
to study.

H O M O LU Z O N E N S I S

Fossils of enigmatic human species found on Philippine island
Reuters
n

letters@hindustantimes.com

WASHINGTON : Thirteen fossil

bones and teeth excavated in a
cave in the Philippines represent an enigmatic previously
unknown human species,
probably small in stature and
possessing an unexpected mix
of archaic and modern traits,
scientists said on Wednesday.
The discovery of remains of
at least three individuals from
this species, named Homo
luzonensis, in Callao Cave on
the northern part of the island
of Luzon marked the second

time in the 21st century that a
bygone member of the human
family has been found on
southeast Asian islands.
The researchers were unable to extract DNA but did
determine that one of the individuals lived 67,000 years ago
and the other 50,000 years ago.
In 2003, fossils of another
island-dwelling species Homo floresiensis, dubbed the
“Hobbit” due to its diminutive
size - were unearthed in a cave
on the Indonesian island of
Flores, some 3,000 km from the
Luzon site. There is no indication the two species interacted

SNOWDEN CALLS IT
‘A DARK MOMENT’
MOSCOW:Former US spy agency
contractor Edward Snowden
calledthearresta“darkmoment
for press freedom” and said it
contravenedacallbytheUNtolet
him walk free.
(With inputs from agencies)

S KOREA COURT
STRIKES DOWN
ABORTION LAW

LONDON: Prince Harry and his

n

tionsothathecanbeextraditedto
Sweden,”lawyerElisabethMassi
Fritz said.

Sudan’s army overthrows
president, assumes power
KHARTOUM: Sudan’smilitaryover-

US reality TV star says she is studying law, wants to
be an attorney like her father

1

founder Julian Assange was
arrestedonThursdayinLondon,
seven years after he sought refuge in the Ecuadorean embassy
inLondon,followingwithdrawal
ofhisasylumstatusandanextradition request from the US.
Assange,47,wasduetobeproducedintheWestminsterMagistrates Court, which deals with
extradition cases.
Asymboloffreedomofspeech
to many but a threat to national
security for others, the Australiannationalfoundedthewebsite
that released classified documentswiththeaimofpublishing
information that the powerful
were trying to keep secret.
British foreign secretary Jeremy Hunt said after the arrest,
“Whatwe’veshowntodayis that
no one is above the law. Julian
Assange is no hero.”
In the US on Thursday, prosecutors announcedasingle-count
charge of “conspiracyto commit
computerintrusion”-hacking,in
other words - against Assange.
The “computer intrusion”
refers to the release of US classified documents by former US
army intelligence analyst Chelsea Manning in 2010.
Assange’sextraditioncasewill
behandledbytheUSdepartment
ofjustice’sofficeofinternational

n

TRICK OR TREAT? British PM Theresa May leaves a press event
after a summit with EU leaders in Brussels.
BLOOMBERG
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or were closely related.
Homo luzonensis was a contemporary not only of the
Hobbit but of our own species,
Homo sapiens, which emerged
in Africa roughly 300,000 years
ago.
The scientists said they
could not rule out the possibility that the arrival of our species in the region contributed
to the demise of Homo luzonensis.
The Hobbit also disappeared about 50,000 years ago
at the same time Homo sapiens
was spreading through the
region.

n

Filipino archaeologist Armand Salvador Mijares shows fossil
bones and teeth that were recovered from Callao Cave.

AP

Korea’s Constitutional Court on
Thursday ordered the easing of
the country’s decades-old ban on
most abortions, one of the strictest in the developed world.
Abortions have been largely
illegal in South Korea since 1953,
though convictions for violating
the restrictions are rare. Still,
the illegality of abortions forces
women to seek out unauthorized
and often expensive procedures
to end their pregnancies, creating a social stigma that makes
them feel like criminals.
The court’s nine-justice panel
said that the parliament must
map out legislation to ease the
current regulations by the end of
2020. It said the current abortion
law was incompatible with the
constitution and would be
repealed if parliament fails to
come up with new legislation by
then.
The ruling is final and cannot
be appealed, court officials said,
but current regulations will
remain in effect until they are
replaced or repealed.
An easing of the law could
open up the door to more abortions for social and economic
reasons. Current exceptions to
the law only allow abortions
when a woman is pregnant
through rape or incest, when a
pregnancy seriously jeopardizes
her health, or when she or her
male partner has certain disAP
eases.
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LONDON: Relief mixed with ennui
as the European Council and the
Theresa May government on
Wednesday night worked out a
newextensiontotheBrexitdeadlineofOctober31,bywhentheUK
parliamentisexpectedtoendorse
thewithdrawalagreementorfind
a new course.
Theextensionwillmostlikely
involve the UK participating in
the May 23 elections to the EuropeanParliament,aprospectMay
and her aides want to avoid, but
othersbelievewillbeanopportunitytogaugeifpublicopinionhas
shiftedfromthe2016referendum.
As tabloids and others played
on the fact that the October 31
deadline coincides with Halloween and its custom of ‘trick or
treat’, May reiterated her hope
that parliament will endorse the
agreement soon to avoid joining
the May 23 elections.
Shesaidafterthecouncilmeet,
“I know that there is huge frustration from many people that I
hadtorequestthisextension.The
UK should have left the EU by
nowandIsincerelyregretthefact
that I have not yet been able to
persuade parliament to approve
a deal which would allow the UK
to leave in a smooth and orderly

way.Idonotpretendthenextfew
weekswillbeeasyorthatthereis
a simple way to break the deadlockinparliament.Butwehavea
dutyaspoliticianstofindawayto
fulfil the democratic decision of
the Referendum, deliver Brexit
andmove our country forward.”
The new deadline avoids the
prospect of the UK leaving with
the EU on Friday without an
agreement - the worst-case scenario - which is welcomed by
business, but intractable issues
remain before any compromise
can be reached between the government, its allies and critics.
May is also facing growing
demands from within the party
thatshestepdowntoallowanew
leadertocarryforwardtheBrexit
talks. Under partyrules,she will
not face another confidence vote
until December, but critics say
she should resign on her own.
Former Brexit secretary and
seniorConservativeleaderDavid
DavistoldBBC,“Thepressureon
her to go will increase dramatically, I suspect now. ”
Labour’sshadowBrexitsecretary Keir Starmer, who is a key
figure in compromise talks with
the May government, welcomed
the extension, but added, “Negotiations are in good faith. We all
feel a deep sense of duty to break
the impasse.”

E Y E O N PA K I S TA N

Court asks Hindu girls
to stay with husbands
Imtiaz Ahmad
n

ing with the girls and their
spouses.
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ISLAMABAD: A high court in Paki-

stan ordered two Hindu girls,
believed to havebeenkidnapped
and married against their will to
Muslimmen,toremainwiththeir
husbands.
AbenchoftheIslamabadhigh
court led by chief justice Athar
Minallah made the decision in
light of a five-member commission report over the alleged
abduction,forcedconversionand
marriage of the two teenaged
Hindu girls from Ghotki district
in Sindh.
Thegirlsandtheirspouseshad
filed a petition seeking protection.
In their plea, the girls maintained they belong to a Hindu
family and converted wilfully.
During the hearing, members
ofthecommission,federalminister for human rights Shireen
Mazariandnationalcommission
onthestatus ofwomenchairpersonKhawarMumtazheldameet-

SEVENTH PREMIER IN A DECADE

Australian PM calls
fresh election in May

SHARIFS FACE FRESH
CORRUPTION CHARGES
Pakistan Prime Minister Imran
Khan said his government has
foundnewevidenceofcorruption
and money laundering against
the Sharif family members and
fresh cases would be instituted
againsttheminthe comingdays.
The Sharif family members
were filling bags of money and
launderingitthroughtheirfront
men in Dubai, Khan said on
Wednesday.
MINISTER MEETS IMF,
WORLD BANK OFFICIALS
Pakistan finance minister Asad
Umarheldmeetingswithofficials
ofWorldBank,IMF and UStreasurydepartmentonthesidelines
oftheannualIMFspringmeeting
in Washington.
Various economic and development projects were discussed
with the World Bank and IMF
officials.

Denial rates
for H-1B visa
petitions climbing
HT Correspondent

Associated Press
n

n
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WASHINGTON:TheUSturneddown
CANBERRA: Australia’sPrimeMin-

isterScottMorrisononThursday
called a May 18 election that will
be fought on issues including climatechange,asylumseekersand
economic management.
“We live in the best country in
the world. But to secure your
future, the road ahead depends
on a strong economy. And that’s
why there is so much at stake at
this election,” Morrison told
reporters after advising the governor-general to authorise the
election.
Morrison’sconservativecoalition is seeking a third three-year
term. But Morrison is the third
prime minister to lead a divided
governmentinthattimeandonly
took the helm in late August last
year.
Opinionpollssuggesthisreign
willbecomeoneoftheshortestin
the118-yearhistoryofAustralian
prime ministers on election day.
The polls suggest centre-left
opposition leader Bill Shorten
will become the eighth prime
minister since the country

n

Australian Prime Minister
Scott Morrison

AFP

plunged into an extraordinary
period of political instability in
2007.
The election pits Shorten, a
former labour union leader who
has presented himself as the
alternative prime minister for
the pastsix years,and Morrison,
a leader who the Australianpublic is still getting to know.
Shorten said in his first news
conferencesincetheelectionwas
called that his government will
take “real action on climate
change”andreduceinequalityin
Australian society if his Labor
Party wins power.

nearlyathirdofallnewH-1Bvisa
petitions processed in the first
quarterofthe2019cycle,continuing the squeeze on the work visa
programme that started in 2017
withtheTrumpadministration’s
‘Buy American, Hire American’
executive order.
An analysis of the database of
theUSCitizenshipandImmigration Services (USCIS) by the
National Foundation for American Policy showed 32% of “initial” (technical term for new
applicationsasopposedtoextensions or continuing) H-1B petitions were denied in the first
quarterofthe2019cycle(OctoberDecember).
The denial rate was 24% in FY
2018, quadrupling from 6% in
2015. It never exceeded 8% from
2010 to 2015. The first-quarter
denial rate for FY 2018, to match
the first quarter rate for 2019,
wasn’t available.
Indians are the single largest
beneficiaries of H-1B visas,
accounting for more than 70% of
85,000 granted every year.
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shortstories

Jet cancels international Tata, Singapore Airlines
infuse ₹900 cr into Vistara
flights as fleet shrinks to 14
Anirudh Laskar

n

Bharti Enterprises founder
Sunil Bharti Mittal. MINT/FILE

TTSL MERGER: DOT
SEEKS ₹7,200 CR
BANK GUARANTEE
FROM AIRTEL
NEW DELHI: The Department of
Telecom has given approval for
the merger of Tata Teleservices
(TTSL) with Bharti Airtel, subject
to the condition that the Sunil
Bharti Mittal-led firm furnishes
₹7,200 crore worth bank guarantee, a government official said. On
April 9, telecom minister Manoj
Sinha gave a conditional nod for
the merger, the official said.
Subsequent to the minister’s
approval, the official told PTI, that
DoT has asked Airtel to furnish
bank guarantee totalling ₹7,200
crore. “Both companies also need
to submit undertaking on matter
related to court cases before
merger is taken on record,” the
official said. The merger will be
taken on record after Airtel
submits bank guarantee of about
₹6,000 crore for one-time spectrum charges and another ₹1,200
crore for the spectrum that would
be acquired from TTSL.

IDBI Bank lowers lending
rates by 5 basis points
MUMBAI: Following its larger
rivals, LIC-owned IDBI Bank has
reduced its lending rates by 5
basis points (bps) for most of the
tenors, effective Friday. The new
one-year marginal cost of fundsbased lending rate (MCLR), to
which most of the loan pricing is
based on, has been reduced to 9%,
the bank said in a statement on
Thursday. The revised six month
and two-year MCLR now stand at
8.60% and 9.25%, respectively.
The bank has reduced its onemonth lending rate by 10bps to
8.15%.

Sensors linked to 737 MAX
crashes vulnerable to failure
WASHINGTON: The crashes of two
Boeing Co. 737 MAX jets in five
months have focused attention
on a little-known device that
malfunctioned, starting a chain
reaction that sent the planes into
deadly dives. A review of public
databases by Bloomberg News
reveals the potential hazards of
relying on the devices, which are
mounted on the fuselage near the
plane’s nose and are vulnerable to
damage. There are at least 140
instances since the early 1990’s of
sensors on US planes being
damaged by jetways and other
equipment on the ground or
hitting birds in flight.

9 states to raise ₹9,800 cr
by auctioning securities
MUMBAI: Nine state governments, including Maharashtra,
Rajasthan and Tamil Nadu, will
raise ₹9,800 crore by selling
securities on April 15, the Reserve
Bank of India said on Thursday.
The auction will be conducted on
RBI Core Banking Solution
(E-Kuber) system, it added. Tamil
Nadu, Rajasthan, Maharashtra
would auction securities worth
₹2,000 crore each, followed by
Telangana (₹1,500 crore) and
Gujarat (₹1,000 crore). Punjab
would be selling securities of
₹600 crore and Kerala ₹500 crore.
Goa and Nagaland plan to raise
₹100 crore each.
COMPILED FROM AGENCIES

n

WINGS CLIPPED Lessors ground 10 more planes of the cash-strapped airline
Rhik Kundu
n

rhik.k@livemint.com

MUMBAI: With lessors grounding

more Jet Airways (India) Ltd
planes, the airline suspended all
of its international flights till Friday morning, even as a government official said the airline’s eligibility to fly abroad might be
reviewed given that its fleet size
had fallen below the required
minimum.
All international flights had
been cancelled till Friday morning, said a Jet Airways spokeswoman.
The airline informed the stock
exchanges on Thursday that lessors had grounded 10 more of its
planes, bringing its fleet strength
down to 14. This is below the minimum 20 planes required to operate international flights, and a
fraction of the 119 aircraft it flew
before its first default on December 31.
According to a second official,
the ministry has sought a report
from aviation regulator Directorate General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) on the current fleet size
of Jet Airways. Both officials
declined to be identified.
Salaries to a section of the airline’s staff, including pilots, engineers and general managers,
have remained unpaid since January.
The airline has also deferred
interest payments to banks and
dues to fuel suppliers.
A DGCA spokesperson didn’t
respond to repeated calls on his
mobile phone. Queries sent to Jet
Airways seeking information on
fleet size and the sustainability of
its international flights remained
unanswered till press time.
Meanwhile, Jet Airways
founder Naresh Goyal has
pledged about 26% stake in the
airline as security for loans from

n

The latest fleet count is below the minimum 20 planes required to operate international flights.

Punjab National Bank, the airline said in a separate statement
to BSE. It said Goyal had pledged
over 29.5 million shares amounting to a 26.01% stake. Goyal
owned 51% in Jet Airways at the
end of 31 December, according to
the latest company filing with
stock exchanges.
A State Bank of India (SBI)-led
lenders’ consortium took control
of Jet Airways in late-March,
promising to throw open a bidding contest for a new investor
that is expected to be completed in
the current quarter.
The lenders had in February
agreed to convert a part of Jet Airways’ debt into equity by agreeing to take a 50.5% stake in the
carrier, nominate two board
members and make cash infusion
of about ₹1,500 crore into the airline.
However, the lenders are yet to

JET AIRWAYS FOUNDER
NARESH GOYAL HAS
PLEDGED ABOUT 26%
STAKE IN THE AIRLINE
AS SECURITY FOR
LOANS FROM PNB
convert their debt into equity.
The Supreme Court had earlier
this month quashed the Reserve
Bank of India’s 12 February 2018
circular, which prescribed rules
for recognizing one-day defaults
by large corporates and called for
insolvency action as a remedy.
The circular had directed lenders to refer any loan account
over ₹2,000 crore under the bankruptcy code if it was not resolved
within 180 days of default. As of 30
September, the airline’s net debt
was ₹8,052 crore.

MINT

The SBI-led consortium oversaw the exit of Naresh Goyal and
his wife Anita from the board of
the airline.
The lenders originally set
April 10 evening as the deadline
for submitting expressions of
interest (EoIs) to buy a controlling stake of up to 75% in Jet Airways. This has been extended to
April 12.
Mint reported on April 10 that
private equity firms TPG Capital
and Indigo Partners, National
Investment and Infrastructure
Fund Ltd and current Jet Airways shareholder Abu Dhabibased Etihad Airways PJSC had
submitted their EoIs, citing an
unidentified person.
On Thursday, Jet Airways’
shares fell 1.14% to ₹260.40 on
BSE, while the benchmark
Sensex rose 0.06% to end the day
at 38,607.01 points.
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NEW DELHI: New Delhi on Thurs-

day countered US President
Donald Trump’s allegations of
India being a “tariff king” by
highlighting that the US itself
charges high tariffs on several
items, including tobacco, peanuts, and footwear.
India is one of the highest taxing nations in the world, Trump
had said at the National Republican Congressional Committee
Annual Spring Dinner earlier
this month. “They charge us 100%
tariffs on goods. So, they send a
motorcycle—and they make a lot
of them—Indian cycles. They
send them to our country. We
charge them nothing. We send a
Harley Davidson to India and
they charge us 100%. Not fair,
okay. Not reciprocal. It’s not
fair,” Trump had said, misrepresenting India’s current tariff
rates on premium bikes. Trump’s
repeated tirades against high
Indian tariffs on premium bikes

n

US President Donald Trump.
REUTERS/FILE

had forced India to reduce the
duty on completely built units
from 75% to 50% last year.
Most countries have a reason
for charging high tariffs on a few
items, said a senior commerce
ministry official on condition of
anonymity. “Japan may like to
protect its rice farmers, the US its
tobacco farmers, and India its
growing wine industry. High tariff items do not represent the tariffs at which actual trade happens
for most items. Average tariff and
weighted tariff better represent a
country’s tariff profile,” the offi-

cial said.
The counter to Trump’s allegation by Indian officials holds significance as the US is set to formally withdraw zero duty benefits under the generalised system
of preferences (GSP) to India
from May 4, even as India has
once again deferred to May 2 its
previously announced retaliatory tariffs against an unilateral
hike in steel and aluminium
duties by the US government.
India fears that implementing the
retaliatory tariffs may be viewed
by the US as a counter to the withdrawal of GSP benefits.
India imposes high duties on
several items such as whiskey
and wines (150%), automobiles
(60-100%), mango juices (50%),
and marble blocks (40%).
The highest tariffs imposed by
Japan (736%), South Korea
(807%), the US (350%), and Australia (163%) are much higher
than that of India (150%), the commerce ministry official said quoting the World Tariff Profiles 2018,
published by the WTO.

salman.h@livemint.com
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Leslie Thng, CEO, Vistara

in lowering losses and attaining
break-even faster,” said the official.
“About 9-12 existing aircraft
could be replaced by new ones,
but if that happens, we may order
six more, apart from the 56
already on order. The order
includes both A320neo aircraft
and Boeing 787s,” added the official.
Vistara’s order placed last
July includes 13 A320neo planes
and six 787-789 Dreamliners from
Boeing. At the time, the airline
also announced plans to lease 37
new A320neo family aircraft.
The wide-body 787-789s will be
tapped by Vistara to launch medium-haul and long-haul international flights. The A320neo aircraft are considered more fuel-efficient than the airline’s existing
A320s.
In total, Vistara has raised at
least ₹2,900 crore through fresh
equity infusion in the past six
months.
Last October, the airline rasied
about ₹2,000 crore through a
rights issue by allotting shares to
both Tata Sons and Singapore
Airlines, according to previous
regulatory filings.
Vistara, which has a fleet of 22

planes, posted a net loss of ₹431.30
in fiscal 2018, compared to a
₹518.45 crore loss in the previous
year.
Like other carriers in India,
the airline has been hammered
by high operating costs and
intense competition.
The value of net reserves and
surplus at Vistara depleted to a
negative of ₹1,556.44 crore in fiscal 2018 from a negative of
₹1,125.34 crore during fiscal 2017,
according to the documents.
The airline’s total current and
non-current liabilities increased
to ₹812 crore at the end of March
2018, compared to ₹753 crore at
the end of March 2017.
Net cash flows stood at a negative of ₹393 crore for fiscal 2018.
Vistara is preparing to start
international flights that would
require a bigger fleet. The carrier
received government approval in
March to run overseas flights.
Vistara started operations on
January 9, 2015 and operates
around 120 daily flights to 22 destinations across India.
In the March meeting, Vistara’s board also revised the limits for issuance of standby letter
of credit (SBLC) to about $195 million (₹1,350 crore) for 2019-20.

Porsche to drive in its first electric car Taycan in 2020
Malyaban Ghosh
malyaban.g@livemint.com

NEW DELHI: Porsche AG, the

n

The Taycan, which has a range of 500km, can be driven for 7-10
BLOOMBERG
days within city limits with one single charge.

800-volt architecture, which
means you will have enough
charge to drive 100km after
charging the cars for just
four minutes,” Shetty said.
Indicating the company’s
shift towards manufacturing
eco-friendly vehicles, Porsche has launched hybrid
powertrain in products such
as the Cayenne and Panamera.
Porsche has decided to

move away from manufacturing diesel vehicles.
“Last year, Porsche
decided to move away from
diesel globally. The perception in India is that luxury
vehicles are all about diesel
and more so for SUVs. We
launched our product in the
segment last year. For us, it’s
a very important milestone
and more to see how the customers react to the brand. It’s

one of the few SUVs which
sell in 100% petrol,” said
Shetty.
As governments across the
world are urging vehicle
manufacturers to develop
vehicles that emit less or no
carbon, luxury vehicle manufacturers, including Volvo
AG and Porsche, have
decided to stop manufacturing diesel vehicles.
“I don’t want to demonise
diesel. It is a powertrain
which we don’t have since it
had a lower share in our
global product portfolio. Its
share was around 12%,”
added Shetty.
Porsche will launch four
products in India over the
next 8-10 months to reverse
its fortunes as sales
remained subdued in 2018.
The luxury sports car
maker’s sales dropped by
19% to 348 units in 2018 from
430 in 2017.
“For us, business-wise last
year was stable, while optically, in terms of numbers, it
might look low. We did not
have the Cayenne, which
comprises almost 46-47% of
our total sales for the first
seven months in the year.
The deliveries started only in
October. So we lost out on the
volumes,” said Shetty.

worker has gone up. In fact, we
can see that Delhi has some 1.3
million Ola and Uber drivers. It
took eight years for Ola and Uber
to do this, while the entire Indian
IT industry employs around 4
million people,” added Srinivasan.
In total, around 1.3 million
Indians migrated to five cities—
Bengaluru, Delhi, Hyderabad,
Mumbai and Chennai—in the six
months to March 31, TeamLease
said, registering a 60% growth in
migration compared to the sixmonth period ended September
30. Even as the two top political
parties’ election manifestos have
made space for the budding
startup economy and its entrepreneurs, the sharing economy,
which has transformed how people dine and travel in big cities,
has not done enough to protect
the interests of gig economy

work, said industry experts.
While some policy experts
argue that there is a need for the
next government to step in and
implement radical changes in
labour laws, some say regulating
emerging startups would cause
turmoil.
“The gig economy in India with
respect to workers not getting
any social security, insurance,
etc. is an extension of India’s
informal labour, which has been
prevalent for a long time and has
remained unregulated,” said
Mansi Kedia, economic and policy researcher at the Indian
Council for Research on International Economic Relations.
“However, now, with the tech
companies coming in, there is
data available on who these people are, where they are working,
etc.—making it a possibility to
enable job security.”

BENGALURU: Delhi has emerged as
the top destination for migrant
workers joining India’s tech-enabled gig economy, pushing
startup capital Bengaluru to a
distant second spot.
The capital city added 560,600
people to its sharing economy in
the six months ended March 31,
an 88% jump from the 298,000 people it attracted in the first half of
the last fiscal, data from human
resource firm TeamLease Services shows.
Meanwhile, the number of
migrant workers joining Bengaluru’s sharing economy rose a
moderate 29% to around 252,300
in the second half from 194,400 in
the previous six months.
The gig economy, led by food
delivery firms Swiggy and

UNREGULATED, EVEN AS
DRIVERS AND DELIVERY
BOYS WORK WITH
LITTLE JOB SECURITY

TOP EXECUTIVES
OF CAIRN INDIA
STEP DOWN

Highlight adverse
reaction warnings,
says drug regulator

Amazon not to toe
telcos’ line on sale
of signal boosters

Rhythma Kaul

NEWDELHI: Amazon has scuttled a

Press Trust of India

luxury sports car brand of
Volkswagen AG, will launch
its first electric vehicle, Taycan, by March 2020 in India.
Porsche, which has
already launched its petrolpowered sport-utility vehicle
in the country, expects customers in luxury car segment to move towards environment-friendly vehicles.
The company stopped
manufacturing diesel vehicles from 2018.
On the sidelines of the
launch of 911 sports car,
Pavan Shetty, director, Porsche India Pvt. Ltd, in an
interview said that the company will roll out the Taycan
in the first quarter of 2020.
The Taycan, which has a
range of 500km, can be driven
for 7-10 days within city limits with one single charge.
“There is a strong push
from the government for setting up charging stations, but
because the number of manufacturers who will launch
electric vehicles, infrastructure will come up fast and
there will be a strong business case for a lot of entrepreneurs. Taycan comes with

Singapore Airlines Ltd have
infused a combined ₹900 crore in
their joint venture airline in
India, bolstering efforts by the
carrier to improve its financial
health and take delivery of new
planes from Airbus SE and Boeing Co.
Of the total, Tata Sons, which
controls the diversified Tata
group, pumped in ₹459 crore of
fresh equity by subscribing to two
rights issues—one in December,
the other in March.
Singapore Airlines added ₹441
crore, according to documents
filed by Tata SIA Airlines Ltd
with the corporate affairs ministry and reviewed by Mint.
Tata Sons and Singapore Airlines own stakes of 51% and 49%,
respectively, in Tata SIA Airlines, which runs the full-service
airline, Vistara.
Following a board meeting on
March 6, Vistara informed the
corporate affairs ministry on
March 18 that the company had
approved an issue of shares
worth ₹500 crore on a rights basis.
As per the rights issue documents, Tata Sons will purchase
255 million equity shares of Tata
SIA Airlines at ₹10 each, while
Singapore Airlines will buy 245
million shares.
In December, Vistara raised
₹400 crore through a separate
rights issue by allotting 204 million shares to Tata Sons and 196
million shares to Singapore Airlines at ₹10 apiece.
The equity infusion was to
finance at least a threefold expansion in Vistara’s fleet by 2023 and
to move “faster towards a breakeven by enhancing its economies
of scale”, said a top official at Vistara.
“The proceeds of the rights
issue will be mostly used to fund
the purchase and lease of 56 aircraft. The money will also help us

India counters ‘tariff king’ tag Delhi is No. 1 for gig economy workers
THE GIG ECONOMY
as US moves to end import sops
THRIVES LARGELY

INDIA DEBUT
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MUMBAI:India’s Tata Sons Ltd and
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NEWDELHI: Cairn India chief exec-

utive officer (CEO) Sudhir Mathur has resigned from the company, making him the fourth
CEO to quit the firm since it was
taken over by mining billionaire
Anil Agarwal-led Vedanta Group
seven years ago.
Along with Mathur, Pankaj
Kalra, the chief financial officer
of Cairn India, which is now a
part of Vedanta Ltd after its
merger with the parent, has also
resigned, people familiar with the
development said.
Mathur resigned about a
month ago and his resignation
was made public only last week,
the people familiar with the matter said. He is currently serving
notice period which is technically
up to May-end, but may leave the
company by the end of April.
Kalra quit a couple of months
back. Prior to these resignations,
Suniti Bhat, director oil and gas
and member—executive committee at the company, resigned
about six months ago, which was
followed by the firm’s chief internal audit and risk assurance
director Arup Chakraborty quitting the company.
Mathur did not answer phone
calls made to seek his comments.
People familiar with the matter said the company has named
Ajay Dixit, who was CEO of aluminum and power divisions of
Vedanta, to take over from Mathur in the interim period after his
exit.

Zomato, and ride hailing firms
Uber and Ola, thrives largely
unregulated, even as drivers and
delivery boys work with little job
security and few benefits.
R Srinivasan, professor of
strategy at the Indian Institute of
Management, Bengaluru, said
heightened migration and readily available job training at
hyperlocal delivery companies
had helped more migrant workers take up sharing economy jobs.
“The speed at which you can
convert a migrant into a skilled

n
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NEW DELHI: The drugs controller

general of India (DCGI) has written to all state regulators to
ensure that manufacturers of
seven commonly used drugs
mention additional adverse reactions—found during monitoring
under the national pharmacovigilance programme—in the leaflet
inside the box packaging.
Pharmacovigilance, also
known as drug safety, relates to
the collection, detection, assessment, monitoring and prevention
of adverse effects of drugs or any
other drug-related problem even
when the drug is in market.
The drugs assessed are the
antibiotics cefotaxime, ofloxacin
and cefixime; anti-psychotic drug
quetiapine; anti-epilepsy drug
sodium valproate; sulfasalazine
for rheumatism; and tranexamic
to treat heavy bleeding.
The National Co-ordination
Centre for Pharmacovigilance
Programme of India forwarded
their recommendations based on
adverse drug reaction (ADR)
reports on these drugs that were
discussed in one of their meetings
last year.
“It is a regular exercise to
update information on approved
drugs already available in market. The committee looks at ADR
reports and recommends to the
central drug regulator about
changes required,” said a health

n

The warning should be
mentioned in the leaflet inside
the box, says DGCI.
MINT

ministry official, requesting anonymity.
The additional reactions that
need to be mentioned include:
cefotaxime can cause angioedema (swelling beneath the skin
or mucosa); ofloxacin can cause
Stevens-Johnson syndrome (a
serious skin disorder that causes
painful rashes and blisters) and
toxic epidermal necrolysis (a
potentially life-threatening condition as it may lead to severe
blood infection); cefixime can
cause acute generalized exanthematous pustulosis (sudden skin
eruptions); quetiapine can cause
urinary incontinence; sodium
valproate can cause gum hyperplasia (overgrowth of gum tissue
around the teeth); sulfasalazine
can cause DRESS syndrome
(drug-induced hypersensitivity);
and tranexamic acid may cause
convulsions or seizures.

Navadha Pandey
n
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request from telecom service providers to stop the sale of illegal
mobile signal boosters on its platform at a time when consumers
are grappling with poor quality of
wireless services. Its rivals, Walmart-Flipkart and Snapdeal
have, however, removed these
products from their websites.
Amazon contended that it is
merely an intermediary between
the buyer and the seller and
should not be held responsible to
comply with laws applicable to
the respective products.
The US-based online marketplace’s stance has dampened the
efforts of telecom operators to
crack down on the sale of mobile
signal boosters, which they
believe are responsible for network interference.
Last month, the COAI had
written to e-commerce majors
such as Amazon, Flipkart, and
Snapdeal, asking them to immediately stop the sale of the devices, as it was illegal to sell them
without a licence from the government. These equipment,
COAI said, cause network interference and impact the quality of
service to end users.
In separate letters to the
e-commerce platforms dated
March 12, the telcos lobby group
had argued that under the Indian
Wireless Telegraphy Act, 1933,
possession and sale of such equipment without a licence from the
DoT is a punishable offence.
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INDIAN PREMIER LEAGUE
M A R C H 23 - M A Y 12

standings
Team P

W

CSK

7

6

1

12

KKR

6

4

2

8

0.614

MI

6

4

2

8

0.290

KXIP 7

4

3

8

-0.057

SRH

6

3

3

6

0.81

DC

6

3

3

6

0.131

RR

6

1

5

2

-0.725

RCB

6

0

6

0

-1.453

L Pts NRR
0.299

Updated till RR vs CSK match

shortstories
GAYLE “TWISTED”
BACK DURING MI
GAME: ASHWIN
MUMBAI:Kings XI Punjab captain
R Ashwin says Chris Gayle
“twisted his back” during the
three-wicket loss to Mumbai
Indians in an IPL game. “He
(Gayle) said he twisted his back.
We have to go check and how he
is,” Ashwin said. Gayle did not take
the field during Mumbai Indians’
successful run chase and KXIP
coach Sridharan Sriram also said
the Jamaican needs to be monitored over the next few days. “We
need to monitor what he’s going
to do over the next few days,” he
said. In another injury worry for
KXIP, Ashwin said medium pacer
Ankit Rajpoot, who went for 52
runs in his four overs yielding just
one wicket, has a niggle too.

Aussie quick Kelly gets IPL
chance for Knight Riders
NEW DELHI: Australian paceman
Matt Kelly will replace injured
Anrich Nortje of South Africa at
Kolkata Knight Riders for the rest
of the Indian Premier League
season, the franchise announced
Thursday. Kelly has played 16
first-class matches, five List A
games and 12 Twenty20s. Nortje,
who is expected to be a part of
South Africa’s squad that will
travel to England for the World
Cup in May, withdrew ahead of
the season with a shoulder injury.

Capitals need Pant to bat
till death overs: Ponting
KOLKATA:Delhi Capitals coach
Ricky Ponting has urged the
explosive Rishabh Pant to be
selective with shots early on to
ensure he cashes in during the
death overs. “In white-ball cricket,
Rishabh is such a competitor that
he wants to get things done
quickly. In Tests, he doesn’t quite
need to do so much. But he has to
understand that we need him
batting in the last four overs of
every game we play,” the former
Australia skipper and batsman
said on Thursday. The 20-year-old
stumper, a World Cup prospect,
has only one half-century in six
innings.

CanWestIndiesignoretheirIPLgiants?
Shaw-Gill: Stars
in the making
face off at Eden

STIR IT UP If the Windies can find a
way to welcome Pollard, Gayle and
Russell back into their ODI squad they
could be this World Cup’s dream team
Sanjjeev K Samyal
n

sanjeev.samyal@htlive.com

MUMBAI: This IPL, it’s all about
Caribbean swagger. Andre Russell, Sunil Narine, Chris Gayle,
Alzarri Joseph and Kieron Pollardhaveallbecomethedarlings
ofIPLfranchises,providinggreat
entertainment.
Russell looks invincible in
KKRcolours;Narinehaschipped
inwithcameosasopener;Gayle’s
knocks crush the spirit of the
bowlers; pacer Joseph took a
record 6/12 on IPL debut, and on
Wednesday night, Pollard produced the most devastating
inningsofthisseasoninMumbai
Indians’ last-ball win over Kings
XI Punjab.
The collective show of excellence has come days before the
West Indies selectors name the
squad for the World Cup in the
UK. If theseimpactplayers come
into reckoning — winds of
changes are blowing in Cricket
West Indies and administrators
arekeentoendtheprolongedtension withits stars— it couldturn
things around drasticallyfor the
two-time champions.

A POTENT SIDE
If the Caribbean selectors add
Gayle and company on the basis
ofIPL performances,theycould,
six weeks on, have a potent side.
Add Jason Holder, Carlos Brathwaite, talented Shimron HetmyerandShaiHope,andyoucan
have a dream team.
Thegamehaschanged. Itisno
more about fours, six-hitting is
the preferred mode ofscoring. In
power-hitting, West Indies players are unmatched. Pollard
smashed 10 sixes, eclipsing
Gayle’s seven, at Wankhede Stadium on Wednesday.
So far, T20 specialists have
beenkeptoutoftheWindiesteam
after being labelled mercenaries
by their Board — for picking
lucrative T20 leagues over the
regional team.
The friction became severe
duringDaveCameron’stenureas
Cricket West Indies President,
becauseofhisrigidstanceagainst
the players.

During his tenure, from 2013,
topplayersrarelyplayedforWest
Indies.Asaresult,theyhavegone
15 ODI series without a win,
stretchingtoAugust2014against
Bangladesh.

Dhiman Sarkar
n

NEW BOSSES
However, the regime changed
lastmonthandthenewbossesare
more accommodating. Former
team manager, Ricky Skerritt,
beat Cameron in the CWI board
elections,andhehasdeclaredthe
strongest team will be picked for
the World Cup.
HostsandWorldNo1England
got a taste of the Caribbean flavour in the recent ODIs in which
Gayle dominated and helped
square the series.
Pollard, who has in the past
complained that Windies Board
officials have not given assurances for him to pick country over
club,saidonWednesday:“There
has been a lot of turmoil in West
Indiescricketinthelastcoupleof
years. But from what we have
seen in the last couple of weeks,
there’sachange.Pollardwasone
of the guys blacklisted.... The
most I can do every time I step on
acricketfieldistrytoputrunson
the board. There’s people who
have the jobs to select and we’ll
see how that goes. I’m 31, Chris
Gayle is still playing and he’s 39
and he’s still whacking it out of
the ground.
“There’s a new chairman of
selectors (former keeper CourtneyBrowne),there’sanewpresident of the cricket board as well.
You take it as it comes.”
Pollard agreed if the best side
lines up, West Indies will be the
most formidable in the 10-team
tournament.
“Weknowwhatwecando.And
IthinkChrisbattedsuperblywell
(vs MI). Russell, he’s smacking
the ball, Narine...these guys are
having a good tournament and
again it’s just about enjoying
cricket. When your mind is free,
you just go out and enjoy cricket
andnotthinkaboutmuch.There
are lot of opinions and other
things. But it’s the people that’s
close to you and what they think
that matters.”

todayontv
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CRICKET

JACQUES KALLIS, KKR head coach

FOOTBALL
PREMIER LEAGUE

12:30am (Sat): Leicester
City v Newscastle, live on
Star Sports Select 2 &
SHD2
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Kieron Pollard, who led Mumbai Indians in the absence of Rohit Sharma, scored 83 off 31.

ontwitter
This innings of yours didn’t surprise me, @KieronPollard55. The way
you’ve been striking in the nets this season says a lot about your batting. I
hope you add more such innings to your kitty, buddy.
Sachin Tendulkar on Kieron Pollard
Windies team for 2019 World Cup @Russell12A and any other 10.
Brian Lara on Andre Russell

MANY COMBINATIONS
Gayle,PollardandNarineplayed
inthat2014seriesagainstBangladesh (when West indies last won
an ODI series) with Gayle open-

ing, Pollard coming in at No 5, 6
and 7 and Narine playing as a
bowler.
In his last ODI, Russell batted
at No 8. If picked, Russell would

BADMINTON
SINGAPORE OPEN

10:30am: Live on Star
Sports Select 2, 3 & SHD2

FORMULA ONE
CHINESE GP

7:25am & 11:25am: Free
practice sessions, live on
Star Sports Select 2 &
SHD2

GOLF
AUGUSTA

12:30am (Sat): Day 2, live
on DSport

Brexit of cricket,
100-ball meet has
no takers: Wisden
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LONDON:English cricket’s controversial new 100-ball competition
has been compared unfavourably with Brexit in the latest edition of Wisden, which says the
innovation has “hung over the
game like Sword of Damocles”.
The 156th edition of the Wisden Cricketers’ Almanack, published on Thursday, offers a
highly sceptical take on The
Hundred, the new format due to
debut on the domestic circuit
next year. Editor Lawrence
Booth wrote: “All the while The
Hundred hung over the English
game like the Sword of Damocles, suspended only by the conviction of a suited few. Some preferred a modern analogy: this
was cricket’s Brexit, an unnecessary gamble that had overshadowed all else, gone over budget
and would end in tears.”

Next T20 specialist can be someone who
bowls only yorkers at the death overs
Dhiman Sarkar
n

Definitely. But you also have
to change your technique
quite a lot now. I think batting technique in T20 cricket
is completely different to few
years back; the way guys go
about hitting it, the way you
coach it.
So, you will now find that
batters have one or two techniques in order to play Tests
or T20. Shubman Gill can
play all three formats, technically he is very sound. I
think he will do magnificently well in Test cricket.

dhiman@htlive.com

KOLKATA: Jacques Kallis has
been part of the Indian Premier League (IPL) from the
first ball. That he is also one
of the game’s greatest allrounders, has won the IPL as
player (2012) and been a head
coach for five seasons means
that Kallis has seen the IPL
change even as he himself
changed roles and teams.
Head coach of the Kolkata
Knight Riders (KKR) since
2015, Kallis spoke on this and
more in this interview.
Excerpts:

Should the IPL have the kind of
pitch you got in Chennai?

How has IPL changed since
you started as a player with
Royal Challengers Bangalore
in 2008?
It has got a lot more professional. Started off as a baby
which no one knew how it
was going to grow and it has
inspired so many tournaments around the world. I
think it has been a blessing
for world cricket; it has
allowed Indian players to
develop and the overseas
players have come and
developed as well.

How different is T20 cricket
now from when the IPL
started?
The game has changed completely now. The batters’
skills these days are unbelievable and it has taken batting to a new level. So, from a
batting point of view I think
it has been magnificent but
maybe the bowlers don’t
think it is much fun. T20 has
also moved the game to a
new crowd, people who
probably wouldn’t have
watched too much cricket in
their time.

So would cricket’s next challenge be getting this new audience to Test cricket?
Definitely. Test cricket is
and always will be the most

n

Kallis feels IPL is a boon for Indian and overseas players.

important and the players
are quite willing to drive it.
We have got to keep Test
cricket alive even if we use
T20 cricket to do it.

Did you ever think cricket
would see the kind of hitting
Andre Russell produces at the
death when the ball gets
softer?
In this format, I think there
is always going to be the
opportunity for those types
of guys that come into the
game and specialise. Maybe
the way forward is a bowler
who comes into the game

›
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Kolkata Knight Tied
Riders
*

KOLKATA: From being potential

IPL

8.00pm: Kolkata Knight
Riders v Delhi Capitals,
live on Star Sports 1, 1HD,
2, 2HD, 1Hindi, 1Hindi HD,
1Bangla, 1Tamil, 1Telugu,
1Kannada, Select 1 & SHD1

ht20
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and all he does is death bowling, bowl yorkers.What you
need to remember is that in
50-overs cricket when we
played, the ball was 50 overs
old and that much softer.
Here the ball is only 20 overs
old when you try to hit it out
of the ground and that does
make a massive difference.
You need to take all that into
consideration when you
decide where you want to
position yourself: whether
you want to be a Test, oneday or T20 player.

Can you not be all three?

I don’t think you should always get a 200-type of
wicket. I have always said a wicket where you
can get around 160 is a fair wicket. It gives the
bowlers an opportunity.
JACQUES KALLIS, Ex-South Africa all-rounder and KKR head coach

The wicket in Chennai was a
little slow and spun. It
wasn’t our best batting display but I don’t think it was a
110 wicket. If we had got 140,
I think we would have been
in the game.
I don’t think you should
always get a 200-type of
wicket. I have always said a
wicket where you can get
around 160 is a fair wicket. It
gives the bowlers an opportunity; you need to keep
them interested. But it is
good to come across wickets
like that (the one in Chennai) now and again. The
bowlers relish the opportunity and the batters too
when they get back to playing on flatter wickets.

How has Dinesh Karthik
evolved as a captain?
He has certainly taken to the
KKR family with open arms.
He is an experienced cricketer, one of the better finishers around. He doesn’t
panic, he knows how to control the innings, he can hit
the ball and is technically
good and so I am glad he is in
our dressing room. We have
been consistent over the
years and we have stayed
consistent with him at the
helm so the guys have obviously taken to him. We hope
he can bring a cup this time.

PTI

most likely be unleashed in the
death overs while Pollard is better off in the middle order.
From the team that played
against England in FebruaryMarch, Narine could partner
Gayle and be a pinch-hitter
replacing John Campbell.
ShaiHope (No3) andShimron
Hetmyer (No 4/5) have a good
partnership going in the middleorder while Pollard can add
another dimension to it.
How much will the regional
side tap into the club class is the
question.

performers in a premier league,
Prithvi Shaw and Shubman Gill
havebecomeplayersDelhiCapitals(DC)andKolkataKnightRiders (KKR) usually pencil in first.
This time last year, Shaw and
Gill were teenager millionaires
whohadsharedthejourneytothe
summit of an under-19 World
Cup.ShawwasIndiacaptainand
Gill his deputy with four scores
over 50, including a century
against Pakistan in the semi-final. They were last century’s
boys primed to explode with the
bat in this; top-order artistes
whose IPL journey had not yet
begun.
Gill started his on April 14
against Sunrisers Hyderabad,
making three. Shaw began nine
days later with a 10-ball 22. On
April27,theycameface-to-facein
Delhi. Having replaced Gautam
Gambhir,Shawmadea44-ball62,
his first IPL half-century. KKR’s
reply was a shambles but Gill
made 37 off 29 balls and shared a
64-run sixth-wicket stand with
Andre Russell.
One of the biggest advantages
ofIPListhatitteachesyoutodeal
with pressure, said KKR’s academyheadcoachAbhishekNayar.
GillandShawshowedtheyhadit
inthembythetimetheywerefive
and two matches old.
“We tooka bitofa punt on him
in last year’s auction as a young
guy that hadn’t played any T20
cricket. From the moment I saw
him at trials, youjustsaw he was
ready to play. He has shown
glimpsesofhisbrilliancesofarin
this tournament,”saidDCcoach
RickyPontingonShawonThursday. “He’s developing every day
and if he keeps improving, I’m
sure he’ll be one of the leading
runscorerscomeendofthistournament.”
Ponting said Shaw was why
DCwoninBengaluruandthathe

13

1

Delhi
Capitals

8

Total
matches

22

*Delhi Capitals beat Kolkata Knight
Riders in Super Over after match
ended in a tie.

deserved a century against KKR
this term, the opener having
fallen on 99.
Another cricket great spoke
glowinglyofGill.“Heisoneofthe
best youngsters India has, in
terms of overall cricketing skill.
Heisbattingforusinaspotwhich
is tough but he is learning and
will get his opportunity to move
up the order,” said KKR head
coach Jacques Kallis.
He said Gill’s batting at the
death will help him improve. “It
takesacertaintypeofpersonand
character to bat down there.
Whenyouarebatting atNo3you
don’t quite have that same
amount of pressure. The way he
has held it together, the way he
has gone about his business, has
really impressed me.”
Gill failed in Chennai and
hasn’t needed to do much except
the two sixes that sealed the deal
againstSunrisersHyderabad.Of
Shaw’s 169 runs so far, 127 have
come in two games meaning he
too hasn’t been consistent. So,
bothwillbehopingforagoodFriday when DC play KKR at Eden
Gardens.GillandShawcouldadd
to the drama of a tie whose interest is peaking because of a Super
Overfinish,theprospectofAndre
Russell facing Kagiso Rabada —
PontingsaidDCcouldplayIshant
Sharma, Trent Boult and Chris
Morris too on a wicket that aids
fast bowlers — and because
Sourav Ganguly is in the away
team’s dug-out.

Santner’s last-ball 6 seals
skipper MSD’s 100th win
Avishek Roy
n

avishek.roy@htlive.com

JAIPUR: Chennai Super Kings
clinched a thrilling last-ball victory over Rajasthan Royals as a
fuming MS Dhoni was left grinning as he completed his 100th
IPL victory as captain at the
Sawai Mansingh Stadium on
Thursday.
Chasing Rajasthan Royals’
challening total of 151/7,
achieved thanks to some lusty
hitting by Shreyas Goptal at the
end that cost pacer Shardul Thakur 18 runs in the 20th over,
Dhoni (58) and Ambati Rayudu
(57) rescuedthe championsfrom
24/4.
The visitors still needed 18 off
the final over, bowled by Ben
Stokes.Controversybrokewhen
the umpire at the non-striker’s
end (Ulhas Gandhe) first indicatedno-ballforawaist-highfull
toss and then quickly reversed it
as the batsman – Mitchell Santner–waswelloutsidethecrease.
Dhoni stormed to the pitch to
remonstrate with the umpires
before leaving in a huff. With six
needed off the last two, and four
offthelastball,Santnerlaunched
the final delivery for a matchwinning six. CSK finished on
155/6, winning by four wickets.
Dhonihadtocomeevenbefore
thepowerplayoverscouldfinish
after the early loss of wickets.
SomeinspiredbowlingandfieldingbyRajasthanRoyalsputCSK
on the backfoot. Dhawal Kulkarni gave the team a bright start,
dismissing Shane Watson in the
firstover.JofraArcherremoved
SureshRainawithadirecthitand
Jaydev Unadkat accounted for
Faf du Plessis. Ben Stokes took a
stunningcatchatbackwardpoint
to remove Kedar Jadhav.
DhoniandRayuduplayedcautiously before the CSK skipper
cut loose. At 88/4 in 14 overs,
CSK’s innings seemed to have
steadied with skipper in command. Rajasthan Royals though
missedthechancetoputupabigger total. At 53/2 after five overs,
theycouldn’ttakeoffaspoorshot
selection pegged them back.
Jos Buttler attacked pacer
Deepak Chahar in the first over
andRahanehitthreeboundaries

n

MS Dhoni once again revived CSK innings after they were
struggling at 24 for 4 at the end of the powerplay stage.

PTI

scorecard
n

Rajasthan Royals

A Rahane lbw b Chahar
14 (11)
J Buttler c Rayudu b Thakur 23 (10)
S Samson c sub b Santner
6 (6)
S Smith c Rayudu b Jadeja 15 (22)
R Tripathi c Jadhav b Jadeja 10 (12)
B Stokes b Chahar
28 (26)
R Parag c Dhoni b Thakur
16 (14)
J Archer not out
13 (12)
S Gopal not out
19 (7)
n Extras (lb 1, w 6)
7
n Total (for 7 wkts, 20 ovs)
151
n FoW: 1-31, 2-47, 3-53, 4-69, 5-78,
6-103, 7-126
n Bowling: Chahar 4-0-33-2,
Santner 4-0-25-1, Thakur 4-0-44-2,
Jadeja 4-0-20-2, Tahir 4-0-28-0.

in succession; a backfoot punch
offin-formChaharstoodout.But
Chahar trapped Rahane leg
before,andButtler,whosmashed
Thakur for three successive
fours,fellimmediatelyafterthat.
Rajasthan hopes rested on
Sanju Samson and Steve Smith,
but both were out playing sweep
shots. Samson, who struck the
first century of the season but
missed two matches due to

n

Chennai Super Kings

S Watson b Kulkarni
0 (4)
Du Plessis c T’pathi b Unadkat 7 (10)
S Raina run out
4 (4)
A Rayudu c Gopal b Stokes 57 (47)
K Jadhav c Stokes b Archer
1 (6)
MS Dhoni b Stokes
58 (43)
R Jadeja not out
9 (4)
M Santner not out
10 (3)
n Extras (lb 5, nb 1, w 3)
9
n Total (for 6 wkts, 20 ovs)
155
n FoW: 1-0, 2-5, 3-15, 4-24, 5-119,
6-144.
n Bowling: Kulkarni 3-1-14-1,
Unadkat 3-0-23-1, Archer 4-1-19-1,
Parag 3-0-24-0, Gopal 4-0-31-0,
Stokes 3-0-39-2.

injury, top-edged left-arm spinner Mitchell Santner to substitute Dhruv Shorey.
Ravindra Jadeja then
accountedforRahulTripathiand
Smith. The strategy of playing
two left- arm spinners worked
perfectly for CSK. Smith’s dismissal hurt Rajasthan the most.
Together with Ben Stokes, he
worked the ball around and kept
the scorecard moving.
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PV Sindhu defeated Mia Blichfeldt in the 2nd round on Thursday.

HT

Saina, Sindhu on
course for face-off
Press Trust of India
n

n

Cristiano Ronaldo heads in Joao Cancelo’s cross towards the end of the first half of Juventus’s quarter-final first leg clash against Ajax in Amsterdam.

AFP PHOTO

Gritty Ajax blunt Ronaldo’s Juve
CHAMPIONS LEAGUE Dutch side draws level immediately after Ronaldo strike
Associated Press
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

AMSTERDAM: After showing no fear

against Real Madrid, a young
Ajax squad didn’t back down
against Cristiano Ronaldo and
Juventus either.
Ajax replied quickly after
Ronaldo scored on the stroke of
halftime on Wednesday, with
David Neres equalising 30 seconds after the break to secure a
1-1 draw in the first leg of their
Champions League quarterfinal.
“I think we’ve done pretty well.
We have a team with a lot of
potential and that tends to
emerge to its fullest in Champions League matches,” said Matthijs de Ligt, Ajax’s 19-year-old
captain and centre-back. “We
proved today that Ajax is not in
the Champions League quarterfinals because it’s a fluke.”
Showing increasing confidence, Ajax produced more chances early on but then let Ronaldo
waltz through to head in a cross in
the 45th minute.
Ronaldo was returning from a
two-week injury layoff.
In the opening minute of the

second half, David Neres capitalised on an error from Juventus
winger Jose Cancelo — who provided the cross for Ronaldo’s goal
— and curled a shot into the far
top corner.
Juventus nearly won it when
Douglas Costa hit the post in the
85th.
The second leg is scheduled for
next Tuesday in Turin, with the
winner to face Manchester City
or Tottenham in the semi-finals.
‘EVERYTHING OPEN’
“Everything is open. We need to
go to the (Allianz) stadium and try
to win it,” Juventus goalkeeper
Wojciech Szczesny said. “But as
we showed against Atletico
(Madrid), we know how to win at
home in this competition.”
In the previous round,
Ronaldo almost single-handedly
overturned a 2-0 first-leg deficit to
Atletico by scoring a hat trick in a
3-0 win.
“Ajax is a very different team
to us,” Szczesny said. “They play
more attacking and aggressive.
But we’ll see what happens in the
second leg.”
The match was marred by fan

clashes ahead of the game.
Police in Amsterdam said they
fired a water cannon at football
fans “to put out flares and prevent
unsafe situations.”
FAN VIOLENCE
Local broadcaster AT5 showed
images of scores of chanting fans
being hosed by the water cannon
and responding by tossing fireworks and flares at police before
mounted officers charged at them
followed by riot police.
Earlier, police in the Dutch
capital said they had detained
dozens of Italians suspected of
possessing flares, a knife, pepper
spray and fireworks.
It was a rematch of the 1996
final won by Juventus in a penalty shootout.
In Wednesday’s other game,
Barcelona won 1-0 at Manchester
United.
Ajax threatened through
Hakim Ziyech early on and
Szczesny had to produce a leaping
one-handed save to deny the
Morocco international.
Juventus struggled to get past
De Ligt until Ronaldo took matters into his own hands, setting

up Cancelo on the right wing then
sprinting past several defenders
to head in Cancelo’s cross. Goalkeeper Andre Onana could only
get a weak hand on the ball.
“Ronaldo’s greatest quality,
apart from his talent, is that he is
a predator in the box,” De Ligt
said.
Ronaldo hadn’t played since
injuring his right thigh while on
international duty with Portugal
last month but he showed no
signs of a problem.
RONALDO’S 125TH
It was Ronaldo’s 125th career goal
in the Champions League. Only
Lionel Messi (108 goals) is within
50 of Ronaldo’s record, with Raul
Gonzalez (71) third on the list.
After his goal, a fan jumped
over a barrier and ran to embrace
Ronaldo and his teammates celebrating near the corner flag.
Security quickly took the fan
away.
Neres, a 22-year-old Brazilian,
levelled 30 seconds into the second half with a shot that Szczesny
had no chance on.
Both teams threatened near
the end.

‘All hail golden head
but be wary of Ajax’
Agence France-Presse
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

MILAN:
Cristiano Ronaldo
debuted his new golden hairdo
with a diving header to earn
Juventus a precious away goal
against Ajax in a 1-1 draw but the
Italian press warned that the
young Dutch team remain dangerous after eliminating threetime holders Real Madrid.
“CR7, Golden Head,” headlined Gazzetta Dello Sport and
said it was “a new masterpiece”
by the 34-year-old who extended
his record goal tally to 125,
exactly 12 years after his first one
in the competition.
“The Emperor is back,” wrote
Corriere dello Sport as Ronaldo
played for the first time since his
hat-trick against Atletico
Madrid sealed Juventus’s comeback and quarter-final berth.
The five-time Ballon d’Or winner had been an injury doubt
after picking up a thigh issue
playing for Portugal two weeks

ago.
“Happy to come back and
score another goal in this amazing competition. Well done team!
#finoallafine (until the end),”
Ronaldo wrote afterwards on
Twitter.
Coach Massimiliano Allegri
said his side “could have done
better” to close down Ajax, even
if a goalless draw on Tuesday
would be enough to see Juventus
through to the semi-finals for the
third time in four years.
“A step forward, but remember Real Madrid,” said Italian
daily La Repubblica. “Juve will
do well not to forget Madrid. Not
that of the Atletico, but Real.
They should remember that
Ajax had lost at home and scored
four goals at the Bernabeu.”
Ronaldo’s path to a fourth
European trophy in as many seasons remains on a knife edge
against a fearless Ajax who
dumped Real out in the previous
round after a thrilling 4-1 victory
in Spain.

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

SINGAPORE: The Indian trio of P V

Sindhu, Saina Nehwal and
Kidambi Srikanth continued
their impressive run, progressing to the singles quarter-finals of
the USD 355,000 Singapore Open
here Thursday.
The fourth-seeded Sindhu, a
Rio Games silver medallist, took
39 minutes to get the better of
world number 22 Mia Blichfeldt
21-13 21-19, her second straight
win over the Danish shuttler,
who had clinched the Spain Masters earlier this year.
World number 6 Sindhu will
next face China’s Cai Yanyan, a
2017 BWF World Junior Championships bronze medallist.
Sixth seed Srikanth survived a
scare in the second game before
overcoming Denmark’s HansKristian Solberg Vittinghus 21-12
23-21 to set up a meeting with the
winner of the match between top
seed Kento Momota of Japan and
India’s H S Prannoy.
Sixth seed Saina, however, had
to work hard in her bid to avenge
a Malaysia Open first-round loss
to Pornpawee Chochuwong
before pulling off a thrilling 21-16
18-21 21-19 win over the Thai shuttler in the second round.
The London Olympic bronze
medallist will next square off
against second seeded Japanese
Nozomi Okuhara.
If Saina and Sindhu win their
respective quarter-finals, they
will face off in the semis.
While Saina was plotting the
downfall of Chochuwong, her
husband and fellow shuttler
Parupalli Kashyap, was locked in

a fierce battle with reigning
Olympic champion, Chen Long of
China. Kashyap, a 2014 Commonwealth Games champion,
stretched Chen to three games
before narrowly losing 9-21 21-15
16-21 to the fourth seeded Chinese, who had reached the finals
at Malaysia Open last year.
Sameer Verma continued his
impressive run, beating China’s
Lu Guangzu 21-15 21-18, to set up a
clash with either second seeded
Taipei player Chou Tien Chen or
Denmark’s Jan O Jorgensen.
Pranaav Jerry Chopra and N
Sikki Reddy also entered the
quarter-finals after stunning
world no 11 Hong Kong pair of
Tang Chun Man and Tse Ying
Suet 21-17 6-21 21-19 in a 50-minute
clash. Earlier in the day, Sindhu
led throughout in the first game
after opening up a 3-0 advantage
but in the second game, she was
locked in a tight battle with Mia
till 8-8. The Indian was, in fact,
trailing 11-15 at one stage.
However, Sindhu managed to
claw back at 17-17 and then nosed
ahead to seal the issue in her
favour. Sindhu had reached the
semis of the India Open last last
month.
Saina, meanwhile, after grabbing the opening game, trailed in
the second even as Chochowong
moved to a 8-2 advantage. The
Indian equalised at 12-12 but the
Thai shuttler surged ahead from
18-20 to take the match to the
decider. In the third game, Saina
had a 9-5 cushion at one stage. She
kept her nose ahead for most part
of the game before a fighting Chochowong drew parity at 17-17.
The Indian, however, ensured
she had the last laugh.

To commemorate
the centenary of the

Jallianwala Bagh Massacre
Punjab Government has organized a

Candle Light March
On Friday, April 12, 2019 at 6:30 pm

From Town Hall to Jallianwala Bagh
National Memorial, Amritsar.

Floral tributes will be paid to the martyrs of the
massacre at the Jallianwala Bagh National Memorial,
Amritsar on Saturday, April 13, 2019 at 9:00 am.

All are cordially invited to join in paying homage to the martyrs.
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1,000th race, give or take a few
Reuters
n

sportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

LONDON: Formula One celebrates
its 1,000th world championship
race this weekend at the Chinese
Grand Prix in Shanghai, one of
the sport’s newer tracks, but the
milestone requires careful wording. The sport has often had a
problem with anniversaries, with
statisticians quibbling over how
many starts teams and drivers
have made according to different
definitions, and this one is no
exception.
The fact is that some of the 999
championship races thus far
have been questionable grands
prix and several past race winners never even drove a Formula
One car. From 1950 to 1960 --- 11
races in all --- the Indianapolis 500
was included as part of the championship even if very few F1 drivers crossed the Atlantic to compete in it and homegrown racers
took all the points and raced to
their own rules. Bill Vukovich
finished seventh in the 1953 F1
championship, and sixth in 1954,
after winning the Indy 500 in
those years but racing in no other
rounds. His death in the 1955 Indy

n

technically made him the first
driver to be killed while competing in a F1 championship race.
Yet Vukovich never drove a
Formula One car even if his F1
record stands at a remarkable
two wins, one pole position, three
fastest laps and 19 points from
five races --- all of them in Indiana. By the time Britain’s Jim
Clark won at The Brickyard in
1965, followed by compatriot and
fellow F1 champion Graham Hill
in 1966, the Indy 500 was no longer
part of the F1 calendar.
In 1952 and 1953 the world
championship was run to Formula Two rules due to there not
being enough Formula One cars
to fill the grid after Alfa Romeo
pulled out. That means, there-

fore, that 26 races included in the
championship tally since the first
at Silverstone in 1950 did not actually feature Formula One cars.
The sport cannot truly say
China is the 1,000th grand prix
either, since there have been such
events since the early 20th century when France set the terms
and language of automobile racing. Hungarian driver Ferenc
Szisz is generally regarded as the
first winner of a grand prix, at Le
Mans in 1906, while the Monaco
Grand Prix, glamour race of the
current calendar, dates back to
1929. Silverstone, a former World
War 2 airfield in central England,
hosted grands prix in 1948 and
1949 before Giuseppe ‘Nino’
Farina won the first Formula One

(Left) Giuseppe Farina became
the first F1 champion when he
took the chequered flag at
Silverstone in 1950. (Right)
Keke Rosberg, the 1982
champ, with son Nico Rosberg,
the 2016 title winner.
GETTY

world championship race there
on May 13, 1950.
Calling China the 1,000th
Formula One race would be similarly inaccurate since there have
been numerous non-championship F1 races staged down the
decades.
The last was at Brands Hatch
in 1983 when reigning world
champion Keke Rosberg stood on
top of a podium that also featured
American Danny Sullivan and
Australia’s 1980 F1 champion
Alan Jones.

FARINA TO SENNA: 10 KEY MOMENTS IN F1 HISTORY
1950
First Formula One world championship race held at Silverstone in
England. The Alfa Romeo team
dominate with Italian Giuseppe
Farina winning and going on to take
the inaugural world title.

1963
Formula One gets serious about
safety with fireproof suits
made compulsory and cockpits
restructured so drivers can
evacuate quickly in the event of an
accident.

1972
Briton Bernie Ecclestone buys the
Brabham team and goes on to
become the most influential
figure in the history of the sport,
reigning over it for more than four
decades.

1976
Championship ends in a
showdown between Ferrari’s Niki
Lauda and McLaren’s James Hunt in
a soaking wet Japan. Lauda, who
had suffered life-threatening
injuries weeks earlier, decides it is
too dangerous and pulls out,
handing the title to Hunt. Their
rivalry inspires the acclaimed film
“Rush”.

n

Ayrton Senna is attended to by paramedics after he crashed into a concrete barrier at Imola, Italy
and suffered fatal injuries on May 1, 1994. (Right) Senna before the Hungarian GP in 1989. GETTY

1994
Sporting world is plunged into grief
after triple world champion Ayrton
Senna is killed aged 34 when his
Williams crashes at the San Marino
Grand Prix, to the horror of millions
of television spectators round the
globe.

1995
Racing great Juan Manuel Fangio
dies aged 84. The Argentine,
winner of five world championships
in the 1950s, will be forever
remembered as a pioneering
legend inspiring generations of
drivers.

2007
Formula One is roiled by a damaging “Spygate” scandal. Leading
team McLaren are fined $100 million
and effectively thrown out of the
constructors’ championship for
obtaining confidential information
from rivals Ferrari.

2008
The lights go on as F1 holds its first
night race. Glitzy Singapore is the
destination and the Marina Bay
street grand prix in the heart of the
Lion City quickly establishes itself as
one of the circuit’s most glamorous
races.

2012
Michael Schumacher retires, aged
43, for the second and final time.
The German departs the sport the
most successful driver of all time,
winning seven world titles. A year
later he suffers a life-threatening
brain injury in a skiing accident. He
has not been seen in public since.

2017
US-based Liberty Media takes
control of Formula One for just over
$8 billion, signalling the end of the
reign of colourful ringmaster
Ecclestone and a new chapter for
the sport.
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Get ready for

Double dhamaal IN

Manje

Bistrey

2

which is all set
to hit
the theatres

today

Manje Bistre 2 is romantic comedy
Punjabi ﬁlm which is releasing
today 12th April 2019.

T

he movie is starring Gippy Grewal, Simmi
Chahal,Gurpreet Ghuggi, Karamjit Anmol, B.N.
Sharma, Sardar Sohi, Raghavir Bid, Malkit Roni, Rana

Jung Bahadur, Gurpreet Bhangu, Hobby Dhaliwal, Harbi
Sangha, Banerinder Buni, Jaggi Singh and Davinder Daman
and is directed by Baljeet Singh Deo.

>>CONTD.ON BACK PAGE
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Get ready for Double
dhamaal in
Manje Bistrey 2 which...
>>CONTD. from front page

M

anje Bistre 2 is all
set to release
today. The movie is

a family based comedy which
is starring Gippy Grewal,
Simmi Chahal, Gurpreet
Ghuggi, Karamjit Anmol, B.N
Sharma.
The story unfolds with
based on the heart of
grandfather and
grandchildren. The grandson
wants his marriage to be in
Canada where is he has been
brought up but his
grandfather wants his
grandson to be married to
Punjabi rituals in Punjab. The
ﬁnal decision is that marriage
will be done in Canada but
with Punjabi rituals. With the
release of the movie Manje
Bistre 2 the audience will see

Gippy Grewal and Simmi Chahal
working together for the ﬁrst
time on the silver screen.
According to Gippy, all his team
has worked so hard on this ﬁlm
to make it better and more fun
than the ﬁrst movie. Movie
music has also won the
audience heart and the music is
given by Gurmeet Singh, Jassi
Katial and Soul Rockers.

NAME OF THE MOVIE :
Manje Bistre 2
DATE OF RELEASE:
12th April 2019
STARRING:
Gippy Grewal, Simmi Chahal,
Gurpreet Ghuggi, Karamjit
Anmol and B.N Sharma.
Trailer of the movie is already
out on youtube.
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CHANDIGARH
Crasssongsbecomehitsasthe
publiclikesthem,feelsRaftaar
IFIAUDITIONED
TODAY,I’DFAIL,
SAYSSALMAN
Samarth Goyal

usician-rapper Dilin
Nair aka Raftaar feels
bad as a “poet” that
songs with questionable
lyrics become hits. However,
he feels that the trend is
prevalent everywhere, and
it’s listeners who decide what
songs they like.
“When someone from the
West, like an Akon, sings, ‘I
want to f*** you’, people love
it, and feel there is nothing
wrong [with the lyrics].
You look at a song like
Vengaboys’ To Brazil, and
you see models in skimpy
clothes dancing in the
background. No one has had a
problem with that song
either,” says the 30-year-old.
“[Crass] American lingo is
an issue in songs, and still
such songs make it to the
music charts. Same is the
situation [in India], and
listeners here do like such
songs as well. At the end of the
day, the public is liking such
music, so why won’t people
make such songs?” he adds.
Recalling the time when he
started his journey in
mainstream music, the rapper
says, “I remember people
used to tell me ‘tu toh ab bhai
commercial ban gaya hai’.
They said things like I am not
a good musician and I don’t
have any idea of beats. But
when you get into the
mainstream circuit, your
listener base widens, and
especially in a country like
India, there’s huge cultural
diversity. So, writing very
specific lyrics might not be
relatable to all.”
“I do feel bad as a poet,
but... I mean, I know I am good
at other things like music
production, mixing, and
performing. So I know I’ll be
able to still get work in
mainstream music industry,”
he adds.

M

The actor recalls what it was like to make his
debut 30 years ago, says it is much tougher
for younger actors to enter Bollywood now

A still from
Tubelight
S
Sneha
Mahadevan
n his three-decade long
career, Salman Khan has
launched a lot of new faces in
Bollywood. But the actor is
pretty sure that he won’t
launch anyone unless they are
prepared to slog it out before
their film finally releases.
While the actor admits that he
did have his fair share of
struggles, he says that actors
who make their debuts now

I

e to work mu
uch
r. In a candid chat,
the actor tells us about
launching new faces, his
criteria for choosing a film,
singing, and more.

You have been in the industry for
over three decades. After all these
years, what is that one thing that
you look for when you choose a
project?
My only thing is that when I
hear a subject, I have to decide
almost immediately whether or

not this is
something I want
to do. I start
thinking about
finishing my earlier films
faster so I can think of
accommodating the new film.
If I say ‘Sochke bataunga’
that means it’s gone. It has to
catch my attention straight
out and I should be able to
visualise myself, how the
trailer will be shot, how the
promos will look, where the
film’s interval would be and all
of that. But there is no formula
to this.

You have seen a lot of ups and
downs in your career. What is the
one film that you felt didn’t fare as
per your expectations?
I feel like Tubelight (2017) was
one of the better films that I
have done but it released on
Eid. Sab dhamaal masti karne
gaye, aur rote huye bahar
nikle. I had told the makers

that Eid is a festive date and
you should not come out on this
date. They didn’t want to lose
out on the special date of Eid,
but this wasn’t an Eid film.
However, even though they
said that the film didn’t do well,
it did a business of ₹148 crores
and it was considered a flop.
Aise hi upar wala har ek ko flop
dete rahe (laughs).

You made your debut in 1988. How
much do you think has changed in
terms of preparations that newer
actors come with today?
My only brief to the younger
guys is, ‘Can you do what
Varun [Dhawan; actor] does?
What Tiger [Shroff; actor]
does? Or can you do what
Ranveer Singh does?’ If you
don’t come at par with that,
then don’t even think of
becoming an actor. It has taken
them (the youngsters that I
launch) four, five years to get to
a stage where they can do

action and dance. Nowadays,
there are a lot of workshops
available, too. For me, at that
point of time, I used to play
every sport. But now acting
training workshops have come
in. Today, if I wanted to become
an actor and gave auditions, I
would fail. Auditions are a
different thing altogether. All
these younger guys have
worked really hard and they
deserve to do well in life. I hope
all the ones that we launch
after this, do well, too.

You also sang in Notebook after
your songs in Kick (2014) and
Hero (2015). Do you volunteer to
sing for your projects?
Arrey they just put the song on
to me. I sang it to the best of my
ability. When I heard it, I asked
them if it will be okay, they
assured me that it would sound
great. Then when I heard it
again, I loved it.
n

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Rapper Raftaar says that the trend of songs with questionable lyrics
PHOTO: SHIVAM SAXENA/HT
is prevalent across the world
NOTE TO READERS: Some of the coverage that appears on our pages is paid
for by the concerned brands. No sponsored content does or shall appear in
any part of HT without it being declared as such to our valued readers.

n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com
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‘Love is like a mutual fund, it’s
always subject to returns’
SERIOUSLY CYRUS

JUST WRITE
TO UNCLE CY

CYRUS BROACHA
I am a 30-year-old man. I have
been married for the last three
years and things are going
fine. However, I somehow feel
that we are slowly losing the
emotional connect between
us. What should I do? - TK
TK, in his book 5 mins
More, Dr Ropeland Harris
explains that in
relationships, even an extra
five minutes can break the
marginal utility of the
product. That is, if you
overstay your welcome by
even five minutes, the
relationship goes into
decline. To prove his point
metaphorically, Ropeland
dropped eleven of his
friends in ice-cold water
and forced them to stay
underwater for five
minutes beyond their
capacity, which was
roughly about 20 to 30
seconds. Ropeland’s
medical license was
cancelled, as a result of
these 11 deaths. But his Law
of Expiry stays with us….er
without an expiry date. TK,
once you are past that ‘five
minutes’ too much state,
the relationship is on a
downward spiral. You can’t
force emotional
connections, sometimes the
product can only last, so
long after the date of
‘manufacture. Try and go
on a holiday alone with her
to expose the depth of your
feelings. If at the end of the
holiday you want her to pay
for it, then you know
exactly where you stand.
I am a 26-year-old woman. I
like a guy in my workspace but
not really sure if he is single.
We speak strictly
professionally. How do I get to
know him better? - RS
Thomas Furnishingham
invented the game of tennis,
as a way to explain love.
Hence, tennis has scoring
terms like, love-all. Even
the basic concept of tennis

is the basic concept of love.
That is in both cases you
must warm up. Also in
tennis, as in love, you hit
the ball to your partner,
who must then return the
ball to you. Hence, one can
summarise, that love is like
a mutual fund, it’s always
subject to returns. So, RS,
concentrate on what this
guy returns to you. Ask him
for some work-related
advice. But tell him you
don’t want to talk about it
where other colleagues can
hear you. Suggest a coffee
shop, far away from office.
Thus, you have lobbed the
ball to him, now you have to
wait for his return. If he
makes lame excuses, he’s
clearly not into you. If he
agrees, then you’ve got
yourself a Wimbledon
Single’s final.

I am a 32-year-old woman. I
have been dating a younger
guy for the last two years and I
want to settle down with him.
However, his parents are not
agreeing to this stating that he
is younger. How do I convince
them? - SM
SM, did you know the

AT CYRUS
@HINDUSTANTIMES.COM
AND I’LL GIVE YOU SOME
RELIEF…. ERR… THAT IS,
PROVIDED, I’M NOT
DOING A HEADSTAND
AT THE TIME.
Shakespeare gave the world
some very popular insults
like (a) Maggot Pie, (b)
Onion-eyed, and (c) Toad
spotted? Now don’t be
hasty, I don’t want you to
insult your prospective inlaws. There will be plenty of
time for that after they
accept you. My point is to
try to make an impression,
to show them how wise you
really are. Like knowledge
of Shakespeare, or
understanding of modern
art, or even better, knowing
the dialogues of all Jugal
Hansraj films by heart.
Once they realise, your
wisdom exceeds your ears it
will be much easier for
them to deal with you.
However, if all else fails,
here are some higher
grades of insults you can
use on them. (a) Follyfallen, (b) Clack-dish, (c)
Apple – John, and (d) Wheyface…..That Bard could
abuse.

THEPOWERGAMES
Differences in salaries,
popularity, social
image, educational
qualification and class
structures can turn your
sweet romance sour
Ahana Datta Chaudhury
obody wants to be in a
toxic relationship. For
a healthy and fulfilling
relationship, it’s
essential that both the
partners should be in balance
control of it. They should be
able to contribute and share
their thoughts, opinions, and
feelings equally and without
any fear. But mostly, apart
from individual differences
like financial capacity,
popularity, looks, social
status, etc., one of the major
causes of power imbalance is
the existence of societal
structures or what we call
societal expectations and
sanctions, on the basis of
gender. Also, due to
patriarchy, the politics of
power play has always been
tilted positively towards men.
Eeshani Chakraverty,
psychotherapist, says, “Power
imbalance has been ingrained
in our society for ages. In fact,
it is present in most
relationships. It’s coming to
the forefront now, only
because there is a stir in the
way power is perceived. With
the slow movement of men
and women towards equality,
the power structure is being
challenged; erstwhile
normative narratives are
being questioned. Of course,
this is only true of urban
spaces. In rural areas, there is
still a wide power gap.”

N

FINANCIAL SITUATION
PHOTO: ISTOCK; FOR REPRESENTATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY

It is widely believed that
money is always a huge factor

in deciding power in all kinds
of relationships. If that were
as simple, the financial
independence of women
should have actually lessened
the existing imbalance. Sadly,
the reality has a twisted
picture. This often does not
happen if the societal
structures governed by
patriarchy and stereotypical
roles are not addressed. “It is
true that financial
empowerment has made the
relationships more equal. Yet
in many ways, it has caused
risks and complications. If the
partner earns more, there are
chances of more ego clashes,”
says Dr Harish Shetty,
psychiatrist.

SOCIAL LIFE
Insecurity can also crop up
due to popularity and physical
appearance. Good looks or a
better social life can add to the
insecurities and take a toll on
relationships. If two people,
who come from different

WHAT CAN
PARTNERS DO?
EESHANI CHAKRAVERTY,
PSYCHOTHERAPIST:
Power imbalance of any sort
needs to be seriously worked
upon by both people. Couples
need to develop an open
channel of communication
and be honest and clear about
their roles and expectations.
Besides this, they also need to
feel safe enough to express

castes, are in a relationship,
there are chances of power
play due to the societal
positioning of caste and
hegemony.

RELIGION AND CASTE
Religious, political values and
beliefs are also dominant
factors of power imbalances.
“People with different
political views can have
issues. And the one who is
more dominant in the
relationship can force the
other to alter his or her
opinions,” Shetty adds.

reasons.”It might seem funny,
but the one who is physically
weaker in a relationship
always stands the risk of
being harmed. In most cases,
women are subjected to
physical violence and
harassment because of the
fact that most men are more
physically stronger. “A lot of
the power imbalance issues in
modern relationships depend
on the personality of the
person and how resilient you
are from within,” says Desire

Dias, counselling
psychologist. If you are the
more attractive and pretty
person in the couple, you
must try and prevent or play
down others’ comments or
compliments about your
appearance when you’re with
your partner. If someone tries
to flirt with you in front of
your partner, you should be
clear about your disinterest
and assert your relationship
status with your partner.
n

htcity@htlive.com

OTHER FACTORS
Among the other factors, even
sexual preferences and forced
physical intimacy without
consent adds to the imbalance
of power. Shetty says, “Power
equations have different
origins. Caste, race,
narcissistic personalities,
financial status, inflated sense
of self esteem and political
inclination are some of the

their vulnerabilities to each
other and be able to initiate a
dialogue regarding their
insecurities.
DR HARISH SHETTY,
PSYCHOTHERAPIST:
Making time for each other
and listening to your partner’s
problems and coming to a
mutual solution must be the
aim. Couples must also accept
that life is not a
bed of roses and ups and
downs are normal.
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Do not delay when it comes to health issues.
Financial worries will keep you away from
achieving what you want. A superior at
work may discover your potential for
doing something out of the ordinary.
Today, you will not succeed in winning
your battle on the romantic front. Do
not initiate travelling plans today.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Claire Danes: The American actor, who is known
for starring in films such as Romeo + Juliet,
Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines and TV series
Homeland, turns 40 today.

You are likely to enjoy good health as you
slowly turn into a fitness freak. Luck might
not be favourable on the monetary front.
Someone’s guidance on the academic
front is likely to hold you in good stead.
Stay away from travel plans. Managing a
property deal might leave you feeling
stressed.

Luck turns favourable on the monetary front.
A medicine you are taking might not suit
you. Despite having your fingers in many
pies on the professional front, you are
likely to give a good account of yourself.
You might not be very successful in
taking your romantic relationship to the
next level.

Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green
Pay attention to your health. Some bad news
awaits you on the professional front.
Sharpen your focus on the academic
front. Financial condition might improve.
Your romantic intentions will be fully
reciprocated by the one you admire. An
overseas travel plan is on the cards for
some.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: White
Your determination will keep you fit and
healthy. A new opportunity to make money
is likely to be seized by some. Sharing the
burden of a colleague at work will reap
its benefit soon. Stay away from driving
if you’re not authorised to drive. Do not
try to resolve property-related issues
today.

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Colour: Bottle Green

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

A medicine will help you get rid of your
ailment sooner than you expect. Things
don’t appear too easy on the financial
front. Be cautious about the pros and
cons of a romantic proposal before
giving the nod. A family youngster will
totally rely on you for career counselling.
Travelling will keep you in good company.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Rosy Brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Light Pink
Don’t neglect a medical problem that needs
attention. A new venture is likely to
become profitable, but not as expected.
You may have to face competition that
may affect business. If you are in love,
this is the time to take the next step. Go
out of your way to maintain a strong
relationship with someone in the family.

Health remains stable. Information sought by
you related to work might take time, but
will be done soon. A long-term
relationship that you want to take
towards the next level might get you
into trouble. Travelling might not be
possible for some. Property business will
suffer a setback too.

PISCES
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

You may need to bring the fun element back
into your life to remain healthy. Travelling
abroad with family is indicated for some.
Hiring experts to ease work will not be
that easy to at the professional front.
Personal issues will affect you on your
romantic front today. Be cautious on
property front today.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: White

Bill Watterson

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

MOVIES IN TRICITY
PICCADILY SQUARE:
CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:05AM
12:35PM 01:15PM 03:05PM
03:45PM 05:35PM 06:15PM
08:05PM 08:40PM 10:35PM
11:15 M
Kesari 10:25AM 05:45AM
Hellboy (A) Hindi 10:35AM 03:25
PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
12:55PM 11:05PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 08:35 M

MATHDOKU

CINEPOLIS TDI MALL
JAGAT: CHANDIGARH

DID YOU KNOW?
Aamir Khan was going to play the role of
Nitin in Delhi Belly (2001), but later opted
out as the role demanded a weight gain.
Kunaal Roy Kapur played the role eventually.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3053
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

GL IOO
AOVCL
EMOODD
AE RTHH
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION SUDOKU

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Igloo, vocal, doomed, hearth
ANSWER: Childhood is the sleep of reason. - Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

Juhi Chakraborty

‘I HAVE TO START
FROM SCRATCH’

Aamna Sharif is preparing to get
back to acting, after being away
from the industry for five years

W

Sangeeta Yadav
ast seen in the 2014 film Ek
Villain, actor Aamna
Sharif had taken a break
from acting to focus on her
family, especially her son,
Arain. Now, after a hiatus of
five years, she’s busy prepping
for her comeback. Having shot
to fame as Kashish in the TV
show Kahiin to Hoga, the actor
later did films such as Aloo
Chaat (2009) and Shakal Pe Mat
Ja (2011) which did not do well.
She opens up about her career
struggles and future plans.
Excerpts:

L

and easy, given that I
personally love to ride bicycles
and the balancing technique is
similar. So, it was easy, apart
from learning the
technicalities of operating the
bike.”
Panga is director Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s third film after
Nil Battey Sannata (2017) and
Bareilly Ki Barfi (2018). The
sports drama also stars actor
Kangana Ranaut. Both Richa
and Kangana took to kabaddi
training very seriously,
prompting the director to post
their training images on social
media.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

WhyisRicha
learninghowto
rideabike?
hen it comes to getting
into the skin of a
character, Richa
Chadha leaves no stone
unturned. The actor recently
underwent kabaddi training
from professional kabaddi
player, Sayali Nagwekar, for
her next film, Panga. And now
we hear that Richa is also
learning how to ride a bike as
part of her role’s requirement.
Richa could have easily
opted for a body double, but
she insisted on learning how to
ride the bike before the scenes.
Sharing her thoughts on
learning to ride a two-wheeler,
the actor says, “I had never
learnt how to ride bikes. So, it
was a fun challenge. My
character needs to adapt to
learn to ride a bike as it’s an
important part [of the
story].”
So, who helped Richa learn
how to ride the bike? “I took
help from production [crew]
and my personal driver, who
helped me learn the basics to
balance and learn the safest
way to ride a bike. It was quick

Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
12:00PM 02:45PM 05:30PM
08:15PM 10:10PM 11:00PM
Hellboy (A) English 10:00AM
03:20PM 08:15PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:20AM
04:25PM
Shazam! English 12:30PM
Kesari 01:20PM
Pet Sematary (A) English
06:00PM 10:55PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
07:25PM

PVR: ELANTE CHANDIGARH

____________ is the sleep of reason.
- Jean-Jacques Rousseau (9)

What prompted you to take a break
from acting?
Life is all about changing your
priorities at different stages of
life. From a very early age,
work had been my only
priority, so after my marriage
to Amit (Kapoor) in 2013, I
wanted to give some time to my
family. And then I got busy
with my son, Arain.
What kind of work are you looking
forward to in the next phase of
your career?
I’m ready to shift gears again to
get [back] into acting. For me,
it’s literally starting from
scratch all over again. So, I
need to strategise what to take
up next. Currently, I’m
listening to some scripts and

meeting people. It’s a good time
for actors as some really good
work is being done — be it
films, TV, or web. Everybody is
making great content and I
would love to play a strong and
challenging role.

Aamna Sharif
took a break
from acting to
focus on her
family,
especially her
son

Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
10:55AM 11:50AM 12:45PM
01:40PM 02:35PM 03:30PM
04:25PM 05:20PM 06:15PM
07:10PM 08:05PM 09:00PM
09:55PM 10:50PM 11:45PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:00AM
04:05PM 11:50PM
Hellboy (A) English 10:05AM
06:25PM 11:55PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
11:00AM
Paharganj (A) 11:20AM
Dumbo (3D) English 12:50PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
01:05PM 03:35PM
Albert Pinto Ko Gussa Kyun
Aata Hai? (A) 01:50PM 09:35PM
Kesari 01:50 PM 10:45PM
The Tashkent Files 03:55PM
09:30PM
Shazam! English 05:05PM
Five Feet Apart English 07:00PM
Free Solo English 07:10PM
Badla 08:05PM
Pet Sematary (A) English
09:10PM

PVR: ELANTE 4DX
CHANDIGARH
Pet Sematary (A) (4DX) English
10:00AM 06:10PM
Hellboy (A) (4DX) English
12:25PM 08:35PM
Shazam! (4DX) English 03:10PM
11:20PM

PVR: CENTRA, CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
11:00AM 12:15PM 01:45PM
03:00PM 04:30PM 05:45PM
07:15PM 08:30PM 10:00PM
11:15PM
Hellboy (A) Hindi 09:40AM
03:15PM 08:50PM 11:35PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:30AM 06:00PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
12:25PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 01:20PM
10:40PM
Kesari 04:25PM
Shazam! English 07:40PM

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Was it easy for you to make the
transition from TV to films?
Unlike TV, where I had a
mentor like (producer) Ekta
Kapoor, I had nobody to guide
me where films were
concerned. So, the transition
wasn’t easy. Having said that, I
owe my success to Ekta for
giving me my first TV show,
which made me a household
name. Till date, my character,
Kashish, is etched in people’s
minds. And [I’m also thankful
to Ekta] for casting me in my
last movie, Ek Villain. I was
fortunate that she had faith in
me.

WAVE: CITY EMPORIUM MALL
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
10:00AM 11:45AM 12:05PM
12:35PM 02:40PM 03:10PM
05:15PM 05:45PM 07:50PM
08:20PM 10:30PM 11:05PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
10:00AM 05:10PM 10:40PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 07:40 PM

PVR: CITY CENTRE
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:45AM
04:15PM 09:45PM
Hellboy (A) English 01:30PM
07:00PM

VR: PUNJAB, MOHALI

What struggles did you face in your
search for good work?
I was sitting at home for almost
two years (after Kahiin to
Hoga), because I wasn’t happy
with the kind of work I was
getting. I have been through a
financial crisis, too, and it left
me disheartened. There have
been times that I loved a project
but it didn’t materialise.
Considering the changing face of
cinema, do you think if you had
made your film debut now, you

would have been more successful?
I completely agree. Times have
changed, thanks to the digital
boom and social media. The
audience has become more
receptive towards any actor

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 1 Colour: Golden Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Turquoise

Financial gain will keep you in an upbeat
mood. Professionally, you will need to
tackle the most difficult tasks today. Love
life will not be that fulfilling. Someone in
the family will be in the mood to shower
favours on you. Buying a vehicle is on
the cards for some. A property deal may
be clinched by some at a bargain price.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Peach

CANCER
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Blue

Health will remain good today. You will take
care of an outstanding loan by repaying it.
An important project at work front will
keep you worried. Romantic intentions
are likely to fructify. Those staying out of
town will have some concern related to
family. Travel cards are not up to the
mark.

SUDOKU

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Health remains good. Avenues for earning
may dry up soon. Your success may become
talk of the town and bring you good luck.
Stifling existence on the marital front
may make you do something desperate.
Romance promises to bloom. Those in
the media or press are likely to face legal
hassles, if they are not careful.

who is talented. Discrimination
between actors from any
medium is a thing of the past.
So, I look forward to making
the most of the current
scenario.

Hellboy (A) English 09:00AM
02:50PM 05:35PM 08:20PM
11:05PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:00AM
09:50AM 10:40AM 11:45AM
12:35PM 01:25PM 02:30PM
03:20PM 05:15PM 06:05PM
06:55PM 08:00PM 08:50PM
10:45PM 11:35PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:00AM 03:05PM 08:35PM
11:25PM
Pet Sematary (A) English
9:20AM 02:40PM
08:05PM

Romeo Akbar Walter 10:45AM
04:45PM 10:55PM
The Tashkent Files 11:45AM
07:50PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
11:50AM
Kesari 11:50AM 09:40PM
Blackboard VS Whiteboard
01:50PM
Paharganj (A) 04:10PM
Shazam! English 05:05PM
10:30PM
Badla 05:55PM

VR PUNJAB (GOLD), MOHALI
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:15AM
11:15AM 01:00PM 02:00PM
03:45PM 04:45PM 06:30PM
07:30PM09:15PM 10:15PM

CINEPOLIS: BESTECH
SQUARE, MOHALI
Kesari 09:00AM 08:00PM
Hellboy (A) English 09:10AM
02:20PM 05:25PM 11:05PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
10:30AM 11:40AM 12:00PM
01:15PM 02:45PM 04:00PM
05:30PM 06:45PM 08:15PM
09:30PM 11:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:40AM 02:40PM 08:20PM
Guddiyan Patole Punjabi
11:55AM
Romeo Akbar Walter 12:15PM
11:05PM
Shazam! English 03:15PM
The Tashkent Files 05:00PM
08:05PM
Pet Sematary (A) English
06:05PM 11:05PM

CARNIVAL: PARAS
MALL, ZIRAKPUR
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:00AM
09:30AM 10:00AM 11:30AM
12:30PM 02:00PM 03:00PM
04:30PM 05:00PM 05:30PM
07:00PM 08:00PM 09:30PM
10:30PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
09:40AM 05:00PM
Paharganj (A) 12:00PM
Hellboy (A) Hindi 12:10PM
02:30PM 07:30PM 10:00PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 02:15PM
10:25PM
Kesari 07:30PM

FUN CINEMAS: REPUBLIC
MALL, CHANDIGARH
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:30AM
10:20AM 12:00PM 01:35PM
02:45PM 04:10PM 05:30PM
07:00PM 08:15PM 09:55PM
11:00PM
The Tashkent Files 10:10AM
01:05PM 06:50PM
Kesari 10:30AM 07:05PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 01:15PM
09:40PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
04:15PM
Shazam! Hindi 04:15PM 10:10PM

INOX: DHILLON
PLAZA, ZIRAKPUR
Hellboy (A) Hindi 09:20AM
02:35PM 08:10PM
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 09:20AM
10:00AM 12:00PM 12:45PM
02:40PM 03:30PM 05:25PM
06:15PM 08:10PM 09:00PM
10:00PM 10:55PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:05AM
07:00PM
Rabb Da Radio 2 Punjabi
11:55AM
Shazam! Hindi 01:05PM
Kesari 03:55PM 10:45PM
Madhuraraja Malayalam
05:10PM

INOX: NH22 MALL, AMRAVATI
ENCLAVE, PANCHKULA
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
11:05AM 12:30PM 01:30PM
03:00PM 04:00PM 05:35PM
06:30PM 08:10PM 09:00PM
10:45PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 10:35AM
04:15PM 10:00PM
Kesari 01:20PM 07:05PM

RAJHANS CINEMAS:
PANCHKULA
Manje Bistre 2 Punjabi 10:00AM
12:30PM 02:00PM 03:00PM
04:30PM 05:30PM 07:00PM
08:00PM 10:00PM
Pet Sematary (A) English
10:15AM 07:50PM
Romeo Akbar Walter 11:00AM
09:30PM
The Tashkent Files 12:15PM
Hellboy (A) English 03:00PM
10:15PM
Kesari 05:15PM
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Get ready for double dhamaal
in Manje Bistre 2

Zoya Akhtar feels audience tastes are changing

Gippy Grewal returns
with Manje Bistre 2
PHOTOS: HTCS

ippy Grewal-starrer
Manje Bistre 2 hits the
screens today. It’s worth
mentioning that the prequel,
Manje Bistre (2017), had
created a trend of movies
celebrating Punjabi weddings
and culture.
Actor Simi Chahal has
joined the star cast of the
sequel, made under Grewal’s
home production banner
Humble Motion Pictures. The
film comprises a stellar
Punjabi cast, including actors
Gurpreet Ghuggi, Karamjit
Anmol, BN Sharma, Sardar
Sohi, Raghavir Bid, Malkit
Roni, Rana Jung Bahadur,
Gurpreet Bhangu, Hobby
Dhaliwal, Harbi Sangha,
Banerinder Buni, Jaggi Singh
and Davinder Daman.
The film’s director Baljeet
Singh Deo has tried to portray
traditional customs and
culture of Punjabi families
residing in Canada. The
power packed dialogues
written by Naresh Kathuria
are sure to tickle your funny
bone and add an extra touch
of comedy. Gurmeet Singh,
Jassi Katial, and Soul Rockers
have composed the music for
Manje Bistre 2.
The movie has been shot in

G

Canada to attract audiences
across the globe, and help
them relate to the wedding
customs in Punjabi families.
The film’s story is based on
the relationship of a youth
and his grandfather. The
grandson wishes to get
married in Canada, where he
has been brought up, but his
grandfather expects a
traditional wedding in
Punjab.
The fun and action unfolds
when it is decided that the
wedding will take place in
Canada, according to Punjabi
rituals. In the movie,
producer Grewal and
co-producers Jaggi Singh and
King Randhawa are shown
collecting manje bistre in
Canada.
Grewal says, “I thought of
making this movie when I had
actually gone to Canada to
attend one of the Punjabi
wedding ceremonies. I was
highly impressed with the
way Punjabi traditions and
wedding customs are followed
there.”
He further adds, “The film
will entertain more audience
as, similar to the prequel, the
music will win their hearts.”

HTC

‘Screening web
series in theatres
will benefit both’
Sangeeta Yadav
ith the web series craze
on the rise, filmmakers
are now on an
experimentation spree, which
also includes director Zoya
Akhtar. She has teamed up
with other directors ever
since she decided to branch
out to the web platform for
her web film, Lust Stories
(2018) and the web recent
series, Made in Heaven. But
the director feels the trend
will not affect theatre release
as the content for the two are
completely different.
“We can’t compare films
with web series. Web is like a
visual book. You can watch it
anytime and we can create
content without the fear of
censorship. The ease is to dip
into the narrative as and
when you are free for it. You
can watch the film in one go
but when it comes to a web

W

Actor Gippy
Grewal in a still
from Manje
Bistre 2

HARBHAJANAHANDS-ON
FATHER,LOVESTOCHANGE
HINAYA’SNAPPIES:GEETA
Rishabh Suri

ne might wonder why we
didn’t see much of actor
Geeta Basra in films all
these years, but a whole lot of
other things were keeping her
busy— her marriage to
cricketer Harbhajan Singh,
and their two-and-a half-year
old daughter Hinaya. And add
to that lack of good offers.
After debuting with The
Train (2007), Geeta wasn’t seen
in any high-profile projects.
The reason she reveals is, “It
was a different time, when I
had entered the industry. It
was a very awkward time in
the industry for a girl.”
Asked if it was only in terms
of roles, she clarifies, “Cinema
has changed drastically in last
five years. The kind of films
made then were very different
from today. Scripts have more
scope for girls now. In my
time, you couldn’t date
someone, couldn’t even be
seen with a guy, forget being a
working mother! Today,
female actors are married,
have kids and still work. When
I had entered, it was a taboo. A
girl had to be available! (It was
thought) ‘How can she be
dating someone?’”
She further says that her
relationship with Harbhajan,
which initially started as a
friendship (and culminated
into marriage in 2015), was
blown out of proportions, and
hence, she had to lose out on
work. “The Train had
released, and I met Harbhajan.
After that, in the media,
straightaway the first story
came out… I was married off,
dates were out, locations of our
wedding were out. Things
became a little tough after
that. A lot of films went out of

O

my hand because they (makers
thought) I was getting
married. They thought a
married girl becomes
pregnant and then ‘what will
happen to our film?’ A wellknown female actor then had
got pregnant during her
movie, and that made things
harder,” says Geeta, who is
currently receiving offers for
web series, too.
When Geeta gave birth to
their daughter, Hinaya in 2016,
her entire life changed. The
happiness is evident in her
voice, “I am obsessed with
her. I love my time with her,
and love being a hands-on
mother. She’s the most
important part of our lives. I
haven’t left her a single day
since she’s been born. I don’t
want to miss out on anything.
That’s keeping me busy. I am
also getting our house done, as
we shifted from Punjab to
Mumbai.”
How is Harbhajan as a
father, we ask Geeta, and she
gushes, “He’s lovely! He’s a
hands-on father, who dotes on
his girl. I can’t say she’s a
‘daddy’s girl’ just yet.
Sometimes she misses him
when he’s not there. He loves
changing her nappies, playing
with her, watching films.
Whatever time he’s lost out on
while travelling, he makes up
for it.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Cinema has changed drastically in last five years. The
kind of films made then were very different from how
they are today. Scripts have more scope for girls now.
GEETA BASRA, ACTOR

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI

Geeta Basra
and husband
Harbhajan
Singh with
daughter
Hinaya
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
GEETABASRA

series, you can’t watch it in
two-and-a-half to three hours.
It is an hour-long show with
10-12 episodes,” says Zoya,
who is prepping for the second
season of Made in Heaven.
The 46-year-old director
feels special screenings of web
series in theatres are
beneficial for both, the web
series and the hall. “Now,
there are special theatrical
screenings in various cities,
which is a great way to get
those audiences who aren’t
hooked on to the web yet.
Special theatrical releases
give them the first glimpse of
the show and they can later
watch the rest of the episodes
at their own convenience. And
that is the reason why the
audience’s tastes are
changing. In terms of [the
cinema hall’s] business, it is
fascinating because footfalls
to the cinema hall have
increased,” Zoya says.

Ashwath Bhatt

‘I CAN PLAY
COMIC ROLES
AS WELL’
Sangeeta Yadav
ctor Ashwath Bhatt is
noted for playing
negative roles. Read
Haider and Raazi and most
recently, Kesari, where he
played Afghan invader, Gul
Badshah Khan. But the actor
feels, because of his
personality and looks, he has
often been offered similar
kinds of roles, and rues that
“breaking stereotype is the
biggest challenge in the
industry”. “Anurag Singh
(director of Kesari) told me
that intense parts are offered
to me, most of the times,
because of my eyes. He said,
‘Every director would like to
exploit your eyes and the
intensity it has on screen
without doing anything’,” he
says.
Coming from the theatre
background, Ashwath feels
that “when it comes to casting
for films, certain physicality
gets attached to it and people
do typecast you looking at
your looks and features or
what’s your acting
background”.
He adds, “I can play comic
roles as good as I’ve played
intense characters. People
from the industry have the
perception that since I’m from
the theatre, I would be the
best fit for intense roles only.
Theatre gives you grounding
and base. But it is about
people and how they look at
you.”

A

n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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NEVERASKED
ANYONEFOR
WORK:
ARSHAD
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It’s all about your
next Instagram
post: Vipul Roy

The actor talks about his busy
schedule, upcoming web series
Juhi Chakraborty
ooking at Arshad Warsi’s
career graph, one can
safely say he is one of the
most underrated actors in
Bollywood. And the actor
himself admits that he does
“get that a lot from people”,
however, he is quick to add that
he would rather be termed as
underrated as opposed to being
overrated.
“I would be really hurt if
someone called me overrated. I
haven’t got the opportunities to
do various things. It’s as simple
as that. But it’s fine. I still have
nothing to complain,” shares
the actor, who has starred in
Munna Bhai MBBS (2003),
Kabul Express (2006), Ishqiya
(2010) and Jolly LLB (2013).
Content with the films that
have come his way, he adds, “I
lead a good life. I don’t crib.
Films will keep happening and
the actor in me will never be
satisfied. I will keep on doing
exciting stuff.”
Asked if there has ever been
a time when he wanted a role so
bad that he went asking for it,
Arshad says, “I have never
asked anybody for work. I have
never called up anybody to give
me a film. I have never

L

auditioned in my life. I don’t
want to do that. I am actually
really fine.”
Arshad asserts he is so busy
that he doesn’t have time to go
look for more work. “I don’t
have dates. Also, after a point it
becomes a question of greed. I
can’t do that. I am exhausted,
already. I want to chill a bit,
spend time with my family and
go on vacations,” Arshad says.
And he sure is busy, as he
has a film, Pagalpanti, and a
web series coming out this
year. On what took him so long
to venture into the web space,
the actor elaborates, “I was
offered roles by everybody; all
big platforms. But I didn’t want
to do it as it takes up so much of
your time and effort, season
after season. Also, my movies
would have suffered. But then I
got Asura. It’s such a good
script and is so well-written.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

Vipul Roy feels
it’s rude to
flaunt your
privilege on
social media
unnecessarily
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIPULROY

Sangeeta
Yadav
ot one to
hide his
life from
his fans, actor Vipul
Roy is quite active on
social media and often
posts videos and pictures.
Calling it a “demand” of his
profession, Vipul feels that
for actors, social media is

N

Actor Arshad
Warsi was
last seen in
Total
Dhamaal

I don’t have dates. Also, after a point it becomes a
question of greed... I want to chill a bit, spend time with
my family and go on vacations.
ARSHAD WARSI ACTOR

hen we think about love,
subjects like mental
health and depression
don’t usually cross our minds,
but author Nikita Singh’s latest
book, The Reason Is You,
addresses issues such as
loss and mental health,
boundaries of conventional
relationships, second chances,
and lots more.
The book picks up from
where the story left off in her
previous book Every Time It
Rains, but even though it deals
with characters we’ve seen
before, it’s written from a
man’s point of view, “which
was an exciting avenue to

W

explore”, according to Nikita.
Revealing details about why
she chose to include mental
health related issues, she says,
“I write about human
relationships, and every
relationship has its own
complexities and obstacles. I
had been thinking about loss
and loneliness, which led to
depression, which led to this
book about a guy who’s in a
relationship with someone who
has faced a grave loss and is
having a hard time recovering
from it. As he tries to help her,
he realises just how serious her
condition is.”Many celebrities
have come out and spoken
about fighting depression. Did
that serve as an inspiration to

her? “Even though I didn’t
actively think of any celebrities
while writing this, but mental
health is a conversation that is
partially a result of them
speaking out about it. We all
have fought our battles, but
may be we don’t need to do that
alone anymore, because now,
people are listening, and
helping,” she says. When asked
if she is inspired by real-life
characters, Nikita says, “Even
though I don’t base characters
on specific people, I’m sure
people around me organically
get included in the pages. I’m
an observer; my brain retains
what I see — the way someone
speaks, body language,
reactions, facial attributes, etc.

n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

LiamPaynegavea‘wild’
auditionforSpielbergmovie

PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

‘Every relationship has its own complexities’
Sanchita Kalra

about connecting with fans
and promoting their work.
“It’s all about the next
Instagram post. What are you
going to post tomorrow ?
Where you are going, in the
flight or club or how you are
looking in your new attire?”
quips Vipul, best known for
his stint on the TV show, FIR.
This trend, he feels, has
been taken in a different way
by the non-celebs, who often
use social media platforms to
show off their luxurious life,
unconsciously making others
feel bad about themselves.
“Non-actors are using
social media more than actors
do. And our only intent is to
promote our work. But
somehow, social media has
become a rude platform to
flaunt what you can afford
but others might not be able
to. And this is making people
feel low and jealous, and they
later try to fake it in the
virtual world,” Vipul says.
The actor realised this
when his fiancee, Melis Atici,
opposed him from posting
about their relationship on
social media.
“She gets annoyed when I
ask her if I can post our
pictures. She says that we
don’t have to show off our
love to the world,” says Vipul,
adding that it was she who
made him realise that
“flaunting on social media
can be very misleading, and
you make people crave for
things”. So now, Vipul is of
the opinion that “memories
can be created privately also”
without posting on social
media.
“Keep it in your phone
instead of telling the world.
Giving others the feeling that
I can travel in business class
and you can’t is demeaning. If
you can’t make people happy,
don’t make them feel low by
showcasing what you can
afford but others can’t,” Vipul
signs off.

Says it was his first
audition and he
had put four tapes
in; then managed
to meet Steven

Liam Payne
PHOTO: FRAZER
HARRISON/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP

Jason Shah

JASON SHAH’S
CRICKET AFFAIR
CONTINUES

inger Liam Payne has said
his audition for filmmaker
Steven Spielberg’s West
Side Story remake was ‘wild’.
Speaking on a breakfast
show, Payne confirmed he had
thrown his hat in the ring for a
major part in the production,
reports mirror.co.uk. “The
first thing I ever auditioned
was for the remake of West
Side Story which is being
done by Steven Spielberg,”
said Payne.
Describing his meeting
with the acclaimed director,
Payne said: “It was a bit of a
cold room. It was like all
curtained off in like a big
warehouse type thing and he
just kind of rolled in and was
like ‘Liam!’ and I was like ‘this
is wild’. Like this is the
craziest thing I’ve ever
done in my life. But he was
super nice.”
Did he bag a role in the
upcoming movie musical?
Payne said: “No, I didn’t get
it, but I was in like the last five
people for it which I was quite
happy with because it was
difficult — it was a big part in
the film. Yeah and it was the
first audition I had ever done
and I put four tapes in and then
managed to get to meet Steven
Spielberg so it was pretty
IANS
amazing.”

S

Author Nikita Singh; (below) Her
recent book The Reason Is You
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SINGH_NIKITA
PH

Shreya Mukherjee
self-confessed cricket fan,
actor Jason Shah is
making sure to catch all
the IPL matches. In fact, not
many know that he used to
play cricket as a teenager.
“I played cricket in
Australia for a year when I
was 17. I completed A level
Community Coach
Accreditation Course from
Queensland Cricket. I never
wanted to play for the
Australian team. I always
wanted to play for India but I
couldn’t...,” says the Thugs of
Hindostan (2018) actor, who
had to quit playing the game
professionally.
However, he does not regret
the decision. “Sometimes life
takes you on different roads. I
had a desire to play but I found
it to be full of politics… My
father was also pressuring me
to join the family business.”
Ask him his favourite
cricketer and he names Virat
Kohli. The actor also reveals
that he is supporting Mumbai
Indians, this season.

A

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM
/ANKITA_
EARTHY

Milind, Ankita’s
Maldives trip
upermodel-actor
Milind Soman and
wife, Ankita
Konwar, who recently
visited the Maldives,
took to Instagram to
share glimpses of their

S

vacation. In their posts,
the fitness freaks were
seen running, hugging,
and staring into each
other’s eyes
passionately, leaving
people in awe.
IANS
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‘Six-pack abs
don’t mean you
can get away
without acting’

‘LAWS CAN’T
CHANGE WHO
YOU ARE’

Ruchika Garg

merican singer, actor and
LGBTQI+ activist Agnes
Moore — better known by
her stage name Peppermint —

A

became quite the headliner
after she made her debut on
Broadway with the musical
Head Over Heels, for she was
the first trans woman to
originate a principal role.
Talking about her stage
name, the drag queen recalls,
“In my college, my favourite
candy was peppermint and I
named myself after the sweet
[flavour], and it remained [with
me] ever since.”

07

“As an African-American
trans woman visiting India, I
want to say that we have come
from a very long legacy. Some
laws on paper will never
change who we are. Your
womanhood is never at stake
based on what someone else
thinks about you and tells you
about yourself. People can take
everything from you but that is
not going to change your
identity.”

Sangeeta Yadav
all it a fad or just
another prerequisite in
showbiz, most actors
today want to flaunt their
six-pack abs.
And they don’t mind
spending hours working out
in the gym for a chiselled
physique.
However, TV actor
Shakti Arora calls it an
“occupational hazard” for
any actor.
“I feel having six-pack abs
has become a qualification
to enter Bollywood. It’s no
longer about being a good
actor. The industry wants an
all-rounder who not only acts
well but can dance like a pro,
do stunts, look good onscreen
and has a body to die for,”
says Shakti.
Asserting that “acting still
remains the priority”, he says
one can’t get a role on the
basis of just good looks.
“You can’t get away
without acting. If you’re a
good actor and can get into the
skin of a character, you can
work on your body according
to the requirement of the
film,” he says.
Aspiring to work in films,
the actor shares he has never
built six-pack abs because he
doesn’t “believe in following
the trend” that he considers
unhealthy.
“I don’t want to follow
any crowd. Building sixpack abs is not healthy —
you need to go off salt, sugar
and carbs. It’s good for a while
and for the part you’re
playing.”
“But after that, any actor
that you’ve seen, they flush
out all the things they’ve been
taking. That’s why I don’t feel
like spoiling my body,” says
the actor, adding that “if a

C

Shakti Arora says he doesn’t
want to follow any crowd
project comes, I’ll mould
myself but only for the time
I’m on it.”
The actor also points out
that following intermittent
fasting has become a big
trend. “In this, you eat for
eight hours and fast for
16 hours.”
“To reduce the fat in my
body, and increase the muscle
mass, intermittent fasting
works best for me.”
“I do that three to four days
a week to maintain good
health,” shares Shakti,
confessing that he is a big
foodie and often have cheat
days to “eat fast food and
Indian cuisines”.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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‘DOINGATYPICAL
MOTHER’SROLEIS
BORING’

THROWBACK

Actor Himani Shivpuri feels length
of the role doesn’t matter as long
as it gives creative satisfaction

Sangeeta Yadav

Actor Himani
Shivpuri is
proud of her
unconventional
roles such as
that of a
prostitute in
Prem Granth
(1996)

Fun time, pool time

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/ZOIEAKHTAR

Filmmaker Zoya AKhtar shared this old fun
photo with friends, Abhishek Bachchan, Shweta
Nanda Bachchan and Srishti Behl Arya. She wrote, “70’s
Sunday #blastfromthepast #memorylane #floating
#pooltime #whenitwasbombay #whenitwasfilm
#happydays #oldfriendsgoldfriends #sunday #that70sshow
@shwetabachchan @srishtibehlarya @bachchan and me.”

QUOTE HANGER
IT HAS BECOME A
PRACTICE THAT
PEOPLE BUY
RIGHTS OF A
SONG FROM
AN OLD FILM.
THEY RE-RECORD
IT AND USE IT.
THIS IS NOT
FAIR.

I CAN’T JUST
TAKE OFF
AND SAY ‘OH! I
FEEL LIKE
DIRECTING
TODAY’. IT IS SO
MANY PEOPLE’S
HARD WORK ON
YOUR
SHOULDERS.

JAVED AKHTAR,
LYRICIST

SHEFALI SHAH,
ACTOR

Saif Ali Khan not playing
father in Sara Ali Khan’s next
ctor Saif Ali Khan has
confirmed that he won’t
be starring in actors Sara
Ali Khan and Kartik Aaryan’s
next film Aaj Kal, which is a
remake of director Imtiaz
Ali’s film Love Aaj Kal (2009).
In an interview with Pinkvilla,
Saif said, “I’d honestly
want to play every role
provided if it’s interesting
enough and if the time
permitted it. Though
Imtiaz was very kind to
offer me a part in the
sequel of Love Aaj Kal
but I haven’t signed
the film.”

A

Actor Saif Ali Khan

FREEZE FRAME

ctor Piyush Sahdev is
trying to start his life
afresh, and to do that he
has started with getting fitter.
And, for starters, Piyush has
lost a lot of weight and looks fit
as a fiddle. The actor shares
that he is ready to get back to
work and is currently deciding
on the offers he has at hand.
He is hopeful that 2019 will
be a good year, both
professionally and personally.
“I am focusing on my present
right now and looking forward
to a fruitful 2019 with a new,
better and fitter me,” he says.
Last year, he was in news for
his divorce battle with wife,
actor Akangsha Rawat, who
accused him of domestic
violence. Their divorce

A

proceedings are currently on.
He was also arrested on rape
charges by an aspiring actor
and later released on bail.
Talking about his latest look,
Piyush adds, “I am a person
who likes to keep on
experimenting with my look. I
remember, just before
Beyhadh, I was 108 kilos and
after transformation I came
down to 70 kilos.”
This time, he wants to
achieve a look that is neither
lean, nor very muscular. “I
wanted to keep a balance
between the two and have got
the result in 30 days. Currently,
am at 80kg and I have stopped
taking carbs, sugar and salt. I
have realised time and health
are two precious assets that we
don’t recognise and appreciate
until they have been depleted.

Rishabh Suri

INSTAGRAM/SHRADDHASRINATH

Soccer is on their mind
Actor Raveena Tandon Instagramed this photo with her
children Rasha and Ranbir and captioned it, “Wit da legends
#ManchesterUnited #oldtraffordstadium”.

Since my childhood I have a
habit of achieving things that I
wanted and this time also I
have proven myself. I
am happy with my six
pack abs,” he adds.
The actor says he
often gets
compliments for his
looks. “I really feel
good about it
because I know
how I have
groomed myself.
But when people
compliment me
for my work, I
feel really great. I
want that to
happen more often
now. Hopefully, my
work will get more
recognition,” he
concludes.

Despite working on its remake,
why Shraddha hasn’t watched Pink
Actor Shraddha Srinath
was recently seen in the
film, Milan Talkies PHOTO:

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/RAVEENATANDON

W

“Playing a mother’s role
repeatedly has been very
boring and honestly, I did not
enjoy doing some of them. She
just smiles in the background,
and there would be a scene
where the mother would take
out her kangan and give it to
her bahu,” Himani laughs.
However, she is quick to add
that there were some that stood
out. “I enjoyed doing comedy in
Biwi Number 1 (1999), or the
cameos in Anjaam (1994),
where I played one of the
inmates in the prison. I’m
proud of the fact that I did two
scenes in Vaastav: The Reality
(1999) and even Prem Granth
(1996), where I played a
prostitute,” says Himani,
adding, “The length of the role
doesn’t matter as long as it
gives creative satisfaction.”
Having done over 90 films
and 20 television soaps, in her
career spanning over three
decades, Himani feels blessed
to be “constantly working and
getting more work.”
n

I don’t see any difference
[in Hindi and South film
industries]. The only
one is that Bollywood
has incorporated a
corporate style of
working, with
management and talent
agent companies.
SHRADDHA SRINATH
ACTOR

ctor Shraddha Srinath,
who has worked in
Kannada and Tamil film
industries, recently made her
Bollywood debut with Milan
Talkies. She is currently
busy with the Tamil remake
of the 2016 Bollywood film,
Pink, in which she will be
reprising the role played
by Taapsee Pannu. Actor
Ajith will step in
Amitabh Bachchan’s
role, while Vidya Balan,
too, has a supporting
role in the film.
On how’s the film
panning out for
her, she says,

A

“It’s great. I am not allowed to
talk much about it, as it’s a
high-security film.”
But she surprises us when
we ask her if she’s seen the
Hindi original. “I haven’t. It
so happened that when the
film released, I was not in the
country. One month later, I
remember, it was playing on
television, and my parents
were watching it,” says the
actor.
“I heard something, came
out and saw the scene where
Taapsee’s character is
abducted and molested. It
disturbed me to no end. I just
said ‘I can’t watch this film’.
And now, this movie has come
to me. I am glad that I didn’t
watch the original,” adds
Shraddha.
And the reason for saying
this is a valid one. “I am very
well aware of how [good] the
performances were. I don’t
want it to influence me at any
level. So, I have stayed away
from it completely. But the
minute I finish shooting for
the film, I will watch it!,”
laughs the actor.
On whether she finds any
difference in the Hindi and
south film industry,
Shraddha says, “I don’t see
any difference. The only
one is that Bollywood has
incorporated a corporate
style of working, with
management and talent
agent companies. The
promotional tactics
are well researched.
The process of
making a film,
however, is the
same.”
n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Actor Adil
Hussain was
recently
seen in a
web series,
Delhi Crime
PHOTO: AMAL KS/
HT

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

Sangeeta Yadav

mock me by saying ‘arrey tu
toh kaala hai... how you will
act. Nobody will cast you’,”
Adil recalls.
He goes on to confess that
it was his girlfriend, who
complimented him for his
appearance. “I once had a
girlfriend in Assam in 1986,
who said, ‘you are TDH’ and
I was like, what’s that? She
said, ‘You are Tall, Dark and
Handsome’. I heard it for the
first time and took it as a
compliment,” he quips.
The actor, who has
worked in quite a few
international projects, too,
says the TDH concept got
copied when he went to New
York for work. “Every third
day, I would get a proposal
that ‘would you like to go out
with me’. I was like
‘hmmm... that is interesting.
This skin colour has some
value.’ It gave me more
confidence. Coming from a
small town, I was very
insecure about my
appearance and self-worth.
It took quite a while to feel
comfortable and relaxed,
looking at how people in the
metro cities perceive us.”

ho says actors with
darker complexion
can’t do lead roles in
films?” asks Adil Hussain.
The actor believes that the
film industry is breaking the
stereotype of considering
dark skinned actors the best
fit to play a cop, or a villain.
“Colour wise, yes people
did differentiate me, as well.
There is a tendency that
people with darker
complexion can play the
villain’s role the best. But
after seeing other actors
leading the scene, I think the
perception is changing and
it isn’t the case anymore,”
says Adil, who has played a
dozen of substantial roles in
films such as Life of Pi
(2012), Mukti Bhawan (2016),
English Vinglish (2012),
among others.
The actor reveals that
people in Assam, his home
town, used to discourage
him from pursuing acting
for being dark skinned.
“When I used to tell my
friends that I want to make a
career in acting, they used to

W

‘Don’t want past to shadow present’
Shreya Mukherjee

HAVE YOU HEARD?

hether it’s on TV or in
films, actor Himani
Shivpuri has happily
played the role of a
mother, a bua (father’s sister)
or a maami (mother’s sister-inlaw) on-screen. But that doesn’t
stop her from admitting that
playing similar roles on both
big and small screen has got
her typecast in the industry.
But at the same time, Himani
points out that 20 years ago,
being typecast was considered
a good thing.
“During that time, being
typecast was a sign of success.
When I started playing a bua, it
became a grand success but
then I started getting roles of
bua in every film, and I tried to
do each of them differently,
whether it was in Dilwale
Dulhania Le Jayenge (1995),
Pardes (1997) or Hero No. 1
(1997),” says Himani, adding,
she consciously selected those
roles, which had something
more to offer.
Having portrayed the role of
a mother several times
onscreen, Himani is of the
opinion that its character
sketch lacks creativity and is
often shown in the same light.

Adil was
told ‘arrey
tu toh
kaala hai...
how will
you act’

Actor Piyush Sahdev was
in news for his divorce
battle with wife, actor
Akangsha Rawat, last year

Actor Ridhi
Dogra PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM/
IRIDHIDOGRA

I decided not to put
other women down
and judge them: Ridhi
Sangeeta Yadav
mid all the TV
actors who
struggle to break
away from stereotypes
formed around their
characters, Ridhi
Dogra finds herself to
be lucky. The 33year-old feels that
playing strong and
challenging roles on
TV has been the
turning point in her
life, whether it was
Savitri in Savitri,
Priya in Maryada:
Lekin Kab Tak? or
Nisha in Woh
Apna Sa. “All these
characters have
shaken and stirred
something in me and
have taught me so much
in a very profound way,”
she says.
She shares being the
only woman working on
the sets of Savitri trained
her in many things. “The
action-packed scenes
were physically taxing. I
was expected to ride a
horse one day, sword
fight the next day and be
on the harness the third
day. I had to be almost like
a man and it used to take so
much courage to show up and
not keep taking breaks because
of headache or wrist or ankle
pain,” she recalls.
While Savitri taught her not
to let her gender affect her
profession, playing a negative

A

role in Woh Apna Sa “made me
question how can somebody do
what my character was doing.”
She recalls, “I did a scene
which shook me and I kept
thinking about it for two-three
days and felt for her. I delved
into her psyche and realised
that when a woman does not
get the breathing space to
speak her heart out, how
difficult life can be for her.
People considered that Nisha
[her character] is a negative
person, a witch, and by
showcasing that on TV, we
were stereotyping women.”
What left her shocked was
when people, who came to meet
her, said they had seen a person
like Nisha in real life. “I used to
feel like reaching out to those
women. You know there is
something inside them which is
wrong and needs nurturing
and healing. I feel every human
being operates on love, even if
it is a criminal or bad person.
When that doesn’t happen, we
respond like that [Nisha’s
character],” she says.
Ridhi further shares that it
was her character in Maryada:
Lekin Kab Tak?, which made
her empathetic towards
women. “That character
empowered all other women in
the show despite going through
her own problems. I actually
learnt this in real life. I became
very careful that I don’t put
women down and judge them.
All this has made me much
more stronger, confident aware
and self-assured,” Ridhi ends.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com
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Twinkle
Khanna

Rohit Shetty,
Akshay Kumar and
Ranveer Singh

ANEVENING
OF GLAMOURAND
RAZZMATAZZ

Shah Rukh Khan and Gauri Khan

Vicky
Kaushal

Katrina Kaif

The HT India’s Most Stylish 2019 was a
fashionable do that raised the bar
for the best of style and substance. Countdown
to the telecast on Star World has begun

Ekta Kapoor and Taapsee Pannu
he unforgettable
evening of
Hindustan Times
India’s Most
Stylish 201
2019 not only
had some o
of the biggest
names in B
Bollywood in
tendance
e, it also had
me elecctric
rform
mances in
re for the
diiences. The
gest style
g
ons of
nema,
levision,
shion, sports,
ssiness and media
ned up the heat as
n
y dazzled in their hot
ta
ars.
eld
d at The St Regis
mbai, the glamorous
m
ening sa
aw eminent
personalities including Shah
ukh
h Khan
n, Akshay Kumar,
nv
veer S
Singh, Anushka
arrma, Kareena Kapoor
an, Katrina Kaif,
a
aheeda Rehman, Karan
har, and former cricketer
apil Dev, among others,
alk the stylish black
rpet.
As the theme of the
ning was Razzmatazz,
n
ebrrities ensured to
eep ttheir glam game strong;
makin
ng it the most
emine
ent, wellattend
ded, stylish,
and gl
glittering

Sonakshi Sinha

T
Kareena Kapoor Khan and
Manish Malhotra

(Top) Waheeda Rehman with
Shah Rukh Khan; (above) Vijay
Deverakonda

Sunny Leone
Natasha Poonawalla

event. HT awarded the year’s
finest style icons in an event
that was more glamorous than
ever.
Talking about style and
fashion, Katrina admitted that
the most sensible style advice
she got was to “be authentic.
Don’t try to be someone else”.
She gave Ranveer Singh and
Sonam K Ahuja a huge thumbs
up for their style quotient.
Vicky revealed that he
considers Akshay Kumar as a
style icon and is “intimidated to
ask him for any tips”. Waheeda
Rehman felt, Sonam, Deepika
Padukone and Anushka
Sharma were the most stylish.
Diana Penty wore a gown
because she “loved the winged
shoulders”. She said, “Style is a
representation of your mood.”
Twinkle Khanna pulled
husband Akshay’s leg and said,
“He has more shoes than me,
almost 350. He has pants in
pink, lilac and yellow. And he
has 11 people to help him get
ready.”
Keeping the entertainment
quotient high, the evening saw
quite a few performances, too.
Ayushmann Khurrana
mesmerised everyone with his
voice and got the audience
grooving to hit numbers with
Ranveer Singh cheering him
on. He joined Ayushmann on
stage to shake a leg with
Akshay Kumar for company.
Hosts Radhika Apte and Vicky
Kaushal captivated the
audience with their
camaraderie and even grooved
to some retro tracks. Later, ace
designer Manish Malhotra’s
fashion show starred Kareena
Kapoor Khan as his showstopper.

Dimple
Kapadia

Radhika
Apte

Preity G Zinta and Karan Johar

HTC

Chunky Panday

Anushka Sharma

Poonam Dhillon
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WEATHER
Fri 12
Cloudy

Sat 13

Sun 14

Cloudy

Cloudy

Max

Max

Max

37°c

37°c

Min

Min

Min

36°c

22°c

21°c

Sunset
Friday at
6:47pm
Sunrise
Saturday at
5:59am

Humidity
Max: 75%
Min: 22%

22°c

12 STOLEN CARS SEIZED

QUEUE-MGMT
MOBILE APP
FOR POLLS

MOHALI POLICE BUST A THREE-MEMBER GANG OF VEHICLE
>>p2
LIFTERS HEADED BY A DELHI RESIDENT

THE CITY VOTERS WILL NOW BE
ABLE TO CHECK IN REAL TIME
THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE
STANDING IN QUEUES AT THE
>>p3
POLLING BOOTHS

ORGAN DONATION AT PGI

FOUR-YEAR-OLD HARDIK’S ORGANS GIVE A NEW LEASE OF
LIFE TO TWO TERMINALLY ILL KIDNEY PATIENTS AND HIS
CORNEAS WILL RESTORE VISION OF TWO OTHERS
>>p2

‘KOHLI IN
GREAT
FORM’

SPINNER KULDEEP YADAV SAYS VIRAT
HAS A DIFFERENT KIND OF HUNGER
WHEN HE PLAYS FOR INDIA
>>p6

Yesterday’s temp: Max 36.5°C Min 21.6°C

shortstories
AT 36.5°CELSIUS,
MERCURY STAYS
ABOVE NORMAL
CHANDIGARH:With cloudy
weather prevailing, the city
witnessed a slight dip in maximum temperature on Thursday.
The temperature fell to 36.5
degrees on Thursday from 37
degrees on Wednesday, 2 degrees
above normal. As per the India
Meteorological Department
(IMD), further rise is expected
over the weekend. The department officials said, “Maximum
temperature is expected to rise in
coming days as cloudy weather
conditions are likely to end soon.
However, maximum temperature
is unlikely to cross 40 degrees at
least for the next few days.” HTC

Man arrested for
assaulting traffic cop
CHANDIGARH:A man was booked
for assaulting a traffic cop on
Thursday night. As per police,
sub-inspector (SI) Ranjit Singh,
was at a naka in Sector 34, when a
man got into an argument with
him over challaning a vehicle. The
man allegedly slapped the cop
and also tore a few pages from
the challan book. The accused was
booked under relevant sections of
HTC
the IPC and arrested.

Father,songet4-yearjailinroadragecase
2015 ASSAULT Victim driver, 43-year-old Vijay, had died of heart attack about four hours after being beaten up by the accused in Mauli Jagran
HT Correspondent
n

CHANDIGARH: A local court

awarded four-year-imprisonment to a man and his son in a
road rage case of 2015, in which
they beat up a driver and the
latter died of heart attack later
during the day.
The court of additional district and sessions judge convicted the two under Section 304
(Punishment for culpable homicide not amounting to murder)
and 34 (Acts done by several persons in furtherance of common

MOHALI:Even though for the
Category-II (CAT-II), facility
lights have been installed on
the runway at the Chandigarh
International Airport, but the
instrument landing system (ILS)
for the same is yet to be installed
and will take another three
months.
››P3

debate of
the week
EVERY DROP
COUNTS

WHAT CAN
CITIZENS DO TO
SAVE WATER?
Fines have been imposed in
Mohali and GMADA areas to
prevent wastage of water
from May to June this year.
What innovative solutions
can citizens adopt to save
water?
Send in your inputs in not
more than 150 words to
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com by April 12.

intention) of the Indian Penal
Code.
A fine of ₹2,000 each has also
been imposed on the convicts —
Rony Sharma and his father
Sanjeev Sharma — residents of
Panchkula. While Rony was an
MBA student, his father runs a
shop. The victim in the case was
Rohtash.
The complainant in the case
is Vijay Kumar, 43, of Sector 15,
Panchkula, whose car victim
Rohtash was driving on July 14,
2015, the day of the incident.
In the police complaint, Vijay
said on the said day, he was

WHAT HAPPENED ON JULY 14, 2015
n Vijay Kumar was thrashed by

convicts Sanjeev Kumar and
his son Rony after an argument.
n Vijay complained of chest
going to Sector 33 in his car
being driven by driver Rohtash,
a resident of Indira Colony.
When they reached Nirankari
Bhawan, Mauli Jagran, a Tata
Safari overtook them and the
occupants started calling them

pain when he was at a police
post. He was dropped home.
n After about two hours, he
suffered a heart attack and
died.
names. The occupants were
identified as Sanjeev Sharma,
who was driving the car, and his
son Rony Sharma.
When driver Rohtash confronted them, the two stopped
the vehicle in front of their car

At 15 in 25 days, snatching
incidents go unabated in city

and pulled the driver out. The
duo started beating Rohtash and
hit him hard on the head and
chest.
At around 10:30am, Sanjeev
Sharma lodged a police complaint against Vijay. The two
sides reached a compromise,
though Vijay later stated in the
court that the compromise was
done under police pressure.
At 11:30am, while they were
at the police post, Rohtash complained of severe pain in head
and chest and requested Vijay to
drop him home.
At 1:30pm, Vijay got a call

from Rohtash’s home that he
has died. They immediately
rushed him to General Hospital,
Sector 6, Panchkula, where he
was declared brought dead. The
cause of death came out to be
heart attack.
The next day, on July 15, 2015,
Vijay lodged a police complaint
and Sanjeev and Rony were
booked under Section 302
(Punishment for murder), 304
(Punishment for culpable
homicide not amounting to
murder) and Section 3 (2) (5) of
the SC/ST Act.
Satbir Singh Walia, the coun-

36-year-old man
shoots self in
Dadumajra, dies

Water wastage: MC
to start issuing
challans from Apr 15

HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
n

CAT-II system installation
to take three months

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

HT Correspondent
CHANDIGARH: A-36-year old man

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:Snatchers are on the

prowl in city as 15 incidents have
been reported in the last about 25
days. There is no slowdown in
the snatching cases despite
arrests being made by the police.
As per police records, eight
snatchings were reported
between April 1 and 9. Of these
three took place in the jurisdiction of Sector 39 police station,
and one each in Sector 34, Manimajra, Sectors 19, 26 and 49.
From March 16 to March 31,
seven incidents of snatching
were reported. Of which, three
incidents were reported in Sector 34 police station area and one
each in Maloya, Sector 36 and
Sarangpur.
Police on Thursday arrested
sevenpeople andclaimed tohave
solved multiple snatching cases.
They are all first-timers and
drug addicts, police said.
On Wednesday, Sector 17
police arrested two persons for
their alleged involvement in the
snatching that took place in Sector 22-C. The accused have been
identified as Vijay Kumar alias
Rahul (18) and Sohaib Malik,19,
both school dropouts and are
drug addicts, police sad.

sel for the complainant, argued
that Rohtash died because he
was beaten up mercilessly by
the two. He gave a timeline, how
at 9:30 am the incident happened
and at 11:30 am he complained of
chest pain and at 1:30 pm he
died.
On the other hand, the
defence counsel argued that
Rohtash was not even present at
the time of incident and he was a
heart patient.
After hearing the arguments,
the court held Sanjeev and Rony
guilty and awarded them 4-year
jail.

n

The seven accused in Chandigarh Police’s custody outside the senior superintendent of police’s office in
Sector 9, on Thursday.
KESHAV SINGH/HT

›

In the first quarter this year, the number of
snatchings is 36 in comparison to last year’s 76.
Twenty cases, including one old case, were cracked.
NILAMBARI JAGADALE, Senior superintendent of police

Snatching incidents that
occurred on March 9 and April 4
in Sector 37 and Sector 40,
respectively, were also cracked
by the police with the arrest of
Kamaljit Singh,30, of Kot Karor

village in Ferozepur; and
Deepak Dass,26, a civil engineering diploma holder.
With regard to the snatching
that took place on April 10 in Sector 45, police claimed to have

cracked the case with the arrest
of Prince Kumar, Annue Imran,
and Mukesh. Police claimed that
the accused youths were
addicted to drugs.
Senior superintendent of
police(SSP) Nilambari Jagadale
said, "In the first quarter, the
numberthis year is36in comparison to 76 of last year. Twenty
cases, including one old case,
were cracked.” She said out of
the 25 mobiles snatched, 19 have
been recovered.

committed suicide by shooting
himself in chest at his residence
in Dadumajra, here on Thursday, police said.
The deceased has been identified as Ravi Sonkar.
Police said Ravi, who worked
at a meat shop in the Maloya
market area, allegedly shot himself with a country-made pistol,
that he had brought during his
recent visit to his sister's house
in Meerut. He was taken to PGI,
where he died.
Investigating officials privy to
the matter said, "Preliminary
probe reveals that Ravi was
going through a marital discord
after his wife, Rajni, 34, came to
know about his extra-marital
affair." Rajni, 34, was planning to
divorce him, the police said, following which he took the
extreme step.
Police added that the incident
took place when Ravi’s wife was
in the washroom. She had come
to her parents-in-law’s house on
Thursday. So far, the police have
ruled out foul play and they
haven't found any suicide note
fromthehouse.He is survivedby
a daughter and a son.Maloya
police have initiated inquest proceedings.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Municipal Corpora-

tion on Thursday issued a public
notice saying that it will start
issuing challans for water wastage from April 15. As per the
notice, the watering of lawns,
washing of courtyards and
washing of vehicles etc. is prohibited from April 15 to June 30
(see box). Violation will attract a
fine of ₹2,000, which will be
recovered through regular
water bills. Materials like
booster pump, hosepipe etc. used
by the defaulter shall be confiscated.
If the consumer is found violating the norm for the second
time, the water connection
will be disconnected without
notice. Officials say they have
constituted ward wise teams
which will start the drive and
issue on-the-spot challans to the
violators.

CRIME...
n Washing of vehicles and

Court Yards
n Watering of lawns
n Wastage or misuse of water

through any other reason
n Overflow from overhead/

underground water tanks
n Leakage from water meter

chamber
n Leakage and overflow from

desert cooler
n Use of booster pump

attached to water supply
line
n Wastage of water due to

bib taps

...PUNISHMENT
n Fine ₹2,000 for first

violation
n Consumer will lose water

connection for second
violation

mustread
NO FINAL SAY ON PENDING APPEALS: HC
CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and Haryana HC has restrained adviser to UT
administrator from passing a final order on the appeals pending before
him by the firms accused of evading VAT, among others.
››P2

Election dept gets schools, hospitals Mixed bag for villages adopted by Kher
and banks to spread the message
R E A L I T Y C H EC K : S A A N S A D A DA RS H G R A M YO JA N A

Munieshwer A Sagar
n

election
2019

BATTLEFIELD UT
Vivek Gupta
n

vivek.gupta@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH:Parentsofchildrenin

schools are signing sankalp patras, pledging to vote, banks are
putting up posters and hospitals
have been roped in to hand out
OPD cards urging people to cast
the ballot.
This year the election department is going flat out to get the
urban voters all enthusiastic
abouttheLokSabhaelectionson
May19,followingtheirlacklustre
response in 2014, when villages
andcolonies led the charge to get
the city to register a high 73.7%
voter turnout.
Itwasapoorshowinthenorthern sectors with just a 70% turnoutinthelastparliamentaryelections even as the densely populated southern sectors showed a
slight improvement of 73%.
This is why select urban areas
with almost 65% of the constituency votes are being selectively
targeted this time by the election
department,withspecialfocuson
private schools, information
technology companies, eateries,
malls, traders, banks, and other
platforms to persuade people to
exercise their franchise on
May 19.

COLONIES, VILLAGES
PERFORM WELL
Datarevealsthatcoloniesandvillages have traditionally had a
higher turnout. For instance,
Indira Colony, Maloya, Vikas
Nagar and Kaimbwala village
recorded a turnout of above 80%
inthe2014elections,muchhigher
than sectors 10, 11, 14, 18 and
other parts of the city. The Ram
Darbar colony area with more
than 20,000 votes too recorded
almost 80% turnout in the last
elections
TARGETING A TURNOUT
OF MORE THAN 80%: DC
Theadministrationistargetinga
turnout of over 80% overall,
reveals Mandip Brar, deputy
commissioner. “From the way
our awareness campaigns are
shaping up, we hope to achieve
the target.”
There’s been a good response
from the pledge programme in
schools, Brar claims, with studentsbeingaskedtogetasanklap
patra signed by their parents
pledging to vote on polling day.
Working classes are also being
targeted, with IT companies
starting awareness drives in
theirofficesandbanksputtingup
posters in their branches.
Popularrestaurantsinthecity
willalsogivediscountsonpolling
day, he said.
Outpatientdepartment(OPD)
cards were being handed out at
GovernmentMedicalCollegeand
Hospital, Sector 32 and Govern-

Voting trend and turnout
Figures show that residents of periphery areas of the
city take more interest in the democratic process
AREAS WITH LOW VOTER TURNOUT IN 2014
Sector 23
Sector 26
Sector 37
Sector 42
Sector 43

Registered votes
7,750
4,280
10,650
3,850
4,810

Polled
4,900
2,300
6,875
2,510
3,200

%
63
54
64
65
66

8,300
7,550
9,400
1,750

85
84
82
81

AREAS WITH HIGH TURNOUT IN 2014
Indira colony
Vikas Nagar
Maloya colony
Kaimbwala

9,800
9,000
11,400
2,150

HOW RESIDENTS VOTED
Total Voters

1967

76,232

1999

5,85,006

2004

5,27,684

2009

5,25,437

2014

6,15,205

Voter turnout (%)

ment Multi Specialty Hospital ,
Sector16 , with voting related
messages, Brar added.
Accordingtothepreviouselection records in Chandigarh, the
highest voter turnout was registered in 2014 since the city first
wenttopollsin1967. Brarsaidhe
was hopeful of the momentum
continuing this time too.

munieshwer.sagar@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Itwasamixedbagfor

65
48
51
65
74
RATIONALISING BOOTHS
Ascomparedto519votingbooths
set up across the constituency in
2014, about 600 will be set up
this time even though a steep
increase in the number of total
registered voters has not been
registered.
This has been done for voter
convenience, Brar says.

the three villages — Sarangpur,
RaipurKalanandMakhanmajra
— adopted by city MP Kirron
Kher under the Saansad Adarsh
Gram Yojana (SAGY) when it
comes to delivery of promises
made by her.
Ofthe18worksrecommended
inSarangpur,14werecompleted,
while only one work was completed out of 18 in Raipur Kalan
and Makhanmajra.
KUDOS FROM
SARANGPUR
“We have gained a lot in the last
five years after the MP adopted
thevillage.Shehasbeenaregular
visitor to the village. Most of the
civic and infrastructural works
thatweaskedforhavebeencompleted,” said Sadhu Singh, 80,
two-timesarpanchoftheSarangpur gram panchayat.
Sarangpur, which has nearly
60% Jat population was adopted
by Kher in November 2014.
Accordingtoinformationwith
the district administration,
works completed in village
include a community centre, a
veterinary hospital, a sports stadium, toilet blocks, bus queue
shelters, pucca streets, LED
streetlights and upgrade of civil
dispensary.
Indra Sharma, 58, a local resident and a daily needs store
owner, said, “In all these years,
nobody cared for the village but
Kirron Kher delivered.”

n

A street in Raipur Kalan strewn with filth, and (below) a stadium at Sarangpur village that came up after
it was adopted by MP Kirron Kher under the Saansad Adarsh Gram Yojana.
HT PHOTOS

RAIPUR KALAN,
MAKHANMAJRA
GET RAW DEAL
RaipurKalanandMakhanmajra,
which have a joint panchayat,
were adopted by the MP on September28,2016.Onlyrepairofthe
streets in Makhanmajra has so
far been completed. Four works
havebeendroppedandtherest13
works are yet to be executed.
Raipur Kalan has a mix of
Saini and Jat population, while
MakhanmajrahasJatsinmajority.Boththevillageshavealarge
migrant population as well.
“Itisfarfrombeingamodelvillageastheroadsarebroken,open
drains, clogged sewerage, and
flies all around. We were promised a lot but nothing much has
beendelivered,”saidRamSingh,
65,ex-sarpanchofthevillage.The

villagers were promised proper
sewerage , drinking water line,
communitycentre,park,garbage
collectioncentre,dispensary,etc.
Residents complain that the
MP didn’t visit the village often,
and it was hard to meet her . “We
saw her in the village only four
times.Weoncewenttoherhouse
butcouldn’tmeether,”saidGur-

deep Singh, 38, an ex-sarpanch.
Ex-panchRajwinderSingh,43,
said, “Kher would ask the officials to initiate work but she
couldn’tmakethemdeliver.Also,
village leaders align more with
BJP president Sanjay Tandon.”
MP Kirron Kher couldn’t be
contacted despite repeated
attempts.
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shortstories
MAN’S BODY
RECOVERED
FROM FIELDS
MOHALI: A body of an unidentified man was recovered from
fields in Toffanpur village in Lalru,
here on Thursday. The body, with
‘Anil’ tattooed in Hindi on its right
arm, was spotted by a labourer at
9:30am. The police suspected
murder as marks similar to those
inflicted by stones or bricks were
found on the body. The body has
been kept in a mortuary of civil
hospital in Dera Bassi and further
action will be taken after identifiHTC
cation of the victim.

Four held in gambling case
CHANDIGARH: Four people were
arrested for gambling in Sector 22,
on Wednesday night, but were
later bailed out. Police said the
accused were nabbed from a park,
located at the backside of the
Shastri Market at Sector 22. The
arrested accused were identified
as Ricky, 30, of Sector 38, and
Monu, 29, Raman, 20, and Rahul of
Sector 25. Police said a total of
₹12,500 was recovered from their
HTC
possession.

One held for growing poppy
NANGAL: A man was arrested for
allegedly cultivating poppy in
Swamipur village near here on
Thursday. Nangal station house
officer (SHO) Sumit Mor said the
police had received a tip-off that
Sukhbir Singh of Swamipur village
was involved in preparing opium
out of poppy. A raid was conducted and police found Sukhbir
had used majority of the plants to
prepare opium, Mor said. The
police uprooted the remaining
plants and arrested him under
Sections 15, 18, 27, 61, 85 of the
Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic
HTC
Substances (NDPS) Act.

2 trapped in apartment lift
for 40 min in Sector 88
MOHALI : A 62-year-old private
consultant Bharat Bhushan and
his friend were trapped in a lift on
Thursday for around 40 minutes
at Purab Apartments in Sector 88.
The incident took place at 4:20pm
when Bhushan and his friend took
the lift from the 14th floor to the
ground floor, but got stuck on the
11th floor. The duo was rescued
after they pressed the hooter and
called the local residents. Bharat
Bhushan said it was not for the
first time that lift had stuck. HTC

One killed, one hurt in
truck-bike collision
AMBALA : A man was crushed to
death and his nephew was injured
after a truck collided with their
bike near Shahzadpur T-point,
around 40 km from the district
headquarters late Wednesday,
police said. The deceased was
identified as Rohtash Singh, 42,
and his nephew Sandeep Kumar
of Kurukshetra. Police said, “A
truck rammed into Rohtash’s bike
and he died on the spot. Sandeep
received injuries and was rushed
to health centre where his
condition is said to be normal.” A
case under Sections 279 ,337 and
304-A of the IPC was registered
HTC
against the truck driver.

MOHALI : The Mercedes Benz car
stolen from Phase-5 market on
Wednesday was recovered from
the market of Phase 7, Mohali.
Karanavir Brar of Muktsar,
resident of Sector 70, had lodged
a compliant that his Mercedes
car parked for about 30 minutes
in the parking of Phase-5 market
in Mohali was stolen on Wednesday.
Brar told the police that he
had parked the vehicle in the
parking near a juice stall and left
with his friend in his car and
when he returned after 30 minutes, his vehicle was missing.
“The keyless Mercedes Benz
car was recovered from a market
of Phase 7 on Wednesday night,”
Mohali SSP HS Bhullar said.
Police have not found any
CCTV cameras capturing the
vehicle as the areas where the
vehicle was parked did not have
cameras.
“There are cameras installed
in all shops of Phase 5 and Phase
7 markets but these cameras
only cover the entry and the
front of the shops. We are now
holding a meeting with market
association heads, MC councillors to ensure that all parking
areas have CCTV surveillance,”
ASP Ashwani Gotyal said.
A case was registered under
Section 379 (theft) of the Indian
Penal Code (IPC).
HTC
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VAT E VA S I O N S C A M

ON A HIGH NOTE

Do not decide on pending
appeals: HC to UT adviser
RESTRAINT Says it appears VAT tribunal sans judicial member is against SC’s mandate
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Punjab and Haryana high court has restrained
adviser to UT administrator from
passing a final order on the
appeals pending before him by
the firms accused of evading
Value Added Tax (VAT) and
other related petitions.
The high court bench of justice
Jaswant Singh and justice AK
Tyagi also directed that no coercive steps be taken to recover the
alleged dues from M/s Ind Swift
Limited, Chandigarh, a pharmaceutical firm, which was the petitioner before the court.
The VAT evasion scam had
rocked the city’s excise department in August 2018. A probe by
the vigilance department had
found out that at least 900 companies had not paid VAT and statu-

tory dues to the tune of ₹593 crore
to the excise department since
2011. The petitioner firm is
accused of evading tax of ₹66
crore.
The firm said that the administration is bound to appoint a judicial member in the VAT tribunal
because it is a quasi judicial
authority, but has instead
appointed its adviser as the sole
member/chairman to decide on
appeals. There are 30 appeals
pending before the tribunal.
COURT ON UT’S STANCE
While the UT’s counsel, Ajay
Jagga, had submitted that the
constitution of the tribunal with
more than one member was not
required, the court observed that
the adviser is an IAS officer who
may be a good administrator but
cannot be inferred to be totally
independent, impartial and good

COURT SAYS ADVISER
CANNOT BE VIEWED AS
INDEPENDENT AND
IMPARTIAL WHEN HE IS
OVERALL IN-CHARGE OF
AFFAIRS OF UT
adjudicator.
“Adjudication of appeals
under Punjab VAT Act does not
involve any technical specialisation and it is further needed to be
examined whether the adviser
has any expertise in taxation matters, warranting his appointment
without a judicial member,” said
the court.
“The Supreme Court has deprecated appointment of sole technical member whereas the
respondent administrator has
appointed its adviser as chair-

man of tribunal without a judicial
member,” it added.
The bench further said that
adviser is performing part-time
duty of chairman of the tribunal
and full-time job of adviser, and
being a functionary of the administration, his appointment
clearly amounts to transfer of
judicial function to executive,
which is not permissible.
“This court cannot doubt the
integrity or administrative ability of the adviser but he cannot be
expected or viewed to be independent and impartial when he is
overall in-charge of affairs of the
UT,” the court said, adding that
the prima facie it is of the opinion
that appointment of adviser as
chairman, without a judicial
member, is against the mandate
of the Supreme Court. The court
has sought a response from the
administration by May 20.

HC notice to Punjab over plea to
Mauli Jagran man
make Mohali ISBT fully operational gets 10-yr RI in
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH:The Punjab and Har-

yana high court on Thursday put
Punjab government on notice
over a public interest litigation
seeking directions to make the
new bus terminal in Phase 6,
Mohali, fully operational.
The public interest litigation
(PIL), filed by Ram Kumar, a resident of Mohali, also seeks directions to the state to ensure that
buses ply from the terminal and
do not stop at the Phase 6 bus
shelter opposite the civil hospital. The state has to submit its
reply by July 25.
The new terminal project,
called busopolis, has a bus terminal along with commercial centre with a hotel yet to be completed, more than nine years
after the work began and seven
years after its first deadline.
A Delhi-based company, C&C
Constructions, was given the

project contract under the public-private partnership (PPP)
mode and the work was initiated
in April 2009 with an understanding that the project will be
completed by 2011. Though the
terminal was made operational
in 2016, the project is far from
over.
The petitioner told the court
that the government had spent
around ₹500 crore in construction of the terminal named after
Baba Banda Singh Bahadur, a
great warrior in Punjab Sikh history. However, the terminal is
yet to be made fully functional
due to which the general public
was facing a lot of problems.
It was claimed in 2016 that 2000
buses would ply from the terminal everyday, but it remained a
piped dream. It was to have buses
to Himachal Pradesh, Jammu
and Kashmir and Delhi, but very
few buses ply from the terminal.
The buses, which start from Sector 43, Chandigarh, towards

4-year-old’s organs
give new lease of life
to two at PGIMER

Punjab, stop at the Phase 6 bus
stop in front of the civil hospital
and do not even enter the new
terminal. Private as well as Punjab Roadways buses still operate
from the old bus stand in Phase 8,
despite the fact that it had been
closed for operation.
“Due to such illegal practice,
the new bus terminal has not
become fully operational, resulting in huge traffic jams at the
Phase 6 light point, especially
during peak hours. Neither the
state transport department nor
the traffic police act against
these buses,” the court was told.
The petition also said that the
condition of the new terminal
was deteriorating day-by-day
and some of the windowpanes
were also broken.The terminal
wore a deserted look as buses do
not stop or operate from here and
even the power departement has
snapped the electricity connection to the terminal, the petition
adds.

Man flees from fuel
station without
payment, booked

CHANDIGARH : Days ahead of his
fifth birthday, four-year-old
Hardik Jain from Karnal (Haryana) died, but gifted life to two
terminally ill kidney failure
patients, and his organs will help
restore vision of two others.
On April 1, Hardik during
playing rolled over from the balcony of the second floor of his
house and became unconscious.
He was taken to a nearby private hospital in Karnal from
where he was referred to the
Postgraduate Institute of Medical Education and Research
(PGIMER). However, as his condition was extremely poor, Hardik’s ten days’ long struggle with
life came to an end as he succumbed to his head injury and
was declared brain dead on
Wednesday night following the
protocols of Transplantation of
Human Organs Act (THOA).
“As per regulations, two confirmatory tests with a gap of 12
hours were conducted, after
which we counselled the family
about the possibility of organ
donation. The family, being
aware about the concept, agreed
to it,” said Navdeep Bansal,
transplant coordinator on duty
at the PGIMER.

Mohali Press Club
appoints new
office-bearers

n

Corneas harvested from
Hardik will also be used to
restore sight of two patients. HT

“It was a quite a tough call, but
if someone had come to us at that
moment and said there was an
organ that could save Hardik, we
would have jumped at the
chance. So, we thought of saving
someone else the pain and agony
of losing their child and went
ahead with the decision. It is
comforting to know that someone got a chance to live because
of my dear son,” said Hardik’s
father Nitin Jain.
ROTTO PGIMER nodal officer
Vipin Koushal said,“ For any
family, this is a heart-wrenching
loss. But families like that of
Hardik who have the heart to
make an offer in the most tragic
moments of their life definitely
instil a sense of confidence
and provide a ray of hope to the
ever increasing waitlisted recipients.”

CHANDIGARH : A local court on
Thursday sentenced a Mauli
Jagran man to 10-year rigorous
imprisonment (RI) in a drugs
case of 2017. The court of additional district and sessions judge
also imposed a fine of ₹1 lakh on
Raju, 40. In case of defaulting on
payment of the fine, he will have
to be in jail for another six
months.
The matter dates back to
November 11, 2017, when Raju
was booked under Section 22 of
the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act.
As per the police, Raju was
apprehended by a patrolling
team near Sector 51B with a
handbag containing 20 injections of buprenorphine (2ml
each) and 20 injections of pheniramine (10ml each). He was
arrested and a case was registered at the Sector-49 police station.

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

has been booked for cheating
after he fled from a fuel station
without making payment in
Chandimandir on Wednesday.
Complainant
Parveen Kumar, 26, resident of
Tandwali village, said he works
as a sales manager at Eco Service Station on Khangesra Road,
Mattanwala in Ramgarh.
He told police that he was on
his duty when a Skoda Superb
car came to get diesel filled at
around 1.35am on Monday.
“I filled diesel worth ₹2,250 in
his car. He gave me his debit
card for the payment,” he said.
“I went inside the office with
his debit card to get the card
swiping machine. In the meantime, the man fled from the petrol pump,” he told the police.
COMPLAINANT
PROVIDES CCTV
FOOTAGE
Sub-inspector (SI) Sushil
Kumar said the complainant
has provided a footage of a
close-circuit television (CCTV)
camera installed at the petrol
pump.
A has been registered under
Sections 406 (criminal breach of
trust) and 420 (cheating) of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC).

n

Sufi singers Onkar Walia and Gurjant Handa performing at the 257th monthly baithak
programme at Pracheen Kala Kendra in Sector 35, Chandigarh, on Thursday.

Not replacing faulty oven
costs P’kula store, firm dear
HT Correspondent
n

ever stated that there was any
manufacturing defect in the
oven. On the other hand as no
one appeared on behalf of the
electronics company despite
notice, the firm was proceeded
ex parte.

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA : The district consumer disputes redressal forum
has penalised a crockery store
and an electronics company for
not replacing a defective microwave oven of a Panchkula resident.
The forum has directed New
Jindal Crockery House, Sector
10, Panchkula, and Morphy
Richards through Bajaj Electronics Limited, to replace the
microwave oven with a new one
or else refund ₹8,990 to complainant Sarika Dhingra, a resident of
Sector 17, Panchkula. The forum
has also directed them to pay
₹3,000 on account of mental
agony, harassment and litigation charges borne by Dhingra.
The matter dates back to
December 9, 2017, when Dhingra
had purchased a microwave
oven of Morphy Richards company from the crockery store at
₹8,990. However, within three
days of the purchase, the oven
stopped functioning, following
which she visited the store. A
mechanic of the store checked
the oven and found that there

n

Sector 10 store and Morphy
Richards told to replace oven or
refund ₹8,990 to Panchkula
woman. Also, told to pay
₹3,000 relief to her. GETTY IMAGES

was a manufacturing defect in it.
The store representatives
advised her to register a complaint with the electronics company, which she did in April
2018, but no action was taken on
it at all. Thereafter, the complainant visited the store several
times and requested them to
replace the oven but to no avail.
WHAT THE STORE SAID
The crockery house in their
reply denied that the microwave
oven stopped functioning after
three and even that the complainant approached them. They
also denied that any mechanic

‘DEALER, MAKER
EQUALLY LIABLE’
Considering the facts, the forum
observed that the electronics
company neither responded to
the notice nor has opted to controvert the appeal made by the
complainant, who, thus, has
been able to prove the genuineness of the grievance that the
company had committed deficiency in service.
“With regard to liability of the
crockery house, it has been held
that the dealer is equally responsible along with manufacturer to
supply defect-free goods to the
consumers so that the latter get
proper value of their hardearned money. Thus, we hold
that both the store and the firm
are jointly and severally liable
for the deficient services rendered by them to the complainant, who is, thus, entitled to
relief,” the forum ruled.

2 Ludhiana travel agents granted bail
HT Correspondent
chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : A local court on
Thursday granted bail to two
Ludhiana-based travel agents
who were arrested by the Central Industrial Security Force
(CISF) in March for using forged
e-tickets to enter the Chandigarh International Airport.
The court of additional district and sessions judge granted
bail to Rajan Juneja and Naveen
Kumar upon furnishing of bail

bonds of ₹50,000 each, on the
condition that they will appear
on each and every date of hearing in the court till the disposal
of the case. They were also told
not to leave the country without
prior permission of the court
nor to win over the witnesses of
the prosecution.
The duo, who runs a tour and
travel agency, was accompanying 30-odd tourists who were to
board an Indigo flight to Hyderabad for a religious trip to
Tirupati Balaji temple. The duo

managed to reach the check-in
counter along with the group,
who had booked the tour with
their agency, by showing forged
e-tickets.
However, when they tried to
come out, the CISF personnel
arrested them.
A case was registered against
the two under Sections 420, 465,
467, 468, 471, and 120B of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC). During
questioning, the two confessed
that they were just trying to
“show off” their connections

Husband, in-laws booked for
harassing Panchkula woman
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

PANCHKULA: A 33-year-old man
has been booked for allegedly
sexually harassing his handicapped wife. A 30-year-old
woman, resident of Sector-21
Panchkula, alleged that her husband used to beat her, asking for
dowry.
The family members, including parents and sister, of the
accused have also been booked.
She said in her complain that
she got married in Delhi as per a
Muslim ceremony in 2011. She
alleged that her in-laws started

harassing for more dowry. She
said they demanded a Mahindra
Thar and ₹15 lakh.
“They thrashed me when I
was pregnant as their demands
were not fulfilled,” the woman
alleged. She accused her husband of unnatural sex and said
he made videos to blackmail her.
She said, “In November 2018,
they refused to keep me with
them by saying that whatsoever
amount they could have
extracted from me, they had
already taken.” The woman said
that her in-laws also threatened
her of killing her son.
Assistant
sub-inspector

HT Correspondent

MOHALI : The members of the

n

Press Club SAS Nagar unanimously chose Hillary Victor of
Hindustan Times as president of
the club for the third time in a
row, while Manoj Mani Joshi of
Dainik Bhaskar was appointed as
the general secretary of the club.
Sukhdeep Singh Soin of
Rojana Spokesman was
appointed as chairman of the
club, Vishal Shankar of Amar
Ujala was appointed as treasurer.
Other appointments included
Daljeet Singh from PTC channel
as vice-chairman, Pardeep Singh
Happy from Jagbani as senior
vice-president, and Kulwant Gill
of BBC Toronto Radio as organising secretary. The governing
body constituted an advisory
board for the first time.
HTC

CHANDIGARH : The UT police filed
chargesheet against two men in
two separate cases of the Protection of Children from Sexual
Offences (POCSO) Act on Thursday.
In the first case, the victim, a
12-year-old boy, had filed a complaint against his 30-year-old
tutor named Balvinder Singh.
The child said Balvinder dismissed the tuition one day, and
asked him to stay back. Finding
him alone, Balvinder had kissed
him and touched him inappropriately. The child left the room
and narrated the entire incident
to his parents, who reported the
matter to the police.
A case under Section 8 of the

A truck caught fire near Shahimajra in Mohali on Thursday. No loss of life was reported.

Mukesh Kumar said, “We have
started investigation after
recording the statement of the
complainant. We are checking
the whereabouts of her husband
and her family members have
been called in to join the investigation.”
A case was registered under
Sections 120B (criminal conspiracy), 377 (unnatural offences),
406 (criminal breach of trust),
498A (husband or relative of husband of a woman subjecting her
to cruelty) and 506 (criminal
intimidation) of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) at Sector 5 police station.

Charges filed against
two in POCSO cases

SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION

n

HT PHOTO

CAUGHT WITH FORGED TICKETS

HT Correspondent
PANCHKULA :An unidentified man

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

drugs case

n

HT Correspondent
n

Merc stolen from
Phase 5 recovered
from Mohali
Phase 7 market

hindustantimes
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POCSO Act was registered on
March 10. The chargesheet has
statements of 13 witnesses.
In the second case, the victim,
a 14-year-old girl student of a
government school in Chandigarh, had filed a complaint
against her 27-year-old maternal
uncle on February 13. She said
she had gone to her maternal
grandmother’s house in Chandigarh on January 10, when the
accused molested her. Scared
and traumatised, the victim had
later shared the incident with
her teacher, who reported the
matter to the police.
A case under Section 354A
(rape) of the Indian Penal Code
and Section 8 of the POCSO Act
was registered against the
accused, following which he was
arrested on February 14.

with the airport officers to the
tourists. While one of them
forged a passenger’s e-ticket in
his name, the other reused an
older e-ticket.
Their advocate, Gagandeep
Singh Chhina, said the two did
not have any criminal record,
and the case, being based on documentary evidence, cannot be
altered by them. Also, they
never misused the tickets to fly
and no useful purpose will be
served by keeping them behind
bars.

VEHICLE-LIFTER
GANG BUSTED;
12 CARS
RECOVERED
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI :Police have recovered 12

more stolen cars from three
members of the vehicle lifters
gang in Mohali.
“We have recovered 12 more
vehicles on the disclosure of the
accused during custodial interrogation. The vehicles were
parked in different areas of
Mohali and accused were waiting to sell them off,”
Mohali SSP Harcharan Singh
Bhullar said.
He said, “So far, we have
recovered total 24 vehicles from
the gang which had been active
in Mohali from last few months.”
Kingpin of the gang Surjit
Singh, 46, a Delhi resident, was
acquitted about two months
back in Bhola drug case.
Police had arrested Surjit,
Gursewak Singh alias Sewak, 48,
of Hoshiarpur, and Baljinder
Singh alias Binda, 29, of Tarn
Taran, on April 4.
With their arrest, police officials have recovered eight vehicles and one two-wheeler along
with registration certificates
(RCs) of nine vehicles, tools used
to steal vehicles, number plates,
window glass of cars, key sensors, cutter machine, grinder,
lock code machine and drill
machine.
SSP said that police have
recovered five Altos, three Swift
desire, one Indigo, one Chevrolet
Optra, one Etios Liva and one
Zen from them.
The accused are on one-day
remand.
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CITIZENS’ AGENDA: WHAT DO THE CHANDIGARH VOTERS WANT

STOP SPATE IN
N CRIM
CRIMES AND GET BETTER FACILITIES FOR DIFFERENTLY ABLED PERSONS
FROM BETTER TO BEST Make infrastructure accessible to all residents, control the alarming spate in crime and root out corruption from the system, demand Chandigarh residents
ALLOW ONE
FLOOR ON TOP
OF BOOTHS

TREMENDOUS
INCREASE IN
CRIME RATE

BETTER HEALTH
SERVICES, ZERO
CORRUPTION

ENSURE JOBS
FOR YOUTH IN
IT PARK

Subhash Narang, 58
Acting president, Chandigarh Beopar Mandal

JP Singh, 49, Deputy
district attorney cum
additional public prosecutor, Chandigarh Admin
There is tremendous
increase in the crime rate
and offences such as
snatching, theft and drug
abuse. Cleanliness levels in
the city have worsened.
Traffic jams are a nuisance
and point to need of
flyovers at major traffic
areas. A separate service
commission should be set
up for UT Chandigarh.
Something should also be
done about the beggars.
Many of them are living in
the Sector 34 grounds and
have built small jhuggis
(huts) by encroaching on
government land.

Gagan Aggarwal, 39
advocate
The current MP has faltered
in certain areas, and I expect
the next MP to pick up on
the slack. The dismal show
by Chandigarh in the
cleanliness survey has
pinched every resident, and
the authorities must make
this their number one
priority. Chandigarh is in
dire need of better health
services. Measures need to
be taken quickly to tackle
corruption in the government. Chandigarh police
officials are routinely being
indicted in corruption cases.
The government also needs
to be more encouraging by
way of improving sports
facilities.

Nitin Sharma, 28
Social worker, Sector 21
I want our policymakers and
politicians to increase focus
on the education sector,
especially in government
schools. The public delivery
system needs to be improved with the intervention of technology. Internal
administrative working
needs be overhauled. I want
city to be a little more
friendly towards specially
abled persons as the
infrastructure is not accessible for all. More jobs for
youths in Information
Technology park must be
ensured. Cleanliness drives
for Rock Garden and Sukhna
lake should be prioritised by
the new MP.

The new government must
take a bold step to relocate
vendors. Shopkeepers are
protesting against them,
and we urge the next MP to
move them to the southern
sectors where there aren’t
enough markets. The
parking issue also needs to
be resolved. Multilevel
parkings are the need of the
hour, and rather than some
firm the market welfare
associations must be given
the charge of running these
parkings. Government built
booths are too small and
shop owners must be
allowed to build a second
storey on top.

INVOLVE RWAS
IN CRUCIAL
DECISIONS
Rajat Malhotra, 50
President, Chandigarh
Housing Board Resident
Welfare Federation;
general secy, CRAWFED
The current government
has not done anything they
had talked about in their
election manifesto. We
want the intervention of
the home minister similar to
the lines of housing societies in Delhi, Punjab and
Haryana to sort out need
based changes and the
leasehold to freehold issue.
The governments also don’t
involve RWAs in the decision-making process and
their suggestions are rarely
considered seriously. The
next government must
make it a point give more
importance to RWAs.

PGIMER DOCS
NEED GATED
COLONY
Ranjit Malhotra, 52
Advocate, Sector 16
resident
The Post Graduate Institute
of Medical Education and
Research is doing a yeoman’s job in medical care.
However, the institution is
constrained by lack of space
and adequate budget
allocation. The next MP
from the UT must vigorously canvass for higher
resources from the Central
government and get
permissions from the Union
health ministry for an
exclusive gated colony to
cater to housing needs for
junior and senior doctors at
PGIMER. Such a proposed
project can be clubbed with
the new proposed OPD of
the PGIMER at Sarangpur.

DIFFERENTLY
ABLED NEED
BETTER INFRA
Namita Gupta, 39
Chairperson, Centre for
Human Rights and
Duties
I feel the MP’s responsibility and my vision for the
city would be the same
things. The city’s
Swachchta ranking is
going down and has
slipped to 20th place this
time. We need to work
hard to give the cleanest
cities a very tough competition. Another issue that
needs the authorities’
attention is the infrastructure for differently abled
persons. If we have to
really make Chandigarh a
smart city, all the infrastructure, government and
private, should be customised to their needs.

INT’L AIRPORT UPGRADE The facility is mostly required in winters and by that time it will be installed, says official
n

hillary.victor@hindustantimes.com

THE LANDING
SYSTEM

MOHALI: Even though for Catego-

ry-II (CAT-II), facility lights have
been installed on the runway at
Chandigarh International Airport, but the instrument landing
system (ILS) for the same is yet to
be installed and will take
another three months.
CAT-II instrument landing
system enables pilots to land
with the help of instruments if
they cannot establish visual contact with the runway, especially
in foggy conditions, when visibility is down to 350 metres.
Chief executive officer (CEO)
of Chandigarh International
Airport, Suneel Dutt said, “The
lights have been installed and
the pilots are now using it. As far
as installation of CAT-ILS system is concerned, it will take at

n CAT-II instrument landing

n

In the absence of ILS system, which is a basic for any airport, the
Chandigarh authorities had to close the airport during winter due to
drop in visibility.
HT FILE

least three months.Also, the
facility is mostly required in
winters and by that time it will be
installed.”
Also, the CAT-III ILS system

tricitytoday
APRIL 12 , 2019

LAST DAY FOR VOTER REGISTRATION
New voters in Panchkula can
get registered for the Lok
Sabha elections by filling a
simple form and furnishing a
valid identity proof. The
district administration has set
up a special control room on
the ground floor of the
mini-secretariat to deal with
election related issues.Those
who have completed 18 years
n or before January 1, 2019,
can enrol for a voter identity
card. You can apply online on
the website of the Election
Commission of India (ECI) or
submit form number 6 to the
booth level officer.

n

When 9.30am onwards

Known for their expertise with sitar and sarod, Mohan brothers Lakshay
and Ayush, who have received praise for their performances by none
other than sitar maestro, late Pandit Ravi Shankar, are set to perform for
the India edition of String in Harmony in Chandigarh. The duo who will
present a sitar-sarod duet has performed at Grammy Museum in Los
Angeles.
When: 6.30pm Where: Tagore Theatre

ART EXHIBITION

CONVOCATION

An exhibition MG@150 will
be held with the installations by artist Kawal Pal.
Director, North Zone
Cultural Centre, Patiala,
Saubhagyta Vardhan, will
inaugurate the function.

Government Home Science College,
Chandigarh is organising 51st annual
convocation and prize distribution
function. Educations secretary BL
Sharma will be the chief guest while
director higher education Rubinderjjet Singh Brar will be the guest of
honour.

When: 5:30pm onwards

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

MOHALI: Member Parliament

Where Mini Secretariat, Sector 1,
Panchkula

When 11am onwards
Where Government Home Science
College, Sector 10, Chandigarh

tional Airport will soon be CAT
III-B compliant allowing aircraft
to land under 50-metre visibility.
All the stakeholders, including the Union ministry of civil

Jallianwala massacre:
Anandpur Sahib
MP seeks apology
HT Correspondent

STRINGS IN HARMONY

Where: Art Gallery, Alliance
Francaise, Chandigarh

that permits operations even
when visibility is as low as 100
metres will be ready by December 2019.
The Chandigarh Interna-

system enables pilots to
land with the help of
instruments if they cannot
establish visual contact
with the runway,
especially in foggy conditions, when visibility is
down to 350 metres.
n CAT-III ILS system
permits operations even
when visibility is as low
as 100 metres.

(MP) from Anandpur Sahib
Prem Singh Chandumajra in a
press statement on Thursday
said, instead of tendering apology, British Prime Minister (PM)
Theresa May only reiterated the
earlier position of her government on the most heinous crime
committed by that country in
Jallianwala Bagh 100 years ago
in Amritsar.
He said, “India and the victims
of the tragedy have been
demanding an apology from UK
government as compensation is
not the main issue here.”
“When I had raised this
demand in the Lok Sabha, my
concern was not compensation
but making UK realise the gravity of the sin that had been committed by that country when
General REH Dyer opened fire
on unarmed people peacefully
holding a meeting killing hundreds of them.”
“The brutality did not stop
there as the injured were denied

›

My concern is not
compensation but
making UK realise the
gravity of the crime
committed by the British.
PREM SINGH CHANDUMAJRA,
Anandpur Sahib MP

even medical aid. That was just
inhumane,” he added.
Chandumajra maintained
that the Jalianwala Bagh incident represented the inhuman
face of the then British rule in
India and it was in the context of
this totality that an unqualified
apology is called for.
He also pointed out that a section of people in UK too favoured
the apology, going by the statement of Labour leader Jeremy
Corbyn who advocated clear and
unequivocal apology for what
took place on that occasion.
He said, “UK should absolve
itself of the guilt by tendering
apology although it might not
rectify the historical wrong.”

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
OF AAI WILL BE
APPROVING THE
ALLOTMENT OF WORK
BY NEXT WEEK
aviation, Indian Air Force (IAF)
and the Airports Authority of
India (AAI), have agreed for
installation of the much-needed
advance instrument landing system (ILS) at airport.
The work will be allotted to
the same agency, who did work
for CAT-II. Board of directors of
AAI will be approving the allotment of work by next week and it
is expected the work will be completed by December this year.
In the absence of ILS system
which is a basic for any airport,
the Chandigarh authorities had

MOHALI: Phase
5, Sector 68
PANCHKULA:
Sector 20

MANY SHADES OF LIFE

n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Congress candidate
fromChandigarhLokSabhaconstituency Pawan Kumar Bansal
onThursdaysaidhewillstriveto
getownership rightstobona fide
third party licensees of slum
rehabilitationdwellingunitswho
had bought these from the original licensees.
AddressingarallyatSector29,
he said many original licensees
had sold off the dwelling units,
licences for which were granted
tothemunderthescheme,either
on GPA or otherwise.
“Now,thebonafidethirdparty
owners should be given ownership of the plinth level by charg-

ing a reasonable fee,” he said.
Seeking support of the residents for his campaign to be
electedasLokSabhamemberfor
a fifth term, Bansal said that just
as he had worked relentlessly to
getthemsmalldwellingunits,he
will make every effort to ensure
better civic efforts for them in
these rehabilitation colonies.
THE SCHEME
Theslumdwellers’rehabilitation
scheme had been floated by the
Chandigarhadministrationinan
effort to make Chandigarh the
first slum-free city of India.
Under this scheme, over 25,000
dwelling units had already been
constructed and provided to
thousands of slum dwellers.

Munieshwer A Sagar
n

munieshwar.sagar@hindustantimes.com

now be able to check in real time
thenumberofpeoplestandingin
queuesatpollingboothswiththe
help of a mobile app on May 19,
the polling day.
“Aqueue-managementmobile
app will be launched 10 days
before the polling day. It will
show the number of people in
queuesatapollingbooth,andvoters will be able to better plan
when to go to a booth and cast
their vote,” said Mandeep Singh
Brar, district election officercum-deputy commissioner,
Chandigarh.Thenameoftheapp
is yet to be finalised.
Voters will have to download
and install the app from Google
Play.Forregistrationontheapp,
the user will have to input his
address. The app, being developed by National Informatics
Centre (NIC), Chandigarh, will
havetwooptionstochoose.After
getting registered, information
regarding the polling booth will
be provided to a voter on the app.
THE TWO OPTIONS
In the first option, after every 30
minutes, a SMS (short-message-

KNOW THE APP
n

Download and install the
app from google play

n Register with residential

address
n Select option for half-

hourly automatic updates
(SMS) on status of
voter queues
n Check status of queue on
all polling booths
n Stop automatic updates by
clicking ‘I voted’

service)willbesentonthemobile
phoneoftheusergivingdetailsof
the number of people in the
queue.
In the second option, the user
will be able to check the status of
numberofpeoplecastingvotesin
anypollingbooth.Hewillbeable
toselectapollingboothfromalist
containing all the 597 polling
booths in the city and check the
queue status in a booth.
In the last general elections,
2014,a queue-managementfacility was offered to the voters.
Underit,avoterhadtosentaSMS
atanumberafterwhichhegotthe
number of person casting their
votes. Every time a voter had to

check, he had to send the SMS.
“The latest app is a major
upgrade compared to the last
time. This time around all the
informationavailableontheapp
will be in real time,” said Brar.
The app will have a button, ‘I
voted’, which when pressed will
stop the half-hourly automatic
updates (SMS) being sent on a
user’s mobile.
Real-time queue information
will also be available on a web
portalbeingdesignedforthepurpose. The portal will also be
launched alongside the app.
GENERAL ELECTION
MONITORING SYSTEM
“A smart election monitoring
system will assist the election
officials to monitor the election
process in all the booths in real
time with all the information
updated online,” said Brar.
Theinformationregardingdifferent election events will be put
onlineandofficialscanaccessthe
informationondashboardeither
through on a web portal or on
mobile phone. Information
regardingdispatchofpollingparties,statusofpollingstations,votingpercentage,andstatusofpeople casting their votes will be
uploaded.

BJP holds ‘chai
pe charcha’
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: BJP Chandigarh

Chandigarh

Sector 45D,46D

Mohali
Panchkula

Sector 20
n

To list events write to us at tricityevent@gmail.com

HT Correspondent

CHANDIGARH: The city voters will

Nayagaon

Sector 68

24X7 OPERATIONS
From April 10, round-the-clock
operations have began at airport, allowing landing of bigger
aircraft.
The Chandigarh airport will
get category 4E aircraft,that is a
wide-bodied aircraft, including
Boeing 777, B747-400, Airbus 330,
and Boeing 787-800 (Dreamliner).
Also, there will be installation
of inline X-Ray baggage system
for better security to passengers.
The boost in infrastructure
will help in connecting international flights, boost hospitality
industry in the region, help the
tour operators to have a level
playing field.
Also, tourists will have flexible timings to travel.

Give ownership
rights to third party
licensees: Bansal

RUPNAGAR: Resentment prevails
among the other backward
classes (OBC) leaders of the Congress party over denial of party
ticket to OBC aspirants from the
Anandpur Sahib Lok Sabha constituency. The party has fielded
senior leader Manish Tiwari
from here.
Punjab Pradesh Congress
Committee (OBC department)
chairman Gurinder Pal Singh
Billa said OBCs have a large population in the constituency and
party has done injustice to us by
not allotting ticket of an OBC
leader. Billa was himself a ticket
aspirant from here. “We had
demanded two tickets for OBC
leaders in Punjab, but the party
ignored our claim,” he said.
He added that the during OBC
conferences held in New Delhi,
Congress president Rahul Gandhi had assured that OBCs will
get due representation in the
Parliament and state legislatures. He said that the next
course of action will be decided
after discussions with other OBC
leaders.
HTC

Where: Bal Bhawan, Sector 23, Chandigarh When: 3:00 pm onwards

Phase 5

to close the airport during winter
due to drop in visibility.

R E H A B I L I TAT I O N S C H E M E

Mobile app for queue-mgmt:
Now, plan your visit to booth

National Iconic Woman Award 2019 is being organised by Chandigarh
based NGO Infopark Education Society. As many as 70 women from all
over India will be honoured. Tapan Diwan will be the chief guest and SSP
Nilambari Jagdale will be guest of honour.

CHANDIGARH:
Sector 45D, 46D,
Nayagoan

Parking is a very important
issue for both the traders
and residents. I want the
new MP to focus on expansion of parking spaces to
reduce congestion. We need
to construct eight to 10
flyovers or underpasses to
maintain smooth flow of
traffic. Simplification of
building bylaws is important
as traders are paying hefty
penalty for so-called violations. Beautification and
makeover of markets must
be on top of the MPs to-do
list. Shifting of vendors to
already designated vendor
zones outside markets
needs to be fast tracked.

OBC LEADERS
UPSET OVER
DENIAL OF
CONG TICKET

ICONIC WOMAN AWARD

APNI MANDI

Charanjiv Singh, 60
Chairman, Chandigarh
Beopar Mandal

COMPILED BY RAJANBIR SINGH, VIVEK GUPTA, TANBIR DHALIWAL AND ARSHDEEP ARSHI

CAT-IIsysteminstallationtotake3months
Hillary Victor

UNDERPASSES,
EXPANDED
PARKING SPACE

Artistes performing the play ‘Wrong Number’ at Panjab University in Chandigarh on
Thursday.

HT PHOTO

organised meetings at different
places across city under their
‘chai pe charcha’ campaign here
on Thursday.
The meetings were held at
Labour Chowk, Sector 44, Sector 45 and Raipur Kalan. UT’s
BJP chief Sanjay Tandon was
present at all meetings.
He interacted with people
gathered at the meeting spots
and said that during the tenure
of Prime Minister Narendra
Modi, the development works in
Chandigarh and nearby area
were accelerated.
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PU Syndicate’s committee to
take decision on MDS fee hike
CONCERN Panel at dental institute apprehensive that fee hike might lead to
losses as institute is not able to compete with other govt institutes due to high fee
Arshdeep Arshi
n

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Panjab University

Syndicate decided on Wednesday
to form a committee on the issue
of fee hike for the master of dental
surgery (MDS) students of Dr
Harvansh Singh Judge Institute
of Dental Science. The academic
and administrative committee of
the institute had recommended
that the fixed hike of 10% should
not be applied to the dental institute.
The academic and administrative committee decided to put up
request to maintain the same fee
structure for first and second
year students of MDS as mentioned in the 2018 handbook of
information because the fee for
MDS courses is already steep.

›

If they continue with the present fee structure, they
might not be able to fill up seats as last year also they
could get only one candidate against three seats in MDS.
DR SHEFALI SINGLA , faculty at dental institute

The committee had recommended reworking the fee for
MDS batches in a meeting held on
March 3. The committee had
resolved that the fee hike should
be reconsidered as it translates
into an amount of almost ₹50,000
per year, increasing the amount
of ₹1.5 lakh for each successive
batch.
It further requested that the
fixed fee hike of 10% should not be
applied to the Dental institute;
rather a flat enhancement of
₹5000 may be applied for each suc-

cessive batch and the same fee
structure be maintained for the
batch over the three years.
It was further mentioned that
for the existing batches, MDS first
year and second year, the fee of
₹4,48,237 and ₹4,29,085 respectively be continued till the end of
the course as per the handbook of
information.
FEE HIKE MAY BE
COUNTERPRODUCTIVE
The committee also resolved that
the fee hike beyond last year’s fee

might be counterproductive and
may not result in any revenue
enhancement. “It might leave
higher number of vacant MDS
seats resulting in net financial
loss,” the committee noted while
suggesting that the fee should be
reworked. Chairman of the committee and principal Jagat
Bhushan had also mentioned
how the dental institute is not
able to compete with other government dental colleges because
of high fee and low stipend.
Faculty at dental institute Dr
Shefali Singla was of the opinion
that if they continue with the
present fee structure, they might
not be able to fill up seats, mentioning that last year, they could
get only one candidate against
three seats in MDS (oral pathology).
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P U S Y N D I C AT E M E E T I N G

Increasing financial assistance
approved for student aid fund
Arshdeep Arshi
n

STUDENT AID FUND

arshdeep.arshi@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH : Panjab University
Syndicate approved 6% increase
in financial assistance to students under the student aid fund for the academic
session 2018-19 and 10% increase
for 2019-20.
The PU committee had recommended an increase of 6% in
the financial assistance for
2018-19, followed by 10%
increase for 2019-20, apart from
proposing certain other guidelines.
Before disbursing the fund,
undertaking will be taken from
student that she/he is not availing any scholarships/financial
assistance from the department
or any other source.
Students who have enrolled
in certificate courses and have
applied for financial assistance
will be paid a lump sum amount
of ₹5,000.

PANCHKULA : Police have booked a

Income slab with 6% increase in 2018-19, which will be
further increased by 10% for 2019-20
Income Slab

No of
Amount paid Amount to be Maximum
students (per student) paid for 2018-19 amount
with 6% increase payable
in 2017-18

Nil income
Up to ~1 lakh

3

~20,000

~21,200

~63,600

138

~17,000

~18,020

~24.86 lakh

52

~15,000
~12,500

~15,900
~13,250

~8.26 lakh
~1.72 lakh

~1 lakh to ~3 lakh
~3 lakh to ~4 lakh
Total

13

~35.49 lakh

206

The affidavit duly attested by
notary will not be accepted and
only valid income certificate
from the competent authority
will be accepted.
Students who have passed the
previous examination with a
minimum of 50% marks will be
eligible for the assistance. Students who reappeared in previous examinations and left the
courses in midterm will not be

MAN BOOKED
FOR TRAVELLING
WITH FAKE
BUS PASS

eligible for financial assistance.
Full fee will be charged from
students belonging to the economically weaker section
(EWS) at the time of admission
and financial assistance will
be provided as per the income
slab.
The university charges ₹50
per annum from all students at
the time of admission as student aid fund.

21-year-old man for allegedly
travelling in a Haryana Roadways bus with a fake bus pass on
Thursday.
According to the officials, a flying team of Haryana Roadways
checked a bus which was going
from Panchkula to Naraingarh
(Ambala) near the Morni T-point,
when they apprehended the
accused, Rohit Raj of Naraingarh,
with the fake pass.
A case was registered against
him under Sections 420 (cheating), 467 (forgery of valuable security, will, etc), 468 (forgery for
purpose of cheating), 471 (using
as genuine a forged document or
electronic record) of the IPC.
Assistant sub-inspector Yogdhyan Singh said, “The boy had
prepared a fake bus pass with all
the credentials as per the original
bus pass. We have initiated investigation to check involvement of
other persons.”
HTC

PSPCL seeks action Donations reach Sports complexes
against those blaming ₹1.1 crore at Masa not locked, says
short-circuits for fire Devi temple
UT administration
HT Correspondent

HT Correspondent
n

n

An installation during the exhibition MG@150 by artist Kanwal Pal Singh, which is on at Alliance
KESHAV SINGH/HT
Francaise till April 15.

Artist pays tribute to Bapu on
his 150th birth anniversary
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH : Mahatma Gandhi’s
ever-classic round spectacles
made of stainless steel and two
kids made of papeir mache playing with it, titled Vision of Bapu,
takes the centre of the exhibition
MG@150 by artist Kanwal Pal at
Alliance Francaise.
Installations which are a tribute to Mahatma Gandhi at his
150th birth anniversary aim to
showcase Bapu’s vision
are put-up at the gallery till April
15.
“A kid on traditional wooden
footwear called padukas shows
playfulness of childhood while

the footsteps behind it
show Mahatma Gandhi’s leadership quality. Footsteps in
different colours and shapes
show people from all castes,
creeds, races and religions,” artist says.
Another
installation,
Mahatma Gandhi, made of thread
against black backdrop in a walking form with a cane, is passing
the baton of knowledge to
younger generation, which Pal
says shows how the younger generations and present generation
have adapted to the message and
ideologies of Bapu.
Made of newspaper, magazine,
nails, cotton, thread and wires,
the installation has a greater

message for viewers.
Kids made of papier mache
playing with a charkha is not
symbol of just Gandhi’s Swadeshi
movement but also the driving
force in today’s development
with its wheel being metaphor for
a ship’s wheel.
Pal says, installation Vision of
Bapu-2 is an offering for coming
generation to put on Bapu’s
glasses and understand his
vision.
Open to different interpretations, Mahatma Gandhi’s message reflects in every installation
and its connection with presentday India. “I couldn’t find any better way to pay tribute to the father
of the nation,” Pal says.

schoolnotes
GIAN JYOTI GLOBAL SCHOOL

Special assembly

World Health Day

CHANDIGARH : Sri Guru Gobind
Singh Collegiate Public School
organised a special morning
assembly to mark the centenary
of Jallianwala Bagh massacre on
Thursday. Students participated in
various competitions such as
poetry recitation, collage-making
and speech competition. A
documentary based on the
incident was also shown to the
students. The students were made
aware of the sacrifices of freedom
fighters and were encouraged to
keep patriotism alive.

MOHALI : Gian Jyoti Global School,
Phase 2, celebrated World Health
Day on Thursday. All the teachers and
students performed yoga under the
guidance of expert. Principal Ranjeet
Bedi said each one of us should do
physical exercise in our daily lives.
She added that yoga helps the
individual to attain enlightenment,
promotes self-healing and reduces
stress. She said to make the students
healthy, they engage in a number of
games like basketball, volleyball,
football, cricket, lawn tennis, khokho, badminton and aerobics.
“Everyday there is drill for students
to make them physically fit,” she
said.

SHARDA SARVHITKARI SCHOOL

CHANDIGARH : Sharda Sarvhitkari
Model Senior Secondary School,
Sector 40 D, organised a
chart-making competition for
students on Thursday. The aim
of the competition was to create
awareness about healthy food
items eaten in different states of
India. Students were also told
about the importance of eating a
healthy and balanced diet. Sneha
was declared the winner of the
competition. Principal Archana
Nagrath lauded the efforts of the
the students and staff.

SAUPIN’S SCHOOL

Baisakhi celebrations
PANCHKULA : Students of Saupin’s
School, Panchkula, celebrated
Baisakhi on Thursday. The
kindergarten students wore
traditional attires and mesmerised
the audience by giving dance
performances on Punjabi numbers.
Senior students of Aspen House
recited poems in Punjabi. Girls of
Sycamore House and Maple House
gave a giddha performance and boys
of Clover House gave Bhangra
performances. Students of Class 9
collaborated with the members of
‘Roti Bank’and served food at the
Government Medical College and
Hospital, Sector 32. The principal
appreciated the efforts of the
students.

PATIALA: The Punjab State Power
Corporation Limited (PSPCL) on
Thursday wrote to Mohali deputy
commissioner (DC) as well as senior superintendent of police (SSP)
to take action against the farmers
who deliberately put their crop
residue on fire and blaming the
power corporation for it.
The complaint comes after the
corporation found that a few
farmers were creating pollution
by burning stubble and blaming
short-circuits for the fires.
The corporation cited an incident where Jaswinder Singh, a
farmer from Toganpur village of
the Lalru sub-division, burnt the
stubble and blamed short-circuit

Traffic police
impound two
school buses
CHANDIGARH : Two buses were
impounded and 92 vehicles were
challaned during a special drive
conducted by traffic police on
Thursday.
Police said 92 school transport
vehicles including 82 buses and
10 auto rickshaw drivers were
booked at eight nakas were laid
throughout the city from 6:30am.
The drive is being carried out
as per the instructions issued of
the high court and Safe Transportation Policy for Students
(STRAPS) of the Chandigarh
HTC
administration.

for the fire in order to seek compensation from the PSPCL. The
complaint said the SDO and JE
visited the site immediately and
collected the evidence.
The corporation cited another
case, where a person from Kalomajra village near Jansla had
informed Banur SDO that there
was a fire in a wheat crop and was
controlled by them. However, the
SDO and staff reached the location, only to find no signs of fire,
the complaint said. The corporation has appealed to the farmers
of Punjab to cooperate and take
care of the power infrastructure
while harvesting with combines,
and asked them not to set wheat
stubble on fire which leads to
environmental pollution and risk
of loss of life or property.

n
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HT Correspondent
PANCHKULA : Mata Mansa Devi

n

Temple recorded donations of
up to ₹1.1 crore on the sixth day
of the nine-day festival that
started on Saturday, Mata
Mansa Devi Shrine Board
chief executive officer SP Arora
said.
He said 5.5 lakh devotees have
thronged the temple so far.
According to the data, 41 gold
and 727 silver ornaments along
with 104 US dollars, 130 Canadian dollars, 186 Australian dollars and 10 England pounds
have been donated since day one
of the navratras till Wednesday.
The officials are yet to calculate
the corresponding figures for
Thursday.

CHANDIGARH :Refuting allegations
of non-functionality of sports
complexes in Sector 38(w), 50 and
56, the Chandigarh administration has said in a press statement
that the said complexes are very
much functional.
The statement said, “Sports
complex, Sector 38, has been
developed as a centre for badminton, wherein more than 70
badminton players are attending
the morning and evening sessions with trained coach of
Chandigarh Sports Council Surinder Mahajan. Similarly, sports
complex in Sector 50 has been
developed as a centre of excel-

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

Three-day conference on
neurology begins at PGI today
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: The Postgraduate
Institute of Medical Education
and Research (PGIMER)
director Jagat Ram will inaugurate a three-day neurology conference on Friday at PGIMER.
Around 40 faculty members
from all over India are participating in the conference to train
young minds from all over the
country. As many as 175 DM neurology trainees have already
registered as delegates and
likely to obtain benefit from the

TOPICS SUCH AS
DEMENTIA, STROKE,
EPILEPSY, ATAXIA,NEURO
OPHTHALMOLOGY WILL
BE DISCUSSED
conference.
The conference will cover all
the fields of neurology, including
topics, such as dementia, stroke,
epilepsy, ataxia, neuro-ophthalmology and many more.
In a joint collaborative academic venture (BRAINSTORM2019), first of its kind, PGIMER

joins hands with AIIMS, New
Delhi, along with AINA (Association of Indian Neurologists in
America) and IAN (Indian Academy of Neurology) to train budding neurologists from all over
the country in the premises of
PGIMER, Chandigarh.
The conference is brain child
of Brainstorm 2019 chairman
Vivek Lal, who is being assisted
by head of the department of
neurology, DMC, Ludhiana,
Gagandeep Singh, organising
secretary Manish Modi, and
joint organising secretary
Rajveer Singh.

lence for table tennis, wherein
there is a dedicated coach to
train table tennis players. More
than 80 players are already coming for table tennis in morning
and evening session. Sports complex in Sector 56 is providing
kabaddi training to 25 plus
players.”
This comes after the three
facilities which were inaugurated on March 4 were found
locked and inaccessible for public. Each sports complex is built
in more than 2.86 acre at an estimated cost of ₹8 crore. The complexes house facilities for swimming, table tennis, badminton,
squash along with gymnasium
halls, circulation area and
coaches’ room.

UT, border-area
police to use tech
for quick action

MOHALI: In the wake of the upcoming parliamentary elections,
police are going to use technology
for better inter-state co-ordination. Police officials of Chandigarh, Panchkula, Ambala, Baddi
will share information through
WhatsApp for quick action.
A meeting of police officials
from Punjab, Haryana and Chandigarh was held by inspector general V Neerja of Ropar range on
Thursday. It was attended by
Mohali DC Gurpreet Kaur Sapra,
Mohali SSP HS Bhullar and
SSP Chandigarh Nilambari V
HTC
Jagdale.

campusconnect

GURU GOBIND SINGH COLLEGIATE

Chart-making
competition

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

DOON PUBLIC SCHOOL

Workshop on lifestyle
changes
PANCHKULA : A workshop on
‘lifestyle changes and diet’ was
organised at Doon Public School,
Sector 21, on Thursday. Aashima
Chopra, dietician from Paras Hospital
was the speaker. A video describing
different types of nutrients, their
sources and their benefits was
shown to the students. They were
also counselled to adopt healthy
methods to remain fit. Students
were apprised of facts and the
importance of inculcating nutritious
diets in their everyday schedules.
Everyone in the workshop was
motivated to live a healthy and a
long life. The principal said such
workshops were important and must
be held from time to time.

EUROKIDS

Puppet show
MOHALI : A puppet show was
organised for the students of
Eurokids, Phase 4, here on Thursday.
The show captured the attention of
the teachers and the students and
opened the doors to their imagination. The language skills of the
students were also strengthened
during the event. The show included
drama, music and dance using
colourful puppets. The students
enjoyed the show.

n
n

Students during the tech fest at Government College For Girls, Sector- 11, on Thursday.

PU NEWS LETTER
RELEASED
CHANDIGARH : Panjab University (PU)
vice-chancellor (V-C) Raj Kumar on
Thursday released PU news letter,
covering the details of various
activities of PU affiliated colleges
and regional centres for the period
(January-March 2019), in the presence
of registrar Karamjeet Singh, dean,
college development council Sanjay
Kaushik and director, public relations
Renuka B Salwan. PU news letter has
been edited and published by Salwan.
She said with the efforts of DPR office
and assistance of Vikash Kinha,
photographer, they were able to take
out the issue after a long time.

V-C meets CII president for
collaboration at work
CHANDIGARH : Panjab University (PU)
vice-chancellor Raj Kumar met CII
president Sarvjeet Singh on Thursday
to explore collaboration and mutual
working between industry and
academia. It was agreed to have more
industry events in PU. It was felt that
there is a need of rescaling and
prioritising the joint activities be-

tween CII and PU.

MCM DAV holds skill
development session
CHANDIGARH : The skill development
committee of MCM DAV College for
Women, Sector 36, organised a session
on 'Food is life: A fusion of taste and
health' on Thursday. Organised as part
of the certificate course in food and
nutrition, the session was conducted
by principal Nisha Bhargava, and Tanvi
Sharma, engineer and nutrition
enthusiast. Bhargava demonstrated
the making of Indian delicacies using
healthy alternatives for maida and
sugar such as whole wheat flour,
jaggery and maize flour. Sharma
apprised the participants about the
origin and types of smoothies.

CU holds Dr APJ Abdul Kalam
Innovation Conclave
MOHALI : Chandigarh University,
Gharuan, organised the fourth edition
of Dr APJ Abdul Kalam Innovation
Conclave to mark the ‘World creativity and innovation day’ on Wednesday. The event aimed at inculcating
the spirit of research and innovation
among youngsters. Dr AK Singh,

RAVI KUMAR/HT

director, general life sciences, Defence
Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), said innovative ideas
should always be encouraged.

GMCH-32 celebrates World
Parkinson’s Day
CHANDIGARH : Government Medical
College and Hospital (GMCH), Sector
32, here celebrated World Parkinson’s
Day on Thursday. Around 100 patients
suffering from the disease attended
the function. Dr BS Chavan,director
principal, GMCH , Dr Madhuri Behari,
former head, department of
neurology, All India Institute of
Medical Sciences (AIIMS), New Delhi,
among others were the guests of
honour.

Events organised to remember
Jallianwala Bagh massacre
CHANDIGARH : Department of laws of
Panjab University (PU) organised
events to commemorate centenary of
the Jallianwala Bagh massacre on
Thursday. Various competitions like
poetry, face painting, quiz, singing,
skit and sketching were organised on
the theme of freedom struggle by the
deprtament. Chief guest Justice Rajiv

Justice Rajiv Sharma awarding a student during an event organised to commemorate the Jallianwala
HT PHOTO
Bagh massacre centenary at the department of laws, Panjab University, on Thursday.

Sharma, Judge of High Court of
Punjab and Haryana, presided over
the prize distribution ceremony. The
prize distribution ceremony was
presided over by chief guest JusticeRajiv Sharma, Judge of High Court of
Punjab and Haryana. He briefedstudents about the history of the
incident and said that we owe our
freedom to the martyrs.

(PU) organised a two-day sports meet
‘SAMAVESH 2.0- Ek kadam swashthaya ki aur-nasha mukt bharat’
beginning on Thursday. The event
was flagged off by registrar Karamjeet Singh, NCC commanding officer
Rohit Thakur, and NCC Coordinator
Kuldeep Singh. Around 600 students
participated in volleyball, tug-of-war
and relay races.

Discussion on aspects of
Chhayavad poetry

PU declares results

CHANDIGARH: The department of
Hindi, University School of Open
Learning (USOL), PU, organised a
one-day national seminar on Chhayavad under the auspices of Chandigarh Sahitya Akademi to mark the
completion of its hundred years. The
seminar titled ‘Chhayavad: Samvedna
evam shilp’ coincided with the first
day of the Lok Sabha elections.
Karunashankar Upadhya, professor of
Hindi at Mumbai University, was the
key note speaker. She dwelt on the
various aspects of Chhayavad poetry.

Two-day sports meet begins
CHANDIGARH: The National Cadet
Corps (NCC) Wing of Panjab University

CHANDIGARH : Panjab University (PU)
declared the results of MSc statistics,
third semester, MSc forensic science
and criminology, first semester, MSc
forensic science and criminology, third
semester, bachelor of laws, sixth
semester, bachelor of tourism and
travel management, seventh semester, for the examinations held in
December 2018, BA/B Com LLB, tenth
semester (re-appear), for the examinations held in January 2019, BSc (HS)
botany, second semester, for the
examinations held in May 2018.

Science award for PU teacher
CHANDIGARH : Harminder Pal Singh
from the department of environment
studies, Panjab University (PU), has

been selected for the annual Shiv
Nath Rai Kohli Memorial Mid-Career
Best Scientist Award for the year
2018 in recognition to his research contribution in the field of
biological/ life sciences. The
award was announced on Thursday
in a meeting chaired by PU
vice-chancellor (V-C) Raj Kumar.
The award was instituted in the year
2017 comprising cash prize of ₹1 lakh
and a citation plaque with the corpus
set up by RK Kohli, V-C, Central
University of Punjab and former dean
university instruction (DUI), PU in
memory of his father late Shiv Nath
Rai Kohli.

Tech fest at PGGCG-11
CHANDIGARH : The department of
computer applications of Post
Graduate Government College for
Girls (PGGCG), Sector 11, organised
‘TECH-ZEAL 2K19’, a kaleidoscope of
inter-college competitions. It was
inaugurated by principal Anita
Kaushal, dean Kanwar Iqbal Singh and
head of the department of computer
applications Pardeep Walia. More
than 160 students from 13 colleges of
the region participated in the event.
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SAYING IT THROUGH CAMERA

Glorious April ‘phool’ days

n

LAYING OUT THE RED, ORANGE AND GREEN CARPET: Madhya Marg’s Housing Board Chowk roundabout almost spills over with marigold, petunias and all kinds of flowers.

SPRING HAS SPRUNG Chandigarh is awash with colour as the
last spring flowers put on a spectacular show before the sun
turns on the heat in the next few months. Hindustan Times
lensman Karun Sharma captures the various hues of April

C

ome March and April and
Chandigarh is a riot of colour
with flowering trees such as
the Amaltas cassia bursting
forth in all its golden glory and tender
leaves of the Schleichera oleosa or
kusum trees lining up all the major
avenues taking on reddish-pink hues.
French architect Le Corbusier who
planned the city is known to have prioritised tree plantation in Chandigarh; which has had considerable
impact on the lifestyle of its residents.
The picture would have been different
and definitely dreary had Dr MS Randhawa, the first administrator of the
city and an avid plant lover, not played
an important role in the beautification
of the city. Together with Le Corbusier, Randhawa set up a landscape committee to compile an exhaustive list of

n

plants and trees, which included ornamental, flowering and foliage trees
that have since years being painting
the city’s skyline, roundabouts , gardens, official zones and residences in
vibrant greens, reds, yellow, magenta
and purple when in season.
For residents, life has taken added
value because of the flora. From Panjab University to the various gardens
and even the Sukhna lake; all that you
see are flowers, from the Larkspur to
daisies to bougainvillea to any other
colourful variety you choose to name.
Trees that the city is known for
include Swietenia macrophylla (also
known as American mahogani), Bischofia javanica (Bishop wood), Kigelia
pinnata (Sausage tree), Terminalia
bellirica (Bahera) and Alstonia scholaris (Scholar tree), among others.

THE GREAT FALL: Bunches of Bougainvillea at the Police HQs in Sector 9.

n

n

DILLY DALLYING WITH DAHLIAS: Mauve and white Larkspur flirt with Dahlia at Panjab University.

n

n

GOLD
AMID
RED
ROSES
Amaltas
cassia
blooms
at the
Rose
Garden.

COLOUR CODED: Bougainvillea at the eponymous garden in Sector 3; and (right) Lobelia attract enthusiastic walkers and a nine spotted moth, respectively, on a warm day in April.

COG

HELLO THERE! A wasp alights on a Siya daisy (top)
competing for attention with Hawaiian hibiscus and
Petunia.
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Bhupender, Manveer
to clash for U-18 title

MINERVA FC
GRANTED
PERMISSION TO
USE KALINGA
STADIUM

CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES Top seed Bhupender Dahiya beats Aryuan Thakur 6-3, 6-1, while
third seed Manveer ends the challenge of Jitin 6-4, 6-4, in the boys’ U-18 singles semifinals

HTC/ PTI

HT Correspondent

CHANDIGARH/NEW DELHI: Minerva

n

chdsportsdesk@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH: Top seed Bhupender
Dahiya will face third seed Manveer Singh in the final of boys’
under-18 singles in the AITA
Championship Series tennis
tournament for U-18 boys’ and
girls’ at Chandigarh Lawn Tennis
Association (CLTA) Stadium in
Sector 10, Chandigarh, on Friday.
In the semifinals played on
Thursday, Bhupender Dahiya
had an easy outing as he ousted
sixth seed Aryan Thakur 6-3, 6-1,
while
third seed Manveer Singh, a
CLTA trainee, defeated Jitin
Kumar Chetry 6-4, 6-4.
In the first set, Bhupender
played high quality tennis and
used his aggressive forehand
from the baseline consistently to
win the set 6-3.
In the second set, Bhupender
got his rhythm and played high
energetic game to close the set
and match 6-1.
Simran Pritam and Sweta
Samanta moved into title round
in the girls’ under-18 singles.
Fourth seed Simran Pritam
defeated Hitakamya Singh Narwal in straight sets 6-3, 6-3,
while unseeded Sweta Samanta
upset seventh seed Jaskirat
Singh in a one-sided match 6-2,
6-0. In the boys under-18 doubles
final, third seed Jitin Kumar
Chetry and Sukhpreet Singh
Jhoje defeated second seed Arunava Majumdar and Torus Rawat
6-3, 0-6 [10-5]. In the girls’
under-18 doubles final, third seed
Chahana Budhbhatti and Hitkamya Narwal defeated top seed
pair of Riya Kaushik and Radhika
Vasudeva 6-4, 6-2 in straight sets.
The boys’ and girls’ under-18
singles final matches will be
played at CLTA from 9:30am
onwards.
Results: Singles Semifinals:
Boys’ under-18: Bhupender
Dahiya [1] bt Aryan Thakur [6]

n

Bhupender Dahiya in action in the boys’ U-18 singles semifinals of the AITA Championship Series tennis
tournament at Chandigarh Lawn Tennis Association (CLTA) Stadium, Sector 10 on Friday.
HT PHOTO

6-3, 6-1; Manveer Singh [3] bt Jitin
Kumar Chetry 6-4, 6-4;
Girls’ under-18: Sweta
Samanta bt Jaskirat Kaur [7] 6-2,
6-0; Simran Pritam [4] bt Hitka-

mya Singh Narwal 6-3, 6-3;
Doubles Final:
Boys’ under-18: Jitin Kumar
Chetry and Sukhpreet Singh
Jhoje [3] bt Arunava Majumdar

and Torus Rawat [2] 6-3, 0-6 [10-5];
Girls’ under-18: Chahana
Budhbhatti and Hitkamya Narwal [3] bt Riya Kaushik and Radhika Vasudeva [1] 6-4, 6-2.

n
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Punjab FC Thursday heaved a
sigh of relief after the Odisha
government granted them permission to use Bhubaneswar’s
Kalinga Stadium for their AFC
Cup home match on May 1.
Minerva had earlier alleged
that on the All India Football
Federation’s insistence, the Odisha government had withdrawn
permission to use the stadium
against Manang Marshyangdi
Club of Nepal for the Group E
match.
Club owner Ranjit Bajaj had
requested Odisha Chief Minister
Naveen Patnaik to look into the
matter. On Thursday, Bajaj said
the Odisha government has
informed him that his club can
use the Kalinga Stadium for the
May 1 match only. He will have
to look for venues for the other
two home matches on June 19
and 26.
“I have been informed
through phone that I can use the
Kalinga Stadium for the May 1
match. I am very happy and I
want to profusely thank Odisha
CM Naveen Patnaik ji and Sports
Secretary and Director Sports
for giving the permission,” Bajaj
said.
“We have two more matches
on June 19 and 26. For these
matches, we will not be able to
use Kalinga Stadium so I have to
find stadium for the two
matches. I have more than two
months and I hope to get the
venues in this time,” he added.
He said he has some venues in
mind for these two matches -Guwahati and Fatorda in Goa.
“The stadiums will have to be
AFC approved. So, I will
approach Guwahati, Goa and
others also. The fee for using the
stadium will be a factor,” he said.
Minerva’s other two home
games will be against Chennaiyin FC (June 19) and Abahani
Limited Dhaka of Bangladesh
(June 26).

Kang lifts Punjab golf title
HT Correspondent
n
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CHANDIGARH: HS Kang from Chandigarh Golf Club with a two-day
tally of 151 score won the 19th
PGA Cup Punjab State Golf
Championship held at Chandigarh Golf Club on Thursday.
Sohum Vij from SEPTA Chandimandir with a total score of 152
was adjudged first runner up,
while Aaditya Gupta from PAP
Golf Club, Jalandhar, finished
third (153).
The championship was organised by Punjab Golf Association.
Apramjit Singh from Chandigarh Golf Club won the longest
drive on the fourth hole covering
a distance of 276 yards. Mandar
Prashar (Chandigarh Golf Club)
won the nearest to pin trophy on
the 14th hole. He dropped the golf
ball 13feet 7 inches far from the
hole.
Parteet S Sekhon with a score

n

HS Kang in action during the 19th PGA Cup Punjab State Golf
Championship held at Chandigarh Golf Club on Thursday. HT PHOTO

of 138 won the first position in the
net category. Sonu with the
score of 142 was placed second,
while Manoj Masih with 143
points was adjudged third in the
category.

EIGHTY SEVEN GOLFERS
FROM ACROSS THE
PUNJAB PARTICIPATED IN
THE TWO-DAY EVENT

Our plans were good, but
Pollard was unstoppable, says
KXIP batting coach Sriram
Agencies
n
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MUMBAI : Kings XI Punjab had
their plans in place but nothing
could have worked in the face of
an “unstoppable” force called
Kieron Pollard, the team’s coach
Sridharan Sriram conceded
reflecting on the three-wicket
loss to Mumbai Indians in the
IPL.
MI’s stand-in skipper Pollard,
who promoted himself in the batting order, struck 10 monstrous
sixes and three fours in his
31-ball whirlwind 83 that helped
the home team chase down the
stiff KXIP target of 198 at the
Wankhede Stadium here on
Wednesday.
“We have seen Andre Russell
(of Kolkata Knight Riders) doing
it a few times. (But) this was
extraordinary. To do 13 an over
for like 13 overs - took some doing
and only someone like Pollard
could do that,” said Sriram after

IPL2019

MI’S STAND-IN SKIPPER
POLLARD STRUCK 10
MONSTROUS SIXES AND
THREE FOURS HELPING
HIS SIDE CHASE
DOWN THE TARGET
his side lost on the last ball.
Sriram defended his bowling
unit that, barring Mohammed
Shami (3 for 21), was carted all
over the park by Pollard.
“At that point of time you have
to be positive and hopefully he
mis-hits one. I think our plans
were good but just that today he
was unstoppable,” added Sriram.
His team missed crossing the
200-run mark after being wellpoised when openers Chris
Gayle (63 in 36 balls) and K L
Rahul (100 not out in 64 balls) put
on 116 in 77 balls, but Sriram felt
that the final Punjab score of 197

for four was better than par for
the course.
“We didn’t have any target. I
thought 185-190 was par for this
wicket we were happy what we
got,” said Sriram, who has also
been a bowling coach for the
Australian team in the past.
Gayle left in the 13th over and
the scoring rate dropped before
Rahul smacked a few sixes off
Hardik Pandya’s penultimate
over to up it. Sriram defended his
batsmen.
“These things (slowing down)
just tend to happen. Someone
can’t keep hitting for all the 20
overs. It’s hard to get going like
that,” the former India left arm
spinner said.
He also defended the Punjab’s
tactics of going into an IPL game
with only five bowlers. “That’s
how our combination works
right now. We have had success
as a bowling unit doing this. You
got to take such a day like this
one; can’t do much,” he said.

RCB SEARCH FOR FIRST WIN

Kohli in great touch ahead of WC: Kuldeep
SEARCHING FOR FIRST WIN The Kohli-led Royal Challengers
Bangalore have lost six matches on the trot this IPL season. They
will next face Kings XI Punjab at PCA Stadium on April 13
Agencies
n
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KOLKATA : Spinner Kuldeep Yadav says
Virat Kohli has a different kind of hunger when he plays for India, refusing to
believe that the IPL losing streak will
affect the skipper’s form going into the
World Cup.
The Kohli-led Royal Challengers
Bangalore have lost six matches on the
trot this IPL season but Kuldeep backed
his captain.
“He’s one of the best in the world, has
broken so many records I don’t think he

will be affected by this,” Kuldeep said.
“He has a different hunger when he
plays for India. Everyone is highly motivated to do well in the World Cup.” The
24-year-old from Kanpur feels lack of
team combination is the main reason
behind RCB’s failure.
“With 5000-plus runs, individually
he’s doing his best. But maybe his team
combination is not clicking. Maybe
somewhere down the line he’s lacking
in team combination. It’s a team combination. “He’s in great touch and if he
keeps doing well like that it will be good
for India in World Cup.”

n

(Clockwise from top) Pacer Navdeep Saini, spinner Yuzvendra Chahal, pacer Tim
Southee, Shimron Hetmyer, RCB coach Gary Kirsten talks to Parthiv Patel and
skipper Virat Kohli during the RCB training session at IS Bindra PCA Stadium in
Mohali on Thursday.
PHOTOS BY RAVI KUMAR/HT
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MERITORIOUS SCHOOL ASPIRANTS TOLD TO
GUESS RESULTS FOR ADMISSION TO CLASS 11

4 THIEVES HELD
WITH SCOOTER,
77 PHONES
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6:51pm
6:03am

ASSAM TROUNCE MAHARASHTRA

EXTRA TIME GOAL HELPS TEAM DEFEAT THE OPPONENTS BY 3-2 >>p2

>>p3

shortstories
CLASSES 5 TO 8
STUDENTS TO GET
E-CERTIFICATES
LUDHIANA: The State Council of
Educational Research and Training
(SCERT) has started providing
digital certificates to the students
of Classes 5 to 8 in government
schools. This is the first time the
council has decided to hand over
digital certificates to students as
opposed to hard copies,which
used to arrive after up to four
months of the declaration of
results. A majority of government
primary schools heads however
do not appreciate the move. ››P2

46,000 new voters
enrolled since Jan 31
LUDHIANA : With Lok Sabha
elections fast approaching, a
whopping 46,139 fresh voters
have registered themselves in the
district in the past two months.
According figures available with
the district election office, a total
of 25,16,885 voters were registered in Ludhiana as of January 31,
2019, and since then, 46,139 new
voters have been added.
››P3

debate of
the week
CONSERVATION

HOW TO DEAL
WITH WATER
WASTAGE?
Every summer we see
residents wasting water.
While motors are kept
running with tanks overflowing, there is no dearth of
people washing their vehicles
with running water. What
innovative solutions can the
citizens adopt to save water?
What stringent steps do the
authorities need to take?
Send your views to
ludhiana@hindustantimes.com by April 14.

Taking dig at Bittu, SAD-BJP worship buses
‘DRAMEBAAZ’ Say the Congress MP held a protest against previous state govt
in 2014, but his party’s govt has also failed to get the local bus service fully started
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Scoffing at sitting MP
and Congress candidate from
Ludhiana Ravneet Singh Bittu
for his protest against the city bus
service in 2014, the SAD-BJP on
Thursday performed aarti of the
buses at the city bus depot on Tajpur Road, stating that the buses
were collecting dust even two
years after the Congress came to
power in Punjab.
Bittu, along with other Congress leaders, in 2014 had staged a
protest against the stranded city
buses, accusing the SAD-BJP
state government and MC of failing to provide a local bus facility
to the residents, while the buses
were turning defunct. The leaders had washed the city buses
during the protest.
Terming the MP a “dramebaaz”, district SAD president
Ranjit Singh Dhillon said Bittu
had always made false promises
to the public, and won the last
general elections riding on them.
Dhillon said Bittu had protested against the SAD-BJP government, and assured that the
Congress will provide the service
to people. “However, two years
have lapsed since Congress came
to power in Punjab, but the service has not fully started. This
shows Bittu and other Congers
leaders just did a drama in 2014,
and had no intention of providing
services to residents,” he said.
“Bittu had not fulfilled any
promise made before the last elections, including infrastructure
development, arrival of big
industrial houses in the city and
establishment of PGIMER-level
medical facility in Ludhiana. He
had no right to ask for votes

Centre of political slugfest,
city buses rot at depot
Harsimran Singh Batra
n

harsimran.batra@htlive.com

LUDHIANA : Even as the city bus

n

promises, the Congress should
work to provide facilities to residents, otherwise they won’t get
any vote in the coming elections,”said district SAD general
secretary Noorjot Makkar.

service has become the focus of
political mud-slinging in Ludhiana, the municipal corporation
(MC) has failed to come up with a
solution to run the service to its
full capacity.
The city bus service project
was started in February 2011
with the target of introducing 200
buses sourced through the Jawaharlal Nehru National Urban
Renewal Mission (JNNURM).
Eight years later, the civic
authorities have not been able to
put to use even 120 buses, which
have been already purchased.
After the non-viability of running the buses became a bone of
contention with the previous
contractor, the Ludhiana City
Bus Service Limited under the
MC had entered into an agreement with Horizon Connect
Transways Private Limited to
operate and maintain the buses.

SAD WAKING UP FROM
SLUMBER: BITTU
Stating that Dhillon just wanted
to confirm his party ticket by
doing such drama, Bittu said the
SAD-BJP had woken up from
their deep slumber ahead of the
Lok Sabha elections.
“We protested in 2014 as at that
time the buses could be repaired
and used. But due to the failure of
the SAD-BJP government back
then, the buses have become outdated and cannot be used. We
cannot put the lives of residents
at stake,” Bittu said.

37 BUSES COLLECTING DUST
Out of the 120 buses, only 83 were
transferred to the firm. But just
65 buses are plying on city roads.
The remaining 37 buses, worth
over ₹17 crore, have yet to be
transferred to the company, and
continue to gather dust at the
city bus depot on Tajpur Road.
Worse, the bus service is operational on just five of the nine
routes planned for it.
At the depot, the buses are in a
pitiable condition, with broken
windows, flat tyres and corroding metal bodies. As alleged by

SAD and BJP leaders performing ‘aarti’ as a mark of protest against MP Ravneet Singh Bittu and the
HT PHOTO
Punjab government at the city bus depot on Tajpur Road in Ludhiana on Thursday.

opposingviews

›

Two years have lapsed
since Congress came
to power, but the local
bus service has not fully
started. This shows Bittu
just did a drama in 2014,
and had no intention of
giving services to residents.

›

We protested in 2014
as at that time the
buses could be repaired
and used. But due to the
failure of the SAD-BJP
government, the buses
have become outdated.
We cannot risk lives now.

RANJIT SINGH DHILLON ,
district SAD president

RAVNEET SINGH BITTU, Ludhiana
MP and Congress candidate

again,” he added.
District Youth Akali Dal president Gurdeep Gosha said they
performed aarti in the hope of

waking up the Congress leadership. “The buses have become a
safe haven for anti-social elements. Instead of making empty

n

Lying unused for years at the city bus depot on Tajpur Road, the
buses are corroding, making them defunct.
HT PHOTO

OUT OF THE 120 BUSES
BOUGHT SINCE 2011,
ONLY 83 WERE
TRANSFERRED TO THE
CONTRACTOR, WHO IS
PLYING JUST 65 BUSES
ON THE CITY ROADS
SAD leaders on Thursday, the
depot has also become a safe
haven for anti-social elements.
In absence of a proper local
bus service, residents continue
to rely on their private vehicles
or auto-rickshaws, most of
which are plying illegally in the
city.
An employee of the firm operating the buses, not wishing to be
named, said they did not take the
remaining 37 buses from MC as
they were too big to ply on the

narrow roads of Ludhiana.
Illegal autos and mini-buses
plying on the same routes as
those of the local buses have also
affected the bus service, not
allowing the contractor to make
profit. This has also left the contractor disgruntled over the bus
fares.
District SAD president Ranjit
Singh Dhillon on Thursday
admitted that there were some
roadblocks due to which the
buses were left unused during
the previous SAD-BJP regime in
the state.
Mayor Balkar Sandhu said
many of the buses at the depot
had now become obsolete. “We
will work to bring more buses to
city, and promote public transportation,” he said.
Despite several attempts, MC
additional commissioner Sanyam Aggarwal was not available
for comments.

‘Forced’ to enter manhole, sewerman faints

CLOUDY DAYS AHEAD

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

RISKING LIFE AND LIMB

LUDHIANA : A 27-year-old regular

sewerman fell unconscious after
being allegedly forced to clean a
sewer line in Shimlapuri on
Thursday morning, prompting a
protest by his co-workers.
His colleagues alleged that
Parwinder Singh, the personal
assistant of Lok Insaaf Party
councillor Harvinder Kaler,
forced Sandeep to enter the manhole without a safety kit, following which he fainted on inhaling
poisonous gases.
Sandeep was rushed to a private hospital on Gill Road, where
sewermen gathered for a protest.
Nambardar Joginder Singh,
who was accompanying Sandeep
on the worksite, alleged that Parwinder forced Sandeep to enter
the manhole without a safety kit,
in violation of the Supreme Court
directions, adding that this was

n

Sandeep undergoing treatment at a private hospital in Ludhiana on
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
Thursday.

not the first time that sewermen
were forced to enter manholes by
the councillor. “Fortunately, we
were accompanying Sandeep,
and were able to pull him out of
the manhole, else he would have
died,” Joginder said.
Criticising the councillor and
his staff for negligence, SAD

leader Sandeep Shukla said,
“Parwinder should be booked for
putting Sandeep’s life in danger.
While MC officials reached the
spot to pacify the protesters, the
councillor was nowhere to be
seen.”
MC superintending engineer
Rajinder Singh said sewermen

n DECEMBER 12, 2018:

n AUGUST 10: A contractual

A contractual sewerman,
Pradeep, 24, fainted after he
inhaled poisonous gases
while cleaning the sewer lines
in ward number 3
n SEPTEMBER 9: A contractual
sewerman fell unconscious in
a sewer line in New Subhash
Nagar area of ward number 7
n AUGUST 30: Another
sewerman lost consciousness
while cleaning a choked
sewer line in Gobindpuri in
ward number 2

sewerman suffered burn
injuries inside a manhole after
hot water was released by an
industrial unit
n DECEMBER 2017: Two
private labourers died after
breathing in poisonous gas
while cleaning the sewers of a
hotel on Dugri Road
n SEPTEMBER 2016: Two
sewermen died after inhaling
toxic gas while clearing the
sewer lines of Nirankari
Mohalla in Millar Ganj area.

were never forced to enter a manhole without adequate safety
equipment. “We are looking into
the reason behind the incident.
Doctors attending to Sandeep
have said he is stable.”

RPF reunites two boys separated
from parents at Phagwara rly station
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Quick action by the

n

Schoolchildren make their way through a bed of fallen leaves on a sunny Thursday at the Punjab
Agricultural University in Ludhiana. After days of bright weather, the meteorological department
has predicted cloudy sky over the weekend.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

Railway Protection Force (RPF)
helped reunite a couple and
their two minor sons who were
separated at the Phagwara railway station on Thursday.
The boys, Rohit, 10, and Hardeep, 12, were rescued as they
reached Ludhiana on the Amritsar-Howrah Mail from Phagwara.
Inspector Anil Kumar,

Undertrial found hanging in jail
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Lodged in Ludhiana
Central Jail for the past one year
for snatching, an undertrial was
found hanging under mysterious
circumstances on Wednesday
night.
Claiming that the undertrial,
Livtar Singh, was murdered, his
family have demanded an investigation. On Thursday, a board of
three doctors conducted the
autopsy in the presence of a magistrate, and later, the body was

›

Police say Livtar hanged himself. My son cannot
commit suicide. He has been murdered through a
conspiracy. Around 10 days ago, some jail inmates
had assaulted Livtar. They could have killed my son.
SATVINDER KAUR, mother of the deceased

handed over to the family.
Satvinder Kaur, mother of the
deceased, said on Wednesday, her
son was produced before the
court, and her elder son had gone
to meet him at the court complex.
Her son had not showed any sign

of stress, she said.
On Wednesday night, police
turned up at their house and gave
her two phone numbers, of jail
superintendent and munshi of
some police station, but did not
reveal the matter.

“When she called the munshi
of Division Number 7 station, she
was told Livtar had died in the jail
and gave no other details,” Kaur
said. “On Thursday, they said
Livtar hanged himself using the
drawstring of his pants. My son
cannot commit suicide. He has
been murdered through a conspiracy. Around 10 days ago,
some jail inmates had assaulted
Livtar. They could have killed my
son,” she alleged.
Shamsher Singh, superintendent of Ludhiana Central Jail, said
investigation was on.

THE BOYS’ FATHER
HAD HELPED THEM
BOARD THE TRAIN
IN PHAGWARA, BUT
HIMSELF GOT LEFT
BEHIND DUE TO HEAVY
RUSH ON THE PLATFORM
in-charge, RPF Ludhiana, said
the family was travelling to
their native place in Bihar to

attend a wedding. They were to
board the general coach of
Amritsar- Howrah Mail at the
Phagwara railway station.
“When the train arrived at
Phagwara, the passengers
started jostling against each
other to board the train. Amid
the melee, the boys’ father Pramod Kumar helped them board
the train with two bags, but himself was left behind on the platform in the rush. As the train
departed with his sons aboard,
Pramod informed the RPF post

there who alerted us,” Kumar
said.
He added that when the train
reached Ludhiana, assistant
sub-inspector (ASI) Mohan Lal,
along with the team, checked
the coaches, and despite the
heavy rush of passengers,
traced the children.
“After rescuing the boys, we
informed RPF Phagwara, following which their parents
reached Ludhiana, and were
reunited with their sons,” the
inspector said.

BCOM STUDENT ENDS LIFE

Boyfriend booked for abetment
LUDHIANA :Police are on the lookout for a Khanna man for driving his 21-year-old girlfriend to
suicide.
The accused, Lovekesh Kaushal, alias Mithu, of Mohalla
Dhobiyan, Khanna, has been
booked for abetment to suicide
after the woman ended her life
by consuming a poisonous substance at her house in Khanna
on Tuesday. He works at a
mobile phone repair shop.
The deceased’s mother, a resident of Ambedkar Nagar, told

ACCUSED ESTABLISHED
PHYSICAL RELATIONS
WITH THE WOMAN ON
PROMISE OF MARRIAGE;
BUT BACKTRACKED
the police that her daughter, a
BCom student, had revealed to
her that Kaushal befriended
her, and established physical
relations with her after promising to marry her. But he later

backtracked from his promise.
The woman alleged that this
had pushed her daughter into
depression, and she committed
suicide on Tuesday.
Assistant sub-inspector
(ASI) Sukhwinder Singh, who is
investigating the case, said the
woman was rushed to Dayanand Medical College and Hospital (DMCH) in Ludhiana,
where she died on Wednesday.
They had launched a manhunt to arrest the accused, he
added.
HTC

On his part, Kaler said his staff
never coerced any sewerman to
clean sewer lines. The staff was
working to clean the lines in the
entire city on the directions of MC
staff, he claimed.

6.5GM HEROIN
RECOVERED
FROM TRUCK,
TWO HELD

LUDHIANA:The Salem Tabri police
arrested two men after recovering 6.5gm heroin from them at
Fatehpur village on Wednesday.
The accused, identified as
Amarnath of Chabbewal, Hoshiarpur, and Baghelu Ram of Talwandi village, Ludhiana, were
travelling in a truck bearing a
“Government of India” sticker.
The truck belongs to a company that transports currency
notes for the government.
Inspector Vijay Kumar, station house officer (SHO), Salem
Tabri police station, said the
duo’s truck was stopped at a
checkpost in Fatehpur village.
On frisking them, 6.5gm heroin
was recovered from their possession. Nothing else was loaded in
the truck, he added.
The accused told the police
that they used to smuggle heroin
in the truck bearing a “Government of India” sticker to avoid
checking.
A case under Sections
22/61/85 of the Narcotic Drugs
and Psychotropic Substances
Act has been registered against
the accused at the Salem Tabri
police station. The police expect
more information from them
during questioning.
HTC
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Guess marks and enrol in Class 11,
meritorious schools aspirants told
SHIFTING FOCUS From providing quality education to meritorious students free of cost, the society
that runs the schools is now concentrating on filling up of the seats by easing the eligibility criteria
Deepa Sharma Sood
n

deepa.sharma@htlive.com

Know the registration process

LUDHIANA: Even as the Punjab

School Education Board
(PSEB) has yet to declare the
Class 10 results, the meritorious
schools have already begun the
admission process for Class 11.
To help with admissions, the
Society for Promotion of Quality
Education for Poor and Meritorious Students, that runs the meritorious schools, has asked students to anticipate their result.
Those who are confident of scoring minimum 70% (general category) and 65% (SC/ST category)
are eligible to apply for the
common entrance test (CET).
The CET will be held across the
22 districts of Punjab.
The directions have caused
much confusion among aspirants
seeking admission, as it’s difficult
to predict one's results.
The students, especially from
economically weaker sections,
said they will be required to register online against a fee of ₹200,
which was non-refundable if the
student was not found eligible
after the results were declared.
QUALITY EDUCATION
TO FILLING UP SEATS
The purpose of the schools was to
impart quality education to
meritorious students who score
80% and above in Class 10 board
exams.
Education and accommodation in these schools are free of

For admission to Class 11 in Punjab's 10 meritorious
schools, a common entrance test will be conducted.
Where to apply:
Online registration begins:

www.ssapunjab.org
April 6

Last date for applying online: April 16, till 5pm
Date of entrance test:
April 21
Result of test:
May 1
Helpline number:

n

The Senior Secondary Residential School for Meritorious Students
in Ludhiana has set up a help desk for aspirants. GURMINDER SINGH/HT

cost, and students are prepared
for the entrance examinations of
prestigious institutes of engineering, management, law, and
medicine within and outside the
state.
But this year again, the state
government has changed the eligibility criteria for admission
into meritorious schools from
55% to 70% for general category
and 65% for SC/ST category in
Class 10 PSEB examinations.
Last year, it was 50% for the SC
category students. This shift in
focus is to fill up all seats, as
around 517 seats were left vacant
last year in the 10 meritorious
schools in the state.
Around 5,200 students have
already registered online to
appear for the CET scheduled on

April 21. There are a total of 4,600
seats in the 10 meritorious
schools in Punjab located in
Amritsar, Bathinda, Jalandhar,
Ludhiana, Mohali, Patiala, Hakumat Singh Wala village in Ferozepur district, Ghabdhan village in
Sangrur district, Talwara in
Hoshiarpur, and Gurdaspur.
Inderpal Singh Malhotra,
assistant project director, meritorious schools, Punjab, said, “We
have started the registration
process for meritorious schools
early this time so that once the
Class 10 results are declared, the
admission process can begin.”
“Earlier, after the declaration
of Class 10 results, the registration process would start and then
CET would be conducted. Due to
this reason, the classes used to

0172-521-2318 or
0172-521-2332,
open from 9am to 5pm

The eligibility criteria has changed from 80% to 70%
(general category) and 65% (SC/ST category).

start in July. If classes can start
earlier, teachers will get more
time for classes, and lessons can
be revised before the final exams.
The delay in starting of the session has affected the results too.”
PARENTS ARE LOSING
INTEREST: EX-MINISTER
Former education minister Daljit
Singh Cheema said, “Parents
have started losing interest in
getting their child admitted to
meritorious schools. These
schools were meant to provide
admission to meritorious students who scored above 80%. But
now the state government has
changed the eligibility criteria
due to which students prefer to
pursue studies from government
schools.”

Medicos learn
nuances of
photography

In Ludhiana’s Senior Secondary Residential School for Meritorious Students, the school
authorities have set up a help
desk to resolve queries of interested students. On Thursday,
several aspirants visited the
school and were shown around.
An interaction was also conducted with the school staff.
WHO CAN APPLY
Students of state government
schools along with Dashmesh
Girls Senior Secondary School,
Badal; Dashmesh Senior Secondary School, Talwandi Sabo
(Bathinda); Dashmesh Senior
Secondary School, Kotla Sultan
(Amritsar), and Adarsh and
model schools under RMSA/
PEDB and PPP Mode can apply.

n

Players in action during a football match between Assam (in yellow) and Maharashtra at the Guru Nanak
Stadium in Ludhiana on Thursday.
GURPREET SINGH/HT

HERO SANTOSH TROPHY

Moran’s goal in penultimate
minute helps Assam triumph
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The last kick of

Sirandeep Moran at 90+4 minutes
on Thursday helped Assam snatch
victory from Maharashtra on the
fourth day of the 73rd National
Football Championship ‘Hero
Santosh Trophy’ being played at
the Guru Nanak Stadium.
In a close encounter, Maharashtra was defeated by 3-2.
Assam’s Bishnu Bordoloi
opened the account by directing
the ball to the net in 12th minute
of the match. Maharashtra tried
to overpower Assam but the

TODAY, MATCHES WILL
BE PLAYED BETWEEN
GOA AND DELHI, AND
ODISHA AND SERVICES
defenders didn’t allow their opponents to score the goal, and even
the Maharashtra players failed
the attempts of Assam who were
trying to increase the margin.
Assam was leading till the end
of first half by 1-0, Maharashtra
made a comeback in the second
half after Arif Shaikh substituted
Saurabh Patil in 46th minute.
Shaikh not only kicked the equal-

Students of Classes 5 to 8
to get digital certificates

LUDHIANA: The youth club of Daya-

n

Players in action during a hockey match between Punjab (yellow) and Chandigarh during the National
GURMINDER SINGH/HT
School Games at Prithipal Singh Hockey Stadium, PAU, in Ludhiana on Thursday.

N AT I O N A L S C H O O L G A M E S

Punjab defeat UT, will take on
Haryana in girls’ hockey finals
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The partnership of
Rupinder Kaur and Payal took
the Punjab girls’ team to the
finals as they defeated Chandigarh by 5-0 in the hockey tournament of the 64th National School
Games being played here at Prithipal Singh Hockey Stadium,
Punjab Agricultural University,
on Thursday.
Though Chandigarh bagged
the penalty corner in the second
minute of the match, they failed to
turn it into a goal and Punjab’s
Meenakshi pushed away the ball
from the shooting circle.

BCM college
students shine in
PU MEd results
LUDHIANA: Four students of BCM

College of Education bagged top
positions in MEd first semester
results, which were declared by
the Panjab University (PU) on
Wednesday. Sukhpreet Kaur
stood first in the university by
scoring 86% marks followed by
Shilpa Bhardwaj with 84.40% at
second position. Neha secured
the fourth position with 81% and
Manpreet Kaur stood sixth in the
varsity with 80.20% marks. HTC

Later, Punjab didn’t allow
Chandigarh to enter into their
half pitch and repeatedly
attempted to score the goal to put
pressure on Chandigarh. Punjab
made at least 11 attempts in the
first half of the match, of which
five were successfully saved by
Chandigarh’s goalkeeper Kirandeep Kaur and in the remaining,
the ball missed the goal post.
FIRST HALF SCORE: 0-0
In the second half again, Punjab
continued their offensive stance
against Chandigarh and continued to make attempts to goal.
Finally, Rupinder Kaur hit the
ball into the goal post. Kirandeep

stretched her legs to stop the ball
but it passed through her legs and
Punjab scored their first goal of
the match in the 35th minute.
Following Rupinder’s lead,
Punjab’s Payal added three
repeated goals by flicking the ball
in the net after receiving the
passes from Rupinder. The fifth
goal for Punjab was scored by
Harpreet Kaur in the 44th minute
and Chandigarh gave up in the
45th minute in the 60-minute
match.
In the second semi-final match
among girls, Haryana defeated
Tamil Nadu by 5-2. The girls’
finals will be played between
Punjab and Haryana on Friday.

Scientist dwells
on development of
artificial muscles
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: A discussion on
research and trials on the development of artificial muscles, was
organised by Ludhiana chapter of
the National Academy of Agricultural Sciences (NAAS), at the
Punjab Agricultural University
(PAU) on Thursday.
Speaking on the occasion, scientist Jatinder Vir Yakhmi said,
“With capabilities of self-organisation, self-repair and self-replication, nature’s assembly doesn’t
make a mistake, and this is the
difference between man and
nature.”
A former associate director of
physics at Bhabha Atomic
Research Centre (BARC), former
advisor to chairman of the
Atomic Energy Commission
(AEC) and former chairman of
the basic sciences committee of
the Board of Research in Nuclear
Sciences (BRNS), Department of

n

Jatinder Vir Yakhmi

HT PHOTO

Atomic Energy (DAE), Yakhmi
hails from Khanna and holds a
European and US patent on artificial heart. Through examples
from the living world, he discussed research and trials on the
development of artificial muscles
for movement, bionic and magnetic devices that can be linked to
brain and heart signals,
simulation of lung surfactant
films, synthetic materials with
homeostatic abilities and
creation of an entire living organ
grown from lab created cells.

nand Medical College (DMC)
organised a photography workshop, “Zoom”, for faculty members and resident doctors on
Thursday.
The workshop was aimed at
educating the participants on the
basics of camera handling and
other technicalities involved in
getting a good photograph.
The club organised the event
in association with the Ludhiana
Photo Journalists Association
(LPJA) and Nikon India Private
Limited.
Principal Sandeep Puri and
senior photo journalist Inderjeet
Verma inaugurated the workshop.
LPJA president Gurmeet
Singh appreciated the efforts of
young medicos in organising the
workshop.
HTC

HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The State Council of
Educational Research and Training (SCERT) has started providing digital certificates to the students of Classes 5 to 8 in government schools.
This is the first time the council has decided to hand over digital certificates to students as
opposed to hard copies,which
used to arrive after up to four
months of the declaration of
results.
For the past several years, the
district education officers have
been signing all certificates of
Classes 5 to 8 due to which the certificates reached the students in
July, three months after result
declaration. But this time, for the

results announced on March 30,
the students will be provided digital certificates.
The council has already
uploaded around four lakh certificates on the ePunjab portal and
sent them to school log-in IDs.
The school heads have been
directed to take printouts and
handover the certificates to the
students.
SCHOOL HEADS
UNHAPPY WITH MOVE
A majority of government primary schools are devoid of computers, required to take printouts
of the e-certificates.
The head of a government
school, on condition of anonymity, said, “We have around 80 students in Class 5, who were promoted to Class 6 on March 30. We

have no funds to bear the printing
cost, which will cause additional
burden on teachers.”
Another government school
head, requesting anonymity,
said, “It’s a good initiative by the
council as students will get the
certificate in a click. But who will
bear the printing cost as our
school has 68 students?”
Inderjit Singh, SCERT
director, said, “To save paper and
time, we have adopted the digital
process. We were receiving a lot
of corrections regarding certificates, and to mitigate this problem, we decided to go digital.”
“All government schools have
internet connections and can
take printouts easily. They can
get the printouts from nearby
government schools also,” he
said.

iser but also provided a lead to
Maharashtra with two repeated
goals in 76th minute. Milan Basumatary brought Assam back into
game in 78th minute, levelling the
score at 2-2. The match seemed to
end in a tie but Moran snatched
the victory in extra minutes by
taking away the ball through
defenders and pocketing it in net.
Earlier, Karnataka made a
powerful comeback in the second
half to bag victory over Sikkim by
2-0. The first half ended at 0-0 but
Karnataka skipper Vignesh Gunashekar and Namgyal Bhutia
scored a goal in 66th and 84th minute, respectively, to grab victory.

‘BEST CENTRE’
AWARD FOR PAU
MAIZE SECTION
LUDHIANA:The maize section of the
department of plant breeding and
genetics, Punjab Agricultural
University (PAU), has received
the “Best Centre Award” for its
outstanding
contribution
towards maize research and
development during 2017-18 and
2018-19. The biennium “Best All
India Coordinated Research
Project Centre Award” was presented to PAU during the 62nd
Annual Maize Workshop, held at
Assam Agricultural University,
Jorhat, Assam, from April 5 to 7.
The award was received by JS
Chawla, team leader, senior
maize breeder, along with maize
scientists Mahesh Kumar,
agronomist; Jawala Jindal,
assistant entomologist; Harleen
Kaur, assistant pathologist, and
Tosh Garg, assistant maize
breeder.
HTC

educationnotes
GCG STUDENTS VISIT
PUNJAB ASSEMBLY
LUDHIANA: The department of
sociology and public administration
of Government College for Girls
(GCG) organised an educational tour
to Punjab legislative assembly,
Chandigarh. Secretary Shashi
Lakhanpal Mishra told the students
about functioning of the legislative
assembly. She encouraged them to
participate in political and administrative fields, and further invited
them to witness a session of legislative assembly to have a closer view
of its process.

Arya College marks centenary
of Jallianwala Bagh tragedy
LUDHIANA: The postgraduate
department of political science, Arya
College, organised “Shaheedon ko
Naman” programme to mark the
centenary of Jallianwala Bagh
tragedy on Thursday. Students
presented a cultural programme,
comprising poems, songs and
lectures, on the occasion. A documentary was also screened to
enhance the knowledge of students.
Department head PS Bhogal spoke
on causes and aftermath of the
massacre.

AS College holds annual prize
distribution programme
LUDHIANA : At least 250 students
were felicitated during the annual
prize distribution programme
organised by AS College, Khanna,
on Thursday. MD of Chanakya Dairy
and Bakery Products Limited,
Mandi Gobindgarh, Vinod Kumar
Dutt, was the chief guest on the
occasion. Graduate and postgraduate students of various departments who excelled in the university examinations, winners of zonal
and inter-zonal youth festival of
the Panjab University (PU), NCC
cadets and NSS volunteers, were
also awarded.

Planet E school
celebrates Baisakhi
LUDHIANA : Students of Planet E
Senior Secondary School celebrated
Baisakhi on Thursday. They sang folk
and devotional songs to mark the
beginning of the new session. They
also performed giddha and bhangra.
Principal Suman Arora appreciated
the efforts of the students. MD
Munish Kumar Dhawan congratu-

n

Winners of various activities with their certificates during an event to mark the Jallianwala Bagh tragedy centenary, at Arya College.

HT

lated the staff and students.

Investiture ceremony
at DCM Presidency School
LUDHIANA : The investiture ceremony for the school council for the
session 2019–20 was held at DCM
Presidency School on Thursday.
Ludhiana additional deputy commissioner of police Prithipal Singh and
principal Rajni Kalra felicitated the
council with badges and flags of
their respective houses. The badge
ceremony was followed by an oath
taking ceremony.

Freshers’ party at Green Land
LUDHIANA : A freshers’ party for
Classes pre-nursery to 3 marked the
beginning of the new academic
session at Green Land Senior Secondary Public School, Jalandhar Bypass,
here on Thursday. A fashion show
was organised for the students.
They wore colourful dresses and
walked the ramp. They were given
titles based on their attires and
confidence.

Talk on social media
addiction at DAV school
LUDHIANA: Police DAV Public School,
Civil Lines, organised a talk on “Social
media addiction” for Class 12 stu-

n

Students during a freshers’ party at Green Land Senior Secondary Public School in Ludhiana on
Thursday.
HT PHOTO

dents on Thursday. The session was
organised in association with the
Fortis hospital. Psychiatrist Dr
Jasmine talked about the impact of
excessive use of social media.

Fancy dress competition
held at Spring Dale
LUDHIANA : Kindergarten section of
Spring Dale Senior Secondary Public
School celebrated Baisakhi on

Thursday. A fancy dress competition
was organised to mark the occasion.
Dressed in traditional attire, the
tiny tots sang and danced to folk
songs.
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Four men arrested, 77 mobile
phones, scooter recovered
TWO GANGS BUSTED Two of the accused stole 74 mobiles from a shop in
Giaspura on April 8; in the second case, 9 mobiles were seized from three others
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA:The district police bus-

ted two gangs of criminals here
on Thursday and recovered 77
mobile phones, a gas cutter,
sharp-edged weapons, tools and
a scooter from their possession.
In the first case, Division
Number 6 police arrested Ranjit
Kumar of Partapgarh of Uttar
Pradesh, while his accomplice
Jatinder Kumar alias Sajan is
at large.
Additional deputy commissioner of police (ADCP, City 2)
Jaskarandeep Singh Teja said
the accused had stolen 74 mobile
phones from a shop in Giaspura,
after drilling a hole in the wall on

POLICE SAY ACCUSED
WERE DRUG ADDICTS
AND TOOK TO CRIME TO
MEET THEIR NEED OF
DRUGS; ANIL SHARMA IS
A FUGITIVE IN A CASE OF
HATCHING CONSPIRACY
OF ROBBERY
the intervening night of April 8
and 9. Vikas Goyal, owner
of the shop, had lodged an FIR on
April 9.
The ADCP added that on
Thursday, the police received
information that the accused
were going to the market for sell-

ing mobile phones.
The police set up a checkpoint
at the Giaspura Chowk and
nabbed Ranjit Kumar. A total of
eight mobile phones were recovered from him.
Following the information
provided by him, the police
recovered 60 more mobile
phones from his rented accommodation.
The accused told the police
that the rest of the mobile phones
were with his accomplice Jatinder Kumar alias Sajan. The
police are trying to arrest him.
In another case, the Sadar
police arrested three accused
and recovered nine mobile
phones and a stolen scooter from
them.

The accused have been identified as Raj Kumar alias Raju, 22,
of Sarup Nagar, Anil Sharma
alias Billa, 31, of Janakpuri and
Pawan Kumar, 32, of Manoj Colony, Jassiyan Road.
The ADCP added that the
accused were drug addicts and
used to execute crime to meet
their drug needs.
The police arrested the
accused from Dhandran following a tip-off. The accused are
already facing trial in several
criminal cases. Anil is also a proclaimed offender in a case of
hatching a conspiracy of robbery. More important information is expected from the accused
during questioning, the
ADCP said.

46,000 new voters enrolled since Jan 31
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : With Lok Sabha elec-

tions fast approaching, a
whopping 46,139 fresh voters
have registered themselves in
the district in the past two
months.
According to the figures
available with the district election office, a total of 25,16,885
voters were registered in Ludhiana as of January 31, 2019, and
since then, 46,139 new voters
have been added to the electoral
rolls.
District election officer-cumdeputy commissioner Pradeep
Kumar Agrawal has appealed to
all eligible people to get them-

›

The ECI has gone full throttle to sensitise and
register maximum eligible people as voters, and the
drive has been a resounding success with a large number
of the residents getting themselves registered.
PRADEEP KUMAR AGRAWAL, DEO -cum-deputy commissioner

selves registered as voters at the
earliest.
“The Election Commission of
India (ECI) has gone full throttle
to sensitise and register maximum eligible people as voters,
and the drive has been a
resounding success with a large
number of the residents getting
registered. But in case of anybody being left out, they should
register as voters before the last

date, which is April 19,” he said.
He said that as per Section 62
of the Representation of People
Act, 1951, only a person enrolled
as a voter in the electoral rolls
was entitled to vote in the constituency.
While elections to the 13 Lok
Sabha seats in Punjab will see a
single-phase poll on May 19, the
last day for candidates to file
nominations is April 29.

UT man gets 10-yr
RI in drugs case

Tribunal awards
₹32L relief to kin
of mishap victim
HT Correspondent
n

chandigarh@hindustantimes.com

CHANDIGARH :The Motor Accident
Claims Tribunal (MACT) on
Wednesday awarded a compensation of about ₹32 lakh to the
family of one Hemant Singh of
Mandi Gobindgarh, Fatehgarh
Sahib, who had died in an accident last year. A businessman
by profession, Hemant was 25
years old at the time of his death.
The claim petition was moved
by his father Pritam Singh who
had claimed a compensation of
₹50 lakh.
As per the petition, the accident took place in March 2018,
when Hemant and his brotherin-law had gone to Manikaran in
Himachal. On their way back, a
rashly driven car hit theirs near
Mandi, resulting in death of
Hemant. The Motor Accident
Claims Tribunal awarded a
compensation of ₹31.1 lakh to
the family of the deceased and
directed United India Insurance
Company along with the owner
and driver of the rashly driven
vehicle to pay the same to the
kin of the victim.

CLAIM PETITION MOVED
BY VICTIM’S FATHER
PRITAM SINGH WHO
HAD CLAIMED A RELIEF
OF ₹50 LAKH

Agrawal said the Election
Commission required those
who wanted to vote to register at
least 10 days before the last date
for filing nominations, making
the deadline for registrations in
Punjab as April 19.
He said people could verify
their details on the voter helpline app or log on to
www.nvsp.in.
In case they were not enrolled
as voters, they can fill Form 6
online via the mobile app or
website, or at the facilitation
centre in the deputy commissioner, sub-divisional magistrate or tehsildar’s office.
A citizen can also contact
toll-free number 1950 for any
query.

n

The shop owner showing a hole drilled by burglars to enter the shop
HT PHOTO
in Machhiwara near Ludhiana on Thursday.

Items worth ₹20 lakh
looted from shop
near police station
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA : Thieves targeted an
electrical shop in Machhiwara,
just 200 yards from a police station, on the Samrala road and
decamped with copper and other
valuables on the intervening
night of Wednesday and Thursday. They had drilled a hole in a
wall.
The Machhiwara police have
registered a case against unidentified accused and initiated investigations.
Owner of the shop, Hindustan
Electricals, Surinder Kumar,
said the material worth ₹20 lakh
has been stolen. he said the burglars also took away the CCTV
installed in the shop and its

recording system. He said he
came to know about the incident
on Thursday morning, when he
came to the shop. He was shocked
to see the shop ransacked, he said.
Surinder Kumar added that
the burglars had barged into the
shop after drilling a hole in the
wall. He said he informed the
police immediately
The police found that burglars
had drilled two holes in the wall.
The first hole drilled by them
opened in a cycle repair shop.
They did not enter that shop and
drilled another hole to enter the
electrical shop.
ASI Jarnail Singh, investigating the case, said that the police
have been scanning CCTVs
installed in the area to identify
the accused.

CHANDIGARH : A local court on
Thursday sentenced a Mauli
Jagran man to 10-year rigorous
imprisonment (RI) in a drugs case
of 2017.
The court of additional district
and sessions judge also imposed a
fine of ₹1 lakh on Raju, 40. In case
of defaulting on payment of the
fine, he will have to be in jail for
another six months.
The matter dates back to
November 11, 2017, when Raju
was booked under Section 22 of
the Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (NDPS) Act.
Raju was apprehended by a
patrolling team near Sector 51B
with a handbag containing 20
injections of buprenorphine (2ml
each) and 20 injections of pheniramine (10ml each). A case was
registered against him.
HTC

HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: The Punjab State Power

Corporation
Limited
(PSPCL) has issued orders to all
chief engineers and field officers
of distribution zones across
Punjab to take appropriate
action and prevent fire incidents during the wheat harvesting season.
PSPCL chief managing
director (CMD) Baldev Singh
Sran said that the orders have
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DEPARTURE TIMINGS
Train no
12426
12425
12445
12446
12903
14682

Destination
Rajdhani (Jammu to New Delhi)
Rajdhani (New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(New Delhi to Jammu)
Sampark Kranti
(Jammu to New Delhi)
Golden Temple Mail
(Mumbai to Amritsar)
Intercity
(Jalandhar City to New Delhi)

"

Timing
00:15am
01:07am
01:42am
01:35am
02:47am
05:25am

12460
12411
12054
12926
12029
12919
12497
12920
12925
12498
12715
12030
12241
12459
12053
12412
12013
13006
14681
12904
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F E E FA U X PA S

PU BDS, MDS
STUDENTS TO
PAY AMOUNT
TO FILL THE GAP
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@htlive.com

CHANDIGARH: With regard to the
controversy involving BDS and
MDS students over fee differential in the wake of printing error
in the handbook, the Panjab
University Syndicate decided
that the students of Dr Harvansh
Singh Judge Institute of Dental
Science and Hospital be asked
to pay the differential vis-a-vis
the fee deposited by them in
the last session and the current one.
The university had published
the wrong figure of fee in the
handbook in 2018, which was less
than the fee paid by the students
in their first year and was also
contrary to the Senate’s decision
on May 6, 2018, to increase the fee
by 5% for the already enrolled
students. The Syndicate members decided to not recover the fee
with hike but to ask the MDS students to pay at least what they did
in their first year of the course.
The MDS students who took
admission in 2017 had paid
₹4,48,327 in fee. However, in their
second year, the figure in the
handbook was ₹4,29,085 and the
students paid this amount. The
actual amount should have been
₹4,69,955 (after 5% hike).
The same happened with BDS
2017 batch. The BDS students
paid ₹1,18,532 in the first year and
in the second year they paid
₹1,15,355 as per the figure mentioned in the handbook. The
actual fee to be paid by them was
₹1,23,175 and the differential
amount was ₹7,820. Students of
BDS were counselled and they
agreed to pay ₹3,477 to match the
fee paid by them in the first year.

n

The under-construction garbage dump near the ISBT in Ludhiana.

GURMINDER SINGH/HT

Locals oppose garbage dump
site near Chattar Singh Park
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The municipal corpo-

ration’s (MC) plan to construct
a concrete platform to set up a
garbage dump near the Chattar
Singh Park has not gone down
well with the area residents.
On Thursday, locals held a
protest, demanding removal of
the proposed dump from the
site.
The civic body, which has
demarcated the site by installing bricks in a row proposes to
build a shed at the site.
One of the residents, advocate Gurinder Preet Singh has
also written to the Punjab chief
minister's office seeking
removal of the dump.
The dump site has been a subject of controversy since the
market association demanded
the removal of a dump from
below the bus stand flyover.
Following the demand, the
civic body tried to shift the

›

Garbage needs to be
dumped at some
place. There will be no
open dumping of garbage
and the site will be covered
with a shed. We will
also install a static
compactor at the spot.

JASDEV SEKHON, MC secretary

dump to the park area by installing barricades, but social activist Gurpal Grewal opposed it.
Now, the authorities are
establishing the dump at one
corner of the park after ‘consultations’ with the market association and the social activist.
The residents of the nearby
locality, however, said that a
garbage dump resulted in nuisance as garbage spreads in the

entire vicinity. It will pollute
the entire area, they said.
Gurinder said the civic body
had also dismantled the iron
grills installed around the park.
The dump will also be a nuisance for morning walkers in
the park, he said. “There is also
a danger of spread of diseases in
areas near the dump. It also
becomes a permanent source of
stink,” he said.
Besides, the establishment of
the dump along the road will disrupt the movement of traffic, he
added.
MC secretary Jasdev Sekhon
said garbage needed to be
dumped at some place. There
will be no open dumping of garbage and the site will be covered
with a shed, he assured.
“We are also planning to
install a static compactor at the
spot. The MC has already got
approval of the nearby market
association and NGOs for establishing the dump at the site,”
Sekhon said.

Two arrested for stealing railway
property, 26 pandrol clips seized
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: The Railway Protection Force (RPF) arrested two
men for stealing railway property on Thursday and recovered
26 pandrol clips from them.
The accused have been identified as Kunal Sharma of New
Shivaji Nagar and Sonu of Dana
Mandi, Amritsar.
RPF in-charge inspector Anil
Kumar said the accused were
arrested from near the railway
yard during “Operation Clean
Ludhiana Station”, launched by
the RPF 10 days ago.
“Sonu is a habitual thief,” he
said. They have been booked

THROUGH A SPECIAL
DRIVE, RPF HAS
RECOVERED STOLEN
RAILWAY MATERIAL
WORTH ₹1.7 LAKH AND
COLLECTED ₹57,000 AS
FINE IN THE PAST 10 DAYS
under Section 3 of the Railway
Property (Unlawful Possession)
Act,” he said.
During the operation, the
RPF team detained24 people
from the railwaystation under
Section 145 B (whoever commits
any nuisance or act of indecency
or uses abusive or obscene lan-

guage)of the Railway Act on
Wednesday night.
Inspector Anil Kumar, who
was posted here only recently,
said that he observed many violations at the railway station
and launched the operation to
tighten the noose around rule
violators.
“The operation not only
includes stern action, but also
rule awareness drives. In the
past 10 days, we have distributed pamphlets, pasted
stickers on platforms and in
some prominent trains, such as
Rajdhani Express and Shatabdi
Express. Passengers were also
made aware about line crossing
and asked to use the railway

overbridges to cross the tracks,”
he said.
According to the RPF data,
cops detained a total of 405 people, who were found violating
norms, in the past 10 days. The
RPF has also recovered stolen
railway material worth ₹1.7
lakh and collected ₹57,000 as
fine. “As many as 156 passengers were detained for smoking
and chewing tobacco products
on the premises of the station, 87
were unauthorised vendors, 33
were drunkards creating nuisance, 83 were detained for trespassing, 30 for travelling without ticket, 12 for stealing railway property and four for
snatchings,” he said.

Repair wires to check crop damage: PSPCL

informationyoucanuse
POLICE CONTROL
ROOM
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Howrah Mail (Howrah to Amritsar) 05:50am
Shatabdi (Amritsar to New Delhi) 07:02am
Chandigarh Superfast
(Amritsar to Chandigarh)
07:20am
Sachkhand Express
(Amritsar to Hazur Sahib)
07:55am
Intercity (Amritsar to New Delhi) 08:40am
Intercity (Chandigarh to Amritsar) 09:10am
Jan Shatabdi (Amritsar to Haridwar) 09:03am
Paschim Exp (Amritsar to Bandra) 10:35am
Swarna Shatabdi
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
11:33am
Malwa (Indore to Jammu)
11:15am
Shan-e-Punjab
(New Delhi to Amritsar)
12:07pm
Malwa (Jammu to Indore)
01:50pm
Paschim Ex. (Bandra to Amritsar) 04:52pm
Shan-e-Punjab
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
05:23pm
Sachkhand Express
(Hazur Sahib to Amritsar)
05:55pm
Swarna Shatabdi
(Amritsar to New Delhi)
06:55pm
Chandigarh Superfast
(Chandigarh to Amritsar)
06:57pm
Intercity (New Delhi to Amritsar) 07:20pm
Jan Shatabdi (Haridwar to Amritsar) 07:35pm
Intercity (Amritsar to Chandigarh) 07:55pm
Shatabdi (New Delhi to Amritsar) 08:20pm
Howrah Mail (Amritsar to Howrah) 09:15pm
Intercity
(New Delhi to Jalandhar City)
10:35pm
Golden Temple Mail
(Amritsar to Mumbai)
11:59pm

FLIGHTS
SCHEDULE
Alliance Air Flight from
Sahnewal airport to Delhi
(Only Monday, Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday)
Ludhiana 4:20pm, New Delhi 5:35pm

been issued as an attempt to
save wheat crops from fire incidents due to electrical sparks.
Director (distribution) NK
Sharma is holding meetings
with the field officers on day-today basis.
Even the CMD had addressed
meetings of all chief engineers
operations zones in this regard.
The PSPCL has appealed to
farmers and citizens to “inform
the staff of PSPCL, junior engineer (JE) or subdivisional officer (SDO) immediately over the

phone, in case any electric line
is sparking or likely to spark”.
“Wherever electrical wires
are loose or low, consumers
should register complaint on
PSPCL’s 24-hour control room
telephones (for electricity
related complaints).”
“All field officers have been
instructed to ensure proper
maintenance of electric wires
and switchboards,” a PSPCL
official said. “Lose wires passing through agricultural fields
should be tightened. If the dis-

tance between electric poles are
more, it should be set right by
placing another intermediate
pole,” PSPCL has instructed
its staff. More such instructions
have been issued to ensure
that no fire mishap takes
place.
REPAIR LOOSE JUMPERS
OF ALL TRANSFORMERS
Apart from this, officials have
been asked to repair
loose jumpers of all transformers/poles. The PSPCL has

informed the farmers that due
to high temperature during the
15 days of crop harvesting, there
is an increase in the possibility
of fire mishaps, thus power supply to agricultural pump set
feeders will be provided at night
as per requirement, instead
of daytime.
The PSPCL has requested
farmers across state to cooperate with the corporation and
take care of their power infrastructure while the harvesting
using combines.

Ops 24x7, but travel on last 3km
to airport without streetlights
Hillary Victor
n

AIRPORT AUTHORITIES
WRITE TO CTU FOR
LATE NIGHT SERVICE
“We have requested the Chandigarh Transport Authority
(CTU) to run a late night service
to the airport,” Dutt said, adding
that six CTU buses were plying
to the airport. The airport does
not charge any parking fee.
UT transport secretary AK
Singla said, “We have got the letter and my team is working on
the feasibility of plying buses
late night. We will ply only if the
traffic flow is high otherwise, we
do not want to run into losses for
the corporation.

hillary.victor@htlive.com

MOHALI : In a reflection on the
lackadaisical and piecemeal
planning, even though the international airport is now operational 24*7, customers will have
to travel the last 3.5km to
the brilliantly-lit facility in
pitch dark.
The reason, the Greater
Mohali Area Development
Authority (GMADA) has not
installed streetlights on the
stretch.
This has put passengers
at the risk of an accident,
with stray cattle also a grave
threat.
In the new schedule, there is
departure of a flight at 8.15pm
and a Bangalore-ChandigarhHyderabad flight arrives
on April 30 at 11.35pm.
Airport cheif executive officer (CEO) Suneel Dutt said,
“It is inexplicable that streetlights have not been installed,
when all departments were
aware that there will be round
the clock operation from April
10. The road gets pitch dark

n

NOT SO SMOOTH The streetlight poles are without bulbs and at
night, it will be quite an ordeal driving down this road to catch or
SANJEEV SHARMA/HT
return from your flight.

after late evening.”
“A couple of flights are now
operational after 8pm. Our first
flight departs at 625am and
counters open at 425am. The
staff is at grave risk with no
streetlights on the approach
road.”
GMADA executive engineer
Ashok Kumar said, “There was

delay as no bidder participated
in the tender process.
Work has been allotted and
streetlights will be installed by
April-end.”
The new schedule has 38
flights, but the only new city
connected is Chennai and that
flight would be operational from
April 30.

12-MINUTE FREE ENTRY
FOR NON-COMMERCIAL
VEHICLES
To enhance consumer friendliness, the airport authority had
increased the timings for free
entry to drop a passenger and
comeback from eight minutes to
12 minutes, last month.
It means, if a car comes back
after dropping a passenger from
the airport within 12 minutes,
it will not be charged the parking fee.
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PERSONAL FINANCE

What do you
get in ₹1 policy?

quickguide
NPS SCHEMES
CAN INVEST MORE
IN DEBT

Here's what this means for you

INSURANCE COVER CHECK HT Money takes a look at policies which cover
your accident cost, hospitalisation charges and life insurance for a minimal amount
Revati Krishna
n

circular released by the IRCTC states,
“The premium, with effect from October
1, 2018, is 49 paise per passenger.” After
bookingyourtrainticket,youwillgetthe
details of your insurance policy and you
will have to update your nomination
detailsontheinsurer’swebsite.“Ifnomination details are not filled, the settlement will be made with the legal heir, if
the claim arises,” the circular added.
The policy is compulsory for children
less than five years of age, and covers
death,permanenttotaldisability,permanent partial disability and hospitalisation. The maximum cover is up to ₹10
lakh, in which you get a cover of ₹10 lakh
fordeathandpermanenttotaldisability,
₹7.5lakhforpermanentpartialdisability,
₹2 lakh for hospitalisation expenses for
injury and₹10,000 for the transportation
of mortal remains.
Apartfromprivatecompaniesandthe
Railways, the government also provides
alifeinsurancescheme–PradhanMantri
SurakshaBimaYojana–atapremiumof
₹1permonthand₹12ayear,whichisdebited from your linked bank account. It
providesacoverof₹2lakh.Yougetpaida
suminsuredof₹2lakhincaseofdeath,in
caseoflossoftotalandirrecoverableloss
ofbotheyesorbothhandsorfeetorlossof
sight of one eye and loss of use of hand or
footand₹1lakhfortotallossofsightofone
eye or loss of use of one hand or foot.

revati.krishna@htlive.com

MUMBAI: What can you buy for ₹1? Well,

financialproductssuchaspersonalaccidental cover, life insurance and gold can
cost as low as ₹1. Sounds too good to be
true? HT Money takes a look at these
products and tells you if it is worth it:

LOW COST
Last year, app-based taxis company Ola
startedprovidinginsurancecoverfor₹1.
“The premium is priced at ₹1 to make it
affordable. It is to hedge risks associated
with travelling on the road,” said a
spokesperson from an Ola Cabs.
To buy the insurance, you have to pay
₹1 every time you take a cab ride. The
in-trip insurance cover, in partnership
withAckoGeneralInsuranceLtd,within
the city includes ₹5 lakh personal accidentcover,₹1lakhhospitalisationbenefit
and loss of baggage. For outstation rise,
theinsurancecoverincludesemergency
hotel stay and home insurance cover as
well.Tofileforclaims,thecustomermust
firstselecttheridethattheywishtoclaim
the insurance amount for. “This feature
is available in the ‘Support’ section,” the
Ola spokesperson added.
Last year, Indian Railways Catering
and Tourism Corporation (IRCTC)
launchedatravelcoverforlessthan₹1.A

Your ATMs won’t
shut down, but fee
likely to increase
Vivina Vishwanathan
n

WHEN RBI ASKED ATMS TO
FOLLOW CERTAIN SECURITY
PARAMETERS, IT BECAME
EXPENSIVE FOR BANKS, AS
THERE WAS NO CONSENSUS
ON WHO WOULD BEAR THE
COST – THE ATM COMPANIES
OR THE BANKS

Vivina.v@htlive.com

MUMBAI: Lastyear,theautomatedteller
machine (ATM) industry warned that
nearly 50% of ATMs may be shut down
by March 2019 due to unviability of the
operations.ThoughtheMarchdatafor
ATMs is not out yet, the ATM industry
experts say that there is no need to
worryaboutthenumberofATMs.However,youmayhavetobraceyourselffor
a higher ATM cost and here is why:

INCREASE IS ATM
MAINTENANCE COST
Firstly, the ATM industry had a direct
impact of demonetisation, which took
placeinNovember2016,causingafallin
profitability.Alongwiththat,theATM
industry had the added burden of compliancewhichtheReserveBankofIndia
had imposed on them for security.
There are three types of ATM
deployment models –banks deployed
ATMs,ATMsmanagedbyATMcompaniesandATMsmanagedinsmallercities.WhenthecentralbankaskedATMs
tofollowcertainsecurityparameters,it
wasturningouttobeexpensiveasthere
wasnoconsensusofwhowouldbearthe
cost–theATMcompaniesorthebanks.
“Initially, no one was willing to take
the cost burden. However, now there
areanumberofconversationsgoingon.
TheNPCIhasspokentotheministryto
revise the interchange fee and they
have made certain recommendations.
Wearewaitingfortheministrytocome
back in terms of the decision. We don’t
knowhowmuchtimewillittakebutwe
know that NPCI has made the recommendation which is a good starting
point,”saidHimanshuPujara,regional
managing director, Asia Pacific,
Euronet Services India.
Since there was no clarity on the
commercialreimbursementandonthe
incremental cost of compliance, they

haddifferedwiththerecommendation.
However,nowworkishappening.“The
end result will be either banks bearing
the cost or a change in interchange fee.
At this point, there is no need for consumers to worry in term ofthe number
of ATMs.”
Thisisthewaitandwatchperiodand
at negotiation stage. “If the negotiated
rate is not good enough then we will
have to see. We are hopeful that banks
will reimburse for the increased ATM
cost and we in turn will be able to pay
the cash loading agencies. I am expectingthingstoworkoutwell,”saidRadha
Rama Dorai, managing director-ATM
and Allied Services, FIS.
ATM operators demand for higher
interchanged fee, the cost levied by
ATMoperatorspertransaction.“There
is an effort made by the white label
ATMs for an increase in interchange
and also supported by banks that
acquirealotoftransactionsbutitisstill
underdiscussion.Ifthereisanincrease
in interchange fee it will go up by
10-15%. Since the cash supply has
improved, the profitability is improving,” said Dorai.
However,iftheratesarefullypassed
on to the consumers, you can expect a
10-15% hike in your ATM transaction
fee.
ThoughthenumberofATMswillnot
fall dramatically, you may have to pay
an extra cost for it.

THE PRICE YOU PAY
The cost to withdraw money
from ATMs is likely to go up
ATM withdrawal charges and
limit in metro cities

5
3
20

Number of free
transactions in own bank
Number of free
transactions in other banks
Cost of financial
transaction after free
limit

8-20

Cost of non-financial
transaction after
free limit
SOURCE: HT Research
ILLUSTRATION: SHRIKRISHNA PATKAR
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What happened: The Pension Fund
Regulatory and Development
Authority (PFRDA) released a
circular last month to increase the
limit of investments by National
Pension Scheme (NPS) in
government securities and short
term debt instruments by 5% each.

2
3
4

How much: Now NPS schemes can
invest up to 55% in government
securities and related investments
and up to 46% in debt instruments
and related investments.

Why: PFRDA said in the circular that
this has been done to provide
flexibility to the pension funds to
improve the scheme performance
depending on market conditions.

ILLUSTRATION: SUDHIR SHETTY

SHOULD YOU OPT FOR IT?
To begin with, ₹1 is a minuscule amount
to spend for an insurance cover. But
should you consider it? An insurance
cover that costs ₹1 can’t replace your
comprehensive insurance cover.
“The ₹1 cover offered does not substitute the need for a personal accident
cover,” said Anand Prabhudesai,
founder, Turtlemint, an insurance web
aggregator. Also it may not be adequate.
“The hospitalisation benefit of ₹1 lakh

may not be enough,” said financial planner Suresh Sadagopan.
In case of the IRCTC cover, did you
knowearlierthecostwasincludedinthe
ticketandonlyrecentlypassedonthecost
to customers?
“The railway ministry is not essentially offering anything extra. Earlier
such covers were in-built, but now you
are being charged 49 paise. Though the
amountisnegligible,theburdenhasbeen
transferredtothetraveller,”saidPawan

Agrawal, founder, Invest Guru.
When it comes to life insurances, ₹2
lakh is inadequate. “Generally a term
cover is advised to be 10 to 20 times your
annual income based on your requirement,” said Prabhudesai.
“If you can afford a credible product,
you must opt for it because it is not about
how much you pay as a premium, but
whatyougetoutoftheproduct,”saidSadagopan.Hence,byaninsurancewithadequate sum assured cover.

TERM OF THE DAY
NBFC
OMBUDSMAN
SCHEME
WHAT IS IT?

moneybasics

You can lock your credit, debit cards
YOU CAN DECIDE THE LIMIT
Did you know that
you can put a limit
on your credit and
debit card transactions?
For
instance, if you
want to limit your
transaction to
₹5,000 or ₹10,000 every time you swipe,
you have the option to do so. Through
your card issuer, you can set the limit.
This also means that during transaction, if the limit is above the one that you
have set, the transaction will fail. It also
allows you to limit international transactions. If you want to switch off your
international transaction, the financial
institutions allow it too. Some banks
allow you to switch of the card completely.

Impact on you: "It works when one is
closer towards retirement as at that
age, you should have a safer portfolio.
If you are younger, it is better to go
for the lifecycle strategy of NPS
schemes because more equity
investment will work wonders for you
when you are younger," said Dilshad
Billimoria, director at Dilzer
Consultants Private Ltd.

THE PROCESS
The process can
vary for different
banks.Some banks
allow you to switch
on and off the card
onthephysicalcard
itself with a button.
Most banks allow
you to do the process through net banking. Youhave togotothe cardoptionand
enterthecarddetailsforwhichyouwant
to change the limit. It will give you an
optiononwhatkindofchangesyouwant
tomake—thetransactionlimitorchange
in limit for domestic and international
transaction.Forsomebanks,youcanopt
for the phone banking option as well.
Once you have enabled it, the bank will
set the limit and inform you if the next
transaction is above the limit.

The Ombudsman Scheme for Non-banking Financial
Institution (NBFCs) is set to provide NBFC customers a
cost-free and expeditious grievance redress mechanism.
The scheme covers all deposit-taking NBFCs and those with
customer interface having an asset-size of
₹100 crore and above.

WHAT IS NEW?

WHY TO CONSIDER IT
The scheme was implemented for customers of deposit
Many fraudutaking NBFCs registered with the Reserve Bank of India (RBI).
lent debit and
The RBI reviewed the scheme’s operation. “It has now
credit card cases
decided to extend the coverage to non-deposit
occur regularly.
taking NBFCs having customer interface and
You should not
asset size of ₹100 crore and above by the
give your card
month end," said the RBI during
details to anyone,
monetary policy.
especially the
password and PIN. Restricting your
card to a certain limit will put an additional layer of protection. For instance,
if a fraudster tries to swipe your card
internationally and if your international transaction option is off, the
Around 70,490 units in first quarter
transaction will not go through. Also,
of 2019 was added in top cities, up
reducing the limit of your withdrawal
by 27%, according to Anarock
on the card exposes your card only to a
Property Consultants Pvt. Ltd
certain amount. For instance, if the
limit is ₹5,000, you are exposed to only
that amount per transaction.

TOP CITIES ADD
NEW HOUSES

GET IN GEAR

Planning to take a loan for used car?
Here are crucial things you must know

City-wise new supply in units
Q1 2019 Q4 2018
%Change (Q4
2018 vs Q1 2019)

Vivina Vishwanathan
n

8,030
8,800

NCR

vivina.v@htlive.com

MUMBAI: The auto sales have been

witnessing a prolonged slowdown
owing to weak consumer demand. As
per data from the Society of Automobile Manufacturers Association
(SIAM), the total sales in domestic
cars declined by 6.87% in March.
However, there is an uptick in the
used car market. “The new car market sales have been muted—hardly
growing by 2.5-3% year-on-year.
However, used car market is growing
at 15-18%. Last year, new cars closed
at 3.3 million in sales, while used car
market would have sold not less than
4 million cars. Around five years ago,
sales of used cars were lower than
new cars. Now it is 1.3 times of the
new car market. Globally, used car
market is usually 2.5 to 3 times the
new car market,” said Ravi Narayan,
head-secured assets, ICICI Bank Ltd.
Bankers say that there has been
12-18% rise in the used car loans as
well. If you are also planning to buy a
used car, here are a few things that
you need to focus on. Also in case you
are planning to take a loan for a used
car, here is what you should know:

PROPER DOCUMENTATION
A MUST
When you are buying a used car, you
need to first check all the documents.
“The RC book needs to be clean. The
financial institution would want to
know if all the documents of the asset
are clear. For instance, what if it is a
car stolen,” said Narayan. The financial institution will not want to take
the risk. “Banks will evaluate the
document and value the car independently as well as based on internal parameters before deciding to
lend,” said Vyomesh Kapasi, chief
executive officer and managing
director, Kotak Mahindra Prime Ltd.

26,850
62%
16,590

MMR

9,070
11,610

Bengaluru

6,730

160

Hyderabad

4,850
3,940

23%

Chennai

3,170
3,900

-19%

1000
4,030

-75%

Kolkata

Source: Anarock Research

ILLUSTRATION: UNNIKRISHNAN AV

IF THE CAR IS OVER SEVEN TO
EIGHT YEARS OLD, YOU WILL
NOT GET A LOAN
Generally at the industry level, you

-22%

17,520

Pune

QUALITY OF THE CAR
DETERMINES COST OF LOAN
Financiers look for organised seller
because in case of an unorganised
one, there is no proper invoice. The
value of used car can differ depending on the usage, the number of people who have used the car, how many
times it has been transferred and the
mileage. “There could be two cars
which is one year old, one might have
done 50,000 km and another must
have crossed 10,000 km. Obviously
the value of the car would be different. The economic value of the car
needs to be estimated,” said Narayan. The interest rate is usually 100250 basis points (bps) more than new
car because of all these reasons. Also
typically, the delinquency in used car
market is higher than the new car
market.

-9%

will not get financing if a car is 10
years old at the end of the contract.
“If someone still decided to finance it,
you will get a higher price. For example, if you buy a car manufactured in
2012, today it will be seven years old.
You will find it difficult to get a loan
for more than three years on that car.
By the end of the contract of the loan,
the car will be 10 years old. Generally
companies like to keep it at eight
years,” Kapasi said. However, it differs from bank to bank in terms of
documentation.

WHAT YOU SHOULD DO
Before opting for a used car, do your
due diligence. Check the quality of
the car, the valuation and documentation. If you need to take a used car
loan, know that the cost of loan for a
used car is higher than a new car.
Hence, decide accordingly. If you still
have to opt for a loan, make use of
your credit score. If you have a good
credit score, you can negotiate with
the bank for better rates.

RATE CUT IMPACT
MARGINAL
Transmission is faster in a higher
interest rate regime and continues
to be slow in easing phase
Repo Deposit Loans
rate (median (1-year
term
median
deposit MCLR)
rate)

Jan. 2018Jan. 2019

50

29

50

50

18

32

Feb.-Mar. 2019 -25

-3

-5

Tightening
cycle
June 2018Jan. 2019
Easing cycle
Note: Data in basis points
MCLR: Marginal cost of fund
based lending
Source: RBI
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LUDHIANA
‘Screening web series in theatres
will benefit both’
IFIAUDITIONED
TODAY,I’DFAIL,
SAYSSALMAN
Sangeeta Yadav

ith the web series craze
on the rise, filmmakers
are now on an
experimentation spree, which
also includes director Zoya
Akhtar. She has teamed up
with other directors ever
since she decided to branch
out to the web platform for her
web film, Lust Stories (2018)
and the web recent series,
Made in Heaven. But the
director feels the trend will not
affect theatre release as the
content for the two are
completely different.
“We can’t compare films
with web series. Web is like a
visual book. You can watch it
anytime and we can create
content without the fear of
censorship. The ease is to dip
into the narrative as and when
you are free for it. You can
watch the film in one go but
when it comes to a web series,
you can’t watch it in two-anda-half to three hours. It is an
hour-long show with 10-12
episodes,” says Zoya, who is
prepping for the second season
of Made in Heaven.
The 46-year-old director
feels special screenings of web
series in theatres are
beneficial for both, the web
series and the hall. “Now,
there are special theatrical
screenings in various cities,

W

The actor recalls what it was like to make his
debut 30 years ago, says it is much tougher
for younger
ger actors to eenter Bollywood no
now
of that. But
B there is
no form
mula to
this.

Sneha Mahadevan
n his three-decade long
career, Salman Khan has
launched a lot of new faces in
Bollywood. But the actor is
pretty sure that he won’t
launch anyone unless they are
prepared to slog it out before
their film finally releases.
While the actor admits that he
did have his fair share of
struggles, he says that actors
who make their debuts now
have to work much harder. In a
candid chat, the actor tells us
about launching new faces, his
criteria for choosing a film,
singing, and more.

I

You have been in the industry for
over three decades. After all these
years, what is that one thing that
you look for when you choose a
project?
My only thing is that when I
hear a subject, I have to decide
almost immediately whether or
not this is something I want to
do. I start thinking about

My only brief to the
younger guys is, ‘Can
you do what Varun
does? What Tiger
does? Or can you do
what Ranveer does? If
you don’t come at par
with that, then don’t
even think of becoming
an actor.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR

finishing my earlier films
faster so I can think of
accommodating the new film.
If I say ‘Sochke bataunga’
that means it’s gone. It has to
catch my attention straight
out and I should be able to
visualise myself, how the
trailer will be shot, how the
promos will look, where the
film’s interval would be and all

You have seen a lot of upps
and downs in your
career. What is the one
film that you felt didn’t
fare as per your
expectations?
I feel like Tubelight
(2017) was one of the
better films that I
have done but it
released on Eid. Sab
e
dhamaal masti karne
gaye, aur rote huye ba
ahar
nikle. I had told the makers
m
that Eid is a festive da
ate and
you should not come out on this
nt to lose
date. They didn’t wan
out on the special date
e of Eid
Eid,
but this wasn’t an Eid film.
However, even though they
said that the film didn’t do well,
it did a business of ₹148 crores
and it was considered a flop.
Aise hi upar wala har ek ko flop
dete rahe (laughs).
You made your debut in 1988. How
much do you think has changed in
terms of preparations that newer
actors come with today?
My only brief to the younger
guys is, ‘Can you do what
Varun [Dhawan; actor] does?

aining worrkshops have come
. Today, if I wanted to
come an actor and gave
ditio
ons, I would fail.
diitions are a
ffe
erent thing
to
ogether. All these
unger guys have
orked really hard
nd they deserve to
o well in life. I hope
l the ones that we
unch after this, do
lll, too.

A still from Tubelight
What Tiger [Shroff; actor]
does? Or can you do what
Ranveer Singh does?’ If you
don’t come at par with that,
then don’t even think of
becoming an actor. It has taken
them (the youngsters that I
launch) four, five years to get to
a stage where they can do
action and dance. Nowadays,
there are a lot of workshops
available, too. For me, at that
point of time, I used to play
every sport. But now acting

Harbhajanahands-onfather,lovesto
changeHinaya’snappies:GeetaBasra
Rishabh Suri
ne might wonder why we
didn’t see much of actor
Geeta Basra in films all
these years, but a whole lot of
other things were keeping her
busy— her marriage to
cricketer Harbhajan Singh,
and their two-and-a half-year
old daughter Hinaya. And add
to that lack of good offers.
After debuting with The
Train (2007), Geeta wasn’t seen
in any high-profile projects.
The reason she reveals is, “It
was a different time, when I
had entered the industry. It
was a very awkward time in
the industry for a girl.”
Asked if it was only in terms
of roles, she clarifies, “Cinema
has changed drastically in last
five years. The kind of films
made then were very different
from today. Scripts have more
scope for girls now. In my
time, you couldn’t date
someone, couldn’t even be
seen with a guy, forget being a
working mother! Today,
female actors are married,
have kids and still work. When
I had entered, it was a taboo. A
girl had to be available! (It was
thought) ‘How can she be
dating someone?’”
She further says that her
relationship with Harbhajan,
which initially started as a
friendship (and culminated
into marriage in 2015), was
blown out of proportions, and
hence, she had to lose out on
work. “The Train had
released, and I met Harbhajan.
After that, in the media,
straightaway the first story
came out… I was married off,
dates were out, locations of our
wedding were out. Things
became a little tough after
that. A lot of films went out of
my hand because they (makers
thought) I was getting
married. They thought a
married girl becomes
pregnant and then ‘what will
happen to our film?’ A well-

Geeta Basra
and husband
Harbhajan
Singh with
daughter
Hinaya

O

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
GEETABASRA

alsso sang in Notebook
r youur songs in Kick
14) andd Hero (2015). Do
volunteer to sing for your
rojects?
Arrey they ju
ust put the song on
to me
me. I sang it to the best of my
ability. When I heard it, I asked
them if it will be okay, they
assured me that it would sound
great. Then when I heard it
again, I loved it.
n

Zoya Akhtar feels audience tastes are changing
which is a great way to get
those audiences who aren’t
hooked on to the web yet.
Special theatrical releases give
them the first glimpse of the
show and they can later watch
the rest of the episodes at their

PRIYANKA AND NICK TO BE
PART OF MET GALA’S
BENEFIT COMMITTEE
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and her
husband Nick Jonas have been
announced as part of the Met
Gala Host Committee. Priyanka

revealed the news on
Instagram. “From walking the
prestigious carpet for the first
time, to meeting my husband
and many friends for life... Nick
and I are honored to be on the
Benefit Committee for this
year’s Met Gala,” she captioned
the post.
— IANS

GEETA BASRA, ACTOR

known female actor then had
got pregnant during her
movie, and that made things
harder,” says Geeta, who is
currently receiving offers for
web series, too.
When Geeta gave birth to
their daughter, Hinaya in 2016,
her entire life changed. The

happiness is evident in her
voice, “I am obsessed with
her. I love my time with her,
and love being a hands-on
mother. She’s the most
important part of our lives. I
haven’t left her a single day
since she’s been born. I don’t
want to miss out on anything.

n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Nick Jonas
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Crass songs become hits as the
public likes them, feels Raftaar
Samarth Goyal
usician-rapper Dilin
Nair aka Raftaar feels
bad as a “poet” that
songs with questionable lyrics
become hits. However, he
feels that the trend is
prevalent everywhere, and
it’s listeners who decide what
songs they like.
“When someone from the
West, like an Akon, sings, ‘I
want to f*** you’, people love
it, and feel there is nothing
wrong [with the lyrics]. You
look at a song like Vengaboys’
To Brazil, and you see models
in skimpy clothes dancing in
the background. No one has
had a problem with that song
either,” says the 30-year-old.
“[Crass] American lingo is
an issue in songs, and still
such songs make it to the
music charts. Same is the
situation [in India], and
listeners here do like such
songs as well. At the end of the
day, the public is liking such
music, so why won’t people
make such songs?” he adds.
Recalling the time when he
started his journey in
mainstream music, the rapper
says, “I remember people
used to tell me ‘tu toh ab bhai
commercial ban gaya hai’.
They said things like I am not
a good musician and I don’t
have any idea of beats. But
when you get into the
mainstream circuit, your
listener base widens, and
especially in a country like
India, there’s huge cultural
diversity. So, writing very
specific lyrics might not be
relatable to all.”
“I do feel bad as a poet,
but... I mean, I know I am good
at other things like music
production, mixing, and
performing. So I know I’ll be
able to still get work in
mainstream music industry,”
he adds.

M
Ashwath Bhatt

‘I CAN PLAY
COMIC ROLES
AS WELL’
ctor Ashwath Bhatt is
noted for playing negative
roles. Read Haider and
Raazi and most recently,
Kesari, where he played
Afghan invader, Gul Badshah
Khan. But the actor feels,
because of his personality and
looks, he has often been offered
similar kinds of roles, and rues
that “breaking stereotype is the
biggest challenge in the
industry”. “Anurag Singh
(director of Kesari) told me that
intense parts are offered to me,
most of the times, because of
my eyes. He said, ‘Every
director would like to exploit
your eyes and the intensity it
has on screen without doing
anything’,” he says.
Coming from the theatre
background, Ashwath feels
that “when it comes to casting
for films, certain physicality
gets attached to it and people do
typecast you looking at your
looks and features or what’s
your acting background”. He
adds, “I can play comic roles as
good as I’ve played intense
characters. People from the
industry have the perception
that since I’m from the theatre,
I would be the best fit for
intense roles only. Theatre
gives you grounding and base.
But it is about people and how
they look at you.”

A

That’s keeping me busy. I am
also getting our house done, as
we shifted from Punjab to
Mumbai.”
How is Harbhajan as a
father, we ask Geeta, and she
gushes, “He’s lovely! He’s a
hands-on father, who dotes on
his girl. I can’t say she’s a
‘daddy’s girl’ just yet.
Sometimes she misses him
when he’s not there. He loves
changing her nappies, playing
with her, watching films.
Whatever time he’s lost out on
while travelling, he makes up
for it.”

own convenience. And that is
the reason why the audience’s
tastes are changing. In terms
of [the cinema hall’s] business,
it is fascinating because
footfalls to the cinema hall
have increased,” Zoya says.

STOP PRESS

Sangeeta Yadav

Cinema has changed drastically in last five years. The
kind of films made then were very different from how
they are today. Scripts have more scope for girls now.

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI
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n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Rapper Raftaar says that the trend of songs with questionable lyrics
PHOTO: SHIVAM SAXENA/HT
is prevalent across the world

HE FEELS THAT IT’S
LISTENERS WHO
DECIDE WHAT SONGS
THEY LIKE
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Do not delay when it comes to health issues.
Financial worries will keep you away from
achieving what you want. A superior at
work may discover your potential for
doing something out of the ordinary.
Today, you will not succeed in winning
your battle on the romantic front. Do
not initiate travelling plans today.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Claire Danes: The American actor, who is known
for starring in films such as Romeo + Juliet,
Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines and TV series
Homeland, turns 40 today.

You are likely to enjoy good health as you
slowly turn into a fitness freak. Luck might
not be favourable on the monetary front.
Someone’s guidance on the academic
front is likely to hold you in good stead.
Stay away from travel plans. Managing a
property deal might leave you feeling
stressed.

Luck turns favourable on the monetary front.
A medicine you are taking might not suit
you. Despite having your fingers in many
pies on the professional front, you are
likely to give a good account of yourself.
You might not be very successful in
taking your romantic relationship to the
next level.

Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green
Pay attention to your health. Some bad news
awaits you on the professional front.
Sharpen your focus on the academic
front. Financial condition might improve.
Your romantic intentions will be fully
reciprocated by the one you admire. An
overseas travel plan is on the cards for
some.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: White
Your determination will keep you fit and
healthy. A new opportunity to make money
is likely to be seized by some. Sharing the
burden of a colleague at work will reap
its benefit soon. Stay away from driving
if you’re not authorised to drive. Do not
try to resolve property-related issues
today.

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Colour: Bottle Green

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

A medicine will help you get rid of your
ailment sooner than you expect. Things
don’t appear too easy on the financial
front. Be cautious about the pros and
cons of a romantic proposal before
giving the nod. A family youngster will
totally rely on you for career counselling.
Travelling will keep you in good company.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Rosy Brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Light Pink
Don’t neglect a medical problem that needs
attention. A new venture is likely to
become profitable, but not as expected.
You may have to face competition that
may affect business. If you are in love,
this is the time to take the next step. Go
out of your way to maintain a strong
relationship with someone in the family.

Health remains stable. Information sought by
you related to work might take time, but
will be done soon. A long-term
relationship that you want to take
towards the next level might get you
into trouble. Travelling might not be
possible for some. Property business will
suffer a setback too.

PISCES
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

You may need to bring the fun element back
into your life to remain healthy. Travelling
abroad with family is indicated for some.
Hiring experts to ease work will not be
that easy to at the professional front.
Personal issues will affect you on your
romantic front today. Be cautious on
property front today.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1041 The Karate Kid
1305 How To Train Your
Dragon
1447 American Sniper
1700 Scary Movie 3
1820 Godzilla
2010 Baywatch
2300 Daddy’s Home 2

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Aamir Khan was going to play the role of
Nitin in Delhi Belly (2001), but later opted
out as the role demanded a weight gain.
Kunaal Roy Kapur played the role eventually.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3053
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

____________ is the sleep of reason.
- Jean-Jacques Rousseau (9)

& PICTURES
1122 Partner
1425 Khoonkhar
1712 No.1 Businessman
2000 Ramaiya
Vastavaiya
2315 Non-Stop
UTV MOVIES
1105 Sanam Bewafa
1435 Nazrana
1745 Seizer
2020 Border
2345 Wanted
ZEE CINEMA
1219 Ek Rishtaa: The
Bond
of Love
1552 Gundaygiri
1812 Rogue
2030 Journey to 2.0

LOOKBACK

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Igloo, vocal, doomed, hearth
ANSWER: Childhood is the sleep of reason. - Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

WhyisRicha
learninghowto
rideabike?
Juhi Chakraborty

‘I HAVE TO START
FROM SCRATCH’

Aamna Sharif is preparing to get
back to acting, after being away
from the industry for five years

W

Sangeeta Yadav
ast seen in the 2014 film Ek
Villain, actor Aamna
Sharif had taken a break
from acting to focus on her
family, especially her son,
Arain. Now, after a hiatus of
five years, she’s busy prepping
for her comeback. Having shot
to fame as Kashish in the TV
show Kahiin to Hoga, the actor
later did films such as Aloo
Chaat (2009) and Shakal Pe Mat
Ja (2011) which did not do well.
She opens up about her career
struggles and future plans.
Excerpts:

L

and easy, given that I
personally love to ride bicycles
and the balancing technique is
similar. So, it was easy, apart
from learning the
technicalities of operating the
bike.”
Panga is director Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s third film after
Nil Battey Sannata (2017) and
Bareilly Ki Barfi (2018). The
sports drama also stars actor
Kangana Ranaut. Both Richa
and Kangana took to kabaddi
training very seriously,
prompting the director to post
their training images on social
media.
juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

STAR MOVIES
1237 Coco
1433 Life of Pi
1656 The Marine
1842 Ong Bak
2050 Avatar

1609 Within
1739 Music And Lyrics
1923 Heart of
Dragon
2100 Killer Elite
2305 Unforgettable

SHOW BUZZ

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

n

SONY PIX
1224 Jack The Giant Slayer
1424 Annabelle
1600 Snakes On A Plane
1824 Fast Five
2101 Jurassic Park III
2300 Training Day

WB
1210 American Assassin
1358 We Are Marshall

GL IOO
AOVCL
EMOODD
AE RTHH

hen it comes to getting
into the skin of a
character, Richa
Chadha leaves no stone
unturned. The actor recently
underwent kabaddi training
from professional kabaddi
player, Sayali Nagwekar, for
her next film, Panga. And now
we hear that Richa is also
learning how to ride a bike as
part of her role’s requirement.
Richa could have easily
opted for a body double, but
she insisted on learning how to
ride the bike before the scenes.
Sharing her thoughts on
learning to ride a two-wheeler,
the actor says, “I had never
learnt how to ride bikes. So, it
was a fun challenge. My
character needs to adapt to
learn to ride a bike as it’s an
important part [of the
story].”
So, who helped Richa learn
how to ride the bike? “I took
help from production [crew]
and my personal driver, who
helped me learn the basics to
balance and learn the safest
way to ride a bike. It was quick

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 1 Colour: Golden Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Turquoise

Financial gain will keep you in an upbeat
mood. Professionally, you will need to
tackle the most difficult tasks today. Love
life will not be that fulfilling. Someone in
the family will be in the mood to shower
favours on you. Buying a vehicle is on
the cards for some. A property deal may
be clinched by some at a bargain price.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Peach

CANCER
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Blue

Health will remain good today. You will take
care of an outstanding loan by repaying it.
An important project at work front will
keep you worried. Romantic intentions
are likely to fructify. Those staying out of
town will have some concern related to
family. Travel cards are not up to the
mark.

SUDOKU

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Health remains good. Avenues for earning
may dry up soon. Your success may become
talk of the town and bring you good luck.
Stifling existence on the marital front
may make you do something desperate.
Romance promises to bloom. Those in
the media or press are likely to face legal
hassles, if they are not careful.

What prompted you to take a break
from acting?
Life is all about changing your
priorities at different stages of
life. From a very early age,
work had been my only
priority, so after my marriage
to Amit (Kapoor) in 2013, I
wanted to give some time to my
family. And then I got busy
with my son, Arain.
What kind of work are you looking
forward to in the next phase of
your career?
I’m ready to shift gears again to
get [back] into acting. For me,
it’s literally starting from
scratch all over again. So, I
need to strategise what to take
up next. Currently, I’m
listening to some scripts and

meeting people. It’s a good time
for actors as some really good
work is being done — be it
films, TV, or web. Everybody is
making great content and I
would love to play a strong and
challenging role.

Aamna Sharif
took a break
from acting to
focus on her
family,
especially her
son

Considering the changing face of
cinema, do you think if you had
made your film debut now, you

Big li’l foodie
Look who’s gorging on food. Actor Deepika Padukone posted
this cute picture from her childhood and captioned it,
“Forever hungry...& nothing’s changed.”

QUOTE HANGER

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Was it easy for you to make the
transition from TV to films?
Unlike TV, where I had a
mentor like (producer) Ekta
Kapoor, I had nobody to guide
me where films were
concerned. So, the transition
wasn’t easy. Having said that, I
owe my success to Ekta for
giving me my first TV show,
which made me a household
name. Till date, my character,
Kashish, is etched in people’s
minds. And [I’m also thankful
to Ekta] for casting me in my
last movie, Ek Villain. I was
fortunate that she had faith in
me.
What struggles did you face in your
search for good work?
I was sitting at home for almost
two years (after Kahiin to
Hoga), because I wasn’t happy
with the kind of work I was
getting. I have been through a
financial crisis, too, and it left
me disheartened. There have
been times that I loved a project
but it didn’t materialise.

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DEEPIKAPADUKONE

WITH SUCCESS,
WE NOT ONLY
EARN FANS BUT
ALSO THE
CONFIDENCE TO
EXPERIMENT

I’D LOVE DO AN
ADVENTURE FILM.
CROCODILE
DUNDEE USED TO
BE ONE OF MY
FAVOURITE FILMS

VARUN DHAWAN,
ACTOR

TISCA CHOPRA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Sunny Leone to be part of web
series Ragini MMS 2?
ctor Sunny Leone will
reportedly be playing the
lead role in Ekta Kapoor’s
web series, Ragini MMS 2.
The first season of the series,
titled Ragini MMS: Returns,
made headlines in 2017, and
featured actors Karishma
Sharma, Riya Sen, and
Siddharth Gupta. According
to a report in Tellychakkar,
the makers have zeroed in on
Leone, who also played the
lead in the 2014 film Ragini
MMS 2. The actor was in

A

would have been more successful?
I completely agree. Times have
changed, thanks to the digital
boom and social media. The
audience has become more
receptive towards any actor

who is talented. Discrimination
between actors from any
medium is a thing of the past.
So, I look forward to making
the most of the current
scenario.

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI

news recently for her web
series Karenjit Kaur: The
Untold Story of Sunny Leone.
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Six-pack abs don’t mean you can
get away without acting: Shakti
TV actor Shakti Arora says that he has
never gone for six-pack abs because
he doesn’t believe in following trends
that he considers unhealthy
Sangeeta Yadav
all it a fad or just
another prerequisite in
showbiz, most actors
today want to flaunt their
six-pack abs.
And they don’t mind
spending hours working out
in the gym for a chiselled
physique.
However, TV actor
Shakti Arora calls it an
“occupational hazard” for
any actor.
“I feel having six-pack abs
has become a qualification
to enter Bollywood. It’s no
longer about being a good
actor. The industry wants an
all-rounder who not only acts
well but can dance like a pro,
do stunts, look good onscreen
and has a body to die for,”
says Shakti.
Asserting that “acting still
remains the priority”, he says
one can’t get a role on the
basis of just good looks.
“You can’t get away
without acting. If you’re a
good actor and can get into the
skin of a character, you can
work on your body according
to the requirement of the
film,” he says.
Aspiring to work in films,
the actor shares he has never

C

built six-pack abs because he
doesn’t “believe in following
the trend” that he considers
unhealthy.
“I don’t want to follow
any crowd. Building sixpack abs is not healthy —
you need to go off salt, sugar
and carbs. It’s good for a while
and for the part you’re
playing.”
“But after that, any actor
that you’ve seen, they flush
out all the things they’ve been
taking. That’s why I don’t feel
like spoiling my body,” says
the actor, adding that “if a
project comes, I’ll mould
myself but only for the time
I’m on it.”
The actor also points out
that following intermittent
fasting has become a big
trend. “In this, you eat for
eight hours and fast for
16 hours.”
“To reduce the fat in my
body, and increase the muscle
mass, intermittent fasting
works best for me.”
“I do that three to four days
a week to maintain good
health,” shares Shakti,
confessing that he is a big
foodie and often have cheat
days to “eat fast food and
Indian cuisines”.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

Shakti Arora says he doesn’t want to follow any crowd
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Get ready for double dhamaal
in Manje Bistre 2

NEVERASKED
ANYONEFOR
WORK:
ARSHAD
The actor talks about his busy
schedule, upcoming web series
Juhi Chakraborty
ooking at Arshad Warsi’s
career graph, one can
safely say he is one of the
most underrated actors in
Bollywood. And the actor
himself admits that he does
“get that a lot from people”,
however, he is quick to add that
he would rather be termed as
underrated as opposed to being
overrated.
“I would be really hurt if
someone called me overrated. I
haven’t got the opportunities to
do various things. It’s as simple
as that. But it’s fine. I still have
nothing to complain,” shares
the actor, who has starred in
Munna Bhai MBBS (2003),
Kabul Express (2006), Ishqiya
(2010) and Jolly LLB (2013).
Content with the films that
have come his way, he adds, “I
lead a good life. I don’t crib.
Films will keep happening and
the actor in me will never be
satisfied. I will keep on doing
exciting stuff.”
Asked if there has ever been
a time when he wanted a role so
bad that he went asking for it,
Arshad says, “I have never
asked anybody for work. I have
never called up anybody to give
me a film. I have never

L

Gippy Grewal returns
with Manje Bistre 2
PHOTOS: HTCS

auditioned in my life. I don’t
want to do that. I am actually
really fine.”
Arshad asserts he is so busy
that he doesn’t have time to go
look for more work. “I don’t
have dates. Also, after a point it
becomes a question of greed. I
can’t do that. I am exhausted,
already. I want to chill a bit,
spend time with my family and
go on vacations,” Arshad says.
And he sure is busy, as he
has a film, Pagalpanti, and a
web series coming out this
year. On what took him so long
to venture into the web space,
the actor elaborates, “I was
offered roles by everybody; all
big platforms. But I didn’t want
to do it as it takes up so much of
your time and effort, season
after season. Also, my movies
would have suffered. But then I
got Asura. It’s such a good
script and is so well-written.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

ippy Grewal-starrer
Manje Bistre 2 hits the
screens today. It’s worth
mentioning that the prequel,
Manje Bistre (2017), had
created a trend of movies
celebrating Punjabi weddings
and culture.
Actor Simi Chahal has
joined the star cast of the
sequel, made under Grewal’s
home production banner
Humble Motion Pictures. The
film comprises a stellar
Punjabi cast, including actors
Gurpreet Ghuggi, Karamjit
Anmol, BN Sharma, Sardar
Sohi, Raghavir Bid, Malkit
Roni, Rana Jung Bahadur,
Gurpreet Bhangu, Hobby
Dhaliwal, Harbi Sangha,
Banerinder Buni, Jaggi Singh
and Davinder Daman.
The film’s director Baljeet
Singh Deo has tried to portray
traditional customs and
culture of Punjabi families
residing in Canada. The
power packed dialogues
written by Naresh Kathuria
are sure to tickle your funny
bone and add an extra touch
of comedy. Gurmeet Singh,
Jassi Katial, and Soul Rockers
have composed the music for
Manje Bistre 2.
The movie has been shot in

G

Actor Arshad
Warsi was
last seen in
Total
Dhamaal
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

I don’t have dates. Also, after a point it becomes a
question of greed... I want to chill a bit, spend time with
my family and go on vacations.
ARSHAD WARSI ACTOR

Why Nimrat will always I
hold a special place in
Bhanujeet’s heart

Shreya Mukherjee

Bhanujeet
Singh Sudan
made his
acting debut
in the music
video for Tera
Mera Pyar

f you are a 90s child, then you
would remember Kumar
Sanu’s hit track Tera Mera
Pyar, that featured actor
Nimrat Kaur and model-actor
Bhanujeet Singh Sudan.
Bhanujeet shares that the 2004
song opened doors for him.
The actor, who is currently
playing a pivotal character on
a TV show, shares, “I am from

It’s all about your
next Instagram
post: Vipul Roy

Vipul Roy feels
it’s rude to
flaunt your
privilege on
social media
unnecessarily
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIPULROY

Sangeeta
Yadav
ot one to
hide his
life from
his fans, actor Vipul
Roy is quite active on
social media and often
posts videos and pictures.
Calling it a “demand” of his
profession, Vipul feels that
for actors, social media is

N

about connecting with fans
and promoting their work.
“It’s all about the next
Instagram post. What are you
going to post tomorrow ?
Where you are going, in the
flight or club or how you are
looking in your new attire?”
quips Vipul, best known for
his stint on the TV show, FIR.
This trend, he feels, has
been taken in a different way
by the non-celebs, who often
use social media platforms to
show off their luxurious life,
unconsciously making others
feel bad about themselves.
“Non-actors are using
social media more than actors
do. And our only intent is to
promote our work. But
somehow, social media has
become a rude platform to
flaunt what you can afford
but others might not be able
to. And this is making people
feel low and jealous, and they
later try to fake it in the
virtual world,” Vipul says.
The actor realised this
when his fiancee, Melis Atici,
opposed him from posting
about their relationship on
social media.
“She gets annoyed when I
ask her if I can post our
pictures. She says that we
don’t have to show off our
love to the world,” says Vipul,
adding that it was she who
made him realise that
“flaunting on social media
can be very misleading, and
you make people crave for
things”. So now, Vipul is of
the opinion that “memories
can be created privately also”
without posting on social
media.
“Keep it in your phone
instead of telling the world.
Giving others the feeling that
I can travel in business class
and you can’t is demeaning. If
you can’t make people happy,
don’t make them feel low by
showcasing what you can
afford but others can’t,” Vipul
signs off.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

Canada to attract audiences
across the globe, and help
them relate to the wedding
customs in Punjabi families.
The film’s story is based on
the relationship of a youth
and his grandfather. The
grandson wishes to get
married in Canada, where he
has been brought up, but his
grandfather expects a
traditional wedding in
Punjab.
The fun and action unfolds
when it is decided that the
wedding will take place in
Canada, according to Punjabi
rituals. In the movie,
producer Grewal and
co-producers Jaggi Singh and
King Randhawa are shown
collecting manje bistre in
Canada.
Grewal says, “I thought of
making this movie when I had
actually gone to Canada to
attend one of the Punjabi
wedding ceremonies. I was
highly impressed with the
way Punjabi traditions and
wedding customs are followed
there.”
He further adds, “The film
will entertain more audience
as, similar to the prequel, the
music will win their hearts.”

Actor Gippy
Grewal in a still
from Manje
Bistre 2

HTC

Delhi and people knew me as a
model since I used to do
fashion shows but no one
knew me in Mumbai. Then
this song happened... just by
luck. My friends had
auditioned for it and dragged
me, too. I was told that they
(makers) had been searching
for the male lead for six
months as they had selected
the female lead long back,” the
actor sounds nostalgic.

Bhanujeet feels that earlier
music videos used to have a
good plot and the songs, too,
were melodious. But it’s not so
anymore.
When asked if he is still in
touch with Nimrat, he replies,
“Not really. But I’m happy
with the way her career has
shaped up. She was my first costar and will always hold a
special place in my heart. I’d
love to work with her again.”

Nimrat Kaur and Bhanujeet
Singh Sudan in Tera Mera Pyar

MILIND, ANKITA’S MALDIVES TRIP
upermodel-actor Milind Soman and
wife, Ankita Konwar, who recently
visited the Maldives, took to
Instagram to share glimpses of their
vacation. In their posts, the fitness
freaks were seen running, hugging, and
staring into each other’s eyes
passionately, leaving people in awe. IANS

S

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM
/ANKITA_
EARTHY

Jason Shah

JASON SHAH’S
CRICKET AFFAIR
CONTINUES
Shreya Mukherjee
self-confessed cricket fan,
actor Jason Shah is
making sure to catch all
the IPL matches. In fact, not
many know that he used to
play cricket as a teenager.
“I played cricket in
Australia for a year when I
was 17. I completed A level
Community Coach
Accreditation Course from
Queensland Cricket. I never
wanted to play for the
Australian team. I always
wanted to play for India but I
couldn’t...,” says the Thugs of
Hindostan (2018) actor, who
had to quit playing the game
professionally.
However, he does not regret
the decision. “Sometimes life
takes you on different roads. I
had a desire to play but I found
it to be full of politics… My
father was also pressuring me
to join the family business.”
Ask him his favourite
cricketer and he names Virat
Kohli. The actor also reveals
that he is supporting Mumbai
Indians, this season.

A
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AMRITSAR
‘Screening web series in theatres
will benefit both’
IFIAUDITIONED
TODAY,I’DFAIL,
SAYSSALMAN
Sangeeta Yadav

ith the web series craze
on the rise, filmmakers
are now on an
experimentation spree, which
also includes director Zoya
Akhtar. She has teamed up
with other directors ever
since she decided to branch
out to the web platform for her
web film, Lust Stories (2018)
and the web recent series,
Made in Heaven. But the
director feels the trend will not
affect theatre release as the
content for the two are
completely different.
“We can’t compare films
with web series. Web is like a
visual book. You can watch it
anytime and we can create
content without the fear of
censorship. The ease is to dip
into the narrative as and when
you are free for it. You can
watch the film in one go but
when it comes to a web series,
you can’t watch it in two-anda-half to three hours. It is an
hour-long show with 10-12
episodes,” says Zoya, who is
prepping for the second season
of Made in Heaven.
The 46-year-old director
feels special screenings of web
series in theatres are
beneficial for both, the web
series and the hall. “Now,
there are special theatrical
screenings in various cities,

W

The actor recalls what it was like to make his
debut 30 years ago, says it is much tougher
for younger
ger actors to eenter Bollywood no
now
of that. But
B there is
no form
mula to
this.

Sneha Mahadevan
n his three-decade long
career, Salman Khan has
launched a lot of new faces in
Bollywood. But the actor is
pretty sure that he won’t
launch anyone unless they are
prepared to slog it out before
their film finally releases.
While the actor admits that he
did have his fair share of
struggles, he says that actors
who make their debuts now
have to work much harder. In a
candid chat, the actor tells us
about launching new faces, his
criteria for choosing a film,
singing, and more.

I

You have been in the industry for
over three decades. After all these
years, what is that one thing that
you look for when you choose a
project?
My only thing is that when I
hear a subject, I have to decide
almost immediately whether or
not this is something I want to
do. I start thinking about

My only brief to the
younger guys is, ‘Can
you do what Varun
does? What Tiger
does? Or can you do
what Ranveer does? If
you don’t come at par
with that, then don’t
even think of becoming
an actor.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR

finishing my earlier films
faster so I can think of
accommodating the new film.
If I say ‘Sochke bataunga’
that means it’s gone. It has to
catch my attention straight
out and I should be able to
visualise myself, how the
trailer will be shot, how the
promos will look, where the
film’s interval would be and all

You have seen a lot of upps
and downs in your
career. What is the one
film that you felt didn’t
fare as per your
expectations?
I feel like Tubelight
(2017) was one of the
better films that I
have done but it
released on Eid. Sab
e
dhamaal masti karne
gaye, aur rote huye ba
ahar
nikle. I had told the makers
m
that Eid is a festive da
ate and
you should not come out on this
nt to lose
date. They didn’t wan
out on the special date
e of Eid
Eid,
but this wasn’t an Eid film.
However, even though they
said that the film didn’t do well,
it did a business of ₹148 crores
and it was considered a flop.
Aise hi upar wala har ek ko flop
dete rahe (laughs).
You made your debut in 1988. How
much do you think has changed in
terms of preparations that newer
actors come with today?
My only brief to the younger
guys is, ‘Can you do what
Varun [Dhawan; actor] does?

aining worrkshops have come
. Today, if I wanted to
come an actor and gave
ditio
ons, I would fail.
diitions are a
ffe
erent thing
to
ogether. All these
unger guys have
orked really hard
nd they deserve to
o well in life. I hope
l the ones that we
unch after this, do
lll, too.

A still from Tubelight
What Tiger [Shroff; actor]
does? Or can you do what
Ranveer Singh does?’ If you
don’t come at par with that,
then don’t even think of
becoming an actor. It has taken
them (the youngsters that I
launch) four, five years to get to
a stage where they can do
action and dance. Nowadays,
there are a lot of workshops
available, too. For me, at that
point of time, I used to play
every sport. But now acting

Harbhajanahands-onfather,lovesto
changeHinaya’snappies:GeetaBasra
Rishabh Suri
ne might wonder why we
didn’t see much of actor
Geeta Basra in films all
these years, but a whole lot of
other things were keeping her
busy— her marriage to
cricketer Harbhajan Singh,
and their two-and-a half-year
old daughter Hinaya. And add
to that lack of good offers.
After debuting with The
Train (2007), Geeta wasn’t seen
in any high-profile projects.
The reason she reveals is, “It
was a different time, when I
had entered the industry. It
was a very awkward time in
the industry for a girl.”
Asked if it was only in terms
of roles, she clarifies, “Cinema
has changed drastically in last
five years. The kind of films
made then were very different
from today. Scripts have more
scope for girls now. In my
time, you couldn’t date
someone, couldn’t even be
seen with a guy, forget being a
working mother! Today,
female actors are married,
have kids and still work. When
I had entered, it was a taboo. A
girl had to be available! (It was
thought) ‘How can she be
dating someone?’”
She further says that her
relationship with Harbhajan,
which initially started as a
friendship (and culminated
into marriage in 2015), was
blown out of proportions, and
hence, she had to lose out on
work. “The Train had
released, and I met Harbhajan.
After that, in the media,
straightaway the first story
came out… I was married off,
dates were out, locations of our
wedding were out. Things
became a little tough after
that. A lot of films went out of
my hand because they (makers
thought) I was getting
married. They thought a
married girl becomes
pregnant and then ‘what will
happen to our film?’ A well-

Geeta Basra
and husband
Harbhajan
Singh with
daughter
Hinaya

O

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
GEETABASRA

alsso sang in Notebook
r youur songs in Kick
14) andd Hero (2015). Do
volunteer to sing for your
rojects?
Arrey they ju
ust put the song on
to me
me. I sang it to the best of my
ability. When I heard it, I asked
them if it will be okay, they
assured me that it would sound
great. Then when I heard it
again, I loved it.
n

Zoya Akhtar feels audience tastes are changing
which is a great way to get
those audiences who aren’t
hooked on to the web yet.
Special theatrical releases give
them the first glimpse of the
show and they can later watch
the rest of the episodes at their

PRIYANKA AND NICK TO BE
PART OF MET GALA’S
BENEFIT COMMITTEE
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and her
husband Nick Jonas have been
announced as part of the Met
Gala Host Committee. Priyanka

revealed the news on
Instagram. “From walking the
prestigious carpet for the first
time, to meeting my husband
and many friends for life... Nick
and I are honored to be on the
Benefit Committee for this
year’s Met Gala,” she captioned
the post.
— IANS

GEETA BASRA, ACTOR

known female actor then had
got pregnant during her
movie, and that made things
harder,” says Geeta, who is
currently receiving offers for
web series, too.
When Geeta gave birth to
their daughter, Hinaya in 2016,
her entire life changed. The

happiness is evident in her
voice, “I am obsessed with
her. I love my time with her,
and love being a hands-on
mother. She’s the most
important part of our lives. I
haven’t left her a single day
since she’s been born. I don’t
want to miss out on anything.

n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Nick Jonas
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Crass songs become hits as the
public likes them, feels Raftaar
Samarth Goyal
usician-rapper Dilin
Nair aka Raftaar feels
bad as a “poet” that
songs with questionable lyrics
become hits. However, he
feels that the trend is
prevalent everywhere, and
it’s listeners who decide what
songs they like.
“When someone from the
West, like an Akon, sings, ‘I
want to f*** you’, people love
it, and feel there is nothing
wrong [with the lyrics]. You
look at a song like Vengaboys’
To Brazil, and you see models
in skimpy clothes dancing in
the background. No one has
had a problem with that song
either,” says the 30-year-old.
“[Crass] American lingo is
an issue in songs, and still
such songs make it to the
music charts. Same is the
situation [in India], and
listeners here do like such
songs as well. At the end of the
day, the public is liking such
music, so why won’t people
make such songs?” he adds.
Recalling the time when he
started his journey in
mainstream music, the rapper
says, “I remember people
used to tell me ‘tu toh ab bhai
commercial ban gaya hai’.
They said things like I am not
a good musician and I don’t
have any idea of beats. But
when you get into the
mainstream circuit, your
listener base widens, and
especially in a country like
India, there’s huge cultural
diversity. So, writing very
specific lyrics might not be
relatable to all.”
“I do feel bad as a poet,
but... I mean, I know I am good
at other things like music
production, mixing, and
performing. So I know I’ll be
able to still get work in
mainstream music industry,”
he adds.

M
Ashwath Bhatt

‘I CAN PLAY
COMIC ROLES
AS WELL’
ctor Ashwath Bhatt is
noted for playing negative
roles. Read Haider and
Raazi and most recently,
Kesari, where he played
Afghan invader, Gul Badshah
Khan. But the actor feels,
because of his personality and
looks, he has often been offered
similar kinds of roles, and rues
that “breaking stereotype is the
biggest challenge in the
industry”. “Anurag Singh
(director of Kesari) told me that
intense parts are offered to me,
most of the times, because of
my eyes. He said, ‘Every
director would like to exploit
your eyes and the intensity it
has on screen without doing
anything’,” he says.
Coming from the theatre
background, Ashwath feels
that “when it comes to casting
for films, certain physicality
gets attached to it and people do
typecast you looking at your
looks and features or what’s
your acting background”. He
adds, “I can play comic roles as
good as I’ve played intense
characters. People from the
industry have the perception
that since I’m from the theatre,
I would be the best fit for
intense roles only. Theatre
gives you grounding and base.
But it is about people and how
they look at you.”

A

That’s keeping me busy. I am
also getting our house done, as
we shifted from Punjab to
Mumbai.”
How is Harbhajan as a
father, we ask Geeta, and she
gushes, “He’s lovely! He’s a
hands-on father, who dotes on
his girl. I can’t say she’s a
‘daddy’s girl’ just yet.
Sometimes she misses him
when he’s not there. He loves
changing her nappies, playing
with her, watching films.
Whatever time he’s lost out on
while travelling, he makes up
for it.”

own convenience. And that is
the reason why the audience’s
tastes are changing. In terms
of [the cinema hall’s] business,
it is fascinating because
footfalls to the cinema hall
have increased,” Zoya says.

STOP PRESS

Sangeeta Yadav

Cinema has changed drastically in last five years. The
kind of films made then were very different from how
they are today. Scripts have more scope for girls now.

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI

n

n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Rapper Raftaar says that the trend of songs with questionable lyrics
PHOTO: SHIVAM SAXENA/HT
is prevalent across the world

HE FEELS THAT IT’S
LISTENERS WHO
DECIDE WHAT SONGS
THEY LIKE
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Do not delay when it comes to health issues.
Financial worries will keep you away from
achieving what you want. A superior at
work may discover your potential for
doing something out of the ordinary.
Today, you will not succeed in winning
your battle on the romantic front. Do
not initiate travelling plans today.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Claire Danes: The American actor, who is known
for starring in films such as Romeo + Juliet,
Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines and TV series
Homeland, turns 40 today.

You are likely to enjoy good health as you
slowly turn into a fitness freak. Luck might
not be favourable on the monetary front.
Someone’s guidance on the academic
front is likely to hold you in good stead.
Stay away from travel plans. Managing a
property deal might leave you feeling
stressed.

Luck turns favourable on the monetary front.
A medicine you are taking might not suit
you. Despite having your fingers in many
pies on the professional front, you are
likely to give a good account of yourself.
You might not be very successful in
taking your romantic relationship to the
next level.

Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green
Pay attention to your health. Some bad news
awaits you on the professional front.
Sharpen your focus on the academic
front. Financial condition might improve.
Your romantic intentions will be fully
reciprocated by the one you admire. An
overseas travel plan is on the cards for
some.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: White
Your determination will keep you fit and
healthy. A new opportunity to make money
is likely to be seized by some. Sharing the
burden of a colleague at work will reap
its benefit soon. Stay away from driving
if you’re not authorised to drive. Do not
try to resolve property-related issues
today.

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Colour: Bottle Green

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

A medicine will help you get rid of your
ailment sooner than you expect. Things
don’t appear too easy on the financial
front. Be cautious about the pros and
cons of a romantic proposal before
giving the nod. A family youngster will
totally rely on you for career counselling.
Travelling will keep you in good company.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Rosy Brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Light Pink
Don’t neglect a medical problem that needs
attention. A new venture is likely to
become profitable, but not as expected.
You may have to face competition that
may affect business. If you are in love,
this is the time to take the next step. Go
out of your way to maintain a strong
relationship with someone in the family.

Health remains stable. Information sought by
you related to work might take time, but
will be done soon. A long-term
relationship that you want to take
towards the next level might get you
into trouble. Travelling might not be
possible for some. Property business will
suffer a setback too.

PISCES
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

You may need to bring the fun element back
into your life to remain healthy. Travelling
abroad with family is indicated for some.
Hiring experts to ease work will not be
that easy to at the professional front.
Personal issues will affect you on your
romantic front today. Be cautious on
property front today.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1041 The Karate Kid
1305 How To Train Your
Dragon
1447 American Sniper
1700 Scary Movie 3
1820 Godzilla
2010 Baywatch
2300 Daddy’s Home 2

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Aamir Khan was going to play the role of
Nitin in Delhi Belly (2001), but later opted
out as the role demanded a weight gain.
Kunaal Roy Kapur played the role eventually.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3053
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

____________ is the sleep of reason.
- Jean-Jacques Rousseau (9)

& PICTURES
1122 Partner
1425 Khoonkhar
1712 No.1 Businessman
2000 Ramaiya
Vastavaiya
2315 Non-Stop
UTV MOVIES
1105 Sanam Bewafa
1435 Nazrana
1745 Seizer
2020 Border
2345 Wanted
ZEE CINEMA
1219 Ek Rishtaa: The
Bond
of Love
1552 Gundaygiri
1812 Rogue
2030 Journey to 2.0

LOOKBACK

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Igloo, vocal, doomed, hearth
ANSWER: Childhood is the sleep of reason. - Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

WhyisRicha
learninghowto
rideabike?
Juhi Chakraborty

‘I HAVE TO START
FROM SCRATCH’

Aamna Sharif is preparing to get
back to acting, after being away
from the industry for five years

W

Sangeeta Yadav
ast seen in the 2014 film Ek
Villain, actor Aamna
Sharif had taken a break
from acting to focus on her
family, especially her son,
Arain. Now, after a hiatus of
five years, she’s busy prepping
for her comeback. Having shot
to fame as Kashish in the TV
show Kahiin to Hoga, the actor
later did films such as Aloo
Chaat (2009) and Shakal Pe Mat
Ja (2011) which did not do well.
She opens up about her career
struggles and future plans.
Excerpts:

L

and easy, given that I
personally love to ride bicycles
and the balancing technique is
similar. So, it was easy, apart
from learning the
technicalities of operating the
bike.”
Panga is director Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s third film after
Nil Battey Sannata (2017) and
Bareilly Ki Barfi (2018). The
sports drama also stars actor
Kangana Ranaut. Both Richa
and Kangana took to kabaddi
training very seriously,
prompting the director to post
their training images on social
media.
juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

STAR MOVIES
1237 Coco
1433 Life of Pi
1656 The Marine
1842 Ong Bak
2050 Avatar

1609 Within
1739 Music And Lyrics
1923 Heart of
Dragon
2100 Killer Elite
2305 Unforgettable

SHOW BUZZ

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

n

SONY PIX
1224 Jack The Giant Slayer
1424 Annabelle
1600 Snakes On A Plane
1824 Fast Five
2101 Jurassic Park III
2300 Training Day

WB
1210 American Assassin
1358 We Are Marshall

GL IOO
AOVCL
EMOODD
AE RTHH

hen it comes to getting
into the skin of a
character, Richa
Chadha leaves no stone
unturned. The actor recently
underwent kabaddi training
from professional kabaddi
player, Sayali Nagwekar, for
her next film, Panga. And now
we hear that Richa is also
learning how to ride a bike as
part of her role’s requirement.
Richa could have easily
opted for a body double, but
she insisted on learning how to
ride the bike before the scenes.
Sharing her thoughts on
learning to ride a two-wheeler,
the actor says, “I had never
learnt how to ride bikes. So, it
was a fun challenge. My
character needs to adapt to
learn to ride a bike as it’s an
important part [of the
story].”
So, who helped Richa learn
how to ride the bike? “I took
help from production [crew]
and my personal driver, who
helped me learn the basics to
balance and learn the safest
way to ride a bike. It was quick

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 1 Colour: Golden Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Turquoise

Financial gain will keep you in an upbeat
mood. Professionally, you will need to
tackle the most difficult tasks today. Love
life will not be that fulfilling. Someone in
the family will be in the mood to shower
favours on you. Buying a vehicle is on
the cards for some. A property deal may
be clinched by some at a bargain price.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Peach

CANCER
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Blue

Health will remain good today. You will take
care of an outstanding loan by repaying it.
An important project at work front will
keep you worried. Romantic intentions
are likely to fructify. Those staying out of
town will have some concern related to
family. Travel cards are not up to the
mark.

SUDOKU

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Health remains good. Avenues for earning
may dry up soon. Your success may become
talk of the town and bring you good luck.
Stifling existence on the marital front
may make you do something desperate.
Romance promises to bloom. Those in
the media or press are likely to face legal
hassles, if they are not careful.

What prompted you to take a break
from acting?
Life is all about changing your
priorities at different stages of
life. From a very early age,
work had been my only
priority, so after my marriage
to Amit (Kapoor) in 2013, I
wanted to give some time to my
family. And then I got busy
with my son, Arain.
What kind of work are you looking
forward to in the next phase of
your career?
I’m ready to shift gears again to
get [back] into acting. For me,
it’s literally starting from
scratch all over again. So, I
need to strategise what to take
up next. Currently, I’m
listening to some scripts and

meeting people. It’s a good time
for actors as some really good
work is being done — be it
films, TV, or web. Everybody is
making great content and I
would love to play a strong and
challenging role.

Aamna Sharif
took a break
from acting to
focus on her
family,
especially her
son

Considering the changing face of
cinema, do you think if you had
made your film debut now, you

Big li’l foodie
Look who’s gorging on food. Actor Deepika Padukone posted
this cute picture from her childhood and captioned it,
“Forever hungry...& nothing’s changed.”

QUOTE HANGER

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Was it easy for you to make the
transition from TV to films?
Unlike TV, where I had a
mentor like (producer) Ekta
Kapoor, I had nobody to guide
me where films were
concerned. So, the transition
wasn’t easy. Having said that, I
owe my success to Ekta for
giving me my first TV show,
which made me a household
name. Till date, my character,
Kashish, is etched in people’s
minds. And [I’m also thankful
to Ekta] for casting me in my
last movie, Ek Villain. I was
fortunate that she had faith in
me.
What struggles did you face in your
search for good work?
I was sitting at home for almost
two years (after Kahiin to
Hoga), because I wasn’t happy
with the kind of work I was
getting. I have been through a
financial crisis, too, and it left
me disheartened. There have
been times that I loved a project
but it didn’t materialise.

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DEEPIKAPADUKONE

WITH SUCCESS,
WE NOT ONLY
EARN FANS BUT
ALSO THE
CONFIDENCE TO
EXPERIMENT

I’D LOVE DO AN
ADVENTURE FILM.
CROCODILE
DUNDEE USED TO
BE ONE OF MY
FAVOURITE FILMS

VARUN DHAWAN,
ACTOR

TISCA CHOPRA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Sunny Leone to be part of web
series Ragini MMS 2?
ctor Sunny Leone will
reportedly be playing the
lead role in Ekta Kapoor’s
web series, Ragini MMS 2.
The first season of the series,
titled Ragini MMS: Returns,
made headlines in 2017, and
featured actors Karishma
Sharma, Riya Sen, and
Siddharth Gupta. According
to a report in Tellychakkar,
the makers have zeroed in on
Leone, who also played the
lead in the 2014 film Ragini
MMS 2. The actor was in

A

would have been more successful?
I completely agree. Times have
changed, thanks to the digital
boom and social media. The
audience has become more
receptive towards any actor

who is talented. Discrimination
between actors from any
medium is a thing of the past.
So, I look forward to making
the most of the current
scenario.

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI

news recently for her web
series Karenjit Kaur: The
Untold Story of Sunny Leone.
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Six-packabsdon’tmeanyoucan ‘Laws can’t change who you are’
getawaywithoutacting:Shakti A
Ruchika Garg

merican singer, actor and
LGBTQI+ activist Agnes
Moore — better known
by her stage name
Peppermint — was recently in
the Capital for a performance.
This hip-hop singer became
quite the headliner after she
made her debut on Broadway
with the musical Head Over
Heels, for she was the first
trans woman to originate a
principal role.
We caught up with the
artist, who is an inspiration to
many in the queer
community, and found that
just like her stage name, she is
refreshingly pleasant.
Talking about her stage name,
the drag queen recalls, “Back

TV actor Shakti Arora says that he has
never gone for six-pack abs because
he doesn’t believe in following trends
that he considers unhealthy
Sangeeta Yadav
all it a fad or just
another prerequisite in
showbiz, most actors
today want to flaunt their
six-pack abs.
And they don’t mind
spending hours working out
in the gym for a chiselled
physique.
However, TV actor
Shakti Arora calls it an
“occupational hazard” for
any actor.
“I feel having six-pack abs
has become a qualification
to enter Bollywood. It’s no
longer about being a good
actor. The industry wants an
all-rounder who not only acts
well but can dance like a pro,
do stunts, look good onscreen
and has a body to die for,”
says Shakti.
Asserting that “acting still
remains the priority”, he says
one can’t get a role on the
basis of just good looks.
“You can’t get away
without acting. If you’re a
good actor and can get into the
skin of a character, you can
work on your body according
to the requirement of the
film,” he says.
Aspiring to work in films,
the actor shares he has never

C

built six-pack abs because he
doesn’t “believe in following
the trend” that he considers
unhealthy.
“I don’t want to follow
any crowd. Building sixpack abs is not healthy —
you need to go off salt, sugar
and carbs. It’s good for a while
and for the part you’re
playing.”
“But after that, any actor
that you’ve seen, they flush
out all the things they’ve been
taking. That’s why I don’t feel
like spoiling my body,” says
the actor, adding that “if a
project comes, I’ll mould
myself but only for the time
I’m on it.”
The actor also points out
that following intermittent
fasting has become a big
trend. “In this, you eat for
eight hours and fast for
16 hours.”
“To reduce the fat in my
body, and increase the muscle
mass, intermittent fasting
works best for me.”
“I do that three to four days
a week to maintain good
health,” shares Shakti,
confessing that he is a big
foodie and often have cheat
days to “eat fast food and
Indian cuisines”.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

in my college days, my
favourite candy was
peppermint and I named
myself after the sweet
[flavour], and it remained
[with me] ever since.”
Quickly jumping to some
serious talk, Peppermint
shares that those who feel
they have no one who’d
understand them, shouldn’t
forget that there is this whole
community to “embrace you”.
“As an African-American
trans woman visiting India, I
want to say that we have come
from a very long legacy. Some
laws on paper will never
change who we are. Your
womanhood is never at stake
based on what someone else
thinks about you and tells you
about yourself. People can

take everything from you but
that is not going to change
your identity. You are the
royalty. I know trans people
get isolated by their own
families, but we are here and
you can find a community
within us. Your pain is my
pain.” “Entertainment has a
universal language. That’s
what [establishes] a
connection between my
audience and me,” she says.

Shakti Arora says he doesn’t want to follow any crowd

‘Every relationship has its own complexities’
Sanchita Kalra
hen we think about love,
subjects like mental
health and depression
don’t usually cross our minds,
but author Nikita Singh’s latest
book, The Reason Is You,
addresses issues such as
loss and mental health,
boundaries of conventional
relationships, second chances,
and lots more.
The book picks up from
where the story left off in her
previous book Every Time It
Rains, but even though it deals
with characters we’ve seen
before, it’s written from a
man’s point of view, “which
was an exciting avenue to
explore”, according to Nikita.
Revealing details about why
she chose to include mental
health related issues, she says,
“I write about human

W

relationships, and every
relationship has its own
complexities and obstacles. I
had been thinking about loss
and loneliness, which led to
depression, which led to this
book about a guy who’s in a
relationship with someone who
has faced a grave loss and is
having a hard time recovering
from it. As he tries to help her,
he realises just how serious her
condition is.”Many celebrities
have come out and spoken
about fighting depression. Did
that serve as an inspiration to
her? “Even though I didn’t
actively think of any celebrities
while writing this, but mental
health is a conversation that is
partially a result of them
speaking out about it. We all
have fought our battles, but
may be we don’t need to do that
alone anymore, because now,
people are listening, and

helping,” she says. When asked
k
if she is inspired by real-life
characters, Nikita says, “Even
though I don’t base characters
on specific people, I’m sure
people around me organically
get included in the pages. I’m
an observer; my brain retains
what I see — the way someone
speaks, body language,
reactions, facial attributes, etc.

Author Nikita Singh; (Inset) Her
recent book The Reason Is You
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SINGH_NIKITA
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Get ready for double dhamaal
in Manje Bistre 2

NEVERASKED
ANYONEFOR
WORK:
ARSHAD
The actor talks about his busy
schedule, upcoming web series
Juhi Chakraborty
ooking at Arshad Warsi’s
career graph, one can
safely say he is one of the
most underrated actors in
Bollywood. And the actor
himself admits that he does
“get that a lot from people”,
however, he is quick to add that
he would rather be termed as
underrated as opposed to being
overrated.
“I would be really hurt if
someone called me overrated. I
haven’t got the opportunities to
do various things. It’s as simple
as that. But it’s fine. I still have
nothing to complain,” shares
the actor, who has starred in
Munna Bhai MBBS (2003),
Kabul Express (2006), Ishqiya
(2010) and Jolly LLB (2013).
Content with the films that
have come his way, he adds, “I
lead a good life. I don’t crib.
Films will keep happening and
the actor in me will never be
satisfied. I will keep on doing
exciting stuff.”
Asked if there has ever been
a time when he wanted a role so
bad that he went asking for it,
Arshad says, “I have never
asked anybody for work. I have
never called up anybody to give
me a film. I have never

L

Gippy Grewal returns
with Manje Bistre 2
PHOTOS: HTCS

auditioned in my life. I don’t
want to do that. I am actually
really fine.”
Arshad asserts he is so busy
that he doesn’t have time to go
look for more work. “I don’t
have dates. Also, after a point it
becomes a question of greed. I
can’t do that. I am exhausted,
already. I want to chill a bit,
spend time with my family and
go on vacations,” Arshad says.
And he sure is busy, as he
has a film, Pagalpanti, and a
web series coming out this
year. On what took him so long
to venture into the web space,
the actor elaborates, “I was
offered roles by everybody; all
big platforms. But I didn’t want
to do it as it takes up so much of
your time and effort, season
after season. Also, my movies
would have suffered. But then I
got Asura. It’s such a good
script and is so well-written.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

ippy Grewal-starrer
Manje Bistre 2 hits the
screens today. It’s worth
mentioning that the prequel,
Manje Bistre (2017), had
created a trend of movies
celebrating Punjabi weddings
and culture.
Actor Simi Chahal has
joined the star cast of the
sequel, made under Grewal’s
home production banner
Humble Motion Pictures. The
film comprises a stellar
Punjabi cast, including actors
Gurpreet Ghuggi, Karamjit
Anmol, BN Sharma, Sardar
Sohi, Raghavir Bid, Malkit
Roni, Rana Jung Bahadur,
Gurpreet Bhangu, Hobby
Dhaliwal, Harbi Sangha,
Banerinder Buni, Jaggi Singh
and Davinder Daman.
The film’s director Baljeet
Singh Deo has tried to portray
traditional customs and
culture of Punjabi families
residing in Canada. The
power packed dialogues
written by Naresh Kathuria
are sure to tickle your funny
bone and add an extra touch
of comedy. Gurmeet Singh,
Jassi Katial, and Soul Rockers
have composed the music for
Manje Bistre 2.
The movie has been shot in

G

Actor Arshad
Warsi was
last seen in
Total
Dhamaal
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

I don’t have dates. Also, after a point it becomes a
question of greed... I want to chill a bit, spend time with
my family and go on vacations.
ARSHAD WARSI ACTOR

Why Nimrat will always I
hold a special place in
Bhanujeet’s heart

Shreya Mukherjee

Bhanujeet
Singh Sudan
made his
acting debut
in the music
video for Tera
Mera Pyar

f you are a 90s child, then you
would remember Kumar
Sanu’s hit track Tera Mera
Pyar, that featured actor
Nimrat Kaur and model-actor
Bhanujeet Singh Sudan.
Bhanujeet shares that the 2004
song opened doors for him.
The actor, who is currently
playing a pivotal character on
a TV show, shares, “I am from

It’s all about your
next Instagram
post: Vipul Roy

Vipul Roy feels
it’s rude to
flaunt your
privilege on
social media
unnecessarily
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIPULROY

Sangeeta
Yadav
ot one to
hide his
life from
his fans, actor Vipul
Roy is quite active on
social media and often
posts videos and pictures.
Calling it a “demand” of his
profession, Vipul feels that
for actors, social media is

N

about connecting with fans
and promoting their work.
“It’s all about the next
Instagram post. What are you
going to post tomorrow ?
Where you are going, in the
flight or club or how you are
looking in your new attire?”
quips Vipul, best known for
his stint on the TV show, FIR.
This trend, he feels, has
been taken in a different way
by the non-celebs, who often
use social media platforms to
show off their luxurious life,
unconsciously making others
feel bad about themselves.
“Non-actors are using
social media more than actors
do. And our only intent is to
promote our work. But
somehow, social media has
become a rude platform to
flaunt what you can afford
but others might not be able
to. And this is making people
feel low and jealous, and they
later try to fake it in the
virtual world,” Vipul says.
The actor realised this
when his fiancee, Melis Atici,
opposed him from posting
about their relationship on
social media.
“She gets annoyed when I
ask her if I can post our
pictures. She says that we
don’t have to show off our
love to the world,” says Vipul,
adding that it was she who
made him realise that
“flaunting on social media
can be very misleading, and
you make people crave for
things”. So now, Vipul is of
the opinion that “memories
can be created privately also”
without posting on social
media.
“Keep it in your phone
instead of telling the world.
Giving others the feeling that
I can travel in business class
and you can’t is demeaning. If
you can’t make people happy,
don’t make them feel low by
showcasing what you can
afford but others can’t,” Vipul
signs off.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

Canada to attract audiences
across the globe, and help
them relate to the wedding
customs in Punjabi families.
The film’s story is based on
the relationship of a youth
and his grandfather. The
grandson wishes to get
married in Canada, where he
has been brought up, but his
grandfather expects a
traditional wedding in
Punjab.
The fun and action unfolds
when it is decided that the
wedding will take place in
Canada, according to Punjabi
rituals. In the movie,
producer Grewal and
co-producers Jaggi Singh and
King Randhawa are shown
collecting manje bistre in
Canada.
Grewal says, “I thought of
making this movie when I had
actually gone to Canada to
attend one of the Punjabi
wedding ceremonies. I was
highly impressed with the
way Punjabi traditions and
wedding customs are followed
there.”
He further adds, “The film
will entertain more audience
as, similar to the prequel, the
music will win their hearts.”

Actor Gippy
Grewal in a still
from Manje
Bistre 2

HTC

Delhi and people knew me as a
model since I used to do
fashion shows but no one
knew me in Mumbai. Then
this song happened... just by
luck. My friends had
auditioned for it and dragged
me, too. I was told that they
(makers) had been searching
for the male lead for six
months as they had selected
the female lead long back,” the
actor sounds nostalgic.

Bhanujeet feels that earlier
music videos used to have a
good plot and the songs, too,
were melodious. But it’s not so
anymore.
When asked if he is still in
touch with Nimrat, he replies,
“Not really. But I’m happy
with the way her career has
shaped up. She was my first costar and will always hold a
special place in my heart. I’d
love to work with her again.”

MILIND, ANKITA’S MALDIVES TRIP
upermodel-actor Milind Soman and
wife, Ankita Konwar, who recently
visited the Maldives, took to
Instagram to share glimpses of their
vacation. In their posts, the fitness
freaks were seen running, hugging, and
staring into each other’s eyes
passionately, leaving people in awe. IANS

S

Jason Shah

JASON SHAH’S
CRICKET AFFAIR
CONTINUES
Shreya Mukherjee
self-confessed cricket fan,
actor Jason Shah is
making sure to catch all
the IPL matches. In fact, not
many know that he used to
play cricket as a teenager.
“I played cricket in
Australia for a year when I
was 17. I completed A level
Community Coach
Accreditation Course from
Queensland Cricket. I never
wanted to play for the
Australian team. I always
wanted to play for India but I
couldn’t...,” says the Thugs of
Hindostan (2018) actor, who
had to quit playing the game
professionally.
However, he does not regret
the decision. “Sometimes life
takes you on different roads. I
had a desire to play but I found
it to be full of politics… My
father was also pressuring me
to join the family business.”
Ask him his favourite
cricketer and he names Virat
Kohli. The actor also reveals
that he is supporting Mumbai
Indians, this season.

A

Nimrat Kaur and Bhanujeet
Singh Sudan in Tera Mera Pyar

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM
/ANKITA_
EARTHY

Liam Payne gave a ‘wild’
audition for Spielberg movie
inger Liam Payne has said
his audition for filmmaker
Steven Spielberg’s West
Side Story remake was ‘wild’.
Speaking on a breakfast
show, Payne confirmed he had
thrown his hat in the ring for a
major part in the production,
reports mirror.co.uk. “The
first thing I ever auditioned
was for the remake of West
Side Story which is being done
by Steven Spielberg,” said
Payne.
Describing his meeting
with the acclaimed director,
Payne said: “It was a bit of a
cold room. It was like all
curtained off in like a big
warehouse type thing and he
just kind of rolled in and was
like ‘Liam!’ and I was like ‘this
is wild’. Like this is the
craziest thing I’ve ever done in
my life. But he was super
nice.”
Did he bag a role in the
upcoming movie musical?
Payne said: “No, I didn’t get
it, but I was in like the last five
people for it which I was quite
happy with because it was
difficult — it was a big part in
the film. Yeah and it was the
first audition I had ever done
and I put four tapes in and then
managed to get to meet Steven
Spielberg so it was pretty
amazing.”
IANS

S

Liam Payne
PHOTO: FRAZER
HARRISON/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP
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MALWA
‘Screening web series in theatres
will benefit both’
IFIAUDITIONED
TODAY,I’DFAIL,
SAYSSALMAN
Sangeeta Yadav

ith the web series craze
on the rise, filmmakers
are now on an
experimentation spree, which
also includes director Zoya
Akhtar. She has teamed up
with other directors ever
since she decided to branch
out to the web platform for her
web film, Lust Stories (2018)
and the web recent series,
Made in Heaven. But the
director feels the trend will not
affect theatre release as the
content for the two are
completely different.
“We can’t compare films
with web series. Web is like a
visual book. You can watch it
anytime and we can create
content without the fear of
censorship. The ease is to dip
into the narrative as and when
you are free for it. You can
watch the film in one go but
when it comes to a web series,
you can’t watch it in two-anda-half to three hours. It is an
hour-long show with 10-12
episodes,” says Zoya, who is
prepping for the second season
of Made in Heaven.
The 46-year-old director
feels special screenings of web
series in theatres are
beneficial for both, the web
series and the hall. “Now,
there are special theatrical
screenings in various cities,

W

The actor recalls what it was like to make his
debut 30 years ago, says it is much tougher
for younger
ger actors to eenter Bollywood no
now
of that. But
B there is
no form
mula to
this.

Sneha Mahadevan
n his three-decade long
career, Salman Khan has
launched a lot of new faces in
Bollywood. But the actor is
pretty sure that he won’t
launch anyone unless they are
prepared to slog it out before
their film finally releases.
While the actor admits that he
did have his fair share of
struggles, he says that actors
who make their debuts now
have to work much harder. In a
candid chat, the actor tells us
about launching new faces, his
criteria for choosing a film,
singing, and more.

I

You have been in the industry for
over three decades. After all these
years, what is that one thing that
you look for when you choose a
project?
My only thing is that when I
hear a subject, I have to decide
almost immediately whether or
not this is something I want to
do. I start thinking about

My only brief to the
younger guys is, ‘Can
you do what Varun
does? What Tiger
does? Or can you do
what Ranveer does? If
you don’t come at par
with that, then don’t
even think of becoming
an actor.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR

finishing my earlier films
faster so I can think of
accommodating the new film.
If I say ‘Sochke bataunga’
that means it’s gone. It has to
catch my attention straight
out and I should be able to
visualise myself, how the
trailer will be shot, how the
promos will look, where the
film’s interval would be and all

You have seen a lot of upps
and downs in your
career. What is the one
film that you felt didn’t
fare as per your
expectations?
I feel like Tubelight
(2017) was one of the
better films that I
have done but it
released on Eid. Sab
e
dhamaal masti karne
gaye, aur rote huye ba
ahar
nikle. I had told the makers
m
that Eid is a festive da
ate and
you should not come out on this
nt to lose
date. They didn’t wan
out on the special date
e of Eid
Eid,
but this wasn’t an Eid film.
However, even though they
said that the film didn’t do well,
it did a business of ₹148 crores
and it was considered a flop.
Aise hi upar wala har ek ko flop
dete rahe (laughs).
You made your debut in 1988. How
much do you think has changed in
terms of preparations that newer
actors come with today?
My only brief to the younger
guys is, ‘Can you do what
Varun [Dhawan; actor] does?

aining worrkshops have come
. Today, if I wanted to
come an actor and gave
ditio
ons, I would fail.
diitions are a
ffe
erent thing
to
ogether. All these
unger guys have
orked really hard
nd they deserve to
o well in life. I hope
l the ones that we
unch after this, do
lll, too.

A still from Tubelight
What Tiger [Shroff; actor]
does? Or can you do what
Ranveer Singh does?’ If you
don’t come at par with that,
then don’t even think of
becoming an actor. It has taken
them (the youngsters that I
launch) four, five years to get to
a stage where they can do
action and dance. Nowadays,
there are a lot of workshops
available, too. For me, at that
point of time, I used to play
every sport. But now acting

Harbhajanahands-onfather,lovesto
changeHinaya’snappies:GeetaBasra
Rishabh Suri
ne might wonder why we
didn’t see much of actor
Geeta Basra in films all
these years, but a whole lot of
other things were keeping her
busy— her marriage to
cricketer Harbhajan Singh,
and their two-and-a half-year
old daughter Hinaya. And add
to that lack of good offers.
After debuting with The
Train (2007), Geeta wasn’t seen
in any high-profile projects.
The reason she reveals is, “It
was a different time, when I
had entered the industry. It
was a very awkward time in
the industry for a girl.”
Asked if it was only in terms
of roles, she clarifies, “Cinema
has changed drastically in last
five years. The kind of films
made then were very different
from today. Scripts have more
scope for girls now. In my
time, you couldn’t date
someone, couldn’t even be
seen with a guy, forget being a
working mother! Today,
female actors are married,
have kids and still work. When
I had entered, it was a taboo. A
girl had to be available! (It was
thought) ‘How can she be
dating someone?’”
She further says that her
relationship with Harbhajan,
which initially started as a
friendship (and culminated
into marriage in 2015), was
blown out of proportions, and
hence, she had to lose out on
work. “The Train had
released, and I met Harbhajan.
After that, in the media,
straightaway the first story
came out… I was married off,
dates were out, locations of our
wedding were out. Things
became a little tough after
that. A lot of films went out of
my hand because they (makers
thought) I was getting
married. They thought a
married girl becomes
pregnant and then ‘what will
happen to our film?’ A well-

Geeta Basra
and husband
Harbhajan
Singh with
daughter
Hinaya

O

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
GEETABASRA

alsso sang in Notebook
r youur songs in Kick
14) andd Hero (2015). Do
volunteer to sing for your
rojects?
Arrey they ju
ust put the song on
to me
me. I sang it to the best of my
ability. When I heard it, I asked
them if it will be okay, they
assured me that it would sound
great. Then when I heard it
again, I loved it.
n

Zoya Akhtar feels audience tastes are changing
which is a great way to get
those audiences who aren’t
hooked on to the web yet.
Special theatrical releases give
them the first glimpse of the
show and they can later watch
the rest of the episodes at their

PRIYANKA AND NICK TO BE
PART OF MET GALA’S
BENEFIT COMMITTEE
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and her
husband Nick Jonas have been
announced as part of the Met
Gala Host Committee. Priyanka

revealed the news on
Instagram. “From walking the
prestigious carpet for the first
time, to meeting my husband
and many friends for life... Nick
and I are honored to be on the
Benefit Committee for this
year’s Met Gala,” she captioned
the post.
— IANS

GEETA BASRA, ACTOR

known female actor then had
got pregnant during her
movie, and that made things
harder,” says Geeta, who is
currently receiving offers for
web series, too.
When Geeta gave birth to
their daughter, Hinaya in 2016,
her entire life changed. The

happiness is evident in her
voice, “I am obsessed with
her. I love my time with her,
and love being a hands-on
mother. She’s the most
important part of our lives. I
haven’t left her a single day
since she’s been born. I don’t
want to miss out on anything.

n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Nick Jonas
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Crass songs become hits as the
public likes them, feels Raftaar
Samarth Goyal
usician-rapper Dilin
Nair aka Raftaar feels
bad as a “poet” that
songs with questionable lyrics
become hits. However, he
feels that the trend is
prevalent everywhere, and
it’s listeners who decide what
songs they like.
“When someone from the
West, like an Akon, sings, ‘I
want to f*** you’, people love
it, and feel there is nothing
wrong [with the lyrics]. You
look at a song like Vengaboys’
To Brazil, and you see models
in skimpy clothes dancing in
the background. No one has
had a problem with that song
either,” says the 30-year-old.
“[Crass] American lingo is
an issue in songs, and still
such songs make it to the
music charts. Same is the
situation [in India], and
listeners here do like such
songs as well. At the end of the
day, the public is liking such
music, so why won’t people
make such songs?” he adds.
Recalling the time when he
started his journey in
mainstream music, the rapper
says, “I remember people
used to tell me ‘tu toh ab bhai
commercial ban gaya hai’.
They said things like I am not
a good musician and I don’t
have any idea of beats. But
when you get into the
mainstream circuit, your
listener base widens, and
especially in a country like
India, there’s huge cultural
diversity. So, writing very
specific lyrics might not be
relatable to all.”
“I do feel bad as a poet,
but... I mean, I know I am good
at other things like music
production, mixing, and
performing. So I know I’ll be
able to still get work in
mainstream music industry,”
he adds.

M
Ashwath Bhatt

‘I CAN PLAY
COMIC ROLES
AS WELL’
ctor Ashwath Bhatt is
noted for playing negative
roles. Read Haider and
Raazi and most recently,
Kesari, where he played
Afghan invader, Gul Badshah
Khan. But the actor feels,
because of his personality and
looks, he has often been offered
similar kinds of roles, and rues
that “breaking stereotype is the
biggest challenge in the
industry”. “Anurag Singh
(director of Kesari) told me that
intense parts are offered to me,
most of the times, because of
my eyes. He said, ‘Every
director would like to exploit
your eyes and the intensity it
has on screen without doing
anything’,” he says.
Coming from the theatre
background, Ashwath feels
that “when it comes to casting
for films, certain physicality
gets attached to it and people do
typecast you looking at your
looks and features or what’s
your acting background”. He
adds, “I can play comic roles as
good as I’ve played intense
characters. People from the
industry have the perception
that since I’m from the theatre,
I would be the best fit for
intense roles only. Theatre
gives you grounding and base.
But it is about people and how
they look at you.”

A

That’s keeping me busy. I am
also getting our house done, as
we shifted from Punjab to
Mumbai.”
How is Harbhajan as a
father, we ask Geeta, and she
gushes, “He’s lovely! He’s a
hands-on father, who dotes on
his girl. I can’t say she’s a
‘daddy’s girl’ just yet.
Sometimes she misses him
when he’s not there. He loves
changing her nappies, playing
with her, watching films.
Whatever time he’s lost out on
while travelling, he makes up
for it.”

own convenience. And that is
the reason why the audience’s
tastes are changing. In terms
of [the cinema hall’s] business,
it is fascinating because
footfalls to the cinema hall
have increased,” Zoya says.

STOP PRESS

Sangeeta Yadav

Cinema has changed drastically in last five years. The
kind of films made then were very different from how
they are today. Scripts have more scope for girls now.

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI

n

n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Rapper Raftaar says that the trend of songs with questionable lyrics
PHOTO: SHIVAM SAXENA/HT
is prevalent across the world

HE FEELS THAT IT’S
LISTENERS WHO
DECIDE WHAT SONGS
THEY LIKE
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Do not delay when it comes to health issues.
Financial worries will keep you away from
achieving what you want. A superior at
work may discover your potential for
doing something out of the ordinary.
Today, you will not succeed in winning
your battle on the romantic front. Do
not initiate travelling plans today.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Claire Danes: The American actor, who is known
for starring in films such as Romeo + Juliet,
Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines and TV series
Homeland, turns 40 today.

You are likely to enjoy good health as you
slowly turn into a fitness freak. Luck might
not be favourable on the monetary front.
Someone’s guidance on the academic
front is likely to hold you in good stead.
Stay away from travel plans. Managing a
property deal might leave you feeling
stressed.

Luck turns favourable on the monetary front.
A medicine you are taking might not suit
you. Despite having your fingers in many
pies on the professional front, you are
likely to give a good account of yourself.
You might not be very successful in
taking your romantic relationship to the
next level.

Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green
Pay attention to your health. Some bad news
awaits you on the professional front.
Sharpen your focus on the academic
front. Financial condition might improve.
Your romantic intentions will be fully
reciprocated by the one you admire. An
overseas travel plan is on the cards for
some.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: White
Your determination will keep you fit and
healthy. A new opportunity to make money
is likely to be seized by some. Sharing the
burden of a colleague at work will reap
its benefit soon. Stay away from driving
if you’re not authorised to drive. Do not
try to resolve property-related issues
today.

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Colour: Bottle Green

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

A medicine will help you get rid of your
ailment sooner than you expect. Things
don’t appear too easy on the financial
front. Be cautious about the pros and
cons of a romantic proposal before
giving the nod. A family youngster will
totally rely on you for career counselling.
Travelling will keep you in good company.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Rosy Brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Light Pink
Don’t neglect a medical problem that needs
attention. A new venture is likely to
become profitable, but not as expected.
You may have to face competition that
may affect business. If you are in love,
this is the time to take the next step. Go
out of your way to maintain a strong
relationship with someone in the family.

Health remains stable. Information sought by
you related to work might take time, but
will be done soon. A long-term
relationship that you want to take
towards the next level might get you
into trouble. Travelling might not be
possible for some. Property business will
suffer a setback too.

PISCES
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

You may need to bring the fun element back
into your life to remain healthy. Travelling
abroad with family is indicated for some.
Hiring experts to ease work will not be
that easy to at the professional front.
Personal issues will affect you on your
romantic front today. Be cautious on
property front today.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1041 The Karate Kid
1305 How To Train Your
Dragon
1447 American Sniper
1700 Scary Movie 3
1820 Godzilla
2010 Baywatch
2300 Daddy’s Home 2

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Aamir Khan was going to play the role of
Nitin in Delhi Belly (2001), but later opted
out as the role demanded a weight gain.
Kunaal Roy Kapur played the role eventually.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3053
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

____________ is the sleep of reason.
- Jean-Jacques Rousseau (9)

& PICTURES
1122 Partner
1425 Khoonkhar
1712 No.1 Businessman
2000 Ramaiya
Vastavaiya
2315 Non-Stop
UTV MOVIES
1105 Sanam Bewafa
1435 Nazrana
1745 Seizer
2020 Border
2345 Wanted
ZEE CINEMA
1219 Ek Rishtaa: The
Bond
of Love
1552 Gundaygiri
1812 Rogue
2030 Journey to 2.0

LOOKBACK

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Igloo, vocal, doomed, hearth
ANSWER: Childhood is the sleep of reason. - Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

WhyisRicha
learninghowto
rideabike?
Juhi Chakraborty

‘I HAVE TO START
FROM SCRATCH’

Aamna Sharif is preparing to get
back to acting, after being away
from the industry for five years

W

Sangeeta Yadav
ast seen in the 2014 film Ek
Villain, actor Aamna
Sharif had taken a break
from acting to focus on her
family, especially her son,
Arain. Now, after a hiatus of
five years, she’s busy prepping
for her comeback. Having shot
to fame as Kashish in the TV
show Kahiin to Hoga, the actor
later did films such as Aloo
Chaat (2009) and Shakal Pe Mat
Ja (2011) which did not do well.
She opens up about her career
struggles and future plans.
Excerpts:

L

and easy, given that I
personally love to ride bicycles
and the balancing technique is
similar. So, it was easy, apart
from learning the
technicalities of operating the
bike.”
Panga is director Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s third film after
Nil Battey Sannata (2017) and
Bareilly Ki Barfi (2018). The
sports drama also stars actor
Kangana Ranaut. Both Richa
and Kangana took to kabaddi
training very seriously,
prompting the director to post
their training images on social
media.
juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

STAR MOVIES
1237 Coco
1433 Life of Pi
1656 The Marine
1842 Ong Bak
2050 Avatar

1609 Within
1739 Music And Lyrics
1923 Heart of
Dragon
2100 Killer Elite
2305 Unforgettable

SHOW BUZZ

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

n

SONY PIX
1224 Jack The Giant Slayer
1424 Annabelle
1600 Snakes On A Plane
1824 Fast Five
2101 Jurassic Park III
2300 Training Day

WB
1210 American Assassin
1358 We Are Marshall

GL IOO
AOVCL
EMOODD
AE RTHH

hen it comes to getting
into the skin of a
character, Richa
Chadha leaves no stone
unturned. The actor recently
underwent kabaddi training
from professional kabaddi
player, Sayali Nagwekar, for
her next film, Panga. And now
we hear that Richa is also
learning how to ride a bike as
part of her role’s requirement.
Richa could have easily
opted for a body double, but
she insisted on learning how to
ride the bike before the scenes.
Sharing her thoughts on
learning to ride a two-wheeler,
the actor says, “I had never
learnt how to ride bikes. So, it
was a fun challenge. My
character needs to adapt to
learn to ride a bike as it’s an
important part [of the
story].”
So, who helped Richa learn
how to ride the bike? “I took
help from production [crew]
and my personal driver, who
helped me learn the basics to
balance and learn the safest
way to ride a bike. It was quick

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 1 Colour: Golden Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Turquoise

Financial gain will keep you in an upbeat
mood. Professionally, you will need to
tackle the most difficult tasks today. Love
life will not be that fulfilling. Someone in
the family will be in the mood to shower
favours on you. Buying a vehicle is on
the cards for some. A property deal may
be clinched by some at a bargain price.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Peach

CANCER
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Blue

Health will remain good today. You will take
care of an outstanding loan by repaying it.
An important project at work front will
keep you worried. Romantic intentions
are likely to fructify. Those staying out of
town will have some concern related to
family. Travel cards are not up to the
mark.

SUDOKU

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Health remains good. Avenues for earning
may dry up soon. Your success may become
talk of the town and bring you good luck.
Stifling existence on the marital front
may make you do something desperate.
Romance promises to bloom. Those in
the media or press are likely to face legal
hassles, if they are not careful.

What prompted you to take a break
from acting?
Life is all about changing your
priorities at different stages of
life. From a very early age,
work had been my only
priority, so after my marriage
to Amit (Kapoor) in 2013, I
wanted to give some time to my
family. And then I got busy
with my son, Arain.
What kind of work are you looking
forward to in the next phase of
your career?
I’m ready to shift gears again to
get [back] into acting. For me,
it’s literally starting from
scratch all over again. So, I
need to strategise what to take
up next. Currently, I’m
listening to some scripts and

meeting people. It’s a good time
for actors as some really good
work is being done — be it
films, TV, or web. Everybody is
making great content and I
would love to play a strong and
challenging role.

Aamna Sharif
took a break
from acting to
focus on her
family,
especially her
son

Considering the changing face of
cinema, do you think if you had
made your film debut now, you

Big li’l foodie
Look who’s gorging on food. Actor Deepika Padukone posted
this cute picture from her childhood and captioned it,
“Forever hungry...& nothing’s changed.”

QUOTE HANGER

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Was it easy for you to make the
transition from TV to films?
Unlike TV, where I had a
mentor like (producer) Ekta
Kapoor, I had nobody to guide
me where films were
concerned. So, the transition
wasn’t easy. Having said that, I
owe my success to Ekta for
giving me my first TV show,
which made me a household
name. Till date, my character,
Kashish, is etched in people’s
minds. And [I’m also thankful
to Ekta] for casting me in my
last movie, Ek Villain. I was
fortunate that she had faith in
me.
What struggles did you face in your
search for good work?
I was sitting at home for almost
two years (after Kahiin to
Hoga), because I wasn’t happy
with the kind of work I was
getting. I have been through a
financial crisis, too, and it left
me disheartened. There have
been times that I loved a project
but it didn’t materialise.

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DEEPIKAPADUKONE

WITH SUCCESS,
WE NOT ONLY
EARN FANS BUT
ALSO THE
CONFIDENCE TO
EXPERIMENT

I’D LOVE DO AN
ADVENTURE FILM.
CROCODILE
DUNDEE USED TO
BE ONE OF MY
FAVOURITE FILMS

VARUN DHAWAN,
ACTOR

TISCA CHOPRA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Sunny Leone to be part of web
series Ragini MMS 2?
ctor Sunny Leone will
reportedly be playing the
lead role in Ekta Kapoor’s
web series, Ragini MMS 2.
The first season of the series,
titled Ragini MMS: Returns,
made headlines in 2017, and
featured actors Karishma
Sharma, Riya Sen, and
Siddharth Gupta. According
to a report in Tellychakkar,
the makers have zeroed in on
Leone, who also played the
lead in the 2014 film Ragini
MMS 2. The actor was in

A

would have been more successful?
I completely agree. Times have
changed, thanks to the digital
boom and social media. The
audience has become more
receptive towards any actor

who is talented. Discrimination
between actors from any
medium is a thing of the past.
So, I look forward to making
the most of the current
scenario.

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI

news recently for her web
series Karenjit Kaur: The
Untold Story of Sunny Leone.
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Six-packabsdon’tmeanyoucan ‘Laws can’t change who you are’
getawaywithoutacting:Shakti A
Ruchika Garg

merican singer, actor and
LGBTQI+ activist Agnes
Moore — better known
by her stage name
Peppermint — was recently in
the Capital for a performance.
This hip-hop singer became
quite the headliner after she
made her debut on Broadway
with the musical Head Over
Heels, for she was the first
trans woman to originate a
principal role.
We caught up with the
artist, who is an inspiration to
many in the queer
community, and found that
just like her stage name, she is
refreshingly pleasant.
Talking about her stage name,
the drag queen recalls, “Back

TV actor Shakti Arora says that he has
never gone for six-pack abs because
he doesn’t believe in following trends
that he considers unhealthy
Sangeeta Yadav
all it a fad or just
another prerequisite in
showbiz, most actors
today want to flaunt their
six-pack abs.
And they don’t mind
spending hours working out
in the gym for a chiselled
physique.
However, TV actor
Shakti Arora calls it an
“occupational hazard” for
any actor.
“I feel having six-pack abs
has become a qualification
to enter Bollywood. It’s no
longer about being a good
actor. The industry wants an
all-rounder who not only acts
well but can dance like a pro,
do stunts, look good onscreen
and has a body to die for,”
says Shakti.
Asserting that “acting still
remains the priority”, he says
one can’t get a role on the
basis of just good looks.
“You can’t get away
without acting. If you’re a
good actor and can get into the
skin of a character, you can
work on your body according
to the requirement of the
film,” he says.
Aspiring to work in films,
the actor shares he has never

C

built six-pack abs because he
doesn’t “believe in following
the trend” that he considers
unhealthy.
“I don’t want to follow
any crowd. Building sixpack abs is not healthy —
you need to go off salt, sugar
and carbs. It’s good for a while
and for the part you’re
playing.”
“But after that, any actor
that you’ve seen, they flush
out all the things they’ve been
taking. That’s why I don’t feel
like spoiling my body,” says
the actor, adding that “if a
project comes, I’ll mould
myself but only for the time
I’m on it.”
The actor also points out
that following intermittent
fasting has become a big
trend. “In this, you eat for
eight hours and fast for
16 hours.”
“To reduce the fat in my
body, and increase the muscle
mass, intermittent fasting
works best for me.”
“I do that three to four days
a week to maintain good
health,” shares Shakti,
confessing that he is a big
foodie and often have cheat
days to “eat fast food and
Indian cuisines”.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

in my college days, my
favourite candy was
peppermint and I named
myself after the sweet
[flavour], and it remained
[with me] ever since.”
Quickly jumping to some
serious talk, Peppermint
shares that those who feel
they have no one who’d
understand them, shouldn’t
forget that there is this whole
community to “embrace you”.
“As an African-American
trans woman visiting India, I
want to say that we have come
from a very long legacy. Some
laws on paper will never
change who we are. Your
womanhood is never at stake
based on what someone else
thinks about you and tells you
about yourself. People can

take everything from you but
that is not going to change
your identity. You are the
royalty. I know trans people
get isolated by their own
families, but we are here and
you can find a community
within us. Your pain is my
pain.” “Entertainment has a
universal language. That’s
what [establishes] a connect
between my audience and me.

Shakti Arora says he doesn’t want to follow any crowd

‘Every relationship has its own complexities’
Sanchita Kalra
hen we think about love,
subjects like mental
health and depression
don’t usually cross our minds,
but author Nikita Singh’s latest
book, The Reason Is You,
addresses issues such as
loss and mental health,
boundaries of conventional
relationships, second chances,
and lots more.
The book picks up from
where the story left off in her
previous book Every Time It
Rains, but even though it deals
with characters we’ve seen
before, it’s written from a
man’s point of view, “which
was an exciting avenue to
explore”, according to Nikita.
Revealing details about why
she chose to include mental
health related issues, she says,
“I write about human

W

relationships, and every
relationship has its own
complexities and obstacles. I
had been thinking about loss
and loneliness, which led to
depression, which led to this
book about a guy who’s in a
relationship with someone who
has faced a grave loss and is
having a hard time recovering
from it. As he tries to help her,
he realises just how serious her
condition is.”Many celebrities
have come out and spoken
about fighting depression. Did
that serve as an inspiration to
her? “Even though I didn’t
actively think of any celebrities
while writing this, but mental
health is a conversation that is
partially a result of them
speaking out about it. We all
have fought our battles, but
may be we don’t need to do that
alone anymore, because now,
people are listening, and

helping,” she says. When asked
k
if she is inspired by real-life
characters, Nikita says, “Even
though I don’t base characters
on specific people, I’m sure
people around me organically
get included in the pages. I’m
an observer; my brain retains
what I see — the way someone
speaks, body language,
reactions, facial attributes, etc.

Author Nikita Singh; (Inset) Her
recent book The Reason Is You
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SINGH_NIKITA
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Get ready for double dhamaal
in Manje Bistre 2

NEVERASKED
ANYONEFOR
WORK:
ARSHAD
The actor talks about his busy
schedule, upcoming web series
Juhi Chakraborty
ooking at Arshad Warsi’s
career graph, one can
safely say he is one of the
most underrated actors in
Bollywood. And the actor
himself admits that he does
“get that a lot from people”,
however, he is quick to add that
he would rather be termed as
underrated as opposed to being
overrated.
“I would be really hurt if
someone called me overrated. I
haven’t got the opportunities to
do various things. It’s as simple
as that. But it’s fine. I still have
nothing to complain,” shares
the actor, who has starred in
Munna Bhai MBBS (2003),
Kabul Express (2006), Ishqiya
(2010) and Jolly LLB (2013).
Content with the films that
have come his way, he adds, “I
lead a good life. I don’t crib.
Films will keep happening and
the actor in me will never be
satisfied. I will keep on doing
exciting stuff.”
Asked if there has ever been
a time when he wanted a role so
bad that he went asking for it,
Arshad says, “I have never
asked anybody for work. I have
never called up anybody to give
me a film. I have never

L

Gippy Grewal returns
with Manje Bistre 2
PHOTOS: HTCS

auditioned in my life. I don’t
want to do that. I am actually
really fine.”
Arshad asserts he is so busy
that he doesn’t have time to go
look for more work. “I don’t
have dates. Also, after a point it
becomes a question of greed. I
can’t do that. I am exhausted,
already. I want to chill a bit,
spend time with my family and
go on vacations,” Arshad says.
And he sure is busy, as he
has a film, Pagalpanti, and a
web series coming out this
year. On what took him so long
to venture into the web space,
the actor elaborates, “I was
offered roles by everybody; all
big platforms. But I didn’t want
to do it as it takes up so much of
your time and effort, season
after season. Also, my movies
would have suffered. But then I
got Asura. It’s such a good
script and is so well-written.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

ippy Grewal-starrer
Manje Bistre 2 hits the
screens today. It’s worth
mentioning that the prequel,
Manje Bistre (2017), had
created a trend of movies
celebrating Punjabi weddings
and culture.
Actor Simi Chahal has
joined the star cast of the
sequel, made under Grewal’s
home production banner
Humble Motion Pictures. The
film comprises a stellar
Punjabi cast, including actors
Gurpreet Ghuggi, Karamjit
Anmol, BN Sharma, Sardar
Sohi, Raghavir Bid, Malkit
Roni, Rana Jung Bahadur,
Gurpreet Bhangu, Hobby
Dhaliwal, Harbi Sangha,
Banerinder Buni, Jaggi Singh
and Davinder Daman.
The film’s director Baljeet
Singh Deo has tried to portray
traditional customs and
culture of Punjabi families
residing in Canada. The
power packed dialogues
written by Naresh Kathuria
are sure to tickle your funny
bone and add an extra touch
of comedy. Gurmeet Singh,
Jassi Katial, and Soul Rockers
have composed the music for
Manje Bistre 2.
The movie has been shot in

G

Actor Arshad
Warsi was
last seen in
Total
Dhamaal
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

I don’t have dates. Also, after a point it becomes a
question of greed... I want to chill a bit, spend time with
my family and go on vacations.
ARSHAD WARSI ACTOR

Why Nimrat will always I
hold a special place in
Bhanujeet’s heart

Shreya Mukherjee

Bhanujeet
Singh Sudan
made his
acting debut
in the music
video for Tera
Mera Pyar

f you are a 90s child, then you
would remember Kumar
Sanu’s hit track Tera Mera
Pyar, that featured actor
Nimrat Kaur and model-actor
Bhanujeet Singh Sudan.
Bhanujeet shares that the 2004
song opened doors for him.
The actor, who is currently
playing a pivotal character on
a TV show, shares, “I am from

It’s all about your
next Instagram
post: Vipul Roy

Vipul Roy feels
it’s rude to
flaunt your
privilege on
social media
unnecessarily
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIPULROY

Sangeeta
Yadav
ot one to
hide his
life from
his fans, actor Vipul
Roy is quite active on
social media and often
posts videos and pictures.
Calling it a “demand” of his
profession, Vipul feels that
for actors, social media is

N

about connecting with fans
and promoting their work.
“It’s all about the next
Instagram post. What are you
going to post tomorrow ?
Where you are going, in the
flight or club or how you are
looking in your new attire?”
quips Vipul, best known for
his stint on the TV show, FIR.
This trend, he feels, has
been taken in a different way
by the non-celebs, who often
use social media platforms to
show off their luxurious life,
unconsciously making others
feel bad about themselves.
“Non-actors are using
social media more than actors
do. And our only intent is to
promote our work. But
somehow, social media has
become a rude platform to
flaunt what you can afford
but others might not be able
to. And this is making people
feel low and jealous, and they
later try to fake it in the
virtual world,” Vipul says.
The actor realised this
when his fiancee, Melis Atici,
opposed him from posting
about their relationship on
social media.
“She gets annoyed when I
ask her if I can post our
pictures. She says that we
don’t have to show off our
love to the world,” says Vipul,
adding that it was she who
made him realise that
“flaunting on social media
can be very misleading, and
you make people crave for
things”. So now, Vipul is of
the opinion that “memories
can be created privately also”
without posting on social
media.
“Keep it in your phone
instead of telling the world.
Giving others the feeling that
I can travel in business class
and you can’t is demeaning. If
you can’t make people happy,
don’t make them feel low by
showcasing what you can
afford but others can’t,” Vipul
signs off.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

Canada to attract audiences
across the globe, and help
them relate to the wedding
customs in Punjabi families.
The film’s story is based on
the relationship of a youth
and his grandfather. The
grandson wishes to get
married in Canada, where he
has been brought up, but his
grandfather expects a
traditional wedding in
Punjab.
The fun and action unfolds
when it is decided that the
wedding will take place in
Canada, according to Punjabi
rituals. In the movie,
producer Grewal and
co-producers Jaggi Singh and
King Randhawa are shown
collecting manje bistre in
Canada.
Grewal says, “I thought of
making this movie when I had
actually gone to Canada to
attend one of the Punjabi
wedding ceremonies. I was
highly impressed with the
way Punjabi traditions and
wedding customs are followed
there.”
He further adds, “The film
will entertain more audience
as, similar to the prequel, the
music will win their hearts.”

Actor Gippy
Grewal in a still
from Manje
Bistre 2

HTC

Delhi and people knew me as a
model since I used to do
fashion shows but no one
knew me in Mumbai. Then
this song happened... just by
luck. My friends had
auditioned for it and dragged
me, too. I was told that they
(makers) had been searching
for the male lead for six
months as they had selected
the female lead long back,” the
actor sounds nostalgic.

Bhanujeet feels that earlier
music videos used to have a
good plot and the songs, too,
were melodious. But it’s not so
anymore.
When asked if he is still in
touch with Nimrat, he replies,
“Not really. But I’m happy
with the way her career has
shaped up. She was my first costar and will always hold a
special place in my heart. I’d
love to work with her again.”

MILIND, ANKITA’S MALDIVES TRIP
upermodel-actor Milind Soman and
wife, Ankita Konwar, who recently
visited the Maldives, took to
Instagram to share glimpses of their
vacation. In their posts, the fitness
freaks were seen running, hugging, and
staring into each other’s eyes
passionately, leaving people in awe. IANS

S

Jason Shah

JASON SHAH’S
CRICKET AFFAIR
CONTINUES
Shreya Mukherjee
self-confessed cricket fan,
actor Jason Shah is
making sure to catch all
the IPL matches. In fact, not
many know that he used to
play cricket as a teenager.
“I played cricket in
Australia for a year when I
was 17. I completed A level
Community Coach
Accreditation Course from
Queensland Cricket. I never
wanted to play for the
Australian team. I always
wanted to play for India but I
couldn’t...,” says the Thugs of
Hindostan (2018) actor, who
had to quit playing the game
professionally.
However, he does not regret
the decision. “Sometimes life
takes you on different roads. I
had a desire to play but I found
it to be full of politics… My
father was also pressuring me
to join the family business.”
Ask him his favourite
cricketer and he names Virat
Kohli. The actor also reveals
that he is supporting Mumbai
Indians, this season.

A

Nimrat Kaur and Bhanujeet
Singh Sudan in Tera Mera Pyar

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM
/ANKITA_
EARTHY

Liam Payne gave a ‘wild’
audition for Spielberg movie
inger Liam Payne has said
his audition for filmmaker
Steven Spielberg’s West
Side Story remake was ‘wild’.
Speaking on a breakfast
show, Payne confirmed he had
thrown his hat in the ring for a
major part in the production,
reports mirror.co.uk. “The
first thing I ever auditioned
was for the remake of West
Side Story which is being done
by Steven Spielberg,” said
Payne.
Describing his meeting
with the acclaimed director,
Payne said: “It was a bit of a
cold room. It was like all
curtained off in like a big
warehouse type thing and he
just kind of rolled in and was
like ‘Liam!’ and I was like ‘this
is wild’. Like this is the
craziest thing I’ve ever done in
my life. But he was super
nice.”
Did he bag a role in the
upcoming movie musical?
Payne said: “No, I didn’t get
it, but I was in like the last five
people for it which I was quite
happy with because it was
difficult — it was a big part in
the film. Yeah and it was the
first audition I had ever done
and I put four tapes in and then
managed to get to meet Steven
Spielberg so it was pretty
amazing.”
IANS

S

Liam Payne
PHOTO: FRAZER
HARRISON/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP
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JALANDHAR
‘Screening web series in theatres
will benefit both’
IFIAUDITIONED
TODAY,I’DFAIL,
SAYSSALMAN
Sangeeta Yadav

ith the web series craze
on the rise, filmmakers
are now on an
experimentation spree, which
also includes director Zoya
Akhtar. She has teamed up
with other directors ever
since she decided to branch
out to the web platform for her
web film, Lust Stories (2018)
and the web recent series,
Made in Heaven. But the
director feels the trend will not
affect theatre release as the
content for the two are
completely different.
“We can’t compare films
with web series. Web is like a
visual book. You can watch it
anytime and we can create
content without the fear of
censorship. The ease is to dip
into the narrative as and when
you are free for it. You can
watch the film in one go but
when it comes to a web series,
you can’t watch it in two-anda-half to three hours. It is an
hour-long show with 10-12
episodes,” says Zoya, who is
prepping for the second season
of Made in Heaven.
The 46-year-old director
feels special screenings of web
series in theatres are
beneficial for both, the web
series and the hall. “Now,
there are special theatrical
screenings in various cities,

W

The actor recalls what it was like to make his
debut 30 years ago, says it is much tougher
for younger
ger actors to eenter Bollywood no
now
of that. But
B there is
no form
mula to
this.

Sneha Mahadevan
n his three-decade long
career, Salman Khan has
launched a lot of new faces in
Bollywood. But the actor is
pretty sure that he won’t
launch anyone unless they are
prepared to slog it out before
their film finally releases.
While the actor admits that he
did have his fair share of
struggles, he says that actors
who make their debuts now
have to work much harder. In a
candid chat, the actor tells us
about launching new faces, his
criteria for choosing a film,
singing, and more.

I

You have been in the industry for
over three decades. After all these
years, what is that one thing that
you look for when you choose a
project?
My only thing is that when I
hear a subject, I have to decide
almost immediately whether or
not this is something I want to
do. I start thinking about

My only brief to the
younger guys is, ‘Can
you do what Varun
does? What Tiger
does? Or can you do
what Ranveer does? If
you don’t come at par
with that, then don’t
even think of becoming
an actor.
SALMAN KHAN, ACTOR

finishing my earlier films
faster so I can think of
accommodating the new film.
If I say ‘Sochke bataunga’
that means it’s gone. It has to
catch my attention straight
out and I should be able to
visualise myself, how the
trailer will be shot, how the
promos will look, where the
film’s interval would be and all

You have seen a lot of upps
and downs in your
career. What is the one
film that you felt didn’t
fare as per your
expectations?
I feel like Tubelight
(2017) was one of the
better films that I
have done but it
released on Eid. Sab
e
dhamaal masti karne
gaye, aur rote huye ba
ahar
nikle. I had told the makers
m
that Eid is a festive da
ate and
you should not come out on this
nt to lose
date. They didn’t wan
out on the special date
e of Eid
Eid,
but this wasn’t an Eid film.
However, even though they
said that the film didn’t do well,
it did a business of ₹148 crores
and it was considered a flop.
Aise hi upar wala har ek ko flop
dete rahe (laughs).
You made your debut in 1988. How
much do you think has changed in
terms of preparations that newer
actors come with today?
My only brief to the younger
guys is, ‘Can you do what
Varun [Dhawan; actor] does?

aining worrkshops have come
. Today, if I wanted to
come an actor and gave
ditio
ons, I would fail.
diitions are a
ffe
erent thing
to
ogether. All these
unger guys have
orked really hard
nd they deserve to
o well in life. I hope
l the ones that we
unch after this, do
lll, too.

A still from Tubelight
What Tiger [Shroff; actor]
does? Or can you do what
Ranveer Singh does?’ If you
don’t come at par with that,
then don’t even think of
becoming an actor. It has taken
them (the youngsters that I
launch) four, five years to get to
a stage where they can do
action and dance. Nowadays,
there are a lot of workshops
available, too. For me, at that
point of time, I used to play
every sport. But now acting

Harbhajanahands-onfather,lovesto
changeHinaya’snappies:GeetaBasra
Rishabh Suri
ne might wonder why we
didn’t see much of actor
Geeta Basra in films all
these years, but a whole lot of
other things were keeping her
busy— her marriage to
cricketer Harbhajan Singh,
and their two-and-a half-year
old daughter Hinaya. And add
to that lack of good offers.
After debuting with The
Train (2007), Geeta wasn’t seen
in any high-profile projects.
The reason she reveals is, “It
was a different time, when I
had entered the industry. It
was a very awkward time in
the industry for a girl.”
Asked if it was only in terms
of roles, she clarifies, “Cinema
has changed drastically in last
five years. The kind of films
made then were very different
from today. Scripts have more
scope for girls now. In my
time, you couldn’t date
someone, couldn’t even be
seen with a guy, forget being a
working mother! Today,
female actors are married,
have kids and still work. When
I had entered, it was a taboo. A
girl had to be available! (It was
thought) ‘How can she be
dating someone?’”
She further says that her
relationship with Harbhajan,
which initially started as a
friendship (and culminated
into marriage in 2015), was
blown out of proportions, and
hence, she had to lose out on
work. “The Train had
released, and I met Harbhajan.
After that, in the media,
straightaway the first story
came out… I was married off,
dates were out, locations of our
wedding were out. Things
became a little tough after
that. A lot of films went out of
my hand because they (makers
thought) I was getting
married. They thought a
married girl becomes
pregnant and then ‘what will
happen to our film?’ A well-

Geeta Basra
and husband
Harbhajan
Singh with
daughter
Hinaya

O

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
GEETABASRA

alsso sang in Notebook
r youur songs in Kick
14) andd Hero (2015). Do
volunteer to sing for your
rojects?
Arrey they ju
ust put the song on
to me
me. I sang it to the best of my
ability. When I heard it, I asked
them if it will be okay, they
assured me that it would sound
great. Then when I heard it
again, I loved it.
n

Zoya Akhtar feels audience tastes are changing
which is a great way to get
those audiences who aren’t
hooked on to the web yet.
Special theatrical releases give
them the first glimpse of the
show and they can later watch
the rest of the episodes at their

PRIYANKA AND NICK TO BE
PART OF MET GALA’S
BENEFIT COMMITTEE
Priyanka Chopra Jonas and her
husband Nick Jonas have been
announced as part of the Met
Gala Host Committee. Priyanka

revealed the news on
Instagram. “From walking the
prestigious carpet for the first
time, to meeting my husband
and many friends for life... Nick
and I are honored to be on the
Benefit Committee for this
year’s Met Gala,” she captioned
the post.
— IANS

GEETA BASRA, ACTOR

known female actor then had
got pregnant during her
movie, and that made things
harder,” says Geeta, who is
currently receiving offers for
web series, too.
When Geeta gave birth to
their daughter, Hinaya in 2016,
her entire life changed. The

happiness is evident in her
voice, “I am obsessed with
her. I love my time with her,
and love being a hands-on
mother. She’s the most
important part of our lives. I
haven’t left her a single day
since she’s been born. I don’t
want to miss out on anything.

n

rishabh.suri@htlive.com

Priyanka Chopra Jonas and
Nick Jonas
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/PRIYANKACHOPRA

sneha.mahadevan@htlive.com

Crass songs become hits as the
public likes them, feels Raftaar
Samarth Goyal
usician-rapper Dilin
Nair aka Raftaar feels
bad as a “poet” that
songs with questionable lyrics
become hits. However, he
feels that the trend is
prevalent everywhere, and
it’s listeners who decide what
songs they like.
“When someone from the
West, like an Akon, sings, ‘I
want to f*** you’, people love
it, and feel there is nothing
wrong [with the lyrics]. You
look at a song like Vengaboys’
To Brazil, and you see models
in skimpy clothes dancing in
the background. No one has
had a problem with that song
either,” says the 30-year-old.
“[Crass] American lingo is
an issue in songs, and still
such songs make it to the
music charts. Same is the
situation [in India], and
listeners here do like such
songs as well. At the end of the
day, the public is liking such
music, so why won’t people
make such songs?” he adds.
Recalling the time when he
started his journey in
mainstream music, the rapper
says, “I remember people
used to tell me ‘tu toh ab bhai
commercial ban gaya hai’.
They said things like I am not
a good musician and I don’t
have any idea of beats. But
when you get into the
mainstream circuit, your
listener base widens, and
especially in a country like
India, there’s huge cultural
diversity. So, writing very
specific lyrics might not be
relatable to all.”
“I do feel bad as a poet,
but... I mean, I know I am good
at other things like music
production, mixing, and
performing. So I know I’ll be
able to still get work in
mainstream music industry,”
he adds.

M
Ashwath Bhatt

‘I CAN PLAY
COMIC ROLES
AS WELL’
ctor Ashwath Bhatt is
noted for playing negative
roles. Read Haider and
Raazi and most recently,
Kesari, where he played
Afghan invader, Gul Badshah
Khan. But the actor feels,
because of his personality and
looks, he has often been offered
similar kinds of roles, and rues
that “breaking stereotype is the
biggest challenge in the
industry”. “Anurag Singh
(director of Kesari) told me that
intense parts are offered to me,
most of the times, because of
my eyes. He said, ‘Every
director would like to exploit
your eyes and the intensity it
has on screen without doing
anything’,” he says.
Coming from the theatre
background, Ashwath feels
that “when it comes to casting
for films, certain physicality
gets attached to it and people do
typecast you looking at your
looks and features or what’s
your acting background”. He
adds, “I can play comic roles as
good as I’ve played intense
characters. People from the
industry have the perception
that since I’m from the theatre,
I would be the best fit for
intense roles only. Theatre
gives you grounding and base.
But it is about people and how
they look at you.”

A

That’s keeping me busy. I am
also getting our house done, as
we shifted from Punjab to
Mumbai.”
How is Harbhajan as a
father, we ask Geeta, and she
gushes, “He’s lovely! He’s a
hands-on father, who dotes on
his girl. I can’t say she’s a
‘daddy’s girl’ just yet.
Sometimes she misses him
when he’s not there. He loves
changing her nappies, playing
with her, watching films.
Whatever time he’s lost out on
while travelling, he makes up
for it.”

own convenience. And that is
the reason why the audience’s
tastes are changing. In terms
of [the cinema hall’s] business,
it is fascinating because
footfalls to the cinema hall
have increased,” Zoya says.

STOP PRESS

Sangeeta Yadav

Cinema has changed drastically in last five years. The
kind of films made then were very different from how
they are today. Scripts have more scope for girls now.

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI

n

n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

NOTE TO READERS: Some of the
coverage that appears on our pages
is paid for by the concerned brands.
No sponsored content does or shall
appear in any part of HT without it
being declared as such to our valued
readers.

Rapper Raftaar says that the trend of songs with questionable lyrics
PHOTO: SHIVAM SAXENA/HT
is prevalent across the world

HE FEELS THAT IT’S
LISTENERS WHO
DECIDE WHAT SONGS
THEY LIKE
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Do not delay when it comes to health issues.
Financial worries will keep you away from
achieving what you want. A superior at
work may discover your potential for
doing something out of the ordinary.
Today, you will not succeed in winning
your battle on the romantic front. Do
not initiate travelling plans today.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Claire Danes: The American actor, who is known
for starring in films such as Romeo + Juliet,
Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines and TV series
Homeland, turns 40 today.

You are likely to enjoy good health as you
slowly turn into a fitness freak. Luck might
not be favourable on the monetary front.
Someone’s guidance on the academic
front is likely to hold you in good stead.
Stay away from travel plans. Managing a
property deal might leave you feeling
stressed.

Luck turns favourable on the monetary front.
A medicine you are taking might not suit
you. Despite having your fingers in many
pies on the professional front, you are
likely to give a good account of yourself.
You might not be very successful in
taking your romantic relationship to the
next level.

Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green
Pay attention to your health. Some bad news
awaits you on the professional front.
Sharpen your focus on the academic
front. Financial condition might improve.
Your romantic intentions will be fully
reciprocated by the one you admire. An
overseas travel plan is on the cards for
some.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: White
Your determination will keep you fit and
healthy. A new opportunity to make money
is likely to be seized by some. Sharing the
burden of a colleague at work will reap
its benefit soon. Stay away from driving
if you’re not authorised to drive. Do not
try to resolve property-related issues
today.

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Colour: Bottle Green

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

A medicine will help you get rid of your
ailment sooner than you expect. Things
don’t appear too easy on the financial
front. Be cautious about the pros and
cons of a romantic proposal before
giving the nod. A family youngster will
totally rely on you for career counselling.
Travelling will keep you in good company.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Rosy Brown

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Light Pink
Don’t neglect a medical problem that needs
attention. A new venture is likely to
become profitable, but not as expected.
You may have to face competition that
may affect business. If you are in love,
this is the time to take the next step. Go
out of your way to maintain a strong
relationship with someone in the family.

Health remains stable. Information sought by
you related to work might take time, but
will be done soon. A long-term
relationship that you want to take
towards the next level might get you
into trouble. Travelling might not be
possible for some. Property business will
suffer a setback too.

PISCES
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

You may need to bring the fun element back
into your life to remain healthy. Travelling
abroad with family is indicated for some.
Hiring experts to ease work will not be
that easy to at the professional front.
Personal issues will affect you on your
romantic front today. Be cautious on
property front today.

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: White

Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

Bill Watterson

MOVIES ON TV
HBO
1041 The Karate Kid
1305 How To Train Your
Dragon
1447 American Sniper
1700 Scary Movie 3
1820 Godzilla
2010 Baywatch
2300 Daddy’s Home 2

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Aamir Khan was going to play the role of
Nitin in Delhi Belly (2001), but later opted
out as the role demanded a weight gain.
Kunaal Roy Kapur played the role eventually.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3053
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

____________ is the sleep of reason.
- Jean-Jacques Rousseau (9)

& PICTURES
1122 Partner
1425 Khoonkhar
1712 No.1 Businessman
2000 Ramaiya
Vastavaiya
2315 Non-Stop
UTV MOVIES
1105 Sanam Bewafa
1435 Nazrana
1745 Seizer
2020 Border
2345 Wanted
ZEE CINEMA
1219 Ek Rishtaa: The
Bond
of Love
1552 Gundaygiri
1812 Rogue
2030 Journey to 2.0

LOOKBACK

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Igloo, vocal, doomed, hearth
ANSWER: Childhood is the sleep of reason. - Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

WhyisRicha
learninghowto
rideabike?
Juhi Chakraborty

‘I HAVE TO START
FROM SCRATCH’

Aamna Sharif is preparing to get
back to acting, after being away
from the industry for five years

W

Sangeeta Yadav
ast seen in the 2014 film Ek
Villain, actor Aamna
Sharif had taken a break
from acting to focus on her
family, especially her son,
Arain. Now, after a hiatus of
five years, she’s busy prepping
for her comeback. Having shot
to fame as Kashish in the TV
show Kahiin to Hoga, the actor
later did films such as Aloo
Chaat (2009) and Shakal Pe Mat
Ja (2011) which did not do well.
She opens up about her career
struggles and future plans.
Excerpts:

L

and easy, given that I
personally love to ride bicycles
and the balancing technique is
similar. So, it was easy, apart
from learning the
technicalities of operating the
bike.”
Panga is director Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s third film after
Nil Battey Sannata (2017) and
Bareilly Ki Barfi (2018). The
sports drama also stars actor
Kangana Ranaut. Both Richa
and Kangana took to kabaddi
training very seriously,
prompting the director to post
their training images on social
media.
juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

STAR MOVIES
1237 Coco
1433 Life of Pi
1656 The Marine
1842 Ong Bak
2050 Avatar

1609 Within
1739 Music And Lyrics
1923 Heart of
Dragon
2100 Killer Elite
2305 Unforgettable

SHOW BUZZ

Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

n

SONY PIX
1224 Jack The Giant Slayer
1424 Annabelle
1600 Snakes On A Plane
1824 Fast Five
2101 Jurassic Park III
2300 Training Day

WB
1210 American Assassin
1358 We Are Marshall

GL IOO
AOVCL
EMOODD
AE RTHH

hen it comes to getting
into the skin of a
character, Richa
Chadha leaves no stone
unturned. The actor recently
underwent kabaddi training
from professional kabaddi
player, Sayali Nagwekar, for
her next film, Panga. And now
we hear that Richa is also
learning how to ride a bike as
part of her role’s requirement.
Richa could have easily
opted for a body double, but
she insisted on learning how to
ride the bike before the scenes.
Sharing her thoughts on
learning to ride a two-wheeler,
the actor says, “I had never
learnt how to ride bikes. So, it
was a fun challenge. My
character needs to adapt to
learn to ride a bike as it’s an
important part [of the
story].”
So, who helped Richa learn
how to ride the bike? “I took
help from production [crew]
and my personal driver, who
helped me learn the basics to
balance and learn the safest
way to ride a bike. It was quick

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 1 Colour: Golden Brown

CALVIN AND HOBBES

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Turquoise

Financial gain will keep you in an upbeat
mood. Professionally, you will need to
tackle the most difficult tasks today. Love
life will not be that fulfilling. Someone in
the family will be in the mood to shower
favours on you. Buying a vehicle is on
the cards for some. A property deal may
be clinched by some at a bargain price.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Peach

CANCER
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Blue

Health will remain good today. You will take
care of an outstanding loan by repaying it.
An important project at work front will
keep you worried. Romantic intentions
are likely to fructify. Those staying out of
town will have some concern related to
family. Travel cards are not up to the
mark.

SUDOKU

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Health remains good. Avenues for earning
may dry up soon. Your success may become
talk of the town and bring you good luck.
Stifling existence on the marital front
may make you do something desperate.
Romance promises to bloom. Those in
the media or press are likely to face legal
hassles, if they are not careful.

What prompted you to take a break
from acting?
Life is all about changing your
priorities at different stages of
life. From a very early age,
work had been my only
priority, so after my marriage
to Amit (Kapoor) in 2013, I
wanted to give some time to my
family. And then I got busy
with my son, Arain.
What kind of work are you looking
forward to in the next phase of
your career?
I’m ready to shift gears again to
get [back] into acting. For me,
it’s literally starting from
scratch all over again. So, I
need to strategise what to take
up next. Currently, I’m
listening to some scripts and

meeting people. It’s a good time
for actors as some really good
work is being done — be it
films, TV, or web. Everybody is
making great content and I
would love to play a strong and
challenging role.

Aamna Sharif
took a break
from acting to
focus on her
family,
especially her
son

Considering the changing face of
cinema, do you think if you had
made your film debut now, you

Big li’l foodie
Look who’s gorging on food. Actor Deepika Padukone posted
this cute picture from her childhood and captioned it,
“Forever hungry...& nothing’s changed.”

QUOTE HANGER

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

Was it easy for you to make the
transition from TV to films?
Unlike TV, where I had a
mentor like (producer) Ekta
Kapoor, I had nobody to guide
me where films were
concerned. So, the transition
wasn’t easy. Having said that, I
owe my success to Ekta for
giving me my first TV show,
which made me a household
name. Till date, my character,
Kashish, is etched in people’s
minds. And [I’m also thankful
to Ekta] for casting me in my
last movie, Ek Villain. I was
fortunate that she had faith in
me.
What struggles did you face in your
search for good work?
I was sitting at home for almost
two years (after Kahiin to
Hoga), because I wasn’t happy
with the kind of work I was
getting. I have been through a
financial crisis, too, and it left
me disheartened. There have
been times that I loved a project
but it didn’t materialise.

PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/DEEPIKAPADUKONE

WITH SUCCESS,
WE NOT ONLY
EARN FANS BUT
ALSO THE
CONFIDENCE TO
EXPERIMENT

I’D LOVE DO AN
ADVENTURE FILM.
CROCODILE
DUNDEE USED TO
BE ONE OF MY
FAVOURITE FILMS

VARUN DHAWAN,
ACTOR

TISCA CHOPRA,
ACTOR

HAVE YOU HEARD?

Sunny Leone to be part of web
series Ragini MMS 2?
ctor Sunny Leone will
reportedly be playing the
lead role in Ekta Kapoor’s
web series, Ragini MMS 2.
The first season of the series,
titled Ragini MMS: Returns,
made headlines in 2017, and
featured actors Karishma
Sharma, Riya Sen, and
Siddharth Gupta. According
to a report in Tellychakkar,
the makers have zeroed in on
Leone, who also played the
lead in the 2014 film Ragini
MMS 2. The actor was in

A

would have been more successful?
I completely agree. Times have
changed, thanks to the digital
boom and social media. The
audience has become more
receptive towards any actor

who is talented. Discrimination
between actors from any
medium is a thing of the past.
So, I look forward to making
the most of the current
scenario.

PHOTO: VIRAL BHAYANI

news recently for her web
series Karenjit Kaur: The
Untold Story of Sunny Leone.
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Six-packabsdon’tmeanyoucan ‘Laws can’t change who you are’
getawaywithoutacting:Shakti A
Ruchika Garg

merican singer, actor and
LGBTQI+ activist Agnes
Moore — better known
by her stage name
Peppermint — was recently in
the Capital for a performance.
This hip-hop singer became
quite the headliner after she
made her debut on Broadway
with the musical Head Over
Heels, for she was the first
trans woman to originate a
principal role.
We caught up with the
artist, who is an inspiration to
many in the queer
community, and found that
just like her stage name, she is
refreshingly pleasant.
Talking about her stage name,
the drag queen recalls, “Back

TV actor Shakti Arora says that he has
never gone for six-pack abs because
he doesn’t believe in following trends
that he considers unhealthy
Sangeeta Yadav
all it a fad or just
another prerequisite in
showbiz, most actors
today want to flaunt their
six-pack abs.
And they don’t mind
spending hours working out
in the gym for a chiselled
physique.
However, TV actor
Shakti Arora calls it an
“occupational hazard” for
any actor.
“I feel having six-pack abs
has become a qualification
to enter Bollywood. It’s no
longer about being a good
actor. The industry wants an
all-rounder who not only acts
well but can dance like a pro,
do stunts, look good onscreen
and has a body to die for,”
says Shakti.
Asserting that “acting still
remains the priority”, he says
one can’t get a role on the
basis of just good looks.
“You can’t get away
without acting. If you’re a
good actor and can get into the
skin of a character, you can
work on your body according
to the requirement of the
film,” he says.
Aspiring to work in films,
the actor shares he has never

C

built six-pack abs because he
doesn’t “believe in following
the trend” that he considers
unhealthy.
“I don’t want to follow
any crowd. Building sixpack abs is not healthy —
you need to go off salt, sugar
and carbs. It’s good for a while
and for the part you’re
playing.”
“But after that, any actor
that you’ve seen, they flush
out all the things they’ve been
taking. That’s why I don’t feel
like spoiling my body,” says
the actor, adding that “if a
project comes, I’ll mould
myself but only for the time
I’m on it.”
The actor also points out
that following intermittent
fasting has become a big
trend. “In this, you eat for
eight hours and fast for
16 hours.”
“To reduce the fat in my
body, and increase the muscle
mass, intermittent fasting
works best for me.”
“I do that three to four days
a week to maintain good
health,” shares Shakti,
confessing that he is a big
foodie and often have cheat
days to “eat fast food and
Indian cuisines”.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

in my college days, my
favourite candy was
peppermint and I named
myself after the sweet
[flavour], and it remained
[with me] ever since.”
Quickly jumping to some
serious talk, Peppermint
shares that those who feel
they have no one who’d
understand them, shouldn’t
forget that there is this whole
community to “embrace you”.
“As an African-American
trans woman visiting India, I
want to say that we have come
from a very long legacy. Some
laws on paper will never
change who we are. Your
womanhood is never at stake
based on what someone else
thinks about you and tells you
about yourself. People can

take everything from you but
that is not going to change
your identity. You are the
royalty. I know trans people
get isolated by their own
families, but we are here and
you can find a community
within us. Your pain is my
pain.” “Entertainment has a
universal language. That’s
what [establishes] a
connection between my
audience and me,” she says.

Shakti Arora says he doesn’t want to follow any crowd

‘Every relationship has its own complexities’
Sanchita Kalra
hen we think about love,
subjects like mental
health and depression
don’t usually cross our minds,
but author Nikita Singh’s latest
book, The Reason Is You,
addresses issues such as
loss and mental health,
boundaries of conventional
relationships, second chances,
and lots more.
The book picks up from
where the story left off in her
previous book Every Time It
Rains, but even though it deals
with characters we’ve seen
before, it’s written from a
man’s point of view, “which
was an exciting avenue to
explore”, according to Nikita.
Revealing details about why
she chose to include mental
health related issues, she says,
“I write about human

W

relationships, and every
relationship has its own
complexities and obstacles. I
had been thinking about loss
and loneliness, which led to
depression, which led to this
book about a guy who’s in a
relationship with someone who
has faced a grave loss and is
having a hard time recovering
from it. As he tries to help her,
he realises just how serious her
condition is.”Many celebrities
have come out and spoken
about fighting depression. Did
that serve as an inspiration to
her? “Even though I didn’t
actively think of any celebrities
while writing this, but mental
health is a conversation that is
partially a result of them
speaking out about it. We all
have fought our battles, but
may be we don’t need to do that
alone anymore, because now,
people are listening, and

helping,” she says. When asked
k
if she is inspired by real-life
characters, Nikita says, “Even
though I don’t base characters
on specific people, I’m sure
people around me organically
get included in the pages. I’m
an observer; my brain retains
what I see — the way someone
speaks, body language,
reactions, facial attributes, etc.

Author Nikita Singh; (Inset) Her
recent book The Reason Is You
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/SINGH_NIKITA
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Get ready for double dhamaal
in Manje Bistre 2

NEVERASKED
ANYONEFOR
WORK:
ARSHAD
The actor talks about his busy
schedule, upcoming web series
Juhi Chakraborty
ooking at Arshad Warsi’s
career graph, one can
safely say he is one of the
most underrated actors in
Bollywood. And the actor
himself admits that he does
“get that a lot from people”,
however, he is quick to add that
he would rather be termed as
underrated as opposed to being
overrated.
“I would be really hurt if
someone called me overrated. I
haven’t got the opportunities to
do various things. It’s as simple
as that. But it’s fine. I still have
nothing to complain,” shares
the actor, who has starred in
Munna Bhai MBBS (2003),
Kabul Express (2006), Ishqiya
(2010) and Jolly LLB (2013).
Content with the films that
have come his way, he adds, “I
lead a good life. I don’t crib.
Films will keep happening and
the actor in me will never be
satisfied. I will keep on doing
exciting stuff.”
Asked if there has ever been
a time when he wanted a role so
bad that he went asking for it,
Arshad says, “I have never
asked anybody for work. I have
never called up anybody to give
me a film. I have never

L

Gippy Grewal returns
with Manje Bistre 2
PHOTOS: HTCS

auditioned in my life. I don’t
want to do that. I am actually
really fine.”
Arshad asserts he is so busy
that he doesn’t have time to go
look for more work. “I don’t
have dates. Also, after a point it
becomes a question of greed. I
can’t do that. I am exhausted,
already. I want to chill a bit,
spend time with my family and
go on vacations,” Arshad says.
And he sure is busy, as he
has a film, Pagalpanti, and a
web series coming out this
year. On what took him so long
to venture into the web space,
the actor elaborates, “I was
offered roles by everybody; all
big platforms. But I didn’t want
to do it as it takes up so much of
your time and effort, season
after season. Also, my movies
would have suffered. But then I
got Asura. It’s such a good
script and is so well-written.”
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

ippy Grewal-starrer
Manje Bistre 2 hits the
screens today. It’s worth
mentioning that the prequel,
Manje Bistre (2017), had
created a trend of movies
celebrating Punjabi weddings
and culture.
Actor Simi Chahal has
joined the star cast of the
sequel, made under Grewal’s
home production banner
Humble Motion Pictures. The
film comprises a stellar
Punjabi cast, including actors
Gurpreet Ghuggi, Karamjit
Anmol, BN Sharma, Sardar
Sohi, Raghavir Bid, Malkit
Roni, Rana Jung Bahadur,
Gurpreet Bhangu, Hobby
Dhaliwal, Harbi Sangha,
Banerinder Buni, Jaggi Singh
and Davinder Daman.
The film’s director Baljeet
Singh Deo has tried to portray
traditional customs and
culture of Punjabi families
residing in Canada. The
power packed dialogues
written by Naresh Kathuria
are sure to tickle your funny
bone and add an extra touch
of comedy. Gurmeet Singh,
Jassi Katial, and Soul Rockers
have composed the music for
Manje Bistre 2.
The movie has been shot in

G

Actor Arshad
Warsi was
last seen in
Total
Dhamaal
PHOTO: SARANG
GUPTA/HT

I don’t have dates. Also, after a point it becomes a
question of greed... I want to chill a bit, spend time with
my family and go on vacations.
ARSHAD WARSI ACTOR

Why Nimrat will always I
hold a special place in
Bhanujeet’s heart

Shreya Mukherjee

Bhanujeet
Singh Sudan
made his
acting debut
in the music
video for Tera
Mera Pyar

f you are a 90s child, then you
would remember Kumar
Sanu’s hit track Tera Mera
Pyar, that featured actor
Nimrat Kaur and model-actor
Bhanujeet Singh Sudan.
Bhanujeet shares that the 2004
song opened doors for him.
The actor, who is currently
playing a pivotal character on
a TV show, shares, “I am from

It’s all about your
next Instagram
post: Vipul Roy

Vipul Roy feels
it’s rude to
flaunt your
privilege on
social media
unnecessarily
PHOTO: INSTAGRAM/
VIPULROY

Sangeeta
Yadav
ot one to
hide his
life from
his fans, actor Vipul
Roy is quite active on
social media and often
posts videos and pictures.
Calling it a “demand” of his
profession, Vipul feels that
for actors, social media is

N

about connecting with fans
and promoting their work.
“It’s all about the next
Instagram post. What are you
going to post tomorrow ?
Where you are going, in the
flight or club or how you are
looking in your new attire?”
quips Vipul, best known for
his stint on the TV show, FIR.
This trend, he feels, has
been taken in a different way
by the non-celebs, who often
use social media platforms to
show off their luxurious life,
unconsciously making others
feel bad about themselves.
“Non-actors are using
social media more than actors
do. And our only intent is to
promote our work. But
somehow, social media has
become a rude platform to
flaunt what you can afford
but others might not be able
to. And this is making people
feel low and jealous, and they
later try to fake it in the
virtual world,” Vipul says.
The actor realised this
when his fiancee, Melis Atici,
opposed him from posting
about their relationship on
social media.
“She gets annoyed when I
ask her if I can post our
pictures. She says that we
don’t have to show off our
love to the world,” says Vipul,
adding that it was she who
made him realise that
“flaunting on social media
can be very misleading, and
you make people crave for
things”. So now, Vipul is of
the opinion that “memories
can be created privately also”
without posting on social
media.
“Keep it in your phone
instead of telling the world.
Giving others the feeling that
I can travel in business class
and you can’t is demeaning. If
you can’t make people happy,
don’t make them feel low by
showcasing what you can
afford but others can’t,” Vipul
signs off.
n

sangeeta.yadav@hindustantimes.com

Canada to attract audiences
across the globe, and help
them relate to the wedding
customs in Punjabi families.
The film’s story is based on
the relationship of a youth
and his grandfather. The
grandson wishes to get
married in Canada, where he
has been brought up, but his
grandfather expects a
traditional wedding in
Punjab.
The fun and action unfolds
when it is decided that the
wedding will take place in
Canada, according to Punjabi
rituals. In the movie,
producer Grewal and
co-producers Jaggi Singh and
King Randhawa are shown
collecting manje bistre in
Canada.
Grewal says, “I thought of
making this movie when I had
actually gone to Canada to
attend one of the Punjabi
wedding ceremonies. I was
highly impressed with the
way Punjabi traditions and
wedding customs are followed
there.”
He further adds, “The film
will entertain more audience
as, similar to the prequel, the
music will win their hearts.”

Actor Gippy
Grewal in a still
from Manje
Bistre 2

HTC

Delhi and people knew me as a
model since I used to do
fashion shows but no one
knew me in Mumbai. Then
this song happened... just by
luck. My friends had
auditioned for it and dragged
me, too. I was told that they
(makers) had been searching
for the male lead for six
months as they had selected
the female lead long back,” the
actor sounds nostalgic.

Bhanujeet feels that earlier
music videos used to have a
good plot and the songs, too,
were melodious. But it’s not so
anymore.
When asked if he is still in
touch with Nimrat, he replies,
“Not really. But I’m happy
with the way her career has
shaped up. She was my first costar and will always hold a
special place in my heart. I’d
love to work with her again.”

MILIND, ANKITA’S MALDIVES TRIP
upermodel-actor Milind Soman and
wife, Ankita Konwar, who recently
visited the Maldives, took to
Instagram to share glimpses of their
vacation. In their posts, the fitness
freaks were seen running, hugging, and
staring into each other’s eyes
passionately, leaving people in awe. IANS

S

Jason Shah

JASON SHAH’S
CRICKET AFFAIR
CONTINUES
Shreya Mukherjee
self-confessed cricket fan,
actor Jason Shah is
making sure to catch all
the IPL matches. In fact, not
many know that he used to
play cricket as a teenager.
“I played cricket in
Australia for a year when I
was 17. I completed A level
Community Coach
Accreditation Course from
Queensland Cricket. I never
wanted to play for the
Australian team. I always
wanted to play for India but I
couldn’t...,” says the Thugs of
Hindostan (2018) actor, who
had to quit playing the game
professionally.
However, he does not regret
the decision. “Sometimes life
takes you on different roads. I
had a desire to play but I found
it to be full of politics… My
father was also pressuring me
to join the family business.”
Ask him his favourite
cricketer and he names Virat
Kohli. The actor also reveals
that he is supporting Mumbai
Indians, this season.

A

Nimrat Kaur and Bhanujeet
Singh Sudan in Tera Mera Pyar

PHOTO:
INSTAGRAM
/ANKITA_
EARTHY

Liam Payne gave a ‘wild’
audition for Spielberg movie
inger Liam Payne has said
his audition for filmmaker
Steven Spielberg’s West
Side Story remake was ‘wild’.
Speaking on a breakfast
show, Payne confirmed he had
thrown his hat in the ring for a
major part in the production,
reports mirror.co.uk. “The
first thing I ever auditioned
was for the remake of West
Side Story which is being done
by Steven Spielberg,” said
Payne.
Describing his meeting
with the acclaimed director,
Payne said: “It was a bit of a
cold room. It was like all
curtained off in like a big
warehouse type thing and he
just kind of rolled in and was
like ‘Liam!’ and I was like ‘this
is wild’. Like this is the
craziest thing I’ve ever done in
my life. But he was super
nice.”
Did he bag a role in the
upcoming movie musical?
Payne said: “No, I didn’t get
it, but I was in like the last five
people for it which I was quite
happy with because it was
difficult — it was a big part in
the film. Yeah and it was the
first audition I had ever done
and I put four tapes in and then
managed to get to meet Steven
Spielberg so it was pretty
amazing.”
IANS

S

Liam Payne
PHOTO: FRAZER
HARRISON/GETTY
IMAGES/AFP
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shortstories
BOOK ON ‘STATE OF
WOMEN’ RELEASED
PATIALA: A Punjabi book, titled
‘State of Women in Indian Society,’
written by author Ranjit Singh,
was released at the Punjabi
University in Patiala on Wednesday. Noted environmentalist Sewa
Singh, along with vice-chancellor
(V-C) Prof BS Ghuman, syndic
Rajesh Sharma, registrar Manjit
Singh Nijjar and other varsity
officials released the book. The
author said that the book depicts
the rural picture of women in the
Indian society and how they were
“denied equality, lack of decision
making and no economic indeHTC
pendence”.

Man gets 10-year
RI in drugs case
CHANDIGARH: A local court on
Thursday sentenced a Mauli
Jagran man to 10-year rigorous
imprisonment (RI) in a drugs case
of 2017. The court of additional
district and sessions judge also
imposed a fine of ₹1 lakh on Raju,
40. In case of defaulting on
payment of the fine, he will have
to be in jail for another six months.
The matter dates back to November 11, 2017, when Raju was booked
under Section 22 of the NDPS Act.
As per the police, Raju was apprehended by a patrolling team near
Sector 51B with a handbag containing 20 injections of buprenorphine (2ml each) and 20 injections
of pheniramine (10ml each). He
was arrested and a case was
HTC
registered.

Man shoots self, dies
CHANDIGARH: A-36-year old man
committed suicide by shooting
himself in chest at his residence
here on Thursday. The deceased
was Ravi Sonkar. He used to work
at a meat shop in Maloya. He
allegedly shot himself with a
countrymade pistol, that he had
brought during his recent visit to
his sister’s house in Meerut. He
was taken to PGI, where he
succumbed. Cops say he was going
through a marital discord after his
wife, Rajnii, 34, came to know
about his extramarital affair. Rajni,
34, was planning to give him a
divorce, the police said, following
which he took the extreme step.
Police have ruled out foul play and
they haven’t found any suicide
note, from Ravi’s house. Police
have initiated inquest proceedings
in the case under Section 174 of the
CrPc and the body has been sent
to a government hospital for the
HTC
post mortem.

PUTA polls to be held in Rice millers hold protest,
allege harassment by FCI
Punjabi varsity after 8 yrs
HT Correspondent
n

POLL PREPARATIONS BEGIN As per norms, PUTA membership is open for regular and
ad hoc staff of the university campus, regional centres and neighbourhood campuses only
Navrajdeep Singh
n

navrajdeep.singh@hindustantimes.com

ELECTION
SCHEDULE

PATIALA: After a gap of eight years,

the Punjabi University, Patiala,
has revived the Punjabi University Teachers’ Union (PUTA)
elections for regular and ad hoc
faculty working on the varsity
campus, regional centres and the
neighbourhood campuses.
Also, for the first time, the university has announced a separate schedule for elections
of the Punjabi University
Constituent Colleges Teachers’
Union (PUCCTA).
In a circular issued here on
Wednesday, registrar Manjit
Singh Nijjar, who is the returning officer, had announced that
PUCCTA elections will be held
on May 13 and PUTA on May 14.
The PUTA body was successfully elected for the last time in
2002, following which, the elections were held in 2012, but the
process was stayed by the Punjab and Haryana high court
(HC) over a writ petition filed by
the teachers of constituent colleges demanding voting rights in
the PUTA elections.
On April 8 this year, the HC
dismissed the petition over voting rights, paving way for the
varsity management to conduct
the elections again after a gap of
eight years.
“The elections have been
announced for different posts
and executive members of PUTA
and PUCCTA on the basis of recommendations of a committee
formed by the vice-chancellor
Prof BS Ghuman, for teachers’
elections,” the registrar stated in
the circular.
He added that permissions to
go ahead with the election
process was granted in anticipation of approval from the
syndicate body.
Meanwhile, the university
has also set rules and regulations

n Last date for registering as

voter: April 22
n Verification of tentative

voter list: April 25
n Objections to submitted

(if any) by: April 29
n Publication of final voter

list: May 1
n Last date for filing

nominations: May 3
n Scrutiny of nomination

papers: May 6
n Withdrawal of nomination

papers: May 10
n Releasing final list of

n

Principals and teaching staff working at the constituent colleges
can only participate in the PUCCTA elections.
HT FILE

for obtaining voting rights.
As per norms, PUTA membership is open for regular and ad
hoc staff of university campus,
regional centres and neighbourhood campuses.
However, the principals and
teaching staff working in
constituent colleges cannot
become PUTA members and
can only participate in the
PUCCTA elections.
The PUTA revival core committee, formed jointly by the
teachers, has successfully managed to build pressure on the university management to follow
the case related to PUTA elections in the court concerned.
“It is a welcome step as it will
unite and strengthen teaching
faculty of the university campus
and its satellite institutions. We
demand university to file a
‘caveat’ in the court so that the
university must present its viewpoint in case of future petitions
over PUTA elections,” the committee members said.

UNDER LITIGATION
SINCE 2012
The last PUTA body elections
were held successfully on
campus in 2002.
In 2003, the elections were
stayed after a petitioner from
Talwandi Sabo constituent college had approached
the HC demanding rights of voting for teachers working
in the affiliated colleges of the
Punjabi University.
The petition was dismissed in
2010 after the court rejected the
demand of giving rights of the
PUTA membership to the teaching faculty of the varsity’s constituent colleges.
In 2012, a teacher from Rampura Phul constituent college
moved HC over the same issue,
following which the court had
ordered the university to not
declare results of the PUTA elections held back then and to keep
them sealed.
The petition was dismissed on
April 8 this year.

candidate: May 10
n Voting for PUCCTA: May 13
n Voting for PUTA: May 14

CONSTITUENT
COLLEGES’ TEACHERS
SEEK VOTING RIGHTS
Even though the university has
announced separate polls of regular and ad hoc faculty of 12 constituency colleges, the teachers
working there are still demanding voting and membership
rights in PUTA.
Sanjiv Dutta, a petitioner in
the 2012 writ petition, said
they will continue fighting for
voting rights in PUTA elections
as the constituent colleges are
part of university.
“We are not going to sit and
hold meeting in coming days so
as to decide next course of action.
We are surely going to appeal
against court orders related to
dismissing our petition over voting rights,” Dutta said.
The constituent colleges are
situated at Mansa, Sardulgarh,
Bahadurpur, Barnala, Benra
(Dhuri), Chuni Kalan, Dhilwan,
Ghanaur, Ghudda, Jaito, Miranpur, and Moonak.

patiala@hindustantimes.com

FATEHGARH SAHIB: Alleging cor-

ruption in the working of the
Food Corporation of India (FCI)
and accusing Chandigarh area
manager of the FCI of harassing
them, the Punjab rice millers
held a protest at the district office
of the FCI here on Thursday.
The Punjab Rice Millers
Association alleged that the
Chandigarh district area manager of FCI, Vinay Kumar,
has a “tendency of torturing
the millers functioning under
his jurisdiction for one reason
or the other” during procurement of the crop since the
beginning of the current season.
They said that he does so due to
vested interests.
Association president Tarsem
Saini and district president
Inderjeet Sandhu said that they
had raised the issue with Kumar
and requested him to mend his
ways, “but things have not
changed as per the field reports”.
Saini added that in the past
one-and-a-half month, FCI’s
regional office for the Punjab
region had arranged a special
rice-lifting on March 29 for loading of 50% rice from Chanarthal
and 50% from Sirhind.
However, Kumar lifted the
entire stock from the Chanarthal
centre, thus leaving 39 rice
millers of Sirhind deprived of
delivering their yield to consumers, he said.
This is a violation of the
instructions of the regional
office, he added.

mustread
ADGP PRABODH
VISITS CRIME SPOT
MOHALI: A day after Punjabi
chief minister Captain Amarinder
Singh handed over the murder
probe of drugs authority officer
Neha Shoree to the director of
Bureau of Investigation, Prabodh
Kumar on Wednesday visited the
crime scene.
››P2

HT Correspondent

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: Ahead of the centenary

PATIALA: The Punjab State Power

Corporation Limited (PSPCL)
wrote to Mohali deputy commissioner (DC) and senior superintendent of police (SSP) on Thursday, asking them to take action
against farmers who deliberately
set crop residue on fire and blaming the power corporation for it.
The complaint comes after the
corporation found that a few
farmers were creating pollution
by burning stubble and blaming
short-circuits for the fires.
The corporation cited an incident where Jaswinder Singh, a
farmer from Toganpur village of
the Lalru sub-division, burnt the
stubble and blamed short-circuit
for the fire in order to seek compensation from the PSPCL. The

complaint said the sub-division
officer (SDO) and junior engineer
(JE) visited the site immediately
and collected the evidence.
The corporation cited another
case, where a person from Kalomajra village near Jansla had
informed Banur SDO that there
was a fire in a wheat crop and was
controlled by them. However, the
SDO and staff reached the location, only to find no signs of fire,
the complaint said.
The PSPCL has appealed to
farmers in state to cooperate and
take care of the power infrastructure while harvesting with combines, and asked them not to set
wheat stubble on fire which leads
to pollution and risk of loss of life
HTC
or property.

commemoration of the Jallianwala Bagh massacre, the North
Zonal Cultural Centre (NZCC)
organised a special event at Kalidasa auditorium in Patiala on
Thursday. On the occasion, the
play ‘Gatha: Jallianwala Bagh’
was staged.
It was aimed at paying tributes
to the martyrs of the massacre.
The play was performed by
actors of the Samvaad Theatre
Group, of Chandigarh.
The play was an enactment of
the Jallianwala Bagh episode.
Light and sound show depicting
patriotism of Shaheed Udham
Singh was also part of the show.
The story was a recollection of
the freedom struggle of India. It
was scripted by Anoop Sharma
and directed by Mukesh Sharma.

n

Punjab Rice Millers Association members protesting against alleged
corruption by an FCI official in Fatehgarh Sahib on Thursday. HT PHOTO

Citing more such examples,
the association has accused
Kumar of adopting
pick-and-choose policy as per his
personal gains.
“As per the policies of the
regional office, liquidation of
stock is done by taking into consideration pendency of stocks at
a particular centre. This policy
which was violated by Kumar.
Similar incidents have taken
place at Amloh, Gobindgarh and
Ropar Centres,” said Saini.
The rice millers have
appealed to the FCI management
to order a high-level inquiry
against Kumar. “If he is shifted
from his present place of posting,
we can provide proofs of corrup-

Artistes performing the play ‘Gatha: Jallianwala Bagh’ at Kalidasa auditorium in Patiala on Thursday.
HT PHOTO

tion committed by him in just
two days,” they said.
When contacted, Kumar
refuted all allegations and said
that he has no role in allotment of
railway rakes to millers as it is
decided by higher officials.
“Some millers had delayed
harvesting of their rice crop,
now they are using pressure tactics to get their yield lifted before
others. However, FCI works as
per its policies and gives equal
transportation space to all millers,” he said.
“If the rice millers have any
grudges against me, they can
approach my seniors who
are well aware of my field work,”
he added.

Dist admn reviews
drive against dengue,
preparedness in city
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA : With the onset of sum-

PSPCL asks Mohali ‘Gatha: Jallianwala Bagh’ staged in city
DC to take action
against erring farmers
n

n

mers, the district administration
held a review meeting of the district health department here on
Thursday to oversee the pre-emptive steps taken by different
departments for tackling vectorborne diseases this year.
The district had witnessed
2,332 dengue cases in 2018.
Assistant commissioner Ismat
Vijay Singh chaired the meeting
and said it is the responsibility of
the public departments to make
people aware about dengue,
malaria and other vector-borne
diseases. “These diseases should
be controlled and prevented. It is
necessary to create awareness
about these diseases among
school children,” she said.
She added that larvae of dengue have been found in many
major schools and other educational institutions. “The district
administration will act strongly
against the violating schools.
Insecticides will be sprayed by
the MC (municipal corporation)
in the dengue-prone colleges and
hostels ,” she said.
Civil surgeon Dr Manjit Singh
said the health department has

also taken the help of social media
for creating awareness and
arrangements have been made to
get feedback from people. All this
has been done along with spreading information about prevention, surveillance and treatment
of dengue and making provisions
for the administration required
to tackle dengue. “The health
department will observe dry day
on every Friday under which,
water coolers and containers will
be cleaned so as to curb the
growth of aedes aegypti mosquito,” he said.
District
epidemiologist
Sumeet Singh said in the previous year, 40% of the cases were
reported from rural areas in
which Kauli village was most
affected, with 265 cases reported.
“Among others, Samana city and
Shutrana village were prominent
with a large number of dengue
cases reported,” he said.
Epidemiologist Gurmeet
Singh said teams of health department officials and anti-larva
teams will visit different colonies
in Patiala, check for the
population of aedes aegypti
mosquito in every household
and make people aware about the
possible breeding sites in and
around their houses.

Mann’s claims are baseless, will ‘To be in the forces, Session on advances in chemical,
contest LS polls, says Dhindsa you need discipline’ environmental sciences begins
HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

SANGRUR: After

comedianturned-politician Bhagwant
Mann said that Shiromani
Akali Dal (SAD) president
Sukhbir Singh Badal is forcefully distributing tickets and
Sangrur candidate Parminder
Singh Dhindsa may refuse to
contest, junior Dhindsa has
issued a press statement
terming the claims baseless,
here on Thursday.
Earlier, the Aam Aadmi
Party candidate from Sangrur
and sitting MP Mann had said,
“Veteran Akali leader Sukhdev
Singh Dhindsa is unhappy with
Sukhbir and the latter is trying
to break the Dhindsa family by
fielding his son Parminder
Singh Dhindsa from Sangrur
constituency.” “Parminder is
contesting the elections unwillingly,” Mann added.

BHAGWANT MANN HAD
CLAIMED THAT SUKHBIR
IS FORCEFULLY GIVING
TICKETS TO UNWILLING
PARTY WORKERS AND
PARMINDER IS ONE
SUCH CANDIDATE
“Sukhbir is facing tough
time; no one is ready to contest
on SAD ticket. So, he is forcefully distributing tickets. I have
heard that Parminder may
return the ticket and refuse to
contest against his father’s
will,” Mann said during poll rallies in Sangrur villages.
The AAP leader had further
added that Badals are playing
‘dynasty politics.’
Countering these allegation,
Parminder Dhindsa, in a press
statement, said, “A few

people have been spreading
baseless rumors on the social
media that he has denied contesting elections.”
“It is the frustration of opponents who are saying that I will
not contest elections. The party
has announced me as their
candidate and I have started
campaigning a few days back
and am getting a huge
response,” said Dhindsa.
“People are attending our
party meetings and rallies in
massive numbers and supporting the SAD-BJP policies. The
opponents are scared by this
and are thus spreading false stories against me. The electorates
will teach a lesson to these liar
politicians,” he added.
Rajya Sabha MP Sukhdev
Singh Dhindsa had said that he
will not campaign for his son
and had cautioned Parminder to
not contest polls on SAD ticket
as it faces public anger.

HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

FATEHGARH SAHIB: Lieutenant
general PM Bali, chief of staff,
Western Command, visited the
Baba Banda Singh Bahadur
Armed Forces Preparatory
Academy, in Fatehgarh Sahib
on Thursday. He addressed
the students at the Giani Ditt
Singh auditorium.
He motivated the students
towards their goal to join the
Indian Armed Forces (IAF).
Addressing the cadets of the
academy, Bali said that the
name of the academy itself motivates the cadets, instils in them
the courage and invokes passion
to fight for the country..
He guided the students that
they need to have the qualities
of discipline, duty , empathy and
the pursuit to excel in life to
have a successful career in the
armed forces. All these qualities

are to be directed towards the
country, work, society , fellow
human beings and the environment. He added that students
should manage their time well
and also have a hobby.
Major general GS Lamba,
commandant of the academy,
said the institution is acting as a
stepping stone for the
youth which wants to join the
armed forces.
He added the glorious three
years are a proof of it as in the
past three years, the academy
has placed 41 of its students in
the merchant navy.
Also, nine students have
cleared the National Defence
Academy (NDA) written
exam and are in its final
phase of selection.
He congratulated the students for choosing the right
academy as it will provide right
impetus to the future officers of
the armed forces.

HT Correspondent
n

patiala@hindustantimes.com

PATIALA: A two-day 10th national

conference on ‘Recent Advances
in Chemical and Environmental
Sciences’ (RACES-2019) commenced here on Thursday at
Multani Mal Modi college.
Baba Sewa Singh, an environmentalist and social reformer
and winner of the prestigious
Padma Shri award, while
addressing the audience said it is
our utmost responsibility as
human beings to nurture and
protect the precious gifts of
nature. “This is the real ‘sewa’
and the fundamental teaching of
each religion,” he said.
Charanjit Singh, deputy
director, Punjab Pollution Control Board (PPCB), said the
19th century was a revolutionary era for sciences because
three major breakthroughs in
science took place during that

›

The current paradigm
of development is
based on profit-driven
technology and overuse of
natural resources which
is resulting in degradation
of environment.
KHUSHVINDER KUMAR, principal,
MM Modi College

time; the theory of evolution,
Mendel’s laws of Heredity and
Mendeleev's periodic table.
He encouraged researchers
to focus on rekindling the spirit
of enquiry.
Susheel Mittal, fellow, Royal
Society of Chemistry, London,
discussed his recent research
findings about disposable
screen-printed electrodes for
chemical sensing.

He motivated the students to
develop an imaginative thought
process for becoming socially
responsible scientists.
Principal
Khushvinder
Kumar said their current paradigm of development is based on
profit-driven technological
advancements and overutilisation of natural resources
which is resulting in massive
degradation of human conditions and environment.
He encouraged the future
researchers of various disciplines to come together and
develop an eco-friendly sustainable model of development.
Sanjeev Sharma, organising
secretary of the conference
announced that in this conference, 180 delegates hailing from
Sweden, Italy, along with eight
major states and two union
territories of India have
submitted 210 abstracts and
research papers.
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patiala&beyond
‘Skill development holds
key to a sustainable career’
AWARENESS PROGRAMME CBSE official says students should be motivated
to opt for skill-based courses in board curriculum at secondary and higher level
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Skill development programmes at secondary or senior
secondary levels help students in
vertical mobility for a sustainable career, said Moushumi
Sarkar, assistant secretary (skill
education), Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), New
Delhi, on Wednesday.
Sarkar, who was speaking during an awareness programme at
BCM Arya Model Senior Secondary School, Shastri Nagar, said,
“The board offers 17 skill courses
at secondary level and 39 courses
at senior secondary level. If a student fails in any one of the three
compulsory academic subjects
(science, mathematics and social
science) and passes in the skill
subject (offered as the sixth
optional subject), the result will

›

If a student fails in any one of the three compulsory
academic subjects and passes in the skill subject,
the result will be computed by considering the latter.
MOUSHUMI SARKAR, assistant secretary (skill education), CBSE, New Delhi

be computed by considering the
latter as the subject,” Sarkar said.
Around 180 principals of the
board-affiliated schools participated in the programme organised in collaboration with the
National Stock Exchange of India
Limited, and learnt about skill
and competency development at
school level.
Sarkar said the board had
introduced three new courses
from this academic session —
artificial intelligence, early childhood care education, and yoga.
Students should be motivated to
opt for these subjects for which
the board is equipped with text-

books as well as question papers.
“The board will send PowerPoint presentations related to
skill-based courses so that school
principals motivate students to
opt for these courses after Class
9,” said Sarkar. She addressed
various queries regarding skill
education provided by the board
and motivated the principals to
start skill-based courses in their
schools to give a variety of
options to students after Class 9.
FINANCIAL LITERACY
GC Sharma, education adviser,
NSE Academy, New Delhi, spoke
on myriad financial challenges.

He emphasised on following a scientific approach to financial literacy combining awareness,
knowledge, skill and attitude to
enable students to make sound
financial choices.
Bhupinder Singh, head of
department, financial market
management (FMM), gave a presentation on the achievements of
FMM stream in the school.
Former students from the school,
Milind Kawtra (FMM), Gauravdeep Singh (mass media) and
Mansha Chatley (food production) among others recollected
their experiences.
During the programme, the
students of the host school presented a skit on financial literacy.
The skit drove home the message
that one should keep oneself
updated with the latest techniques for investment in order to
be safe from frauds.

PATIALA, BANUR, RAJPURA, SAMANA, FATEHGARH SAHIB,
MANDI GOBINDGARH, SIRHIND & NABHA

Ludhiana: Illegal
constructions by
two flat owners in
Rishi Nagar razed
LUDHIANA: Acting on complaints

against two flat owners in Block
X of Rishi Nagar, the Ludhiana
Improvement Trust (LIT)
removed the encroachments
made by them in the form of a
toilet and a balcony.
Sub-divisional officer (SDO),
LIT, Kirandeep Singh, said that
action was taken against two
flats situated at the ground and
first floors of the same building.
While one of them had constructed an illegal toilet at the
ground floor, the other at the
first floor had constructed a balcony illegally.
High drama was witnessed on
the spot after the owner of a flat
alleged that her two children
were inside the flat when the
demolition drive was conducted
by the LIT authorities. The LIT
officials, however, said that the
flat was locked from outside and
there were no children inside
the flat when the encroachment
was removed.
HTC

n

PAU officials signing a pact for commercialising solar dryer technology at the university in Ludhiana
HT PHOTO
on Wednesday.

PAU inks pact for licensing
of solar dryer technology
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: Punjab Agricultural

ADGP Prabodh Kumar visits crime scene in Mohali
MOHALI : A day after Punjab chief

minister Captain Amarinder
Singh handed over the murder
probe of drugs authority officer
Neha Shoree to the director of
Bureau of Investigation, Prabodh Kumar on Wednesday
visited the crime scene.
Neha, the zonal licensing
authority, food and drugs

administration, Punjab, was
shot dead in her office at
Kharar on March 29 by Balwinder Singh, 49, whose drugs
licence had been cancelled by
her in 2009 following a raid on
his chemist shop in which illegally kept intoxicants were
found.
After firing a shot at Neha,

Balwinder shot himself too with
his .32-bore pistol. Neha was a
daughter of Captain Kailash K
Shoree, a 1971 war veteran,
who had retired from the army
in 1980.
The entire record, including
calls details, statement of witnesses and footage, has been
handed over to the present prob-

ing agency.
Sources said the Bureau of
Investigation is digging deeper
into the possibility of professional rivalry and ascertaining
if drug mafia was involved in the
crime as suspected by Neha’s
family.
Previous probes have
revealed that Balwinder did a

recce of the building that was
constructed in 2016 and was
aware of small passages that led
to the premises.
It was also found that Balwinder was a frequent visitor to
Kharar and according to his
calls logs, he used to work with
several diagnostic centres on
commission basis.
HTC

University (PAU) signed an
agreement with Vishivkarma
Solar Energy Corporation, Phillaur, Jalandhar, for the licensing
of evacuated tube collector solar
dryer technology.
Dr Navtej Singh Bains,
director of research, PAU, and
Vijay Dhiman from the energy
corporation, signed the memorandum of agreement on behalf
of their respective organisations.
The technology has been

jointly developed by Sukhmeet
Singh, Dr VS Hans, Dr RS Gill
and Dr Manpreet Singh, experts
from the department of renewable energy engineering, PAU.
Dr Ashok Kumar, dean, College of Engineering and Technology, said drying in this solar
dryer results in better quality of
products and reduces the drying
time by 72% in comparison to the
drying in the open sun. This
dryer has a payback period of
about 360 drying days, he added.
Dr Sukhmeet Singh, senior
research engineer-cum-head,
department of mechanical engineering, PAU, said that the evac-

Farmers given tips on scientific
agriculture, smart scarecrow
HT Correspondent
n

letterschd@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: An awareness pro-

gramme on scientific agriculture
for farmers was organised at CT
University on Wednesday in
which a large number of farmers
from various districts of Punjab
participated.
The event had stalls showcasing new farm technologies, subsidiary occupations and literature put up by different departments of the university, state
agriculture department and
other allied concerns, including
pesticide and fertiliser firms.
Farm experts shared tips on scientific farming.
The focus remained on technologies aimed at rational use of
natural resources and ecofriendly crop production techniques. Models prepared by students were also displayed.
Besides, queries of farmers were
addressed by experts.
Baldev Singh Naurth of
department of agriculture, Punjab, was chief guest. He expressed
concern on the need to reduce
agricultural cost liabilities, boost
profitability as well as the conservation of natural resources. In
recognition of his dedicated tech-

uated tube collector solar dryer
technology is a medium capacity
solar dryer, capable of drying up
to 40kg of fresh product in about
2-5 sunny days. “Its aperture
area is 1.4 sq m and is made of
highly efficient evacuated tubes
open at both the ends. It has a fan
powered with solar photovoltaic
panel. It needs shadow-free area
of 2m x 2.5m. Drying product is
loaded in six perforated stainless
steel trays each of size 66.5cm x
51cm x 7cm high,” he said.
Dr VS Hans, head, department
of renewable energy engineering, said that approximate cost of
the technology is ₹45,000.

SCHOOL GAMES

PUNJAB,
CHANDIGARH
SHINE IN HOCKEY
PRE-QUARTERS
HT Correspondent
n

ludhiana@hindustantimes.com

LUDHIANA: In the pre-quarterfinal

n

The focus remained on technologies aimed at rational use of natural
HT FILE
resources and eco-friendly crop production techniques.

nology transfer service to the
farming community, Dr Naurth
was honoured with ‘Dr Norman
Borlaug Award’.
SMART SCARECROW
GRABS EYEBALLS
The special attraction of the event
was a ‘smart scare crow’ emitting
distress calls of birds, light for
scaring birds and animals, and
generating fire alarm after
detecting fire in the field. The
other technology showcased was
a ‘water sensing robot’, in which
farmers showed keen interest.
FARMERS FELICITATED
Ten Punjab farmers were

honoured with appreciation
awards for saying ‘No’ to
paddy straw burning.
Welcoming the dignitaries and
farmers, CTU vice-chancellor
Harsh Sadawarti said that an
effective farmer-expert-industry
linkage can boost agriculture
and that scientific agriculture is
the only way for profitable
agriculture.
The winning entries of produce competition, flower show,
farm machinery and best stalls
were also awarded prizes.
Farmers were given literature
and educated through motivational slogans and charts on
scientific agriculture.

hockey matches of the 64th
under-19 (U-19) National School
Games played on Wednesday at
the multiple locations in the
city, Chandigarh beat Karnataka 3-2 and the Punjab team triumphed over Gujarat by a margin of 12-1.
The matches were played at
Astroturf, Punjab Agricultural
University (PAU), hockey stadium, PAU, and Guru Nanak
Public School, Sarabha Nagar.
ODISHA DEFEAT
KERALA
Meanwhile, Odisha defeated
Kerala 12-1, while Haryana beat
Jammu and Kashmir 7-1.
HIMACHAL PRADESH
SCORE A VICTORY
OVER RAJASTHAN
In other matches played in
the pre-quarterfinals, Delhi
defeated Maharashtra by a margin of 1-0, while Tamil Nadu
defeated Bihar 3-0. Himachal
Pradesh scored a victory over
Rajasthan by a margin of 2-0.
GIRLS UNDER-19
CATEGORY RESULTS
In the girls under-19 category,
the Punjab team beat Karnataka
2-1 in a neck-and-neck clash
while Odisha decimated
Telangana 8-0.
Rajasthan scored a comfortable win over Maharashta by
beating them 5-1.
Tamil Nadu beat Kerala 5-0 to
continue their dominance.
In the final match of the day,
the Haryana team marked
an easy victory over Madhya
Pradesh — 7-1.

THE MATCHES WERE
PLAYED AT ASTROTURF,
PUNJAB AGRICULTURAL
UNIVERSITY (PAU),
HOCKEY STADIUM, PAU,
AND GURU NANAK
PUBLIC SCHOOL,
SARABHA NAGAR
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The actor recalls what it was like to make his
debut 30 years ago, says it is much tougher
for younger actors to enter Bollywood now

Sneha Mahadevan
n his three-decade long
career, Salman Khan has
launched a lot of new faces in
Bollywood. But the actor is
pretty sure that he won’t
launch anyone unless they are
prepared to slog it out before
their film finally releases.
While the actor admits that he
did have his fair share of
struggles, he says that actors
who make their debuts now
have to work much harder. In a
candid chat, the actor tells us
about launching new faces, his
criteria for choosing a film,
singing, and more.

I

You have been in the industry for
over three decades. After all these
years, what is that one thing that

you look for when you choose a
project?
My only thing is that when I
hear a subject, I have to decide
almost immediately whether or
not this is something I want to
do. I start thinking about
finishing my earlier films
faster so I can think of
accommodating the new film.
If I say ‘Sochke bataunga’
that means it’s gone. It has to
catch my attention straight
out and I should be able to
visualise myself, how the
trailer will be shot, how the
promos will look, where the
film’s interval would be and all
of that. But there is no formula
to this.
You have seen a lot of ups and
downs in your career. What is the

You made your debut in 1988. How
much do you think has changed in
terms of preparations that newer
actors come with today?
My only brief to the younger

a
action
and dance. Nowadays,
th
here are a lot of workshops
available, too. For me, at that
a
point of time, I used to play
p
very sport. But now acting
raining workshops have come
n. Today, if I wanted to become
an actor and gave auditions, I
would fail. Auditions are a
different thing altogether. All
th
hese younger guys have
worked really hard and they
w
deserve to do well in life. I hope
d
all the ones that we launch
a
after this, do well, too.
a

A still from Tubelight
guys is, ‘Can you do what
Varun [Dhawan; actor] does?
What Tiger [Shroff; actor]
does? Or can you do what
Ranveer Singh does?’ If you
don’t come at par with that,
then don’t even think of
becoming an actor. It has taken
them (the youngsters that I
launch) four, five years to get to
a stage where they can do

instagram.com/htcity

www.youtube.com/user/ht

Crass songs become hits as the
public likes them, feels Raftaar

IFIAUDITIONED
TODAY,I’DFAIL,
SAYSSALMAN
one film that youu felt
didn’t fare as per
p
your
expectations?
I feel like Tubelight (2017)
was one of the better films
that I have done but it
released on Eid. Sab
dhamaal masti karne gaye,
aur rote huye bahar nikle. I
had told the makers that Eid
d
is a festive date and you sho
oul
not come out on this date. Th
hey
didn’t want to lose out on th
he
special date of Eid, but this
wasn’t an Eid film. However,
even though they said that the
film didn’t do well, it did a
business of ₹148 crores and it
was considered a flop. Aise hi
upar wala har ek ko flop dete
rahe (laughs).

twitter.com/htshowbiz

You also sang in Notebook after
your songs in Kick (2014) and
Hero (2015). Do you volunteer to
sing for your projects?
Arrey they just put the song on
to me. I sang it to the best of my
ability. When I heard it, I asked
them if it will be okay, they
assured me that it would sound
great. Then when I heard it
again, I loved it.

Samarth Goyal
usician-rapper Dilin
Nair aka Raftaar feels
bad as a “poet” that
songs with questionable
lyrics become hits. However,
he feels that the trend is
prevalent everywhere, and
it’s listeners who decide what
songs they like.
“When someone from the
West, like an Akon, sings, ‘I
want to f*** you’, people love
it, and feel there is nothing
wrong [with the lyrics]. You
look at a song like Vengaboys’
To Brazil, and you see models
in skimpy clothes dancing in
the background. No one has
had a problem with that song
either,” says the 30-year-old.
“[Crass] American lingo is
an issue in songs, and still
such songs make it to the
music charts. Same is the
situation [in India], and
listeners here do like such
songs as well. At the end
of the day, the public is liking
such music, so why won’t
people make such songs?” he
adds.
Recalling the time when
he started his journey in
mainstream music, the rapper
says, “I remember people
used to tell me ‘tu toh ab bhai
commercial ban gaya hai’.
They said things like I am
not a good musician and I
don’t have any idea of beats.
But when you get into the
mainstream circuit, your
listener base widens, and
especially in a country
like India, there’s huge
cultural diversity. So,
writing very specific lyrics
might not be relatable
to all.”
“I do feel bad as a poet,
but... I mean, I know I
am good at other things like
music production, mixing,
and performing. So I
know I’ll be able to still get
work in mainstream music
industry,” he adds.

M

n

samarth.goyal@htlive.com
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Get ready for double dhamaal
in Manje Bistre 2

Gippy Grewal returns
with Manje Bistre 2
PHOTOS: HTCS

ippy Grewal-starrer
Manje Bistre 2 hits the
screens today. It’s worth
mentioning that the prequel,
Manje Bistre (2017), had
created a trend of movies
celebrating Punjabi weddings
and culture.
Actor Simi Chahal has
joined the star cast of the
sequel, made under Grewal’s
home production banner
Humble Motion Pictures. The
film comprises a stellar
Punjabi cast, including actors
Gurpreet Ghuggi, Karamjit
Anmol, BN Sharma, Sardar
Sohi, Raghavir Bid, Malkit
Roni, Rana Jung Bahadur,
Gurpreet Bhangu, Hobby
Dhaliwal, Harbi Sangha,
Banerinder Buni, Jaggi Singh
and Davinder Daman.
The film’s director Baljeet
Singh Deo has tried to portray
traditional customs and
culture of Punjabi families
residing in Canada. The
power packed dialogues
written by Naresh Kathuria
are sure to tickle your funny
bone and add an extra touch
of comedy. Gurmeet Singh,
Jassi Katial, and Soul Rockers
have composed the music for
Manje Bistre 2.
The movie has been shot in

G

Canada to attract audiences
across the globe, and help
them relate to the wedding
customs in Punjabi families.
The film’s story is based on
the relationship of a youth
and his grandfather. The
grandson wishes to get
married in Canada, where he
has been brought up, but his
grandfather expects a
traditional wedding in
Punjab.
The fun and action unfolds
when it is decided that the
wedding will take place in
Canada, according to Punjabi
rituals. In the movie,
producer Grewal and
co-producers Jaggi Singh and
King Randhawa are shown
collecting manje bistre in
Canada.
Grewal says, “I thought of
making this movie when I had
actually gone to Canada to
attend one of the Punjabi
wedding ceremonies. I was
highly impressed with the
way Punjabi traditions and
wedding customs are followed
there.”
He further adds, “The film
will entertain more audience
as, similar to the prequel, the
music will win their hearts.”

Actor Gippy
Grewal in a still
from Manje
Bistre 2

HTC
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(MAR 21 - APR 20)
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Do not delay when it comes to health issues.
Financial worries will keep you away from
achieving what you want. A superior at
work may discover your potential for
doing something out of the ordinary.
Today, you will not succeed in winning
your battle on the romantic front. Do
not initiate travelling plans today.

TAURUS
(APR 21 - MAY 20)

Astrologer Prem Kumar Sharma can be contacted at: Delhi: 91-11-26449898,
26489899 (Sat to Mon): Panchkula: 91-172-2562832, 2572874 (Tues to Thurs);
Mumbai: 09223376963 (Last week of every month)

Claire Danes: The American actor, who is known
for starring in films such as Romeo + Juliet,
Terminator 3: Rise of the Machines and TV series
Homeland, turns 40 today.

You are likely to enjoy good health as you
slowly turn into a fitness freak. Luck might
not be favourable on the monetary front.
Someone’s guidance on the academic
front is likely to hold you in good stead.
Stay away from travel plans. Managing a
property deal might leave you feeling
stressed.

Luck turns favourable on the monetary front.
A medicine you are taking might not suit
you. Despite having your fingers in many
pies on the professional front, you are
likely to give a good account of yourself.
You might not be very successful in
taking your romantic relationship to the
next level.

Lucky Number: 5 Colour: Forest Green
Pay attention to your health. Some bad news
awaits you on the professional front.
Sharpen your focus on the academic
front. Financial condition might improve.
Your romantic intentions will be fully
reciprocated by the one you admire. An
overseas travel plan is on the cards for
some.

Lucky Number: 6 Lucky Colour: White
Your determination will keep you fit and
healthy. A new opportunity to make money
is likely to be seized by some. Sharing the
burden of a colleague at work will reap
its benefit soon. Stay away from driving
if you’re not authorised to drive. Do not
try to resolve property-related issues
today.

LEO
(JULY 23 - AUG 23)

Lucky Number: 8 Colour: Bottle Green

SAGITTARIUS

(NOV 23 - DEC 21)

CAPRICORN
(DEC 22 - JAN 21)

A medicine will help you get rid of your
ailment sooner than you expect. Things
don’t appear too easy on the financial
front. Be cautious about the pros and
cons of a romantic proposal before
giving the nod. A family youngster will
totally rely on you for career counselling.
Travelling will keep you in good company.

VIRGO
(AUG 24 - SEPT 23)

DIFFICULTY LEVEL

LIBRA
(SEPT 24 - OCT 23)

Lucky Number: 22 Colour: Turquoise

Financial gain will keep you in an upbeat
mood. Professionally, you will need to
tackle the most difficult tasks today. Love
life will not be that fulfilling. Someone in
the family will be in the mood to shower
favours on you. Buying a vehicle is on
the cards for some. A property deal may
be clinched by some at a bargain price.

Lucky Number: 2 Lucky Colour: Peach

Lucky Number: 7 Colour: Rosy Brown

CANCER
(JUNE 22 - JULY 22)

Lucky Number: 9 Lucky Colour: Saffron

Lucky Number: 4 Colour: Light Blue

Health will remain good today. You will take
care of an outstanding loan by repaying it.
An important project at work front will
keep you worried. Romantic intentions
are likely to fructify. Those staying out of
town will have some concern related to
family. Travel cards are not up to the
mark.

SUDOKU

GEMINI
(MAY 21 - JUN 21)

Health remains good. Avenues for earning
may dry up soon. Your success may become
talk of the town and bring you good luck.
Stifling existence on the marital front
may make you do something desperate.
Romance promises to bloom. Those in
the media or press are likely to face legal
hassles, if they are not careful.

AQUARIUS
(JAN 22 - FEB 19)

Lucky Number: 3 Lucky Colour: Light Pink
Don’t neglect a medical problem that needs
attention. A new venture is likely to
become profitable, but not as expected.
You may have to face competition that
may affect business. If you are in love,
this is the time to take the next step. Go
out of your way to maintain a strong
relationship with someone in the family.

SCORPIO
(OCT 24 - NOV 22)

Lucky Number: 1 Colour: Golden Brown

Health remains stable. Information sought by
you related to work might take time, but
will be done soon. A long-term
relationship that you want to take
towards the next level might get you
into trouble. Travelling might not be
possible for some. Property business will
suffer a setback too.

PISCES
(FEB 20 - MAR 20)

Lucky Number: 17 Lucky Colour: White

CALVIN AND HOBBES

Bill Watterson

You may need to bring the fun element back
into your life to remain healthy. Travelling
abroad with family is indicated for some.
Hiring experts to ease work will not be
that easy to at the professional front.
Personal issues will affect you on your
romantic front today. Be cautious on
property front today.
Lucky Number: 18 Lucky Colour: Rose

WhyisRicha
learninghowto
rideabike?
Juhi Chakraborty

MATHDOKU

DID YOU KNOW?
Aamir Khan was going to play the role of
Nitin in Delhi Belly (2001), but later opted
out as the role demanded a weight gain.
Kunaal Roy Kapur played the role eventually.

Fill in all the squares in the grid so that each row, column and
each of the 9X9 squares contains all the digits from 1 to 9.

SCRAMBLE - 3053
Solve the four anagrams and move one letter to each square to
form four ordinary words

GL IOO
AOVCL
EMOODD
AE RTHH
Now arrange the letters marked with an asterisk (*) to form the
answer to the riddle or to fill in the missing words as indicated.

SOLUTION MATHDUKU

____________ is the sleep of reason.
- Jean-Jacques Rousseau (9)

SOLUTION SUDOKU

Place numbers into the puzzle cells so that each row and column contains each of the digits from 1 to 5. No number is to be repeated in any row or
column. Each bold-outlined cells contain a hint of a number and one of the mathematical symbols + x - /. The number is the result of the operation
represented by the symbol to the digits contained.

SCRAMBLE SOLUTION: Igloo, vocal, doomed, hearth
ANSWER: Childhood is the sleep of reason. - Jean-Jacques
Rousseau

‘I HAVETO STARTFROM SCRATCH’

Aamna Sharif is preparing to get
back to acting, after being away
from the industry for five years
Sangeeta Yadav
ast seen in the 2014 film
Ek Villain, actor Aamna
Sharif had taken a break
from acting to focus on
her family, especially her son,
Arain. Now, after a hiatus of
five years, she’s busy
prepping for her comeback.
Having shot to fame as
Kashish in the TV show
Kahiin to Hoga, the actor later
did films such as Aloo Chaat
(2009) and Shakal Pe Mat Ja
(2011) which did not do well.
She opens up about her career
struggles and future plans.
Excerpts:

L

What prompted you to take a
break from acting?
Life is all about changing your
priorities at different stages of
life. From a very early age,
work had been my only
priority, so after my marriage
to Amit (Kapoor) in 2013, I
wanted to give some time to
my family. And then I got
busy with my son, Arain.
What kind of work are you
looking forward to in the next
phase of your career?
I’m ready to shift gears
again to get [back] into acting.
For me, it’s literally starting
from scratch all over again.
So, I need to strategise what to
take up next. Currently, I’m
listening to some scripts and
meeting people. It’s a good
time for actors as some really
good work is being done — be
it films, TV, or web.
Everybody is making great
content and I would love to
play a strong and challenging
role.

Was it easy for you to make the
transition from TV to films?
Unlike TV, where I had a
mentor like (producer) Ekta
Kapoor, I had nobody to guide
me where films were
concerned. So, the transition
wasn’t easy. Having said that,
I owe my success to Ekta for
giving me my first TV show,
which made me a household
name. Till date, my character,
Kashish, is etched in people’s
minds. And [I’m also thankful
to Ekta] for casting me in my
last movie, Ek Villain. I was
fortunate that she had faith in
me.

Aamna Sharif
took a break
from acting to
focus on her
family,
especially her
son

hen it comes to getting
into the skin of a
character, Richa
Chadha leaves no stone
unturned. The actor recently
underwent kabaddi training
from professional kabaddi
player, Sayali Nagwekar, for
her next film, Panga. And now
we hear that Richa is also
learning how to ride a bike as
part of her role’s requirement.
Richa could have easily
opted for a body double, but
she insisted on learning how
to ride the bike before the
scenes.Sharing her thoughts
on learning to ride a twowheeler, the actor says, “I had
never learnt how to ride bikes.
So, it was a fun challenge. My
character needs to adapt to
learn to ride a bike as it’s an
important part [of the
story].”
So, who helped Richa learn
how to ride the bike? “I took
help from production [crew]
and my personal driver, who
helped me learn the basics to
balance and learn the safest
way to ride a bike. It was quick
and easy, given that I
personally love to ride
bicycles and the balancing
technique is similar. So, it was

W

easy, apart from learning the
technicalities of operating the
bike.”
Panga is director Ashwiny
Iyer Tiwari’s third film after
Nil Battey Sannata (2017) and
Bareilly Ki Barfi (2018). The
sports drama also stars actor
Kangana Ranaut. Both Richa
and Kangana took to kabaddi
training very seriously,
prompting the director to post
their training images on social
media.
n

juhi.chakraborty@htlive.com

FROM A VERY EARLY AGE, WORK HAD BEEN
MY ONLY PRIORITY, SO AFTER MY MARRIAGE
TO AMIT (KAPOOR) IN 2013, I WANTED TO
GIVE SOME TIME TO MY FAMILY.

PHOTO: FOTOCORP

What struggles did you face in
your search for good work?
I was sitting at home for
almost two years (after
Kahiin to Hoga), because I
wasn’t happy with the kind of
work I was getting. I have
been through a financial
crisis, too, and it left me
disheartened. There have
been times that I loved a
project but it didn’t
materialise.
Considering the changing face of
cinema, do you think if you had
made your film debut now, you
would have been more
successful?
I completely agree. Times
have changed, thanks to the
digital boom and social media.
The audience has become
more receptive towards any
actor who is talented.
Discrimination between
actors from any medium
is a thing of the past. So, I look
forward to making the
most of the current
scenario.
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